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Introduction

These notes (through p. 9.80) are based on my course at Princeton in 1978-
79. Large portions were written by Bill Floyd and Steve Kerckhoff. Chapter 7,

by John Milnor, is based on a lecture he gave in my course; the ghostwriter

was Steve Kerckhoff. The notes are projected to continue at least through the

next academic year. The intent is to describe the very strong connection between

geometry and lowadimensional topology in a way which will be useful and

accessible (with some effort) to graduate students and mathematicians working

in related fields, particularly 3-manifolds and Kleinian groups.

Much of the material or technique is new, and more of it was new to me.

As a consequence, I did not always know where I was going, and the discussion

often tends to wander. The countryside is scenic, however, and it is fun to

tramp around if you keep your eyes alert so you don't get lost. The tendency

to meander rather than to follow the quickest linear route is especially pronounced

in chapters 8 and 9 , where I only gradually saw the usefulness of "train

tracks" and the value of mapping out scum global information about the structure
of the set of simple geodesics on surfaces.

I would be grateful to hear any suggestions or corrections from readers,

since changes are fairly easy to make at this stage. In particular, bibliographical

information is missing in many places, and I would like to solicit references

(perhaps in the form of preprints) and historical infommation.
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The theme I intend to develop is that topology and geometry, in dimensions

up through 3, are very intricately related. Because of this relation, many

questions which seem utterly hopeless from a purely topological point of view

can be fruitfully studied. It is not totally unreasonable to hope that

eventually all 3-manifolds will be understood in a systematic way. In any

case, the theory of geometry in 3-manifolds promises to be very rich, bringing

together many threads.

51 Before discussing geometry, 1 will indicate some topological constructions

yielding diverse 3-manifolds, which appear to be very tangled.

0. Start with the three sphere S3 , which may be easily visualized as 113
together with one point at infinity.

1. Any knot ( = a closed simple curve) or link ( = a union of disjoint

closed simple curves) may be removed. These examples can be made compact by

removing the interior of a tubular neighborhood of the knot or link.
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Branched coverings.

1.2.

The complement of a knot can be very enigmatic, if you try to think about it

from an intrinsic point of view. Papakyriakopoulos proved that a knot

complement has fundamental group Z iff the knot is trivial. This may seem

intuitively clear,but Justification for this intuition is difficult. It is

not known whether knots with homeomorphic complements are the same.

2. Cut out atubular neighborhood of a knot or link, and glue it backin

by a different identification. This is called Q§hn_surge£y. There are many

ways to do this, because the torus has many diffeomorphisms. The generator

(T2) + nof the kernel of the inclusion map (solid torus) in theTr1 1
resulting 3—manifold determines the 3-manifold. The diffeomorphism can be

chosen to make this generator an arbitrary primitive ( = indivisible non-zero)

element of Z 6 Z . It is well defined up to change in sign.

Every oriented 3—manifold can be obtained by this construction, ( cf.

[Lickorish, , ] for instance.) It is difficult, in general, to tell

much about the 3-manifold resulting from this construction. When, for instance,

is it simply connected? When is it irreducible? ( means every

embedded two sphere bounds a ball).

Note that the homology of the three-manifold is a very insensitive invariant.

The homology of a knot complement is the same as the homology of a circle, so

when Dehn surgery is performed, the resulting manifold always has a cyclic

first homology group. If generators for Z) 9 Z = #1 (T2) are chosen so‘

that (l , 0) generates the homology of the complement and (O , l) is trivial

then any Dehn surgery with invariant (l , n) yields a homology sphere.

3. If L is a link, then any finite-sheeted

covering space of 83 — L can be compactified in a canonical way be adding



Heegard decompositions

circles which cover L to give a closed manifold, M . 'M is called a branched

3 over L . There is a canonical projection p : M + S3 ,
3

covering of S

which is a local diffeomorphism away from p-1 (L): If K<2 S is a knot, the

simplest branched coverings of S3 over K are the n—fold cyclic branched

covers, which come from the covering spaces of S3 - K whose fundamental

group is the kernel of the composition «1(53 - K) + H1 (S3 - K) = Z -+ 2% .

In other words, they are unwrapping 83 from K n times. If K is the

trivial knot the cyclic branched covers are S3 . It seems intuitively obvious
3(but it is not known) that this is the only way S can be obtained as a

cyclic branched covering of itself over a knot. Montesinos & Hilden

(independently) showed that every oriented 3-manifold is a branched cover of S3
with 3 sheets, branched over some knot. These branched coverings are not

in general regular: there are no covering transformations.

The formation of irregular branched covers is somehow a much more flexible

construction than the formation of regular branched covers. For instance,

it is not hard to find many different ways in which S3 is an irregular

branched cover of itself.

5. . Every 34manifold can be obtained from two

handlebodies (of some genus) by glueing their boundaries together.

U



The set of possible glueing maps is large and complicated. It is hard to

tell, given two glueing maps, whether or not they yield the same 3-manifold

(except when there are homological invariants to distinguish them).

.. ,P6. Identifying faces of oolvhedra. Suppose P are polyhedra1’ ' k

such that the number of faces with K sides is even, for each K .

Choose an arbitrary pattern of orientation reversing identifications of

pairs of 2-faces. This yields a 3-complex, which is an oriented manifold

except near the vertices. [Around an edge, the link is automatically a circle].

There is a classical criterion which says that such a complex is a manifold

iff its Euler characteristic is zero. We leave this as an exercise.

In any case, however, we may simple remove a neighborhood of each bad

vertex, to obtain a 3-manifold with boundary.

The number of (at least not obviously homeomorphic) 3-manifolds grows

very quickly with the complexity of the description. Consider, for instance,

different ways to obtain a 3-manifold by glueing the faces of an octahedron.

' I
There are -1r£lj:- ° 3h = 8,505 possibilities. For an icosahedron,

2 - I

the figure is .38,661 billion. Because these polyhedra are symmetric, zany

glueing diagrams obviously yield homeomorphic results - but this reduces the figure

by a factor of less than 120 for the icosahedron, for instance.

In two dimensions, the number of possible ways to glue sides of a 2n-gon
(2n)!

to obtain an oriented surface also grows rapidly with n : it is n .
2 n!

In view of the amazing fact that the Euler characteristic is a complete

invariant of a closed oriented surface, huge numbers of these glueing patterns



give identical surfaces. It seems unlikely that such a phenomenon takes

place among 3-manifolds: but how can we tell?

Here is one of the simplest possible glueing diagrams for a

3-manifold. Begin with two tetrahedra with edges labelled:

There is a unique way to glue the faces of one tetrahedron to the other so

that arrows are matched. For instance, A is matched with A'. All the

‘7“> arrows are identified and all the —f+——9 arrows are identified, so the

resulting complex has 2 tetrahedra, h triangles, 2 edges and l vertex.

Its Euler characteristic is +l , and (it follows that) a neighborhood of the

vertex is the cone on a torus. Let M be the manifold obtained by removing

the vertex.

It turns out that this manifold is homeomorphic with the complement of a

figure eight knot.

"Figure eight knot."
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"Another view of the

figure eight knot."

This knot is familiar from extension cords, as the most commonly occurring knot,

after the trefoil knot

In order to see this homeomorphism we can draw a more suggestive picture of the

figure eight knot,

"Tetrahedron with

figure eight knot,

viewed from above."

arranged along the l-skeleton of a tetrahedron. The knot can be spanned by a

2-complex, with two edges, shown as arrows, and h 2-cells, one for each face



of the tetrahedron, in a more - or - less obvious way:
3
I

This picture illustrates the typical way in which a 2—cell is attached.

Keeping in mind that the knot is not there, the cells are triangles with deleted

vertices. The two complementary regions of the two-complex are the tetrahedra,

with deleted vertices.

We will return to this example later. For now, it serves to illustrate the

need for a systematic way to compare and to recognize manifolds.

3933p Suggestive pictures can also be deceptive. A trefoil knot can similarly

be arranged along the l-skeleton of a tetrahedron
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From the picture, a cell-division of the complement is produced. In this case,

however, the 3-cells are not tetrahedra.

The boundary of a 3-cell, flattened out on the plane.



52. There are three kinds of geometry which possess a notion of distance,

and which look the same from any viewpoint with your head turned in an

orientation: these are elliptic geometry (or spherical geometry),

Euclidean or parabolic geometry, and hyperbolic or Lobachevskiian geometry.

The underlying spaces of these three geometries are naturally Riemannian

manifolds of constant sectional curvature resp. +1 , 0 , and -l .

Elliptic n-space is the n-sphere, with antipodal points identified.

TOpologically it is projective n-space, with geometry inherited from the

sphere. The geometry of elliptic space is nicer than that of the sphere

because of the elimination of the pairs of identical, antipodal figures

which always pop up in spherical geometry. Thus, spy.two points in

elliptic space determines a unique line, for instance. In the sphere, an

object moving away from you appears smaller and smaller, until it reaches

a distance of 2" Then, it starts looking larger and larger and optically,

it is in focus behind you. Finally, when it reaches a distance of W ,

it appears so large that it wOuld seem to surround you entirely.



In elliptic space, on the other hand, the maximum distance is g- , so

e.that apparent size is a monotone decreasing function of distanc It

would none—the—less be distressing to live in elliptic space, since you

would always be confronted with an image of yourself, turned inside out,

upside down and filling out the entire background in your field of view.

Euclidean space is familiar to all of us, since it very closely approximates

the geometry of the space in which we live, up to moderate distances.

Hyperbolic space is the least familiar to most people. Certain surfaces of
3revolution in IR have constant curvature -l and so give an idea of

the local picture of the hyperbolic plane.
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The simplest of these is the pseudosphere, the surface of revolution

generated by a tractrix. A tractrix is the track of a box of stones which

starts at (O , 1) and is dragged by a team of oxen walking along the

x-axis and pulling the box by a chain of unit length. Equivalently,

this curve is determined up to translation by the property that its

tangent lines meet the x axis a unit distance from the point of tangency.

The pseudosphere is not complete, however - it has an edge, beyond which it

cannot be extended. Hilbert proved the remarkable theorem that pg complete

C2‘ surface with curvature -1 can exist in I13 . In spite of this,

convincing physical models can be constructed.

We must therefore resort to distorted pictures of hyperbolic space.

Just as it is convenient to have different maps of the earth for

understanding various aspects of its geometry: for seeing shapes,for

comparing areas, for plotting geodesics in navigation; so it is useful

to have several maps of hyperbolic space at our disposal.

2.1 The Poincaré disk model.

Let Dn denote the disk of unit radius in Euclidean n—space. The interior

nof D can be taken as a map of hyperbolic space Hn . A hyperbolic

line in the model is any Euclidean circle which is orthogonal to BDn ;

a hyperbolic 2-plane is a Euclidean sphere orthogonal to BDn; etc.

The words "circle" or "sphere" are here used in the extended sense, to

include the limiting case of a line or plane. This model is conformally

correct, that is, hyperbolic angles agree with Euclidean angles, but

distances are greatly distorted. Hyperbolic arc length 1 ds2 is given



sphere at inrini

2.h

2
by the formula ds2 dx2 , where 162;; is Euclidean arc

length and r is distance from the origin. Thus, the Euclidean image of

a hyperbolic object, as it moves away from the origin,shrinks in size

roughly in proportion to the Euclidean distance from BDn (when this
n

distance is small). The object never actually arrives at 8D , if it

moves with a bounded hyperbolic velocity.

Lines People

The sphere BDn is called the . It is not actually

in hyperbolic space, but it can be given an interpretation purely in terms

of hyperbolic geometry, as follows. Choose any base point p0 in En .

Consider any geodesic ray R , as seen from pO . R traces out a segment

of a great circle in the visual sphere at p0 (since p0 and R determine

a 2-plane).Thisvisual segment converges to a point in the visual sphere.

If we translate Hn so that pO is at the origin in the Poincaré disk



model, we see that the points in the visual sphere correspond precisely

to points on the sphere at infinity, and that the end of a ray in this

Visual sphere corresponds to its Euclidean endpoint in the Poincare disk

model.

2.2 The southern hemisphere.

The Poincaré disk Dnc IR11 is contained in the Poincaré disk Dn+lC IRn+l ,

as a hyperbolic n-plane in hyperbolic n + 1 space.
+

Stereographic projection (Euclidean) from the north pole of BDn 1
sends the Poincaré disk Dn to the southern hemisphere of Dn+1

+5.[Rn

mil

Soufkaf“Hemlsfihé’rfe

Thus hyperbolic lines in the Poincaré disk go to circles on S? orthogonal

to the equator Sn _ l .

There is a more natural construction for this map, using only
+

hyperbolic geometry. For each point p in Hn C: En l , consider the

hyperbolic ray perpendicular to En at p , and downward normal. This
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ray converges to a point on the sphere at infinity, which is the same as

the Euclidean stereographic image of p. \
n. be

2.3. The upper half space model.

This is closely related to the previous two, but it is often more convenient

for computation or for constructing pictures. To obtain it, rotate the

sphere Sn in IRn+l so that the southern hemisphere lies in the half-
n+1space xn 10 in IR . Now stereographic projection from the top

of Sn (which is now on the equator) sends the southern hemisphere to the

upper half space xn > 0 in IRn+l_
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A hyperbolic line, in the upper half-sspace, is a circle perpendicular to

the bounding plane 1811-1C IR:1 . The hyperbolic metric is (15:2-an dx2
Thus, the Euclidean image of a hyperbolic object moving toward annl has

size precisely proportional to the Euclidean distance from Tin-l
2.1+ The projective model.

This is obtained by Euclidean orthogonal projection of the southern

hemisphere of Sn back to the disk Dn . Hyperbolic lines become Euclidean

line segments. This model is useful for understanding incidence in a

configuration of lines and planes. Unlike the previous three models, it

fails to be conformal, so that angles and shapes are distorted.

It is better to regard this projective model to be contained not in

i”IfU2....a; ,...w M
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Euclidean space, but in projective space. The projective model is very

natural from a point of view inside hyperbolic n + 1 space: it gives a

picture of a hyperplane, En , in true perspective. Thus, an observer

hovering above Hn in Hn+l , looking down, sees En as the interior of

a disk in his visual sphere. As he moves farther up, this visual disk

shrinks, as he moves down, it expands, but (unlike in Euclidean space)

the visual radius of this disk is always strictly less than r/2 . A

line on En appears visually straight. It is possible to give an

intrinsic meaning within hyperbolic geometry for the points outside the

sphere at infinity in the projective model. For instance, in the two-

dimensional projective model, any two lines meet somewhere. The conventional

sense of meeting means to meet inside the sphere at infinity (at a

point). If the two lines converge in the visual circle, this means that

they meet on the circle at infinity, and they are called .

Otherwise, the two lines are called ; they have a unique

common perpendicular L and they meet in some point x in the Moebius

band outside the circle at infinity. Any other line pg_m£

passes thropgh x , and any line through x is 39_ L.
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Evenly lines

The region inside the circle is a plane, with a base line and a family of its
per ulars, spaced at a distance of .051 fundamental units, as measured
alo base line shown in perspective in hyperbolic 3-space (or in the projective

The lines ext 0 their ary ing point beyond
izon. U , er, ctly ab X ch is .881
ntal units the ne). To see the view from different

heights, us the following table:

To see the view of hold the picture a
U at a height of distance of —

2 units 11" (28 cm.)
3 units 27" (69 cm.)
’4 units 6' (191 cm.)
5 units 17' (519.cm.)
10 units 2,523' (771 m.)
20 units 10,528.75 miles (16,981 km.)

For instance, you may imagine that the fundamental distance is 10 meters.
Then the lines are spaced about like railroad ties. Twenty units is 200

meters: U is in a hot air balloon.



To prove this, consider hyperbolic 2-space as a plane PC 33 .

Construct the plane Q through L perpendicular to P . Let U be an

observer e: H3. ,Drop a perpendicular M from U to the plane Q .

Now if K is any line in P perpendicular to L ,the plane determined

by U and K is perpendicular to Q , hence contains M ; hence the

visual line determined by K in the visual sphere of U passes through

the visual point determined by K . The converse is similar.



This gi a one—to-one between the

the e at infinity in general) the set

L corre s the common intersection
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S lerly, there is a orreSpondence between

w’8utside the sphere afl infinity a point p

'.'4--.“. all points determined by hyperplanes throughI
2.5 The Sphere of imaginary radius.

A sphere in Euclidean space with radius r
I!

hyperbolic space should be a sphere of
1
f

at of points

hyperplanes

2.10

x outside

L in

int of all its perpendiculars.

s in HI1 and hyperplanes

sponds to the union of

constant curvature 1 Thus,2r

i . To give this a reasonable

. .. . . . . 2 _ 2 2 21nterpretatlon, we use an indeflnlte met — dxl + ... + dxn — dxn+1
in IRn+l. The sphere of radius i the origin in this metric is the

. ,1" 2 2 2hyperb0101d fxl + ... + xn — xn+1
I"

K
\\\ ./

\
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The metric dx2 restricted to this hyperboloid is positive definite, and

it is not hard to check that it has constant curvature -l .

Any plane through the origin is dx2 — orthogonal'to the hyperboloid,

so it follows from elementary Riemannian geometry that it meets the hyperboloid

in a geodesic. The projective model for hyperbolic space is reconstructed

by projection of the hyperboloid from the origin to a hyperplane in Tin .

Conversely, the quadratic form x12 + ... + xnz - xn+12 can be reconstructed

from the projective model. To do this, note that there is a unique

quadratic equation of the form

i,j=l

defining the sphere at infinity in the projective model. Homogenization of
+

this equation gives a quadratic form of type (n , 1) in IR'n l , as

desired. Any isometry of the quadratic form x12 + ... xn 2 - xn_12
induces an isometry of the hyperboloid, and hence any projective transformation

of IPn which preserves the sphere at infinity induces an isometry of

hyperbolic space. This contrasts with the situation in Euclidean geometry,

where there are many projective self-homeomorphisms: the affine

transformations. In particular, hyperbolic space has no similarity

transformations except isometries. This is true also for elliptic space.

This means that there is a well-defined unit of measurement of distances in

hyperbolic geometry. We shall later see how this is related to 3-dimensional

topology, giving a measure of the "size" of manifolds.
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2.6 Trigonometry.

Sometimes it is convenient to have formulas for hyperbolic geometry, and

not just pictures. For this purpose, it is convenient to work with the

description of hyperbolic space as one sheet of the "sphere" of radius i

. _2 2.‘with respect to the quadratic form Q(X) — X1 + ... + x: - Xn+1 1n
+Iin+l . film 1 , equipped with this quadratic form and the associated

n li d ' = _ anner pro uct X Y _ X. Y. X 1 Y 1 , is called En .
i:

First we will describe the geodesics on level sets Sr = {X : Q(X) = r2}
of Q . Suppose that Kt is such a geodesic, with speed s = V Q(K )

we may differentiate the equations

_ 2 . . _ 2Xt Xt - r Xt Kt - s

to obtain

Kt 'Kt = 0 Xt Xt 0

I I - 2Xt Xt - Kt Xt - -5

Since any geodesic must lie in a 2-dimensional subspace, Xt must be

a linear combination of Xt and it , and we have

2.6.1 X = X

This differential equation, together with the initial conditions
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determines the geodesics.

Given two vectors X and Y in En’l , if X and I have non-zero

length we define the quantity

'YX
c (X ,Y) llxll ° Irll

where IIXII = /F_X_T_X— is positive real or positive imaginary. Note that

c (X ,Y) = c (1X ,uY) , where A and u are positive constants, that

c(-X ,Y) = —c (x , r), and that c (x ,x) = 1 . In Euclidean space

En+l , c(X , I) is the cosine of the angle between X and I In En’l
there are several cases.

We identify vectors on the positive sheet of Si (Xn+1 > 0) with

hyperbolic space. If Y is any vector of real length, then Q restricted

to the subspace Y‘" is indefinite of type (n—l , l) . This means
that Y‘ intersects fin and determines a hyperplane. We will use

the notation Y‘ to denote this hyperplane, piph_phe_normal orien ion

by_ Y . (We have seen this correspondence before, in 2.h) .

2.6.2. If x and r e.an ,then

c(X ,r) = cosh d(X ,r)

where d(X , Y) denotes the hyperbolic distance between X and Y .

To prove this formula, join X to X by a geodesic Xt of unit speed.
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From 2.6.1 we have

Xt Xt X X0 = 0

so
c (xt, xt) - c (xt. It)
c (x0, x0) - o
c (x ,x0) =

thus c(X ,xt) = cosh t.

When t d(X , Y) , then Xt = Y , giving 2.6.2.

.L - J- . .If X and Y are dlstlnct hyperplanes, then

2.6.3 XL and Y'L intersect (in En)
<=> Q is positive definite on the subspace <X,Y> spanned by X and Y.

<=> C(X ,Y)2 < 1

c(X,Y)= cos <(X,Y) = -cos d(X; ,YL)
X

<X,Y>

To see this, note that X and Y intersect in En <=> Q restricted

to X"- n Y; is indefinite of type (n-2 , l) <=> Q restricted to

<X,Y> is positive definite. (<X,Y> is the normal subspace to the (n-2)

plane X'L n Y‘L ).
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There is a general elementary formula for the area of a parallelgram

g (X ,Y) with respect to an inner product:

cree(£7(x,Y)) x-x
lIXII 'IIYlI - 1

Y ° Y - (X - Y)2
c(X ,Y)

This area is positive real if X and Y span a positive definite subspace,

and positive imaginary if the subspace has type (1 ,1) .

finally, that x‘ and r‘
formula for c(X , Y) comes from ordinary trigonometry.

2.6.h X 4' and YJ' have a common perpendicular

<=> Q has type (1 ,l) on <X,Y>

<=> c (X ,Y)2 > 1
L=>7-_\(x,y)=i-cosh(d(xL ,Y ))

This shows ,‘

intersect <=> c (X ,Y)2 < 1 . )The

The sign is positive if the normal orientations of the common perpendiculars

coincide, and negative otherwise.

0<C(st) cosh d(X , Y)
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The proof is similar to 2.6.2. We may assume X and Y have unit

length. Since <X,Y> intersects En as the common perpendicular to XJ'
and YJ' , Q restricted to <X,Y> has type (1 , 1). Replace X

by -X if necessary, so that X and Y lie in the same component of

S1 l1 <X,Y> . Join X to Y by a geodesic Xt of speed i . From

2.6.1 , Xt = Xt . There is a dual geodesic Zt of unit speed,

satisfying Zt - Xt = O , Joining X'L to Y‘L
perpendicular,so one may deduce that

c(X,Y) 2d£1fi=zd(xl,r*)

along their common

There is a limiting case, intermediate between 2.6.3 and 2.6.14 :

2.6.5. x and TL areparallel

<=> Q restricted to <X,Y> is degenerate

‘L formanangleof O or 1rIn this case, we say that X'L and Y

X”L and Y‘ actually have a distance of 0 , where the distance of two- sets

U and V is defined to be the infinun of the distance between points

u E U and v e V .

There is one more case in which to interpret c (X , Y )

2.6.6. If X isapoint in fin and Y‘L ahyperplane, then

sinh (d (x .Y‘))
i

c(X,Y)

where d (X , Y'L ) is the oriented distance.
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d (x , Y) > o

The proof is left to the untiring reader.

With our dictionary now complete, it is easy to derive hyperbolic

trigonometric formulae from linear algebra. To solve triangles, note that

the edges of a triangle with vertices u , v and w in H2 are U; ,V‘ and

W‘ ,where U is a vector orthogonal to v and w , etc. To find the

angles of a triangle from the lengths,one can find three vectors u ,v , and

w with the appropriate inner products, find a dual basis, and calculate

the angles from the inner products of the dual basis.

Here is the general formula. We consider triangles in the projective

model, with vertices inside or outside the sphere at infinity. Choose

vectors vl , v2
Let 5i = vi - vi , eiJ = /"si sJ _ and c1."1

and v3 of length i or 1 representing these points.

= c(vi ,vJ) . Then

the matrix of inner products of the vi is

61 612°12 E13°13
c = E12c12 82 623°23

813°13 823°23 e3



)

M
v’( c23

'7

cosu cos B + cos
sin a sin 8

2.18

. . l 2 3 . -lThe matrix of inner products of the dual bas1s Ev ,v ,v } 15 C

For our purposes, though, it is simpler to compute the matrix of inner

products of the basis { - det G 1 } ,

-e e (l-c2 -e e (c c -c ) es e (c c —c '

2 3 23 12 3 13 23 l2 l3 2 12 23 13'

-e'e (l-c 2 ) -e e (c c c '

—1 1 3 13 23 1 12 13- 23
-adJ c = (-det G) - c 2-ele2 (l-c12 )

If v1 ,v2 V3 is the dual basis, and c:'-"1 c (‘7':L ,VJ) , we can compute

c
2.6.7 c12 = e - l - ) V l - c§3

= ‘512 E3
V—eée3 “-6153where it is easier to deduce the sign 5 directly. This

specializes to give a number of formulas, in geometrically distinct cases.

In a real triangle,

2.6.8 cosh C
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cosh A cosh B - cosh C
sinh A sinh 32.6.9. cos Y

or, cosh osh A c B sinh A sinh B cos Y (See also 2.6.16) .-
V

In an all right on, ‘
\

_\.1 \

I4 ‘7V
I[I

I pf!‘
/ x

\V '.\

.1 \ \\\ ‘I \

\ l \\
\‘E j \

I \
\

I \L
1 ’1 \
I
I It \
l
l I
L cosh a’ cosh B + cosh ‘Y V2.6.10 cosh C ‘- /sinh a. sinh B 3

I
I /

(El‘aee also, 2.6.18)
l
I
lSuch hexagons are useful'in’the study of hyperbolic structures on surfaces.

E. L
4' .

I
I

'I
Similar formulas can be ined for pentagons with four right angles, or

quadrilaterals with two adjacent right angles:

"(3'a -‘
a " \’ \
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By taking the limit of 2.6.8 as the vertex with angle 7 tends to the
circle at m , we obtain useful formulas:

cos a cos B +'12.6.11 cosh C = . .Sln a Sln B

and in particular

2.6.12 cosh C = l / sin a

The formulas for a right triangle are worth mentioning separately, since

they are particularly simple.
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sin 8

Y A F

From the formula for cos Y we obtain the hyperbolic Pythagorean

theorem:

2.6.13 cosh A cosh B

Also,

2.6.1h cosh A = cos aSin 8

(Note that = l in a Euclidean right triangle)

cosh C / cosh A for cosh B in the formula 2.6.9 for cos a , one finds

2.6.15 In a right triangle, sin a

From this follows the general law of sines,

2.6.16 In any triangle, sin a sin 8 sin Ysinh A sinh B _ sinh C

2.21

By substituting

'cosh C



Similarly, in an all right pentagon,

one has

2.6.17 sinh A sinh B cosh D

It 'follows that in any all right hexagon,

there is a law of Sines-a

sinh A sinh B _ sinh C
2'6'18 sinh a sinh B _ sinh y
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53. Geometric structures on manifolds.

A manifold is a topological Space which is locally modelled on IR n . The ‘

notion of what it means to be locally modelled on IR11 can be made definite

in many different ways, yielding many different sorts of manifolds. In

general, to define a kind of manifold, we need to define a set gd of

glueing maps which are to be permitted for piecing the manifold together

out of chunks of En . Such a manifold is called a 5 -manifo]:d. )5
should satisfy some obvious properties which make it a of local

homeomorphisms between open sets of mu
(1) The restriction of an element gEJj7 to any open set in its domain

is also in 44.
(ii) The composition 31 og2 of two elements of 5, when defined,

is in Id.
(iii) The inverse of an element of A is in H
(iv) The property of being in y‘is local, so that if U =g Ucl and

if g is a local homeomorphism g : U + V whose restriction to

each Um is in 5 , then geES .

It is convenient also to permit g to be a pseudogroup acting ony

manifold, although, as long as a is transitive, this doesn't give

any new types of manifolds. See Haefliger, in Springer Lecture Notes

#197 , for a discussion.

A group G acting on a manifold X determines a pseudogroup which

consists of restrictions of elements of G to open sets in X . A



Examples

(G , X)-manifold means a manifold glued together using this pseudogroup

of restrictions of elements of G .

If g is the pseudogroup of local Cr diffeomorphisms of Jan ,

then a A -manifold is a Cr—manifold, or more loosely, a. differentiable

manifold (provided r _>_ 1 ) .

If A ‘is the pseudogroup of local piecewise-linear homeomorphisms,

then a 1d -manifold is a PL-manifold.

If G is the group of affine transformations of IR11 ,then a (G , JRn)

manifold is called an manifold. For instance, given a constant

A > 1 consider an annulus of radii l and, A + e . Identify

neighborhoods of the two boundary components by the map 3: - f Xx. The

resulting manifold,- topologically, is T2



Euclidean

elliflic
Congecture g—manifold fundamental elliptic

Here is another method, due to John Smillie, for constructing affine

structures on T2 from any quadrilateral Q in the plane. Identify the

opposite edges of Q by the orientation-preserving similarities which carry

one to the other. Since similarities preserve angles, the sum of the

angles about the vertex in the resulting complex is 2v , so it has an

affine structure. We shall see later how such structures on T2 are intimately

connected with questions concerning Dehn surgery in 3-manifolds.

The literature about affine manifolds is interesting. Milnor [ ] showed

that the only closed 2—dimensional affine manifolds are tori and Klein

bottles. The main unsolved question about affine manifolds is whether in

general an affine manifold has Euler characteristic zero.

If G is the group of isometries of Euclidean space En ,then a (G , En)-

manifold is called a manifold, or often a flat_manifold. Bieberbach

proved that a Euclidean manifold is finitely covered by a torus. Furthermore,

a Euclidean structure automatically gives an affine structure, and Bieberbach

proved that closed Euclidean manifolds with the same fundamental group are

equivalent as affine manifolds.

If G is the group 0 (n + l) acting on elliptic space I’n ( or on Sn ) ,

then we obtain manifolds.

eve m finite mg;a
structure.

This conjecture is a stronger version of the Poincaré conjecture; we shall

see the logic shortly. All known 3—manifolds with finite fundamental group

certainly have elliptic structures.
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As a final example (for the present),when G is the group of isometries

of hyperbolic space En , then a (G , fin)-manifold is a

manifold. '

For instance, any surface of negative Euler characteristic has a

hyperbolic structure. The surface of genus two is an illustrative example.

Topologically, this surface is obtained by identifying the sides of an

octagon, in the pattern above, for instance. An example of a hyperbolic

structure on the surface is obtained from any hyperbolic octagonawhose

opposite edges have equal lengths and whose angle sum is 2n , by identifying

in the same pattern. There is a regular octagon with angles w/h , for

instance.



s/

A regular octagon with angles fi/h ,whose sides

can be identified to give a surface of genus 2.
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3.6

3.1 A_ structure gg.the figgre knot

Consider a regular tetrahedron in Euclidean space, inscribed in the

unit sphere, so that its vertices are on the sphere. Now interpret this

tetrahedron to lie in the projective model for hyperbolic space, so that it

determdnes an ideal hyperbolic simplex: combinatorially, a simplex with

its vertices deleted. The dihedral angles of the hyperbolic simplex are

60° . This may be seen by extending its faces to the sphere at a ,which

they meet in four circles which meet each other in 60° angles.

\ A tetrahedron inscribed in

the unit sphere, top view.

By considering the Poincaré disk model, one sees immediately that the angle

made by two planes is the same as the angle of their bounding circles on

the sphere at infinity.

Take two copies of this ideal simplex, and glue the faces together,

in the pattern described in §1 ,using Euclidean isometries, which are also

(in this case) hyperbolic isometries, to identify faces. This gives a

hyperbolic structure to the resulting manifold, since the angles add up to

360° around each edge.
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hmerbolic manifold geodesic bouncing

\

According to Magnus, Hyper Tesselations, this manifold was constructed

by Gieseking in 1912 (but without any relation to knots).

R. Riley, ' , showed that the figure eight knot complement

has a hyperbolic structure (which agrees with this one). This manifold also

coincides with one of the hyperbolic manifolds obtained by an arithmetic

construction, because the fundamental group of the complement of the figure

eight knot is isomorphic to a subgroup of index 12 in PSI.2 ( Z Du] ),

where m is a primitive cube root of unity.

3.2 A with

Here is another manifold which is obtained from two tetrahedra. First

glue the two tetrahedra along one face; then glue the remaining faces

according to this diagram:

|l



In the diagram, one vertex has been removed so that the polyhedron can be

flattened out in the plane. The resulting complex has only one edge and

one vertex. The manifold M obtained by removing a neighborhood of the

vertex is oriented with boundary a surface of genus 2 .

Consider now a one-parameter family of regular tetrahedra in the

projective model for hyperbolic space centered at the origin in Euclidean

space, beginning with the tetrahedron whose vertices are on the sphere at

infinity, and expanding until the edges are all tangent to the sphere at

infinity. The dihedral angles go from 600 to 00 , so somewhere in between,

there is a tetrahedron with 300 dihedral angles. Truncate this simplex

along each plane v‘ , where v is a vertex (outside the unit ball),

to obtain a stunted simplex :

All angles are 900 or 300
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com lamentWhitehead

with all angles 90° or 30° .

Two copies glued together give a hyperbolic structure for M , where

the boundary of M (which comes from the triangular faces of the stunted

simplices) is totally geodesic. A_closed 3 can be

obtained by doubling this example: i;e; , taking two copies of M and

glueing them together by the "identity" map on the boundary.

3.3 The link

The Whitehead link may be spanned by a 2—complex which cuts the complement into

an octahedron, with vertices deleted:

The 1—cells are the three arrows, and the attaching maps for the 2—cells

are indicated by the dotted lines. The 3—ce11 is an octahedron (with
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vertices deleted), and the faces are identified thus:

/A

(:I

A hyperbolic structure may be obtained from a Euclidean regular octahedron

inscribed in the unit sphere. Interpreted as lying in the projective model

for hyperbolic space, this octahedron is an ideal octahedron with all

dihedral angles 90° .

a—‘Q"
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Glueing it in the indicated pattern, again using Euclidean isometries

between the faces (which happen to be hyperbolic isometries as well)

gives a hyperbolic structure for the complement of the Whitehead link.

3.h The rings

This is spanned by a 2-complex which cuts the complement into two

ideal octahedra:

Q n T\

Borromean rings A spanning 2—complex

The corresponding glueing pattern 3f two octahedra. Faces are glued to
their corresponding faces with 120 rotations, alternating in direction
like gears.

\“n
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3.12

3-5 _Th_e_ @-

Let X be any real analytic manifold, and G a group of real analytic

diffeomorphisms of X . Then an element of G is completely determined

by its restriction to any open set of X .

Suppose that M is any (G ,X)-manifold. Let U1 ,U2 , be

coordinate charts for M ,with maps ¢i : Ui -> X and transition functions

Yij satisfying

In general the YiJ ' s are local G—diffeomorphisms of X defined on

¢i (UiO UJ) so they are determined by locally constant maps, also

denoted Yi , of Ui n U into G .J 3
Consider now an analytic continuation of ¢1 along a path a in M

beginning in U1 . It is easy to see, inductively, that on a component of

d 0 U1 ,the analytic continuation of 4’1 along a is of the form Y o oi ,
where yeG . Mg, cpl SEE. Lag

in M . It follows immediately that there is a global analytic continuation

of defined on the universal cover of M . (Use the definition of the451
universal cover as a quotient space of the paths on M )- . This map,

D : M + X

is called the developing map. D is a local (G , X)-diffeomorphis'.m (i.e.,

it is an immersion inducing the (G ,X) structure on M . ) D is
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m. Eoup of analytic diffeomeorphisms acting

transitively manifold isotropy

comEct. manifold complete
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clearly unique up to composition with elements of G

Although G acts transitively on X in the cases of primary interest,

this condition is not necessary for the definition of D . For example, if G \is
the trivial group and X is closed then closed (G , X) - manifolds are precisely

the finite-sheeted covers of X , and D is the covering projection.

From this uniqueness property of D ,we have in particular that for

any covering transformation Ta of M over M , there is some (unique)

element gag G such that

a a

Since D 0 Tc 0 TB g“ o D 0 TB ga o g8 o D it follows that the

correspondence H : c r—+ 86
is a rphism, called the of M .

In general, the holonomy of M need not determine the (G ,X)-structure

on M ,but there is an important special case in which it does.

22g. M is a ete (G , X)-manifold if D M + X is a covering

map. (In particular, if X is simply-connected, this means D is a

homeomorphism.)

If X is simply connected, then any complete (G , X)-manifold M

may easily be reconstructed from the image P = H(nl(M)) of the holonomy,

as the quotient space X / P .

Here is a useful sufficient condition for completeness:

3.6 Let G EEEE
o_n_ a X , such that for any xE-X , the group

Gx of x i§_ Then every closed (G ,X)- M is
Proof. Let Q be any positive definite on the tangent space Tx(X)

of X at some point' x . Average the set of transforms g(Q) , g< Gx ,

using Haar measure, to obtain a quadratic form on Tx(X) which is invariant
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under Gx . Define a Riemannian metric (ds2)y’ = 8(Q) on X , where

g€:G is any element taking x to y . This definition is independent of

the choice of g , and the resulting Riemannian metric is invariant under G

Therefore, this metric pieces together to give a Riemannian metric on

any (6 ,X)-manifold,which is invariant under.any (G ,x)- map .

If M is any closed (G , X)-manifold, then there is some a > 0

such that the e - ball in the Riemannian metric on M is always convex

and contractible. If x is any point in X ,then D-1 (Be/2 (x) ) must

be a union of homeomorphic copies of 38/2 (x) in M . D evenly covers

X , so it is a covering projection, and M is complete.

For example, any closed elliptic 3-manifold has universal cover 83 ,

so any simply-connected elliptic manifold is S3 . Every closed hyperbolic

manifold or Euclidean manifold has universal cover hyperbolic 3—space

or Euclidean space. Such manifolds are consequently determined by their

holonomy.
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The developing map of an affine torus constructed from a quadrilateral (see
p. 3.3). The torus is plainly not complete. Exercise: construct other affine
toruses with the same holonomy as this one. (Hint: walk once or twice around
this page. )
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Even for G and X as in proposition 3.6 , the question of whether

or not a non-compact (G , X) - manifold M is complete can be much more

subtle. For example, consider the thrice-punctured sphere, which is obtained

by glueing together two triangles minus vertices in this pattern:

A hyperbolic structure can be obtained by glueing two ideal triangles (with

all vertices on the circle at infinity) in this pattern. Each side of such

a triangle is isometric to the real line, so a glueing map between two sides

may be modified by an arbitrary translation; thus, we have a family of

hyperbolic structures in the thrice-punctured sphere parametrized by IR3 .

(These structures need not be, and are not, all distinct) . Exactly 923_

parameter zalge_yields a_ structure, as we shall see

presently.

Meanwhile, we collect some useful conditions for completeness of a (G , X) -
structure with (G ,X) as in 3.6. For convenience, we fix some natural
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complete

Q (a). complete metric __
é) (b).

c act

Q (o). k—ball_s compact

© (d)- compact ahaust

M , such that contains neighborhood radius

3.17

metrics on (G , X) -structures.

3.7. Proposition. With (G ,x) a_s ,then§_ (G ,X) M 's

as g ppaceM

There 5 some a > 0 sucp that each closed e-ball ip M i_s

For evgy k > 0 , all closed are

There.i_s5family {St} '; ta lR , g sets which

St+a a g a about St .

m. Suppose that M is metrically complete. Then M is also metrically

complete. We will show that the developing map D : M —r X is a covering map

by proving that any path at in X can be lifted to M . In fact, let

Tc [0 , 1] be a maximal connected set for which there is a lifting. Since

D is a local homeomorphism, T is open, and because M is metrically complete, T

is closed : hence, a can be lifted, so M is complete.

It is an elementary exercise to see that (b) <=> (c) <=> (6.) => (a) .

For any point xoaX there is some a such that the ball Be(x) is compact;

this s works for all xeX since the group G of (G ,X) - diffeomorphisms

of X is transitive. Therefore X satisfies (a) , (b) , (c) and (d) .

Finally, if M is a complete (G ,X)—manifold, it is covered by X , so it

satisfies (b) . The proposition follows. I
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3.7. To analyze what happens near the vertices of an ideal

polyhedron when it is glued together, we need the notion of

(or, in the hyperbolic plane, they-are called horocycles). A horosphere has

the limiting shape of a sphere in hyperbolic space, as the radius goes to

infinity. One property which can be used to determine the spheres centered

at a point X is the fact that such a sphere is orthogonal to all lines

through X . Similarly, if X is a point on the sphere at infinity, the

"centered" at X are the surfaces orthogonal to all lines through

X . In the Poincaré disk model, a hyperbolic sphere is a Euclidean sphere

in the interior of the disk, and a horosphere is a Euclidean sphere tangent

to the unit sphere. The point X of tangency is the center of the horosphere.

Concentric horocycles and orthogonal lines.
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Translation along a line through X permutes the horospheres centered at X .

Thus, 22$. 5;; . The convex region bounded by a horosphere

is a horoball.

For another view of a horosphere, consider the upper half-space model. In

this case, hyperbolic lines through the point at infinity are Euclidean lines

orthogonal to the plane bounding upper half-space. A horosphere about this

point is a horizontal Euclidean plane. From this picture one easily sees

that a horosphere in fin is isometric to Euclidean space En-1 . One also

sees that the group of hyperbolic isometries fixing the point at infinity in

the upper half-space model acts as the group of similarities of the bounding

Euclidean plane. One can see this action internally as follows. Let X be

any point at infinity in hyperbolic space, and h any horosphere centered at

X . An isometry g of hyperbolic space fixing X takes h to a concentric

horosphere h' . Project h' back to h along the family of parallel lines

through X . The composition of these two maps is a similarity of h .

Consider two directed lines 11 and £2 emanating from the point at

infinity in the upper half-space model. Recall that the hyperbolic metric is

ds2 = (1 / xna) dx2 . This means that the hyperbolic distance between £1
and 22 along a horosphere is inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance

above the bounding plane. The hyperbolic distance between points X1 and X2
on 2 at heights of hl and h2 is [log (h2) - log (hi) I . It follows1
that for any two concentric horospheres hl and h2 which are a distance d
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apart, and any pair of lines 21 and £2 orthogonal to hl and h2 the

ratio of the distance between 11 and £2 measured along hl to their

distance measured along h2 is exp(d) .
9i Q9.c

ha.

‘"i
Horocycles and lines in the upper half-plane

3.9. fppp.idg§l . Consider an oriented

surface S obtained by glueing ideal triangles with all vertices at I

infinity, in some pattern. : gll_§pgp; . (Hint:

you can derive this from the fact that a finite triangle is determined by its

angles - see 2.6.8. Let the vertices pass to infinity, one at a time.)

Let K be the complex obtained by including the ideal vertices. Associated

with each ideal vertex v of K ,there is an invariant d(v) , defined as

follows. Let h be a horocycle in one of the ideal triangles, centered about

a vertex which is glued to v and "near" this vertex. Extend h as a horocycle

in 8 counter clockwise about v . It meets each successive ideal triangle

as a horocycle orthogonal to two of the sides, until finally it re-enters the

original triangle as a horocycle h' concentric with h , at a distance

td(v) from h . The sign is chosen to be positive iff the horoball bounded by

h' in the ideal triangle contains that bounded by h .
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The S i§_ iff all d(v) are 0 . Suppose, for

instance, that some invariant d(v) < 0 . Continuing h further around v ;

the length of each successive circuit around v is reduced by a constant

factor <1 , so the total length of h after an infinite number of circuits
is bounded. A sequence of points evenly spaced along h is a non—convergent

Cauchy sequence.

If all invariants d(v) = 0 , on the other hand, one can remove horoball

neighborhoods of each vertex in K to obtain a compact subsurface S0 . Let
St be the surface obtained by removing smaller horoball neighborhoods bounded

by horocycles a distance of t from the original ones. The surfaces St
satisfy the hypotheses of 3.T(d) 1-hence S is complete.

.--“
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For any hyperbolic manifold M ,‘ let M be the metric completion of M

In general, M need not be a manifold. However, if S is a surface

obtained by glueing ideal hyperbolic triangles, then E is a hyperbolic

surface with geodesic boundary. There is one boundary component of length

[d(v)] for each vertex v of K such that d(v) 75 O . E is obtained by

adjoining one limit point for each horocycle which "spirals toward" a

vertex v in K . The most convincing way to understand E is by studying

the picture:

‘ MVLVO c((VL) >0

Y‘OCLiL

A(V,)<O

3.10. by polyhedra. Consider now

the more general case of a. hyperbolic manifold M obtained by glueing together
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similarity

the faces of polyhedra in H? with some vertices at infinity.Let K be the

complex obtained by including the ideal vertices. The link of an ideal

vertex v is (by definition) the set L(v) of all rays through that vertex.

From 3.7 it follows that the link of each vertex has a canonical (similarities

of En-1 , En-l) structure, or similarity structure for short. An extension

of the analysis in 3.9 easily shows that M i§_ iff the

structure 52 each linkgE ideal vertex i_s a structure,

or equivalently, iff the holonomy of these similarity structures consists of

isometries.

We shall be concerned mainly with dimension n = 3 . It is easy to see

from the Gauss-Bonnet theorem that any similarity 2-manifold has Euler

characteristic zero. (Its tangent bundle has a flat orthogonal connection).

Hence, if M is oriented, each link L(v) of an ideal vertex is topologically

a torus. If .L(v) is not Euclidean, then for some a €fi1 L(v) , the holonomy

3(a) is a contraction, so it has a unique fixed point x0 . Any other element

B€“i (L(v)) must also fix x0 , since 8 commutes with a . Translating

x0 to 0 ,we see that the similarity 2-manifold L(v) must be a

(E* , E - O)-manifold, where E* is the multiplicative group of complex

numbers. (Compare p. 3.15). Such a structure is automatically complete (by 3.6),

and it is also modelled on (i* , é\:/O) , or ,by taking logs, on (G ,m) .

Here the first G is an additive group and the second a is a space. Conversely,

by taking exp, any (m , a) structure gives a similarity structure. (m , E)

structures on closed oriented manifolds are easy to describe, being determined
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by their holonomy, which is generated by an arbitrary pair (21 , 22) of

complex numbers which are linearly independent over Ii .

we shall return later to study the spaces M in the 3-dimensional case.
They are sometimes closed hyperbolic manifolds obtained topologically by

replacing neighborhoods of the vertices by solid toruses.
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5h. Hyperbolic Dehn surgery

A hyperbolic structure for the complement of the figure eight knot was

constructed in 3.1 . This structure was in fact chosen to be complete -
The reader may wish to verify this by constructing a horospherical realization

of the torus which is the link of the ideal vertex. Similarly, the

hyperbolic structures for the Whitehead link complement and the Borromean

rings complement constructed in 3.3 and 3.h are complete.

There is actually a good deal of freedom in the construction of

hyperbolic structures for such manifolds, although most of the resulting

structures are not complete. We shall first analyze the figure eight knot

complement. To do this, we need an understanding of the possible shapes

of ideal tetrahedra.

h.l Ig§§l_tetrahedra in H3 .

The link L(v) of an ideal vertex v of an oriented ideal tetrahedron T

(which by definition is the set of rays in the tetrahedron through that

vertex) is a Euclidean triangle, well—defined up to orientation-preserving

similarity. It is concretely realized as the intersection with T of a

horosphere about v . The triangle L(v) actually determines T up to

congruence. To see this, picture T in the upper halfbspace model, and

arrange it so that v is the point at infinity. The other three vertices of

T form a triangle in E2 which is in the same similarity class as L(v) .
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Consequently, if two tetrahedra T and T' have vertices v and v' with

L(v) similar to L(v') , then T' can be transformed to T by a Euclidean

similarity which preserves the plane bounding upper half-space. Such a

similarity is a hyperbolic isometry.
V

L(M)

V4

It follows that T is determined by the three dihedral angles a , B and

Y of edges incident to the ideal vertex v , and that a + B + Y = w .

Using similar relations among angles coming from the other three vertices, we
can determine the other three dihedral angles:
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Thus, dihedral angles of opposite edges are equal, and the oriented similarity

class of L(v) does not depend on the choice of a vertex v I

A geometric explanation of this phenomenon can be given as follows. Any

two non-intersecting and non-parallel lines in H3 admit a unique common

perpendicular. Construct the three common perpendiculars s , t and u to

pairs of opposite edges of T . Rotation of 11' about 5 , for instance,

preserves the edges orthogonal to s , hence preserves the four ideal vertices

of T , so it preserves the entire figure. It follows that s , t and u

meet in a point and that they are pairwise orthogonal. The rotations of 1r

about these three axes are the three non—trivial elements of 22 0 22 acting

as a_group of synnnetries of T .



In order to parametrize Euclidean triangles up to similarity, it is

convenient to regard E2 as m . To each vertex v of a triangle

A(t ,u ,v) we associate the ratio = z(v) of the sides adjacent

to v . The vertices must be labelled in a clockwise order, so that

z(v)-i
t at) "£797

L

\. J—
u u!a“)3. I—ZW}

O 1.

Im (z(v)) > O . Alternatively, arrange the triangle by a similarity so that

v is at 0 and u at l ; then t is at z(v) . The other two vertices

have invariants

h.1.1 z(t)

l
z(u) l _ z(v)

Denoting the three invariants zl , 22 , 23 in clockwise order, with any

starting point, we have the identities
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h.l.2 z z

1 - 21 + zlz2 = 0

We can now translate this to a parametrization of ideal tetrahedra. Each

edge e is labelled with a complex number z(e) , opposite edges have the

same label, and the three distinct invariants satisfy h.l.2 (provided the

ordering is correct.) Any 21 determines the other two, via h.l.2.

2i

h.2

Suppose that M is a 3-manifold obtained by glueing tetrahedra Ti ... TJ
and then deleting the vertices, and let K be the complex which includes the



vertices.

Any realization of T ,T as ideal hyperbolic tetrahedral , ... J

determines a hyperbolic structure on (M — (1—skeleton)), since any two

ideal triangles are congruent. Such a congruence is uniquely determined by

the correspondence between the vertices. (This fact may be visualized

concretely from the subdivision of an ideal triangle by its altitudes.)

The condition for the hyperbolic structure on (M—(l-skeleton)) to give

a hyperbolic structure on M itself _is that its developing map, in a

neighborhood of each edge, should come from a local homeomorphism of M itself.

In particular, the sum of the dihedral angles of the edges el , ... , ek
must be 2r . Even when this condition is satisfied, though, the holonomy

going around an edge of M -might be a non-trivial translation along the

edge. To pin down the precise condition, note that for each ideal vertex v ,

the hyperbolic structure on M—(l-skeleton) gives a similarity structure to
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he?

L(v) — (0-skeleton). The hyperbolic structure extends over an edge e of

M iff the similarity structure extends over the corresponding point in

L(v) ,where v is an endpoint of e . Equivalently, the similarity classes

of triangles determined by z(el) , ... , z(ek) must have representatives

which can be arranged neatly around a point in the plane:

The algebraic condition is

h.2.l z(el) - z(e2) '... - z(ek) 1

This equation should actually be interpreted to be an equation in the
'4.

universal cover E , so that solutions such as
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are ruled out. In other words, the auxiliary condition

h.2.—2 arg zl + + a_rg 2:1‘ 211'

must also be satisfied, where 0 < arg zi< 1r

h.3. structures gr the figure eight knot

Consider two hyperbolic tetrahedra to be identified to give the figure

eight knot complement:

'I’"

"I
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We read off the glueing consistency conditions for the two edges:

22 w2
z3223"’2G-+-+) zl z2w12w2 l (-+F+)

From h.l.2 , note that the product of these two equations,

(zzz)2(www)2 11 2 3 l 2 3

and w = w and substitutingl, l,

the expressions from h.l.l into (-fi-+) , we obtain the equivalent glueing

is automatically satisfied. Writing 2 = z

condition,

h.3.1 z (z - 1) w (w - 1) 1

We may solve for z in terms of w by using the quadratic formula.

h.3.2 z =

We are searching only for geometric solutions,

In (z) > 0 Im (w) > 0

so that the two tetrahedra are non-degenerate and positively oriented. For

each value of w , there is at most one solution for z with In (2) > 0
h. . . . . . + .Such a solution eXists provided that the discriminant l §(;:IT is not

positive real. Solutions are therefore parametrized by w in this region
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of m 'lL

'L )(ort Ma]soluSh'on

'1 '1 O i 1 3

Note that the original solution given in 3.1 corresponds to w = z = 3-1
i E-2+21
The link L of the single ideal vertex has a triangulation which can be

calculated from the glueing diagram:

"rfil



r/i1

2;,2.
NA iI.

am

E/WJ7...7...an
‘aww.a

L

2 7.
.IT

1) W331

ya

a. 3 c -F 6.

Now let us compute the derivative of the holonomy of the similarity

structure on L . To do this, regard directed edges of the triangulation as

vectors. The ratio of any two vectors in the same triangle is known in terms

of z or w . Multiplying appropriate ratios, we obtain the derivative of

the holonomy:

W.



The completion or merbolic 3-mauifolds obtained from ideal polyhedra.
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H'(x) = 212 (wzwa)2 $2
W

H' (1r) z—l V(l - 2)
3

Observe that if M is to be complete, then H'(x) = H'(y) = l ,

so 2 = w . From h.3.l , (z(z - 1))2 = l . Since z(z - l) < 0 ,

this means z (z - l) = -l , so that the only possibility is the original
3

solution w = z = -l

h.h.

Let M be any hyperbolic manifold obtained by glueing polyhedra

with some vertices at infinity, and let K be the complex obtained by including

the ideal vertices. The completion M is obtained by completing a deleted

neighborhood 7?(v) of each ideal vertex v in k , and glueing these

completed neighborhoods vi (v) to M .

The developing map for the hyperbolic structure on77W) may be

readily understood in terms of the developing map for the similarity

structure on L(v) . To do this, choose coordinates so that v is the

point at infinity in the upper half-space model. The developing images of

corners of polyhedra near v are "chimneys" above some polygon in the

developing image of L(v) on E (where 0: is regarded as the boundary of

upper-half-space.) If M is not complete near v , we change coordinates

3 so that the developing image of L(v) is
3

if necessary by a translation of IR

a: - O . The holonomy for7Z(v) now consists of similarities of IR

which leave invariantthe z-axis and the x - 3’ plane (0!) . Replacing v (v)

by a smaller neighborhood, we may assume that the developing image I of—%(v) is a solid cone, minus the z-axis.
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The completion of I is clearly the solid cone, obtained by adjoining
N

the z-axis to I . It follows easily that the completion of WW) = I is

also obtained by adjoining a single copy of the z—axis.

W
The projection p : 72(v) —> 7?(v) extends to a surjective map

5 between the completions. [3 exists because p does not increase distances.

'1? is surjective because a Cauchy sequence can be replaced by a Cauchy path, which

lifts to 7L(v).] Every orbit of the holonomy action of «1(9)?(v)) on the

z-axis is identified to a single point. This action is given by

H(a.) : (o,o,z)r———> IH'(o) l-(o,o,z)

where the first H(o) is the hyperbolic holonomy and the second is the
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holononur of L(v) . There are two cases:

Case 1 . The group of moduli { I H'(o) I } is dense in IR+
Then the completion of 77W) is the one—point compactificationu

Case 2 . The group of moduli { I H'(c) I } is a cyclic group.

Then the completion 77W) is a manifold which is the

quotient space :71(v) / H , and it is obtained by adjoining a circle to

7?(v) . Let cl 6. “l (L(v)) be a generator for the kernel of

oH——> I H'(o.) I and let 1 < I H'(d2) I generate the image, so that

ol and d2 generate v1 (L(v)) = Z 0 22. Then the added circle

in W) has length log IH'(o2)I . A cross-section of 7.? (v)

perpendicular to the added circle is a cone Ce , obtained by taking a

2-dimensional hyperbolic sector Se of angle 9 , [O < e < an] and identifying

the two bounding rays:
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meridian
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It is easy to make sense of this even when 6 > 2v . The cone angle 8
~ ~*

is the argument of the element H'(a2)e:m . In the special case a = 2n ,

C6 is non-singular, so 71 (v) is a hyperbolic manifold. ‘;7(v) may

be seen directly in this special case, as the solid cone I U (z-axis)

modulo H.

h.5.

Consider any 3-manifold M which is the interior of a compact

k

generators ai , bi for v1 (Pi) . If M is identified with the complement

manifold M ’whose boundary components Pl , ... , P are tori.FOr ieach i, choose

of an open tubular neighborhood of a link L in S3 ,there is a standard

way to do this, so that ai is a (it bounds a disk in the solid
torus around the corresponding component of L) and bi is a longitude (it

is homologous to zero in the complement of this solid torus in S3 .) In

this case we will call the generators mi and ii .

to denoteWe will use the notation M
' (“1 9 Bl) ’ "' ’ (ck 3 8k)

the manifold obtained by glueing solid tori to M so that a meridian in the

i-th solid torus goes to oi a1 + 8i bi . If an ordered pair (oi , Bi) is

replaced by the symbol a , this means that nothing is glued in near the

i—th torus. Thus, M = M a I ., ... ,

These notions can be refined and extended in the case M has a
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hyperbolic structure whos completion M is of the type described in 14.1».
(In other words, if M is not complete near Pi ,the developing map for

some deleted neighborhood 57(1 of Pi should be a covering of the deleted

neighborhood I of radius r about a line in H3.) The developing map E

of ‘72} can be lifted to I ,with holonomy H . The group of isometries of

I is R ‘9 2R , parametrized by (translation distance, angle of rotation);

this parametrization is well-defined up to sign.

1+.5.l Definition. The generalized Dehn surgery invariants (oi , Bi) for

M are solutions to the equations

' +oi H (ai) + 8i H(bi) (rotation by .. 211 )

(or, (oi , Bi) = a if M is complete near Pi)

Note that (oi , Bi) is unique, up to multiplication by -l , since

when M is not complete near Pi , the holonomy H : n1 (71) —> SIRS IR

is injective. We will say that M is a hyperbolic structure for

M(°'1 ’ 81) , , (“k ’ Bk) . If all (oi , Bi) happen to be primitive

elements of Z 0 Z , then M is the topological manifold M( ) ( )ml ’81 , , uk,8k
with a non—singular hyperbolic structure, so that our extended definition is

compatible with the original. If each ratio (xi/Bi is the rational number

Pi/qi in lowest terms, then M is topologically the manifold

M ' ' Th b l' tructur however has(Plsql),--. ,(Pk’qk) emerOlcs e, ,
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/\L
(K3 - z-ax
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singularities at the component circles of M'— M with cone angles of
. . . . . +2 1r (Pi / oi) [Since the holonomy H of the primitive element Pi ai qi bi

in «1 (Pi) is a pure rotation of angle 2w (pi / mi) 1 -
There is also a topological interpretation in case the (0.1 , Bi)€Z a Z

although they may not be primitive. In this case, all the cone angles are

of the form 2 r/ :11 , where each :11 is an integer. Any branched cover of

MI which has branching index :11 around the i-th circle of M'- M has a

non-singular hyperbolic structure induced from M .

h.6 on

For each value of w in the region R of m shown on p h.lO ,

the associated hyperbolic structure on S3 - K , where K is the figure

eight knot, has some Dehn surgery invariant d(w) = i(u(w) , A(w) ). The

function d is a continuous map from R to the one-point compactification

Di2 / :1 of I12 with vectors v identified to -v . Every primitive

element (p,q) of Z 9 Z which lies in the image d(R) describes a closed

manifold (S3 - K)(P q) which possesses a hyperbolic structure.’

Actually, the map d can be lifted to a map d R I12 ,

by using the fact that the sign of a rotation of is) is well-defined.

(See §h.h. The extra information actually comes from the orientation of the

z-axis determined by the direction in which the corners of tetrahedra wrap

around it) . d is defined by the equation d (w) (u , A) where
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uH(m) + AH2(£) (a rotation by + 2v)

In order to compute the image d(R) , we need first to express the generators

2 and m for nl(P) in terms of the previous generators x and y on

p. h.ll. Referring to page 6, we see that a meridian which only intersects

two 2—cells can be constructed in a small neighborhood of K . The only

generator of wi(L(v)) (see p. h.ll) which intersects only two l-cells is

iy , so we may choose m = y . Here is a cheap way to see what 1 is. The

figure eight knot can be arranged (passing through the point at infinity)

so that it is invariant by the map v r—> -v of IR3 = S3 .

K)

This map can be made an isometry of the complete hyperbolic structure

constructed for 53 - K . (This can be seen directly; it also follows

immediately from Mostow's theorem, ... ) . This hyperbolic isometry induces

an isometry of the Euclidean structure on L(v) which takes m to m and L

to -1 . Hence, a geodesic representing 2 must be orthogonal to a geodesic
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representing m , so from the diagram on the bottom of p. hill we deduce that

the curve 2 = +x + 2y is a longitude. (Alternatively, it is not hard to

compute m and 2 directly).

From p. h.l2 ,we have

h.6.l H(m) W(l - z)

z2(l - z)23(2.)

The behaviour of the map d near the boundary of R is not hard to

determine. For instance, when w is near the ray Im(w) = O , Re(w) > 1 ,

then 2 is near the ray Im(z) = 0 , Re(z) < 0 . The arguments of H(m)
and H(1) are easily computed by analytic continuation from the complete

3
case w = z = /:l (when the arguments are 0 ) to be

arg H(m) z 0 arg H(2) : +2n

Consequently,‘ (u , A) is near the line A = +1 . As w -» l we see from the

equation

z(l - z) w(l - w) = 1

that

IZI2 IV] 1

so (u , A) must approach the line u + kl = 0 . Similarly, as w -+ + w ,

then IzI IwI2 -+ l , so (u , A) must approach the line u - hi - 0 .

Then the map d extends continuously to send the line segment 1 , fa
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to the line segment , +l , , +1

There is an involution T of the region R obtained by interchanging

the solutions‘ z and w of the equation 2 (l—z) w(l-w) = l . Note that

this involution takes H(m) to l/H(m) = H(-m) and H(l) to H(-£) . Therefore

d(rw) = —d(w) . It follows that d extends continuously to send the line

segment :_;:-6' to the line segment , , , -1

When IwI is large and 0 < arg (w) < u/2 , then IzI is small

and arg(z) : v - 2arg(w) . Thus arg H(m) = arg w , arg H(L) = 2n - harg w

so u arg w + l(2u-harg w) = 2r . By considering IH(m)I and IH(£)I ,

we have also u - kl = 0 , so (u , A) = (h , 1)".

There is another involution o of R which takes w to i—:_}

(and z to l_:—; ) . From. h.6.l we conclude that if d(w) = (u , A) ,then

d(ow) = ( u ,-A) . With this infomation, we know the boundary behaviour of

d except when w or 1w is near the ray r described by Re(w) = %-,
if:
2

neatly described, but it does not represent a true boundary for the family

In (W) 3_ i . The image of the two sides of this ray is not so

of hyperbolic structures on S3- K , as w crosses r from right to left,

for instance, z crosses the real line in the interval (0 ,%- . For a

while, a hyperbolic structure can be constructed from the positively oriented

simplex determined by w and the negatively oriented simplex determined by

z , by cutting the z-simplex into pieces which are subtracted from the

w—simplex to leave a polyhedron P . P is then identified to give a

hyperbolic structure for S3 - K .
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For this reason, we give only a rough sketch of the boundary

behaviour of 5. near r or 1(r) :

5+ rt) .\

(k ‘k. h

A

Since the image of d in IR2 does not contain the origin, and since

d sends a curve winding once around the boundary of R to the curve abcd in

IR2 , it follows that the image of d(R) contains the exterior of this curve.
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In particular, we have the,

11.7 M hi a-Lcmamiim
knot K hog; mflaal ‘ (5340“;A):
(S3 - K)(iu :1) where (11,1) is (1,0) , (0,1) 9 (131) a (291) 9 (3,1)01‘ (hal) -

The equation (S3 - K)(a,8) = (83 - K)(-a,B) ,follows from the

existence of an orientation reversing homeomorphism of $3 — K .
I first became interested in studying these examples by the beautiful

ideas of Jorgensen (compare Jorgensen, "Compact 3—manifolds of constant

negative curvature fibering over the circle", Annals 106 (1977) 61-72). He

found the hyperbolic structures corresponding to the ray u = 0 , A > 1 , and

in particular, the integer and half-integer (I) points along this ray, which

determine discrete groups.

The statement of the theorem is meant to suggest, but not imply, the

true fact that the six exceptions do 223 have hyperbolic structures. Note

that at least 83 = (S3 - K)(l,0) does not admit a hyperbolic structure

(since ul(S3) is finite.) We shall arrive at an understanding of the other

five exceptions by studying the way the hyperbolic structures are degenerating

as (u , A) tends to the line segment 1 , ,l

h.8

h.8.l A k fo ion of an n—manifold M

is a. flLstructure, on M where #7, is the pseudogroup Of local homeomorphisms
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of JR X IIRk which have the local form

¢(x .- 1') (f(x .y) . z(v) )

In other words, g takes horizontal (n—k)—planes to horizontal

(n-k)—planes. These horizontal planes piece together in M as (n-k)-

(sub-manifolds), called the of the foliation. M ,like a book without

its cover, is a disjoint union of its leaves.

For any pseudogroup W of local homeomorphisms of some k—manifold

Nk , the notion of a codimension-k foliation can be refined:

h.8.2. ion. An W - of a manifold M11 is a

J -structure for Mn , where J is the pseudogroup of local homeomorphisms

of an-k >< Wk which have the local form

¢(X 9 y) (f(x 9 Y) 9 5(y) )

with say

If V’is the pseudo-group of local isometries of hyperbolic k—space,

then an 71% -foliation shall, naturally, be called a codimension-k hyperbolic

foliation. A hyperbolic foliation determines a hyperbolic structure for each

k-manifold transverse to its leaves.

When w tends in the region RC!!! to apoint IR - [0,1] , the

w—simplex and the z-simplex are both flattening out, and in the limit they are flat
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If we regard these flat simplices as projections of non-degenerate

simplexes A and B (with vertices deleted), this determines codimension

2 foliations on A and B , whose leaves are preimages of points in the flat

simplexes:
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A and B glue together (in a unique way, given the combinatorial pattern)

to yield a hyperbolic foliation on S3 - K . The reader should satisfy

himself that the glueing consistency conditions for the hyperbolic foliation

near an edge result as the limiting case of the glueing conditions for the

family of squashing hyperbolic structures.

The notation of the developing map extends in astraightforward way

to the case of an '% -foliation on a manifold M, when ’fib is the set of

restrictions of a group J of real analytic diffeomorphisms of N1‘ ; it is

a map

D : Mn --->-Nk

Note that D is not a local homeomorphism, but rather a local projection map,

or a submersion. The holonomy

H 1:1(M) ——> J

is defined, as before, by the equation

D o T H(c) o D

Here is the generalization of proposition 3.6 to $?-foliations.
For simplicity, assume that the foliation is differentiable:

h.8.1 if J E transitive and if the J
——_ x

are , developing map for any ‘gf- g; of a closed
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manifold M is a fibration

D : MP -# Nk .

2522;; Choose a plane field 1k transverse to <3? (so that r

is a complementary subspace to the tangent space to the leaves of \5; , T{¢',
at each point). Let h be an invariant Riemannian metric on Nk and let g

be any Riemannian metric on M. Note that there is an upper bound K for

the difference between the g-length of a non-zero vector in t and the

krlength.of its local projection to Nk .

Define a horizontal path in M to be any path whose tangent vector

always lies in r . Let a : [0,1] -* N be any differentiable path, and

let dO be any point in the preimage D-l(a°) . Consider the problem of

lifting a to a horizontal path in M beginning at d° . Whenever this

has been done for a closed interval (suchas [0,0]) , it can he obviously

extended to an open neighborhood. When it has been done for an open interval,

the horizontal lift d is a Cauchy path in M , so it conVerges. Hence,

by "topological induction", a has a (unique) global horizontal lift beginning

at 5.0 . Using horizontal lifts of the radii of disks in N , local

trivializations for. D : M -» N are obtained, showing that D is a fibration.

Definition. An Q? -foliation is if the developing map

is a fibration.
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Any 3—manifold with a complete codimension 2 hyperbolic foliation

has universal cover H2 x IR , and covering transformations act as global

isometries in the first coordinate. Because of this strong structure, we can

give a complete classification of such manifolds.

A Seifert fibration of a 3-manifold M is a projection p :M -+ B

to some surface B , so that p is a submersion and the preimages of points

are circles in M . A Seifert fibration is a fibration except at a certain

number of singular points xl , ... , xk . The model for the behaviour in

p-1 (N€(xi)) is a solid torus with a foliation having the core circle as one

leaf, and with all other leaves winding p times around the short way and

q times around the long way, where l < p < q and (PaQ) = l .

A meridian disk of the solid torus wraps q times around its image disk.

The projection of a meridian disk of the solid torus to its image
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in B is q to l , except at the center where it is l to l

A group of isometries of a Riemannian manifold is discrete if for

any x , the orbit of x intersects a small neighborhood of .1: only finitely

often. A discrete group I‘ of orientation-preserving isometries of a surface

N has quotient space N/I‘ a surface. The projection map N —>N/I‘ is a.

local homeomorphism except at points x where the isotropy subgroup I‘x is

non-trivial. In that case, Pat is a cyclic group Z/ qu for some

q > 1 , and the projection is similar to the projection of a meridian

disk cutting across a singular fiber of a Seifert fibration.

1L9. . Let ‘5, b3 3 o_f a closed

3 M . Then

(a) The group H(Tl’lM) _igg mg
of H2 , and the my; gpes down t_o_a_ Seifert fibration

D/"lM M -—> H2/H(TrlM)
o_r

(b) The group i_s not , and M fibers over the circle

with fiber a torus.

The structure of jand M in case (b) will develop in the course

of the proof.
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Proof: a) If H(Trl M) is discrete, then H2 / H(n’l M) is a

surface. Since M is compact the fibers of the fibration D : M3 -+ HZ
are mapped to circles under the projection' M3 -E+ . It follows that

3D / H(n’l M) : M —> 112 / fi(nl m)_ is a Seifert fibration.

b) When H(1rl M) is not discrete, the proof is more involved.

First, let us assume that the foliation is oriented (this means that the

leaves of the foliation are oriented, or in other words, it is determined by

a vector field). We choose a n]_ M-invariant Riemannian metric g in M3
and let 1 be the plane field which is perpendicular to the fibers of

D : M3 -+ H2 . We also insist that along 1 , g be equal to the pull-

back of the hyperbolic metric on 32 .
33 and, since M isBy construction, g defines a metric on M

compact, there is an infimum I to the length of a non-trivial simple,

closed curve in M3 when measured with respect to g . Given gl , 32 e 5_
M , we say that they are if there is a y e M3 such that

d(D(81 .(Y)) ,D(82 (y)) ) < I , where d( , ) denotes the hyperbolic

distance in H2 . In this case, take the geodesic in H2 from D(gl (y))

to D(g2 (y)) and look at its horizontal lift at g2 (y) . Suppose its

other endpoint e were gl(y) . Then the length of the lifted path would be

equal to the length of the geodesic in H2 , which is less than I . Since

glgz-l takes g2(y) to gl(y) , the path represents a non-trivial element of

ti M and we have a contradiction. Now if we choose a trivialization of

H2 X I! ,we can decide whether or not gl(x) is greater than e . If it is
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greater than e we say that gl is greater then g2 (g:L > 32) ; otherwise We

say that g1 < g2 . To see that this local ordering does not depend on our

choice of y , we need to note that U(gl ,g2) = { x l d(H(sl(x)) ,

H(gg(x)) ) < I } is a connected (in fact convex) set. This follows from

the following lemma, the proof of which we defer.

. ~ : f = '14.9 l 51.82“” d(glx , 32x) 1_S__8_._ g H

One useful property of the ordering is that it is invariant under left

and right multiplication. In other words g1 < g2 <=> for all g3 ,

g3gl < g3g2 and glg3 < gag3 . To see that the property of comparability

is equivalent for these three pairs, note that since H(1rl M3) acts as

isometries on H2 , d (Dgly ,Dg2y) < I implies that d (Dg3gly ,Dgsg2y) <
. -1 -lI . Also, if D (Dgly ,Dg2y) < I , then d (D 3153 (63 Y) , D8283(83 Y))

< I so that glg3 and 5283 are comparable. The invariance of the

ordering easily follows (using the fact that “l M preserves orientation of

the 3 factors).

For a fixed 1: g H2 we let GE(X)C “l M be those elements whose

holonomy act on x in a way Cl - s - close to the identity. In other words,

for geGe(x) , d(x ,HS(x)) < s and the derivative of Hg(x) parallel

translated back to x , is s—close to the identity.

h.9.2 There is an s so that for 9.11 s < G , G 1:.0

Gs
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Proof: For any Lie group the map [* , *] : G x G —> G has

derivative zero at (id , id) since for any geG , (g , id) '—> id and

(id , g) '—> 1 . The tangent spaces of G x id and id x G span the

tangent space to G x G at (id , id). Apply this to the group of isometries

ofHZ.

From now on we choose a < I / 8 so that any two words of length

four or less in Ge are comparable. We claim that there is some 8 5 Ge
which is the "smallest" element in G'E which is > id . In other words, if

id < GEGE , a 7‘ B , then a > B . This can be seen as follows. Take

an a-baIL'L B of x652 and look at its inverse image 1.3 under D . Choose

a point y in 13 and consider y and My) , where a a GE . We can
truncate S by the lifts of B (using the horizontal lifts of the geodesics

through 1:) through y and My) . Since this is a compact set there are

only a finite number of images of y under 1rl M contained in it. Hence
there is one 8(y) whose IR co—ordinate is the closest to that of y itself.

8 is clearly our minimal element.

- There are only finitely many translates

of y in this region.
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Now consider a > B > 1 , aEGE. By invariance under left and right

multiplication, :12 > So > a and a > o-lBa. > 1 . Suppose“-1 1 > -1o‘lsa < e . Then 5 > a‘lsa > 1 so that 1 > eas‘ s .

Similarly if a'lsa > a > 1 then s > oeo'l > 1 so that 1 >

aBa'IB-l > 8.1 . Note that by multiplicative invariance, if 81 > g2
then ggl = gilglggl > gllgaggl = gil . We have either 1 < 801—18—1u < 8

or 1 < BcB-lo-l < B which contradicts the minimality of 8 Thus

-1
6 Ba =8 forall :1th

We need to digress here for a moment to classify the isometries of

H2 . We will prove the following:

1L.9.3 : g g: Hz—V- E12 i_s; g H2 which

,then exactly one 93the cases occurs:

(i) g has 5unique point 91;

(ii) g a unique or

(iii) g has a unique fixed point 9_z_1_ the bounda_._ry o_f_ H2 .
Case (i) is called , case (ii) , case (iii)

Proof: This follows easily from ,but we give— a proof.

Pick an interior point x6 32 and connect 1: to gx by a geodesic 2.0 .
Draw the geodesics 2.1 , 2.2 at gx and gax which bisect the angle made

by £0 and 810 , 89-0 and $29.0 respectively. Thereare three cases: (i)
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£1 and £2 intersect in an interior point y (ii) There is a geodesic is
perpendicular to 2 2 (iii) 2 l are parallel, i.e. they intersect1 ’ 2 l ’ 2
at a point at infinity x3

I 1X
(L. 4’ 3°x 7"

63x9110 Q}. J

W
case(fi)

.\ .Y gage u 3””! Ice-{Icahn
ei5.Pi:L '

X s9 aw
i

'34. .1H

1)

case a )
Para ho «1

7?
x3

In case (i) the length of the arc gx , y equals that of g2x ,y

since A(gx', 32x ,y) is an isoceles triangle. It follows that y is fixed

by 6

In case (ii) the distance from gx to £3 equals that from g2x
to 23 Since 23 meets £1 and 22 in right
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angles it follows that 23 is invariant by g

Finally, inocase (iii) g takes 9.1 to 22 , both of which hit

the boundary of 32 in the same point x3 . It follows that g fixes x3
since an isometry takes the boundary to itself.

Uniqueness is not hard to prove.

Using the classification of isometries of E2 ,_ it is easy to see

that the centralizer of any non-trivial element g in isom (Hz) is abelian.

(For instance, if g is elliptic with fixed point x0 , then the centralizer

of g consists of elliptic elements with fixed point x0) . It follows that

the centralizer of B in t1(M) is abelian; let us call this group N .

Although Ge(x) depends on the point x , for any point x'e H2
if we choose s' small enough, then GE,(x!)<; Ge(x) . In particular if

x = H(g)x , g E ”l M , then all elements of GE,(x') commute with B . It

follows that N is a normal subgroup of nl(M) .

Consider now the possiblity that B is elliptic with fixed point x0
and n€N fixes x0 we see that all of 171 M must fix xo . But the function

f : He -+ Ii+ which measures the distance of a point in Hz from x0 is
”‘0H(tl M) invariant so that it lifts to a function f on M3 . However, M3
is compact and the image of f is non-compact, which is impossible. Hence

8 cannot be elliptic.

If B were hyperbolic, the same reasoning would imply that H(nl M)
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leaves invariant the invariant geodesic of B . In this case we could define

fl : H2 ——+ I! to be the distance of a point from 2 . Again, the function

3lifts to a function on M and we have a contradiction.

The case when 8 is parabolic actually does occur. Let xo be the

fixed point of B on the circle at infinity. N must also fix xo . Using

the upper half-plane medel for H2 with x0 at w , 8 acts as a

translation of 112 and N must act as a group of similarities; but since

they commute with B , they are also translations. Since N is normal,

«lg must act as a group of similarities of I22 (preserving the upper

half-plane).

Clearly there isno function on H2 measuring distance from the point

x at infinity. If we consider a family of finite points x1 -+ X ,0
and consider the functions fx , even though fx blows up, its derivative,

T I ~ ’

the closed l—form d fx ,converges to a closed 1 form m . ‘Geometrically,
T

w vanishes on tangent vectors to horocycles about x0 and takes the value 1

on unit tangents to geodesics emanating from x0 .

"~
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The non-singular closed l-form w on 32 is invariant by IE('tr.L M) ,

hence it defines a non-singular closed l-form E on M . The kernel of E
is the tangent space to the leaves of a codimmsion one foliation f of M .

The leaves of the corresponding foliation j on M are the preimages

under D of the horocycles centered at The group of periods for w
x0 .

must be discrete, for otherwise there would be a translate of the horocycle

about x:J through x close to x , hence an element of Ga which does not

commute with B . Let po ,be the smallest period. Then integration of u:

defines a map from M to 51 = 13 / <p0> , which is a fibration, with fibers

the leaves of j . The fundamental group of each fiber is contained in N ,

which is abelian, so the fibers are toruses.

It remains to analyze the case that the hyperbolic foliation is not

oriented. In this case, let M' be the double cover of M which orients

the foliation. M' fibers over S1 with fibration defined by a closed 1-

form w . Since m is determined by the unique fixed point at infinity of

H(v1 M') , u projects to a non-singular closed l-form on M . This

determines a fibration of M with torus fibers. (Klein bottles cannot occur

even if M is not required to be orientable).

We can construct a 3—manifold of type (b) by considering a matrix A€SL(2,.Z)

which is hyperbolic, i.e., it has two real eigenvalues )‘l , A2 and two

eigenvectors V:L ,V2 . Then AVl = Alvl ,AV2 = lava and A2 = ll).l .

SinceAGSL(2,Z) preserves Z 0 Z its action on the plane descends to an action
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on the torus T2 . Our 3-manifold MA is the mapping torus of the action

of A on T2 . Notice that the lines parallel to V1 are preserved by A so

they give a one dimensional foliation on MA . Of course, the lines parallel

to V2 also define a. foliation. The reader may verify that both these

foliations are hyperbolic. When A = [2 3 , then MA is the manifold
1

($3 - K)(D :1) obtained by Dehn surgery on the figure eight knot. The hyperbolic, .

foliations corresponding to (O ,l) and (0 ,-l) are distinct, and they

correspond to the two eigenvectors of [2 j . All codimension 2l .

hyperbolic foliations with leaves which are not closed are obtained by this

construction. This follows easily from the observation that the hyperbolic

foliation restricted to any fiber is given by a closed non-singular l—form ,

together with the fact that a closed non-singular l-form on T2 is determined

(up to isotopy) by its cohomolog class.

The three manifolds (s3 -K)(l , 1) . (s3 -K)(2 ,1) and (s3 -K)(3 ,1)

also have codimension-2 hyperbolic foliations which arise as "limits" of

hyperbolic structures. Since they are rational homology spheres, they must

be Seifert fiber spaces. A Seifert fiber space cannot be hyperbolic, since

(after passing to a cover which orients the fibers) a general fiber is in the

center of its fundamental group. On the other hand, the centralizer of an

element in the fundamental group of a hyperbolic manifold is abelian.
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1+.lO sible surfac in the figure eight lmot complement

Let M3 be a manifold and S CM3 a surface with as c 3M .

Assume that S # $2 , IP2 , or a disk D2 which can be pushed into 3M

Then S is if every loop (simple closed curve) on S

which bounds an (open) disk in M-s also bounds a disk in s . Some

people prefer the alternate, stronger definition that S is ( )

inc ssible if 1rl(S) injects into «1(M) . By the loop theorem of

Papakyriakopoulos, these two definitions are equivalent if S is 2-sided.

If S has boundary, then S is also if every arc o

in s (with 3(a) c as) which is homotopic to 3M is homotopic in s to as

Q incompressible
‘~—_,—

:7 _ _ -1-‘

9-incompressi

If M is oriented and irreducible (every 2—sphere bounds a ball),

then M is sufficiently large if it contains an incompressible and
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B—incompressible surface. A compact, oriented, irreducible sufficiently

large Bemanifold is also called a It has been hard to

find examples of 3-manifolds which are irreducible but can be shown not

to be sufficiently large. The only previously known examples are certain

Seifert fibered spaces over 52 with 3 exceptional fibers. [ ]

In what follows we give the first known examples of compact, irreducible

3-manifolds which are not Haken manifolds and are not Seifert fiber spaces.

N233. If M is a compact oriented irreducible manifold # D3 , and

either 3M # O or 311M) # O ,then M is sufficiently large. In fact,

3M # 0 =>.Hl(M) # O . Think of a non-trivial cohomology class a as

dual to an embedded surface; an easy argument using the loop theorem shows

that the simplest such surface dual to a is incompressible and 8-

incompressible.

The concept of an incompressible surface was introduced by

W. Haken (International Congress of Mathematicians - l9Sh), (Acta. Math.

105 (1961), Math A. 76 (1961), Math z 80 (1962)). If one splits a

Haken-manifold along an incompressible and 3-incompressible surface, the

resulting manifold is again a Haken manifold. One can continue this

process of splitting along incompressible surfaces, eventually arriving

(after a bounded number of steps) at a union of disks. Haken used this

to give algorithms to determine when a knot in a Haken manifold was trivial,

and when two knots were linked.

ILet K be the figure eight knot, M = S3 -'7?(K) . M is a Haken
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manifold by the above note [M is irreducible, by Alexander's theorem

that every differentiable 2-sphere in S3 bounds a disk (on each side).]

Here is an enumeration of the incompressible and 3-incompressible surfaces

in M . There are six reasonably obvious choices to start with;

S1 is a torus parallel to GM ,

$2 = T2 - disk = Seifert surface for K . To construct 82
take 3 circles lying above the knot, and span each one by a disk. Join

1%:F-

I 31

the disks by a twist for each cros at K to get a surface 82 with

boundary the longitude (0 , :1) . 82 is oriented and has Euler

characteristic = -l , so it is T2 - disk.
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, ,
through

m The Dehn surgered manifold M
1, ,1

1

h.hl

S3 = (Klein bottle - disk)

is the unoriented surface pictured.

Sh = 3 (tubular neighborhood of S3) = T2 - 2 disks.

ash (rh , l) , (depending on the choice of orientation for the meridian).
(Se' 5

s5 (Klein bottle-disk) .is

symmetric with S3
S6 3 (tubular neighborhood i

of s5) = T2 - 2 disks. 336 = (sh , 1).
...w r—‘u mu.

It remains to show that

h.1l. ,

surface in M is isotonic to one of S1 S6
M(m,£) ;§_ , and it is a

Haken manifold if and onlv if (m,2) = (0 , :1) pp_ (2h , i1) .

In particular, none of the hyperbolic manifolds obtained from M

by Dehn surgery are sufficiently large. (Compare h.T) Thus we have an

infinite family of examples of oriented, irreducible, non-Haken manifolds

which are not Seifert fiber spaces. It seems likely that Dehn surgery along

other knots and links would yield many more examples.

1..

‘1.
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' M M
. Think of (m,£) as

union a solid torus, D2 x S , the solid torus being a thickened core

curve. To see that M(m,2) is irreducible, let S be an embedded 82
in ~M(m,2) ,transverse to the core curve a (S intersects the solid torus

.in meridian disks) . Now isotope S to minimize its intersections

with a . If S doesn't intersect a then it bounds a ball by the

irreducibility of M . If it does intersect a we may assume each component

of intersection with the solid torus D2 x S:L is of the form D2 x x .

If S n M is not incompressible, we may divide S into two pieces, using

a disk in S n M , each of which has fewer intersections with a . If s
does not bound a ball, one of the pieces does not bound. If S 0 M is

S—incompressible, we can make an isotopy of S to reduce the number of

'intersections with a by 2 .
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Eventually we simplify S so that if it does not bound a ball, S /)M

is incompressible and 3-incompressible. Since none of the surfaces

S , ... , S6 is a submanifold of $2 , it follows from the theorem thatl
S in fact bounds a ball.

The proof that M(m is not a Haken manifold if (m , z) ¢,1)
(0 , i1) , or (ih , i1) is similar. Suppose S is an incompressible

2 1surface in M( Arrange the intersections with D X S as before.m,£) . .

If S n M is not incompressible, let D be a disk in M with

3D<: S n M not the boundary of a disk in S h M . Since S is incompressible,

SD = 3D' for some disk D'<: S which must intersect o . The surface

8' obtained from S by replacing D' .with D is incompressible. (It

is in fact isotopic to S , since M is irreducible; but it is easy to

see that S' is incompressible without this). 8' has fewer intersections

with a than does S . If S! is not a-incompressible, an isotopy can

be made as before to reduce the number of intersections with o . I

Eventually we obtain an incompressible surface (which is isotopic to S)

whose intersection with M is incompressible and 3-incompressible. S

cannot be S (which is not incompressible in M(m 1)) , so the corollary
' S1

follows from the theorem. "
Recall that M = s3 -‘77(K) is a union of two tetrahedra-vertices.

To prove the theorem, it is convenient to use an alternate description of

M as T2 x I with certain identifications on T2 X {1} (compare

Jorgensen, "Compact 3-manifolds of constant negative curvature fibering
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over the circle", Annals 106 (1977) 61-72, and R. Riley). One can

obtain this from the description of M as the union of two tetrahedra

with corners as follows. Each tetrahedra = (corners) X I with certain

identifications on (corners) X {l} -

This "product" structure carries over to the union of the tetrahedra. The

boundary torus has the triangulation (p. h.ll)
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/2 he the dual sub/divisiofi, which51 as

The-diligent reader-can use the.

/ —that/ identific one on

ms

x } ves T2 a union of h

for T2

hexa ons glueing patterns of the tetrahedra

to check the ati {l} are

where we identify the hexagons by flipping through the dotted lines.

The complex N = T2 X {l} / identifications is a spine for N .

It has a cell subdivision with 2 vertices, h edges, and 2 hexagons. N

is embedded in M , and its complement is T2 X [0 , l) .

If S is a connected, incompressible surface in M , the idea is

to simplify it with respect to the spine N (this approach is similar in
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spirit to Haken's). First isotope S so it is transverse to each cell of

N . Next isotpoe S so that it doesn't intersect any hexagon in a

simple closed curve. Do this as follows.

If S!) hexagon contains some loops, pick an innermost one o . a bounds

an open disk in M2 - S (it bounds one in the hexagon), so by incompressibilitg

it bounds a disk in S. By the irreducibility of M we can push this

disk across this hexagon to eliminate the intersection d . One continues

the process to eliminate all such loop intersections. This does not change

the intersection with the l-skeleton H(l) .

S now intersects each hexagon in a collection of arcs. The next

step is to isotope S to minimize the number of intersections with the

N(l) . Look at the preimage of S 0 N We can eliminate any arc which

enters and leaves a in the same edge by pushing the arc across the edge

If at any time a loop int ec 5 created with a hexagon, eliminate it

before proceeding.
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Next we concentrate on corner connections in hexagons

that is, arcs which connect two adjacent edges of a hexagon.

Construct a small ball 6 about each vertex,

and push S so that the corner connections are all contained in 6 , and

so that S is transverse to 36 . S intersects 35 in a system of

loops, and each component of intersection of S with 6 contains at

least one corner connection, so it intersects H(l) at least twice.

If any component of SD 5 is not a disk, there is some "innermost"

such component Si ; then all of its boundary components bound disks in 6
hence in S . Since S is not a. sphere, one of these disks in S

contains Si . Replace it by a disk in g
This can be done without increasing the number of intersections with N(l) ,

since every loop on 35 bounds a disk in g meeting N(l) at most

twice.

Now if there are any two corner connections in 5 which touch,

then some component of 805 meets Nu) at least three times. Since
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this component is a disk, it can be replaced by a disk which meets H(l)
at most twice, thus simplifying S .(Therefore at most two corners can be
connected at any vertex.)

Assume that 8 now has the minimum number of intersections with

H(l) in its isotopy class. Let I , II , III , and IV denotes the number

of intersections of S with edges I , II , III , and IV , respectively

(no confusion should result from this) . It remains to analyse the

possibilities case by case.

Suppose that none of I II , III , and IV are zero. Then each

hexagon hasconnections at 2 corners.Here are the possibilities for corner

connections in hexagon A

If the corner connections are at a and b then the picture in hexagon A

is of the form ‘I F
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This implies that II = I + III + II + I + IV , which is impossible

since all h numbers are positive in this case. A similar argument

also rules out the possibilities c & d , d & e , a & f , b & f , and

c & e in hexagon A , and h & i , i & j , k & z , g & 2 , g & k ,

and h & j in hexagon B .

The possibility a & c. can not occur since they are adjacent

corners. For the same reason we can rule out a & e ,b & d , d & f ,

g&i,i&k,h&2,and 33.2.

Since each hexagon has at least 2 corner connections, at each

vertex we must have connections at two opposite corners- ' This

means that knowing any one _

corner connection. also tells you another corner connection . By this

one can rule out all possible corner connections for hexagon A but

a & d .

If a & d occurs, then I + IV + II = I + III + II , or III =

IV . By the requirement of opposite corners at the vertices, in hexagon B

there are corner connections at i & 2 , which implies that I = II .

Let x = III and y = I . The picture is then
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we may reconstruct the intersection of S with a neighborhood

of N ,“72(N) , from this picture, by glueing together x + y annuli in

the indicated pattern. This yields x + y punctured tori. If an

x-surface is pushed down across a vertex, it yields a y—surface, and

similarly, a yhsurface can be pushed down to give an x—surface. Thus,

S n 77(N) is x + y 'parallel copies of a punctured torus, which we see

is the fiber of a fibration of 7v (N) = M over S1 . we will discuss

later what happens outside‘in (N) . (Nothing.)

We now pass on to the case that at least one of I , II , III ,

and IV are zero. The case I = 0 is representative because of the great

deal of symmetry in the picture.

First consider the subcase I = 0 and none of II , III , and IV

are zero. If hexagon B had only one corner connection, at h , then we

3 II 1
11 "111

h k

N I
L J

would have III + IV = II + IV + III , contradicting II > 0 . By

the same reasoning for all the other corners, we find that hexagon B

needs at least two corner connections. At most one corner connection can

occur in a neighborhood of each vertex in N , since no corner connection
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can involve the edge I . Thus, hexagon B must have exactly two corner

connections, and hexagon A has no corner connections. By checking

inequalities, we find the only possibility is corner connections at g & h .

If we look at the picture in the pre—image T2 X {1} near I we see that

there is a loop around I . This loop bounds a disk in S by incompressibility,

I
LE’J
and pushing the disk across the hexagons reduces the number of intersections

with N(l) by at least 2 (you lose the h intersections drawn in the

picture, and gain possibly 2 intersections(above the plane of the paper).

Since S already has minimal intersection number with H(l) already,

this subcase can not happen.

Now consider the subcase I and II = O . In hexagon A the

picture is .I
11 III

III IL
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implying III = IV ___ The picture in hexagon B is
3 .11 1

h k

N. I
L J

with y the number of corner connections at corner 2 and x = IV — y .

The 3 subcases to check are x and y both non-zero, x = O , and

y = 0 .

If both x and y are non-zero then there is a loop in S around

edges I and II . The loop bounds a disk in S , and pushing the disk

across the hexagons reduces the number of intersections by at least 2 ,

contradicting minimality. So x and .y can not both be non-zero.

If I = II = o and x = o ,then s n 72(11) is y parallel copies

of a punctured torus.
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If I = II = o and y = o , then 5 WWW) consists of [x/2]

copies of a twice punctured torus (together with one copy of a punctured

Klein bottle if x is odd) .

consider the subcase I = III = 0 . If S intersects the spine
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N , then II # 0 because of hexagon A and IV # 0 because of hexagon

B . But this.means that there is a loop around edges I and III , and

S can be simplified further, contradicting minimality

The subcase I = IV = 0 also can not occur because of the minimality

of the number of intersections of S and N(1) . Here is the picture.

By symmetric reasoning, we find that only one more case can occur,

that III = IV = O , with I = II . The pictures are symmetric with

preceding ones:
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/‘

To finish the proof em, it remains to understand the

behaviour of s in M - Wm = T2 x [0,.99] . Clearly,
S n (T2 X [0,.99]) must be incompressible. (Otherwise, for instance,

the number of intersections of S with Nu) could be reduced.) It is

not hard to deduce that either S is parallel to the boundary, or else

a union of annuli. If one does not wish. to assume S is two sided, this

may be accomplished by studying the intersection of S 0 (T2 X [0,-99J)
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with a non-separating annulus. If any annulus of s n (T2 x [0,.991)

has both boundary components on T2 X .99 , then by studying the cases,

we find that S would not be incompressible. It follows that

S {1(T2 X [O,.99])_ can be isotoped to the form (circles X [0,.99J) .

There are five possibilities (with S connected.) Careful comparisons

lead to the descriptions of $2 , ... , 86 given on pp. h.h0 and h.hl

u"



55 . Flexibility and rigidity of geometric structures.

In this chapter we will consider deformations of hyperbolic structures

and of geometric structures in general. By.a geometric structure on M ,

we mean, as usual, a local modelling of M on a space X acted on by

a Lie group G . Suppose M is compact, possibly with boundary. In the

case where the boundary is non-empty we do not make special restrictions

on the boundary behaviour.

- E)
If M is modelled on (X , G) then the developing map M -—# X

defines the holonomy representation H : r1 M -+ G . In general, H

does not determine the structure on M . For example, the two immersions of

an annulus shown below define Euclidean structures on the annulus which both

have trivial holonomy but are not equivalent in any reasonable sense.

However, the holonomy is a complete invariant for (G , X) - structures

on M near a given structure Mo , up to an appropriate equivalence

relation: two structures Mi and M2 near MD are equivalent deformations
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of M0 if there are submanifolds Mi and ME , containing all but

small neighborhoods of the boundary of M1 and M2 ,with a (G ,X)

homeomorphism between them which is near the identity.

Let M denote a fixed structure on M, with holonomy Ho0

5.1 : structures pp M p§§p_ Mo pp;

aria h: 92 rlM
.is G Masses; no. aria Elsie};

g; G .

Any manifold M can be represented as the image of a disk D _with

reasonably nice overlapping near 3D . Any structure on M is obtained from

the structure induced on D ,by glueing via the holonomy of certain

elements of rl(M) .

Any representation of r M near Ho gives a new structure, byl

perturbing the identifications on D . The new identifications are still

finite-to-one, giving a new manifold homeomorphic to M0 .
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of G , one can make a small change of coordinates so that the holonomy

is identical. The two structures then yield nearby immersions of D into

X , with the same identifications; restricting to slightly smaller disks

gives the desired (G ,x) - homeomorphism .I

5.2 As a first approximation to the understanding of small deformations

we can describe wlM in terms of a set of generators .Zf = {gl , ... , gn}
and a set of relators f3 =‘{rl , ... , r2} . [Each ri is a word in the

gi's which equals 1 in «1M.] Any representation 9 : rlM -* G

assigns each generator gi an element in G,, p(gi) . This embeds the

space of representations R in G“? . Since any representation of

HIM must respect the relations in "1M , the image under 9 of a relator

rJ mmst,be the identity in G . If p : G4?-+ GR sends a set of

elements in G to the PK] relators written with these elements, then

D is just p.1 (l , ... , 1) . If p is generic near Ho , (i.e. if

the derivative dp is surjective) , the implicit function theorem implies

thatfiis Just a manifold‘of dimension( [3|— [a] ) - (dim c) .

One might reasonably expect this to be the case, provided the generators

and relations are chosen in an efficient way. If the action of G on

itself by conjugation is effective (as for the group of isometries of

hyperbolic space) then generally one would also expect that the action

of G on Gif by conjugation, near Ho , has orbits of the same dimension
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as G . If so, then the space of deformations of M0 would be a manifold

of dimension

dim(G) (WI-lel- 1).

- Let's apply the above analysis to the caSe of hyperbolic

structures on closed, oriented 2 - manifolds of genus at least two . G

in this case can be taken to be PSL (2 , JR) acting on the upper half-

plane by linear fractional transformations. 111(Mg) can be presented with

2g generators a1 , bl , , a8 , bE (see below) together with the
8

single relator II [a. ,b.]
i=1 1 1

Since PSL (2 , IR) is a. reel 3-dimensional Lie youp the expected

dimension of the deformation space is 3 ( 2g '- l '- l) = 6g 7- 6 . This

can be made rigorous by showing directly that the derivative of the map

p : Gg—> Gt is surjective ,but since we will have need for more global

information about the deformation space, we won't make the computation here.



The initial calculation for hyperbolic structures on an oriented

3emanifolds is less satisfactory. The group of isometries on H3 preserves

planes which, in the upper half-space model, are hemispheres perpendicular

to u u a (denoted T) . Thus the group G can be identified with the

group of circle preserving maps of E . This is the group of all linear

fractional transformations with complex coefficients PSL (2 ,m) . (All

transformations are assumed to be orientation preserving.) PSL (2 ,E) , is

3a copplex Lie group with real dimensions 6 . M can be built from one

0 - cell, a number of l - and 2-cells,and. (if M is closed) ,one 3-cell.

If M is closed, then x(M) = 0 , so the number k of l-cells

equals the number of 2-cells. This gives us a presentation of rlM with

k generators and k relators. The expected (real) dimension of the

deformation space is 6 ( k - k - 1) = -6 .

If 3M # ¢ ,with all boundary components of positive genus, this

estimate of the dimension gives

5.2.1 6 - ( -x(M) ) 12 (-x(am) )

This calculation would tend to indicate that the existence of ppy

hyperbolic structure on a closed 3-manifold would be unusual. However,

subgroups of PSL (2 , T) have many special algebraic properties, so that

certain relations can follow from other relations in ways which do not

follow in a general group.
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The crude estimate 5.2.1 actually gives some substantive information

when xLM) < O .

5.2.2. . if M3 a_ structure Mo , then

the space gf_small' Q§_ MD has §t_least 6 -(-x(M)) .

Proof. PSL (2 ,mfg is a complex algebraic variety, and the map
J'

p : PSL (2 , m) —> PSL (2 , mfk is a. polynomial map (defined by

matrix multiplication). Hence the dimension of the subvariety p = (l , ... , l)

is at least as great as the number of variables minus the number of defining

equations. I
We will later give an improved version of 5.2.2 whenever M has

boundary components which are tori.

5.3. In this section we will derive some information about the global

structure of the space of hyperbolic structures on a closed, oriented

surface M . This space is called the space of M and is

defined to be the set of hyperbolic structures on M where two are

equivalent if there is an iSometry homotopic to the identity between them.

In order to understand hyperbolic structures on a surface we will cut

the surface up into simple pieces, analyze structures on these pieces,and study

the ways they can be put together. Before doing this we need some information

about closed geodesics in M .
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5.3.1 On any closed hyperbolic nsmanifold M there is a

unique, closed in any free

class.

Proof: For any ce_nlM consider the covering transformation Tu on the

universal cover En of M . It is an isometry of En . Therefore it either

fixes some interior point of En (elliptic), fixes a point at infinity

(parabolic) or acts as a translation on some unique geodesic (hyperbolic).

That all isometries of He are of one of these types was proved in

Proposition h.9.3 ; the proof for fin is similar.

£235 .A distinction is often made between "loxodromic" and "hyperbolic"

transformations in dimension 3 . In this usage a loxodromic transformation

means an isometry which is a pure translation along a geodesic followed

by a non-trivial twist, while a hyperbolic transformation means a pure

translation. This is usually not a useful distinction from the point of

view of geometry and topology, so we will use the Eggg_" ' to

cover either case.

Since Ta is a covering translation it can't have an interior fixed

point so it can't be elliptic. For any parabolic transformation there are

points moved arbitrarily small distances. This would imply that there

are non-trivial simple closed curves of arbitrarily small length in M .

Since M is closed this is impossible. Therefore To translates a

unique geodesic, which projects to a closed geodesic in M . Two geodesics
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corresponding to the translations To and To' project to the same

geodesic in M if and only if there is a covering translation taking one

to the other. In other words (1' = g c g_1 for some g e 1rlM , or

equivalently, c is free homotopic to a .

5.3.2 : Two EE universal cover En 93
M which are by t have distinct endpoints

at a

Proof: If two such geodesics had the same endpoint, they would be arbitrarily

close near the c n endpoint . This would imply the distance between the

two closedgeodesics is uniformly i e. for all a , a contradiction..
5.3.3 : I_na two M2 2 2f_

d simple closed curves E
represented by , simole closed

M: Suppose the geodesics corresponding to two disjoint curves intersect.

Then there are lifts of the geodesics in the universal cover 32 which

intersect. Since the endpoints are distinct, the pairs of endpoints for

the two geodesics must link each other on the circle at infinity. Consider

any homotopy of the closed geodesics in M2 . It lifts to a homotopy of the

geodesics in 32 . However, no homotopy of the geodesics moving points

only a finite hyperbolic distance can move their endpoints; thus the images

of the geodesics under such a homotopy will still intersect,and this intersectic



projects to one on M2

The proof that the closed geodesic corresponding to a simple closed

curve is simple is similar. The argument above is applied to two different

lifts of the same geodesic.

Now we are in a position to describe the Teichmflller space for a closed

surface. The coordinates given below are due to Nielsen and Fenchel.

Pick 33 - 3 disjoint, nonrparallel simple closed curves on M2
(This is the maximum number of such curves on a surface of genus g .)

Take the corresponding geodesics and cut along them . This divides M2
into 2g - 2 surfaces homeomorphic to 82 - three disks (called "pairs

of pants" from now on) with geodesic boundary.
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On each pair of pants P there is a unique arc connecting each

pair of boundary components, perpendicular to both. To see this, note that

there is a unique homotopy class for each connecting arc. Now double P

along the boundary geodesics to form a surface of genus two. The union of the

two copies of the arcs connecting a pair of boundary components in P defines

a simple closed curve in the closed surface. There is a unique geodesic in

its free homotopy class and it is invariant under the reflection which

interchanges the two copies of P . Hence it must be perpendicular to the

geodesics which were in the boundary of P .

This information leads to an easy computation of the Teichmflller

space of P .

5.3-h : f0”) _i_s_ ED. 123 with c tes

(log 21 , log 22 , log 23 ) where ii = length 2:
the 133 .

The perpendicular arcs between boundary components divide P into

two right angled hexagons. The hyperbolic structure of an all right hexagon

is determined by the lengths of three alternating sides. (See page 2.19)

The lengths of the connecting arcs therefore determine both hexagons so the

two hexagons are isometric. Reflection in these arcs is an isometry of the

hexagons and shows that the boundary curves are divided in half. The

lengths 1i / 2 determine the hexagons,; hence they also determine P .
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Any positive real values for the ii are possible so we are done. I.

In order to determine the hyperbolic structure of the closed two-

manifold from that of the pairs of pants, some measurment of the twist

with which the boundary geodesics are attached is necessary. Find 33 - 3

more curves in the closed manifold which, together with the first set of

curves, divides the surface into hexagons.

In the pairs of pants the geodesics corresponding to these curves

are arcs connecting the boundary components. However, they may wrap around

the components. In P it is possible to isotope these arcs to the perpendicula

connecting arcs discussed above. Let 2di denote the total number of

degrees which this isotopy moves the feet of arcs which lie on the ith

boundary componat of p .
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Of course there is another copy of this curve in another pair of pants

which has a twisting coefficient di‘ . When the two copies of the geodesic

are gluedrtogether they cannot be twisted independently by an isotopy of the

surface. Therefore (di - di') = Ti is an isotopy invariant.

If a hyperbolic surface is cut along a closed geodesic and glued

back together with a twist of 211' n degrees, (n an integer) , then the

resulting surface is isometric to the original one. However, the isometry

is not isotopic to the identity so the two surfaces represent distinct

points in Teichmuller space. Another way to say this is that they are

isometric as surfaces but not as markg surfaces. It follows that 1:i

is a well-defined real number, not just defined up to integral multiples

of Zn .

5.3.5 : The space J’(M) £3closed surfaceg

genus g i_s t_o m63-6 . There are

for j(M) , (log 2.1 , 11 , log 9.2 , 12
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... , log £38-3 , 138-3 ) where ii i§_the length and

Ti the twist for a_system 22_ 3g - 3 simple

closed

In order to see that it takes precisely 3g - 3 simple closed curves

to cut a surface of genus g into pairs of pants Pi notice that x(Pi) = -l .

Therefore the number of Pi's is equal to -x(M8) = 2g - 2 . Each Pi
has 3 curves, but each curve appears in two Pi's . Therefore the

number of curves is 3/2 (2g - 2) = 3g - 3 . We can rephrase Theorem 5.3

as

f(M) = n‘3X(M)

It is in this form that the theorem extends to a surface with boundary.

The Fricke space cko) of a

surface M with boundary is defined to be the space of hyperbolic structures

on M such that the boundary curves are geodesics, moduloisometries isotopic

to the identity. A surface with boundary can also be cut into pairs of pants '

with geodesic boundary; In this case the curves that were boundary curves

in M have no twist parameter. On the other hand these curves appear in

only one pair of pants. The following theorem is then immediate from the

gluing procedures above.

5.3.6 : 3W) _ii ic to n'3X(M).
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The definition of Teichmuller space can be extended to general

surfaces as the space of all metrics of constant curvature up to isotopy

and change of scale. In the case of the torus T2 , this space is the

set of all Euclidean structures (i.e. metrics with constant curvature -

zero) on T2 with area one. There is still a closed geodesic in each

free homotopy class although it is not unique. Take some simple, closed

geodesic on T2 and cut along it. The Euclidean structure on the resulting

annulus is completely determined by the length of its boundary geodesic.

Again there is a real twist parameter that determines how the annulus is

glued to get T2 . Therefore there are two real parameters which determine

the flat structures on T2 , the length 2. of a simple, closed geodesic

in a fixed free homotopy class and a twist parameter 1 along that geodesic

5-3.T : The space if;the torus i_s _t_o_ 132
withco (log£,r),2,r g

5-h _or mus o_r" e si-
On large open subsets of PSL (2 , 0:) , the space of representations

of a generating set ,5 into PSL (2 , CI!) , certain relations imply other

relations. This fact was anticipated in the previous section from the

computation of the expected dimension of small deformations of hyperbolic

structures on closed three manifolds. The phenomenon that dp is not

surjective (see 5.3. ) suggests that, to determine the structure of
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n1M3 as a discrete subgroup of PSL (2 , II!) , not all the relations in

111M3 as an abstract group are needed. Below are some examples.

5.h.l (Jorgensen) Let a ,b ‘pgtwo g H3 with

E fixed point g . I_f w (,a ,b) as. any word

such that w (a ,b) = 1 than w (a'1 ,b_l).=' 1. If a

and b are (i.e. ,g Trace (a) = rTrace (b)

i_n PSL(2,m)) thenalso w(b,a) = 1.

Proof: If a and b are hyperbolic or elliptic, let 2 be the unique common

perpendicular for the invariant geodesics 2a , 1b of a and b . (If

the geodesics intersect in a point x , 2. is taken to be the geodesic

through x perpendicular to the plane spanned by 2a and lb ) . If one

of a and b is parabolic, (say b is ) 2. should be perpendicular to

2.5 and pass through b's fixed point at w . If both are parabolic, 2.

should connect the two fixed points at infinity. In all cases rotation by
l

o in 2. takes a to a’1 and b and b. , hence the first assertion.180

.If a and b are conjugate hyperbolic elements of PSL (2 , E)

with invariant geodesics 2.3 and 2b , take the two lines m and n which

are perpendicular to 2. and to each other and which intersect 2. at the

midpoint between Eb and 2a . Also, if 5b is at an angle of e to

Lb along 2. then m should be at anangle of 6/2 and n at anangle

of 6+1r/2 .
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Rotations of 1800 through m or n take 23 to 2b and vice

versa. Since a and b are conjugate they act.the same with respect to

their respective fixed geodesics. It follows that the rotations about m
l

and n conjugate a _to b (and b to a) or a to b- (and b to

a—l)

If one of a and b is parabolic then they both are, since they are

conjugate. In this case take m and n to be perpendicular to 2 and

to each other and to pass through the unique point X on 2 such that

d (x , ex) = d (x ,bs) . Again rotation by 180° in m and n takes

atoboratob-l..
1. This theorem fails when a and b are allowed to have a common

fixed point . For example, consider
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* I ... _
where Aer . Then (bk a. bk)2' hke" bk If

A is chosen so that A2 is a root of a polynomial over Z , say

1 + 212 0 then a relation is obtained: in this caSe

w(a ,b) = (a) (bah-l)2 = I .

l -1)However, w (a- ,b = I .only if f2 is a root of the same polynomial.

This is not the case in the current example.

2. The geometric condition that a and b have a cannon fixed point at

infinity implies the algebraic condition that a and b generate a

solvable group. (In fact, the commutator subgroup is abelian.)

5.h.2 : A_hy_ M3 m
fundamental 5393p i_s 11pr elements a an_d b admits an

s<m gardemmekeama'l and

broil-em Ea .erreieezzeg
actiong M generatedlay 5 My; t which

a and b unless a and b have 3 gagged

point E on .

Proof: Apply the rotation of 180° about 2. to the universal cover H3 .

This conjugates the group to itself so it induces an isometry on the quotient

space M3 . The same is true for rotation around m and n in the case

when a and b are conjugate. It can happen that a and b have a common
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fixed point x at infinity, but since the group is discrete they must both

be parabolic. A 180‘3 rotation about any line through x sends a to a_1
and b to b":L . There is not generally a symmetry group of order four

in this case.I

As an example, the complete hyperbolic structure on the complement of

the figure eight knot has symmetry implied by this corollary. (In fact the

group of symmetries extends to $3 itself, since for homological reasons

such a symmetry preserves the meridian direction) .

a

n
Here is another ill ion of how certain relations in subgroups of

PSL (2 ,E) can imply others:

:1 1115.14.3 : Suppose a and b are not Q a =a for

some n , 75 0 , then a and b commute.

If an = am is hyperbolic, then so are a and b . In fact they

fix the same geodesic, acting as translations (perhaps with twists) so they
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commute. If an = bm is parabolic then so are a and b . They must

fix the same point at infinity so they act as Euclidean transformations

of any horosphere based there. It follows that a and b commute.

5.h.3 : If a is and a is 33 a then

Since translation distance along the fixed line is a conjugacy

invariant and p(ak) = :k 9(a) (where p( ) denotes translation distance) ,

the proposition is easy to see.

Finally, along the same vein, it is sometimes possible to derive

some non-trivial topological information about a hyperbolic three-manifold

from its fundamental group.

35.h.h : If M is a complete, hyperbolic 3-manifold, a ,

b E les and [a , b] = l ,then either

(i) a and b’ belong to an infinite cyclic subgroup generated

by x and x2 = a , xk = b .

or .

(ii) M has an end, , homeomorphic to 'f x [0, a) such that

the group generated by a and b is conjugatein to

a subgroup of finite index in rlE .

Proof: If a and b are hyperbolic then they translate the same geodesic.

Since “1M3 acts as a discrete group on H3 , a and b must act discretely
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on the fixed geodesic. Thus , (i) holds

If a and b are not both hyperbolic , they must both be parabolic,

since they comute. Therefore they can be thought of as Euclidean

transformations on a set of horospheres. If the translation vectors are not

linearly independent, a and b generate a group of translations of JR

and (i) is again true. If the vectors are linearly independent, a and

b generate a lattice group La,b on IR2 . Moreover as one approaches

the fixed point at infinity, the hyperbolic distance a point x is moved

by a and b goes to zero.

Recall that the subgroup G£(X) of "1M3 generated by transformations that

moves a point x less than E. is abelian. (See pages h.3h - h.35) .

Therefore all the elements of GE(X) commute with a and b and fix the

same point p at infinity. By discreteness Géx) acts as a lattice

group on the horosphere through x and contains Ia,b as a subgroup
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of finite index.

Consider a fundamental domain of G£(X) acting on the set of

horocycles at p which are "contained" in the horocycle Ex through x

It is homeomorphic to the product of a fundamental domain of the lattice

youp acting on Hx with [0 , a) and is moved away from itself by all

elements in 1rlM3 not in G£(x) . Therefore it is projected down into

M3 as an end homeomorphic to '1?2 x [0 , 1] . This is case (ii) ..
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5.5 The dimension of the deformation space£5

Consider a hyperbolic structure M0 on T2 x I . Let a and B

be generators for Z 9 Z = “l (T2 x I) ; they satisfy the relation

[a. , B] = l , or equivalently (:8 Ba . The representation space for

Z 0 Z is defined by the equation

H(m) H(B) = H(B) 3(a)-

where H(c) , H(B) e PSL(2 ,m) . But we have the identity

Tr (H(c) H(B)) = Tr (H(B) H(c) ) , as well as Det (H(u) H(8)) =

Det, (H(B) H(m)) = 1 so this matrix equation is equivalent to two

ordinary equations, at least in a neighborhood of a particular non-trivial

solution. Consequently, the solution space has complex dimension 1+ , and

the deformation space of M has complex dimension 2 . This can easily be0
seen directly: H(u) has one complex degree of freedom up to conjugacy,

and given H(u) 74 id , there is a one complex-parameter family of

transformations H(B) commuting with it. This example shows that 5.2.2

is not sharp. More generally, we will improve 5.2.2 for any compact

oriented hyperbolic 3-manifold M0 whose boundary contains toruses, under

a mild non—degeneracy condition on the holonomr of M0 :

5.6 . Let M b_eg 3 whose0

(a) the E g 3M m T2
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is not and

(b) the has .151fixed point o_n the spherea .. .
Under these the-space p§_small pf_ MD has

dimension §3_least §§_ggeat §§_phe total dimension of the space

g 3M, thatis,

+3 I x ((aM)i) I if x((3M)i) < o
dimtn (Def (M))1 E 1 if x((am)i) = o

o if x((am)i) > o

. Condition (b) .is equivalent to the statement that the

holonomy representation in PSL (2 , m) is irreducible. It is also

equivalent to the condition that the holonomy group (the image of the

holonomy) be solvable.

If N is any surface with non-empty boundary then, by the

immersion theorem [ Hirsch, ] , there is an immersion o of

N x S1 in N x I so that o sends vl(N) to «l (N x I) = wl(N)
by the identity map. Any hyperbolic structure on N x I has a -6 x(N)

complex parameter family of deformations. This induces a -6 x(N) -
parameter family of deformations of hyperbolic structures on N x S1 ,

showing that the inequality of 5.6 is not sharp in general.

Another example is supplied by the complement Mk of k unknotted
3

unlinked solid tori in 5 Since 171(Mk) is a free group on k
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generators, every hyperbolic structure on Mk has at least 3k - 3 degrees

of freedom, while 5.6 guarantees only k degrees of freedom. Other

examples are obtained on more interesting manifolds by considering hyperbolic

structures whose holonomy factors through a free group.

Proof of 5.6. We will actually prove that for any compact oriented manifold

M , the complex dimension of the representation space of «1 , near a

representation satisfying (a) and (b) , is at least 3 greater than

the number given in 5.6 ; this suffices, by 5.1 . For this stronger

assertion, we need only consider manifolds which have no boundary component

homeomorphic to a sphere, since any 3—manifold M has the same fundamental
3group as the manifold M obtained by glueing a copy of D to each

spherical boundary component of M .

Actually, it can be shown that when 3M # 0 , a representation

p : le -—+ PSL (2 , E) is the holonomy of some hyperbolic structure

for M iff it lifts to a representation in SL (2 , E) . (The obstruction

to lifting is the second Stiefel Whitney class ”2 of the associated H3
bundle over M) . It follows that if H is the holonomy of a hyperbolic0
structure on M , it is also the holonomy of a hyperbolic structure on
A

M , provided 3M # ¢ . Since we are mainly concerned with structures

which have more geometric significance, we will not discuss this further.

Let H0 denote any representation of "1M satisfying (a) and (b)
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of 5.6 . Let Tl , , T be the components of 8M which are toruses.k

5.6.1 . For each i , 1 ii <_k , there i_sg oi e 171 (M)

such that the group )1 semi) and H0(1T1(Ti)) has a point

a . One can choose a. so H (u.) is not
1 O l ----

Proof o_f_ 5.6.1 . If HOHlTi) is parabolic, it has a unique fixed

point x at a and the existence of an oi not fixing x is immediate

from condition (b) . If H (wlTi) has two fixed points x1 and x0 2 ’
there is 30(31) not fixing x:L and 30(82) not fixing x2 . If H0(Bl)
and H0(82) each have common fixed points with H0(1rlTi) , (ii = 81 82
does not.

If Ho(a]3_) is parabolic, consider the commutators Yn = [min , B] where

B e vlTi is some element such that HO(B) 75 l . If H0 [Gin , B]

has a common fixed point x with HO(B) then also Gin 8 (Ii-n fixes x

l-nso 8 fixes “i 3:; this happens for at most 3 values of n . We

can, after conjugation, take HOME)
-1 ..1 a ' b' =no (Sui ' B ) [ ]

a Vh

2 .
is not an eigenvector of B . We compute Tr (ya) = 2 + n c it

follows that Yn can be parabolic ( <-> THE) = r2 ) for at most 3

values of n . 5.6.1 I .

Let { “i , l < i < k} be a collection of simple disjoint curves
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based on Ti and representing the homotopy classes of the same names. Let

N c M be. the manifold obtained by hollowing out nice neighborhoods of

9the oi . Each boundary component of N is a surface of genus:2

and M is obtained by attaching k 2—handles along non-separating curves

on genus 2 surfaces 31 , , Skc 8N .

15:.

7i

F1

Let oi also be represented by a curve of the same name on Si and

let Bi be a curve on Si describing the attaching map for the i Q

2—hanfle. Generators 7. , 6i can be chosen for 1r Ti so that
l 1

mi , Bi , Yi , and 6i generate 1:1 Bi and [oi ~, Bi-J [vi , ti]
= 1 . 171M is obtained from «1M by adding the relations 61 = 1

5.6.2 . A representation 9 at; 'n‘ N near H gives Erepresentationl 0
9i 1rlM iff the



Tr (9 (Bi) ) = 2

_a_.n_d_._Tr(p [ai.BiJ) 2

5£§_satisfied.

Proof 93_ 5.6.2. Certainly if 9 gives a representation of v M ,1

then p(8i) and p [oi Bi] are the identity, so they have trace 2.

To prove the converse, consider the equation

Tr [A,B] =2

in SL (2 , m) . If A is diagonalizable, conjugate so that

A = [Z :_] Write aA'lB'l = [: Z]
We have the equations

a+d A + 1'1
Tr [A,B] = Aa+).-ld 2

which imply that

a = fl , d = A

Since a d - .b c = l we have b c = 0 This means B has at least

one common eigenvector [5] or [1 with A ; if [A ,B] # l ,
0 l
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this common eigenvector is the unique eigenvector of [A , BJ (up to

scalars) . As in the proof of 5.6.1 , a similar statement holds if A

is parabolic. (Observe that [A ,B] [-A , B] , so the sign of TrA

is not important) .

It follows that if Tr o [oi , Bi] = 2 , then since [yi , oi]
[oi , Bi], either p(ci) , 9(81) : 9(Yi) and p(6i ) all have a

common fixed point on the sphere at infinity, or p [ai , Bi] = 1

By construction, 30’" S. has no fixed point at infinity, so forl 1

p near H0 p v1 Si cannot have a fixed point either; hence p [oi , Bi]

The equation Tr 9(81) = 2 implies p(Bi) is parabolic; but

it commutes with p(Bi) , which is hyperbolic for p near HO . Hence

9 (Bi)=l. 5.6.2 I
To conclude the proof of 5.6 , we consider a handle structure for

N with one O-handle, m l-handles , p 2—handles and no 3-handles

(provided 3M # ¢ )-. This gives a presentation for wlN with m

generators and p relations, where l - m + p = x(N) = x(M) - k .

)m'for w M , in a neighborhoodThe representation space RC PSL (2 ,m l

of H is defined by the p matrix equations0 9

1' = l s (1:11P):

where the ri are products representing the relators, together with 2k

equations
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Tr p(8i) = 2

Trp ([uisfiiJ = 2 [liiikl

The number of equations minus the number of unknowns (where a matrix

variable is counted as 3 complex variables ) is

3111-313-2k -3x(M)+k+3.l
Remark. If M is a closed hyperbolic manifold, this proof gives

the estimate of O for dimm def (M) : simply remove a nonetrivial

solid torus from M , apply 5.6 , and fill in the solid torus by an

equation Tr (Y) 2

5.7. There is a remarkable, precise description for the global deformation

space of hyperbolic structures on closed manifolds in dimensions bigger than

2

5.7.1 : (algebraic version) r1 and r2 are

_tW a£_thesr_oen£ n H” . n 1 3
such that an / ri has finite volume and suppose o : rl—+ r2
i_sg gpoup ' Then TJ. and r2 are

This theorem can be restated in terms of hyperbolic manifolds since

a hyperbolic manifold has universal cover En with fundamental group acting

as a discrete group of isometries.



WSW complete

Marbolic manifolds finite isomogphism

fundamental realized

isomet .

W hyperbolic manifolds

complete m homeomorphic

homotopy eguivalent dimension

5.7.2 : (geometric version) y; hi and M: are

with total volume, any o_f_

ggoups o: 1rl'M1 -—> v1 M2 i_s pygunigue

: Multiplication by an element in either fundamental group induces the

identity map on the manifolds themselves so that C) needs only to be

defined up to composition with inner automorphisms to determine the isometry

from M1 to M2 .

Since the universal cover of a hyperbolic manifold is En , it is a

K (1: , l) . Two such manifolds are homotopy equivalent if and only if

there is an isomorphism between their fundamental groups.

5.7.3 : I; M1 and M2 are- which are

with volume, than they are i; d only

_ii they are . (The case gf_ two _s

well-known. )

For any manifold M , there is a homomorphism Diff M —* Out (nlM) ,

where Out (le) = Aut (le) / Inn(1rlM) is the group of outer

automorphisms. Mostow's theorem implies this homomorphism splits, if M

is a hyperbolic manifold of dimension n l 3 . It is unknown whether the

homorphism splits when M is a surface. When n = 2 [

the kernel Diffo (M) is contractible, provided x(M) i 0 . If M is a



Emerbolic complete with finite

finite isomorphic

mum

Haken 3-manifold which is not a Seifert fiber space, Hatcher has shown

that Diffo M is contractible [ J .

5.7.h : ;p_ M11 pp ( , total

I” |wvolume) and n 3_ 3 , then Out (nlM) gpoup,

pp_the gpoup pg 23_ Mn .

Proof : By Mostow's theorem any automorphism of u M induces a unique1
isometry of M . Since any inner automorphism induces the identity on M ,

it follows that the group of isometries is isomorphic to Out (le) . That

Out (wlM) is finite is immediate from the fact that the group of isometries,

Isom (Mn) ,is finite.

To see that Isom (Df3 is finite, choose a base point and frame at that

point and suppose first that M is compact. Any isometry is completely

determined by the image of this frame (essentially by "analytic continuation").
If there were an infinite sequence of isometries there would exist two image

frames close to each other. Since M is compact, the isometries , ¢l , ¢2 ,

corresponding to these frames would be close on all of M . Therefore ¢ ,
-lis homotopic to ¢2 . Since the isometry p2 induces the triviald’1

outer automorphism on “1M , it is the identity; ie., $2 = o1 .

If M is not compact, consider the submanifold Mac M which

consists of points which are contained in an embedded hyperbolic disk of

radius a . Since M has finite total volume, Me is compact. Moreover,
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it is taken to itself under any isometry. The argument above applied to

Me implies that the group of isometries of M is finite even in the

nonscompact case.

This result contrasts with the case n = 2 where Out (le2) is

infinite and quite interesting.

The proof of Mostow's theorem in the case that Hn / r is not

compact was completed by Prasad, [ J . Otherwise, 5.7.1

and 5.7.2 (as well as generalizations to other homogeneous spaces) are
proved in Mostow, [ , ] . We shall discuss Mostow's

proof of this theorem in 5.10 , giving details as far as they can be made

geometric. Later, we will give another proof due to Gromov, valid at

least for n = 3 .

5.8 Generalized Dehn surgery and hyperbolic structures

Let M be a non-compact, hyperbolic three—manifold, and suppose that

M has a finite number of ends El , ... ,Ek , each homeomorphic to

T2 x [0 , a) and isometric to the quotient space of the region in H3
(in the upper half-space model) above an interior Euclidean plane by a

group generated by two parabolic transformations which fix the point at

infinity. Topologically M is the interior of a compact manifold 'M- whose

boundary is a union of T1 , ... ,Tk tori.

Recall the operation of generalized Dehn surgery on M (section h.5);
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it is parametrized by an ordered pair of real numbers (ai ,bi) for each

end which describe how to glue a solid torus to each boundary component.

If nothing is glued in, this is denoted by a so that the parameters can

be thought of as belonging to 82 (ie., the one point compactification
of IR2 = H1 (T2 , JR) ) . The resulting space is denoted by Mdl,..._,d.k
where di = (a1 ,bi) or a.

In this section we see that the new spaces often admit hyperbolic

structures. Since M is a closed ifol = (ai ,b.)
. _ dl,...,dk l

2are primitive elements of H1 (T ,Z) , pro closed

hyperbolic manifolds. First it is necessary to see that small deformations

of the complete structure on’ M induce a hyperbolic structure on some

M Uspace d1 , ’a]:

5.8.1 : Apy small 9;g" ' structure2

T2X[0,l] ppsome(D2xsl)d. d=(a,h)_i_s_

pp 32 sign py the traces g the
2o,B of an .

M: A "standard" structure on T2 x [O , 1] means a structure as

described on an end of M truncated by a Euclidean plane. The universal

cover of T2 x [0 , l] is the region between two horizontal Euclidean planes

(or horospheres), modulo a. group of translations. If the structure is

deformed slightly the holonomy determines the new structure and the images
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3ompl ion of R - 2.
N

over 53—17. Recall

5.3h

of a and 8 under the holonomy map H are slightly perturbed.

If H(o) is still parabolic then so is H(B) and the structure is

equivalent to the standard one. OtherwiSe H(c) and H(B) have a common

axis 2 in H3 . Moreover since H(c) and H(B) are close to the original

parabolic elements, the endpoints of 2 are near the common fixed point

of the parabolic elements. If T2 x [0 , l] is thought to be embedded

in the end, T2 x [o ,.) , this means that the line lies far out

towards a and does not intersect T2 X [0 , l] . Thus the developing

image of T2 x [0 , l] in H3 for the new structure misses 2 and can

N 3be lifted to the universal cover H3 - 2 of H - 2

This is the geometric situation necessary for generalized Dehn

surgery. The e ion to (D2 x 81) is just the c et /
,

d

{fi(a) .3(3)} e 3 is the lift of H to the c
r\/ r\/ ‘

that the completion depends only on the behavior of H(u) and H(B) along

2 . In particular, if H( ) denotes the complex number determined by

the pair (translation distance along 2 , rotation about 2) , then the

Dehn surgery coefficients d = (a ,b) are determined by the formula:

a H(m) + b H(B) = r2ri

The translation distance and amount of rotation of an isometry along

its fixed line is determined by the trace of its matrix in PSL (2 , m) .

This is easy to see since trace is a conjugacy invariant and the fact is
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clearly true for a diagonal matrix. In particular the complex number correspondi

to the holonomy of a matrix acting on H3 is log A where .A +_ A-1 is

its trace. I
The main restflt concerning deformations of M is

5.8.2 : E M = M. . a structure then’ I.- ,

thereisg ugh,“ ,w)i_nSZXS2X.-..x82
such that £351; ( )e U Mdj-S idk S d1""’dk

structure.

Proof: Consider the compact submanifold Mo: M gotten by truncating each

end. M0 has boundary a union of k tori and is homeomorphic to the

manifold M such that M = interior M . By theorem 5.6 , MD has a k

complex parameter family of non-trivial deformations, one for each torus.

From the lemma above, each small defamation gives a hyperbolic structure

on some Mdl , , ‘11; . It remains to show that the di vary over a

neighborhood of (an , , an) .

Consider the function

Tr: Def (M) —> (Tr ( H(aln . .Tr (H(akn)

which sends a point in the deformation space to the k-tuple of traces

of the holonomy of cl , a2 , , ak ,where ai , Bi generate the

fundamental group of the iEll torus. Tr is a holomorphic (in fact,
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algebraic) function on the algebraic variety Def LM) . Tr (M°° . a ) =, ... ,
(:2 , ... , 12) for some fixed choice of signs. Note that Tr (H(ai) = :2

if and only if H(ci) is parabolic and H(ai) is parabolic if and only

if the iEE- surgery coefficient di equals a . By Mostow's Theorem

the hyperbolic structure on Ma 3 is unique. Therefore di = w

1 (i2 , , :2)for i = l , ... ,k only in the original case and Tr-
consists of exactly one point. Since dim (Def (M) ) 3_ k it follows from

that the image under Tr of a small open neighborhood

of M a is an open neighborhood of (:2 , ... , i2), ... ,

Since the surgery coefficients of the iEQ- torus depend on the

trace of both H(ci) and H(Bi) , it is necessary to estimate H(Bi)
in terms of H(ai) in order to see how the surgery coefficients vary.

Restrict attention to one torus T and conJugate the original developing

image of Man , ... , a so that the parabolic fixed point of the holonomy,

Ho (ulT) , is the point at infinity. By further conjugation it is possible

to put the holonomy matrices of the generators a , B of «IT in

the following form:

no_(o) = [1 1] no (8) [l c]
0 l 0 1

Note that since Hobs) . 110(8) act on the horospheres 3‘00“ " as

a two dimensional lattice of Euclidean translations, c and l are linearly
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independent over IR . Since Roux) , 30(8) have [J] as an
0

eigenvector, the perturbed holonomy matrices H(m) , H(B) will have

common eigenvectors near [1] , say [1 and Let the
0 S

‘1) and (11 a u ) respectively.eigenvalues of 3(a) and H(B) be (A , A

Since 3(a) is near Ho(c) ,

0 l
H(m) |: :| = L] However

1

1
l A

a _ a -1 Therefore
1 2 A e2

-l2 _AE Similarly,
l * 2

Z c For A , u near

1 (A — 1) A A'1 1
’ I - 15 —l c1“ u - n

v -Since 31c) = log. A and H(B) = log 11 this is the desired relationship

between 3(a) and 318) -
The surgery coefficients (a. ,b) are determined by the formula

ll
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a Eh.) + b 313) :2 'n' i

From the above estimates this implies that

+
(a b c ) log A

(Note that the choice of sign corresponds to a choice of A or A4L .)

Since 1 and c are linearly independent over IR , the values of (a. , b)

vary over an open neighborhood of °° as A varies over a neighborhood

_1 varies over a neighborhood of 2

(up to sign) in the image of Tr : Def (M) —> mk , we have shown

l’”"dk
hyperbolicrstructures vary over an Open neighborhood of a in each component.

of l . Since Tr (H(m)) = A + A

that the surgery coefficeints for the Md possessing

The complement of the Borromean rings has a complete hyperbolic

structure. However, if the trivial surgery with coefficients (1 , O) is

performed on one component, the others are unlinked. . (In other words,

is - 2 unlinked circles) - The man. ((1 0) x y)S a 9 a

3
M<1,o),-,~
(where M = S - (Borromean rings) is then a connected sum of lens spaces

if x ,y are primitive elements of El (T: , ZZ) so it connot have a

hyperbolic structure. Thus it may often happen that an infinite number of

non-hyperbolic manifolds can be obtained by surgery from a hyperbolic one.

However, the theorem does imply that if a finite number of integral pairs

of coefficients is excluded from e_ac_h boundary , then all remaining

three-manifolds obtained by Dehn surgery on M are also hyperbolic.
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5.9 .5Proof 3f

This section is devoted to a proof of Mostow's theorem for closed hyperbolic

n -.manifolds, n 3_3 . The proof will be sketchy where it seems to require
analysis. With a knowledge of the structure of the ends in the non—compact,

complete case, this proof extends to the case of a manifold of finite total

volume; we omit details. The outline of this proof is Mostow‘s.

Given two closed hyperbolic manifolds M1 and M2 , together with an

isomorphism of their fundamental groups, there is a homotopy equivalence

inducing the isomorphism since M1 and M2 are K(n , l)'s . In other words

there are maps fl : M1 -+ M2 , f2 : M2 -+ M1 such that fl 0 f2 and

f2 0 fl are homotopic to the identity. Denote lifts of f1 , f2. to the

universal cover En by fl , f2 and assume f1 0 f2 and f2 0 fl are

equivariantly homotopic to the identity.

The first step in the proof is to construct a correspondence between the

spheres at infinity of HD which extends ¥l and f2 .

A map g X -»- Y between metric spaces is a

. -lif there are constants cl , c2 such that cl d (xl ,x2) - c2
5 (sxlcsxe) i cld (xl,x2) for all xl,x2€X-

l ¥l ?2 can 35chosen 3393

Proof: Make fl and f2 simplicial. Then since M1 and M2 are compact,
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fl and f2 are Lipschitz and lift to $1 and i2 which are Lipschitz

with the same coefficient. It follows immediately that there is a constant

cl so that d(fixl , fixz) 1 cl d(xl ,x2) , i = l ,2 for all x1 ,x2€ En
If x. = f yi , then this inequality implies that d L¥2 o ?l (yl) ,l 12'2 0 2‘1 (3'2” 1 cl CH? 3‘?lyl ’ l 2) ‘

f2 0 fl is homotopic to the identity by a hOmotopy that moves every point

However, since M1 is compact,

a distance less than some constant b . It follows that d(yl ,ye) - 2b

d (?2 0 fl yl , f2 0 fl ya) from which the lower bound clld(yl ,y2)- c2‘:
d (fl yl , fl y2) follows.

Using this lemma it is possible to associate a unique geodesic with

the image of a geodesic.

5.9-2 = E9321 scan masseuse. h an.
that 11(8) mime E h-

-Proof: If J is any geodesic in En , let Ns(J) be the neighborhood of

radius 5 about J . We will see first that if s is large enough there is

an upper bound to the length of any bounded component of g - (¥_1(NMJ)))
for any J . In fact, the perpendicular proJection frmn Hn - Né(J) to J

1 )cosh s ’

path in Hn — NS(J) with endpoints on BNS(J) can be replaced by a.much

decreases every distance by at least a factor of ( so any long

shorter path consisting of two segments perpendicular to J , together with

a segment of J
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When this fact is applied to a line J Joining distant points p1 and

p2 on fl(g) , it follows that the segment of g between p:L and p2

must intersect each plane perpendicular to J a bounded distance from J
It follows immediately that there is a limit line h to such lines J as P1
and p2 go to +o and -w on fl(g) , and that fl(g) remains a bounded

distance from h . Since no two lines in Hn remain a bounded distance

apart, h is unique.
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5.9-3 : f : En -+' Hn
the spheres at

[In

3592;: There is a l - l correspondence between points on the sphere at

infinity and equivalence classes of directed geodesics, two geodesics being

equivalent if they are parallel, or asymptotic in positive time. The

correspondence of 5.9.2 between geodesics in M1 and geodesics in M2
obviously preserves this relation of parallelism, so it induces a map on the

sphere at a . This map is l - 1 since any two distinct points in the

sphere at w are Joined by a geodesic, hence must be taken to the two ends

of a geodesic.

'5.

in}
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The next step in the proof of Mostow's theorem is to show that the
l . .

is continuous. Oneextension of fl to the sphere at infinity 52'
way to prove this is by citing Brouwer's theorem that every function is

continuous. Since this way of thinking is not universally accepted

(though it is valid in the current situation) , we will give another proof,

which will also show that f is quasi-conformal at 82-1 . A basis for

the neighborhoods of a point x 6.82-1 is the set of disks with center x .

The boundaries of the disks are (n - 2) - spheres which correspond to

hyperplanes in Hn (ie. to (n - l) - spheres perpendicular to 82-1 whose

intersections with 82—1 are the (n - 2) - spheres.)

For any geodesic g in M1, let ¢(g) be the geodesic in M2 which

remains a bounded distance from fl(g) .
5.9.h : There i§.§H c such that, for any P

E En and any g t_o P , the g fl(P)
onto ¢(g) has 5_ c

2522;: Let x be the point of intersection of P and g and let 2 be a

geodesic ray based at x - Then there is a unique geodesic 21 which

is parallel to 2 in one direction and to a fixed end of g in the other.

Let A denote the shortest arc between x and El . It has length d ,

where d is a fixed constant (= arc cosh l 2 ) .
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The idea of the proof is to consider the image of this picture under f1
Let ¢(2) , ¢(21) , ¢(g) denote the geodesics that remain a bounded

distance from A, ll and g respectively. Since ¢ preserves parallelism

¢(£) and d(ll) are parallel. Let £1 denote the geodesic from the

endpoint on 32-1 of c(z) which is perpendicular to d(g) . Also let

x0 be the point on ¢(g) nearest to fl(x) .

Since fl(x) is a pseudo-isometry the length of fl(A) is at most

Cld where Cl is a fixed constant. Since ¢(£l) and ¢(S) are less

than distance 5 (for a fixed constant s) from fl (£1) and fl (3)

respectively, it follows that x0 is distance less than Cid + 25 - d. from

¢(2. ) . This implies that the foot 1' of 2‘ (ie. 2" /7 Mg) ) lies1
distance less than 3' to one side of xo . By considering the geodesic

22 which is parallel to z and to the other end of g , it follows that

f lies a distance less than d from xO .
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Now consider any point y C P . Let m be any line through y .

The endpoints of Mm) proJect to points on Mg) within a distance d

of x0; since fl(y) is within a distance 5 of Mm) , it follows that

y projects to a point not farther than 3+ s from x0 .'
filv)

W

H'(rn)

5.9.5 :The Q 2‘1 pg sfi'l i_s

Proof: For any point yé 52-1 , consider a directed geodesic g bending

toward y , and define ?l(y) to be the endpoint of ¢(g) . The

half—spaces bounded by hyperplanes perpendicular to M8) form a neighborhood

basis for fl(y) . For any such half-space H , there is a point x f g

such that the projection of flu) to c(g) is a distance > C from

SE . Then the neighborhood of y bounded by the hyperplane through x

perpendicular to _ g is mapped within H .

Below it will be necessary to use the concept of quasi-confomality. If
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f is a homeomorphism of a metric space X to itself, f is §_- guasi -
conformal iff for all 2 € X

sup
lim x yes (2)
r -> O inf r i K

x,y¢ Sr(z)

where Sr (Z) is the sphere of radius r around -Z . K measures the

deviation of f from conformality, is equal to 1 if f is conformal, and

is unchanged under composition with a conformal map. f is called guasi -
if it is K - quasi - conformal for some K

5.9.6 : fl is quasi-conformal at 82—1 .

2522;: Use the upper half-space model for Hn since it is conformally

equivalent to the ball model and suppose x and fix are the origin since

translation to the origin is also conformal. Then consider any hyperplane

P perpenducular to the geodesic g from 0 to the point at infinity. By

Lemma 5.9.h there is a bound, depending only on fl , to the diameter

of the proJection of ?l(P) onto c(g) = g . Therefore, there are hyperplanes

P P2 perpendicular to g contained in and containing TICP) and thel ,

distance (along g) between P1 and P2 is unifomly bounded for all

planes P .

But this distance equals log r , r > 1 , where r is the ratio of

the radii of the n - 2 spheres Sn-2 , Sn.2 in 82—1 corresponding
1 p2
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W =

S-h'?

to P1 and P2 . The image of the n - 2 sphere sg'e corresponding

to P lies between 82-2 and Sn-2 so that r is an upper bound for
2 I’l

the ratio of maximum to minimum distances on fish-2) Since logr is

uniformly bounded above, so is ‘r and is quasi - conformal.

?
Pa.

"(9)

Corollary 5.9.6 was first proved by Gehring for dimension n = 3 , and

generalized to higher dimensions by Mostow. [

At this point, it is necessary to invoke a theorem from analysis (see

Bers [ J) -
5.9.7 : A guasi — map—fag (n - l) n > 2,

has a alm05t (=ae--)

It is at this stage that the proof of Mostow's theorem fails for
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n = 2 . The proof works to show that fl extends quasi - conformally to

the sphere at infinity, Si , but for a l - manifold this does not

imply much.

Consider 2‘1: Sn-l —+ 811.1 by theorem 5.9.7 di‘l exists

a.e. At any point x where the derivative exists, the linear map di‘l(x)
takes a sphere around the origin to an ellipsoid. Let A:L , , )‘n-l
be the lengths of the axes of the ellipsoid. If we normalize so that

A - A "0 A = l , then the A. are conformal invariants. In1 2 n—l l

particular denote the maximum ratio of the Ai's at x by e(x) , the

eccentricity of fl at x . Note that if 2‘1 is K - quasi - conformal,

the supremum of e(x) , x e s:-1 , is K . Since “1M1 acts on Silo-l
conformally and e is invariant under conformal maps, e is a measurable,

«1M1 invariant function on $2.1 . However, such functions are very simple

becuase of the following theorem: (see 5 ) .

5.9.8 : my;closed, M 'n'lM gt;ergodically

L11 52-1: L's-m . sea—teem maul-1.
measure.

5-9-9 : g i_s a.e.

Any level set of e is a measurable, invariant set so precisely one

has full measure..
In fact more is true:
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5.9.10 : tl(M) acts on S X S

; This theorem is equivalent to the fact that the geodesic flow of

M is ergodic since pairs of distinct points on 82-1 are in a l - l

correspondence to geodesics in H11 (whose endpoints are those points) .

This was first proved by

See 5

From Corollary 5.9.9 e is equal a.e. to a constant K , and if

the derivative of fl is not conformal, K # l .

Consider the case n = 3 . The direction of maximum "stretch" of df

defines a measurable line field 2 on SE . Then for any two points

x ,y 6 SE it is possible to parallel translate the line £(x) along the

geodesic between x and y to y and compute the angle between the translation

of z(x) and £(y) . This defines a measurable HIM - invariant function

on SE x S: By theorem 5.9.10 it must be constant a.e. In other

words A is determined by its "value" at one point. It is not hard to

see that this is impossible.

For example, the line field determined by a line at x agrees with the

line field below a.e. However, any line field determined by its "value"

at y will have the same form and will be incompatible.
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The precise argument is easy, but slightly more subtle, since 2

is defined only a.e..

The case n > 3 is similar.

Now one.must again invoke the theorem, from analySis, that a quasi -
conformal map whose derivative is conformal the usual

sense; it is a sphere - preserving , so it extends to an

isometry I of HD . The i I conJugates the action of "1M1 to

the action of nle , complet proof of Mostow's theorem.
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5.10 A o_f_

Let M be any complete hyperbolic manifold (possibly with infinite

volume) . For a > 0 ,we will study the decomposition M = M( U M ,
. O,e] [5,“)

where M(O 5] consists of those points in M through which there is a,
non-trivial closed loop of length 5.5 , and M[e a) consists of those

9

points through which every non-trivial loop has length 2.5 .

In order to understand the geometry of M(0 ,3] , we pass to the

universal covpr M = Hn . For any discrete group P of isometries of

En and any x e En let Fe(x) be the subgroup generated by all elements

of T which move x a distance i_s , and let ré(x)<: re(x) be the

subgroup consisting of elements whose derivative is also a — close to

the identity.

5.10.1 . For evezy dimension n there i§_§p_ e > 0

such that for evggy gzoun P 2f_ g; H21 and for evepy 4*

x e H11 , F;(x) ii and PE(x) has pp_ 93_ index.

. This proposition is much more general than stated; if "abelian"

is replaced by "nilpotent" , it applies in general to discrete groups of

isometries of Riemannian manifolds with bounded curvature. The proof of

the general statement is essentially the same.

In any Lie group G , since the commutator map [ , J
G x G -» G has derivative 0 at (l , l) , it follows that the size
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of the commutator of two small elements is bounded above by some constant

times the product of their sizes. Hence, if r; is any discrete subgroup

of G generated by small elements, it follows immediately that the lower

central series 1'" 3 [1" , I"_]D[I" , II” , P'JJ , is finite (sincea s e s a a
there is a lower bound to the size of elements of P; ) . In other words,

F; is nilpotent. When G is the group of isometries of hyperbolic space,

it is not hard to see (by considering, for instance, the geometric classification

of isometries) that this implies P; is actually abelian.

To guarantee that Fe(x) has an abelian subgroup of finite index, the

idea is first to find an s such that I; (x) is always abelian, andl 1
then choose a many times smaller than £1 , SO the product of generators

of r€(x) will lie in P; (x) . Here is a precise recipe:
1

Let N be large enough that any collection of elements of 0(n) with

cardinality a_N contains at least one pair separated by a distance not

more than El / 3

5Choose 32 §_ 1 / 3

of H11 which translate a point x a distance 5.32 , the derivative

so that for any pair of isometries ¢l and ¢2

at x of ¢l o ¢2 (parallel translated back to x) is estimated within

61 / 6 by the product of the derivatives at x of pi and ¢2 (parallel

translated back to x) .

Now let a = 52 2N so that a product of 2N isometries, each

translating x a distance 5.5 , translates x a distance 5.32 . LEt
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g1 , , gk be the set of elements ofI‘ which move x a distance

is ; they generate I‘€(x) . Consider the cosets y I"'; (x) , where
l

y e I'e(x) ; the claim is that they are all represented by y's which are

words of length < N in the generators gl , , gk . In fact, if

y = gil - ...- gig, is any word. of length :N in the gi's , it can

bewritten y= o- e' '8., (c , s' , B#l)where e' 'B has length: N

and the derivative of a' is within 61/ 3 of l . It follows that

(GM-1'(a e‘ B) = B-l e' B is in I‘E': (x) ; hence the coset Y I‘; (x) =

(as) rél (x) . By induction, the claim 1:verified. Thus, the abelia:
group I'él(x) has finite index in the group generated by I‘e(x) and

rél (x) , so réiX) n re (x) with finite index. I
When n = 3 , the only possibilities for discrete abelian

groups are Z (acting hyperbolically or parabolically) , Z x Z (acting

parabolical-ly, conjugate to a group of Euclidean translations of the upper

half-space model), Z x Zn (acting as a group of translations and

rotations of some axis) , and 222 X Z2 (acting by 180° rotations

about three orthogonal axes). The last example of course cannot occur as

I‘; (x) . Similarly, when a is small compared to i, Z x Zn cannot

occur as T;(x) .

. n-l
Any discrete group I' of isometries of Euclidean space E acts

as a group of isometries of Hn , via the upper half-space model.
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For any x sufficiently high (in the upper half space model) , Pe(x) = r
Thus, 5.10.1 contains as a special case one of the Bieberbach theorems,
that r contains an abelian subgroup of finite index. Conversely, when

Fe(x) n Fél(x) is parabolic, Pe(x) must be a Bieberbach group. To see

this, note that if Fe(x) contained any hyperbolic element 7 , no power

of y could lie in Pél(x) , a contradiction. Hence, re(x) must

consist of parabolic and elliptic elements with a common fixed point p

at a , so it acts as a group of isometries on any horosphere centered

at p .

If re(x)r) P; (x) is not parabolic, it'must act as a group of
.

,

l
translations and rotations of some axis a . Since it is discrete, it

contains Z with finite index provided I‘e(x) is infinite). It easily

follows that re(x) is either the product of some finite subgroup F of
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0(n - l) (acting as rotations about a) with Z , or it is the semi-

direct product of such an F with the infinite dihedral group, Z/2 * z/2

The infinite dihedral
group acting on H3 .

Foranyset SCHn,let Br(S) {xéHn|d(x,S) 1r}.

5.10.2 . There jig a > 0 such that for 2y

hyperbolic 3 - M , each of M is either—— — (0.5] ——-—
(1)5 mgzzez,g_
(2) Br(g) modulo Z, where g i_sg

The case r = 0 may occur .

Proof. Suppose x eM(0 s] . Let x e H3 be any point which proJects
3

to x . There is some covering translation y which moves at a distance

i e . If y is hyperbolic, let a be its axis. A11 rotations around a ,

translations along a , and uniform contractions of hyperbolic space along
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orthogonals to a commute with y . It follows that M(0,s] contains

Br(a) , where r = d (a ,x) , since Y moves any point in Br(a)
a distance _<_ s . Similarly, if Y is parabolic with fixed point p

at a , fi(0,e]. contains a horoball about p passing through x .

Hence M(0,s] is a union of horoballs and solid cylinders Br(a) .

Whenever two of these are not disJoint, they correspond to two covering

transformations» and Y2 which move some point x a distance _<_ s ;Y1
Y1 and 72 must comute, (using 5.10.1) , so the corresponding

horoballs or solid cylinders must be concentric, and 5-10-2 f°ll°VS-.
5.11 with bounded volume.

It is easy now to describe the structure of a complete hyperbolic

manifold with finite volume; for simplicity we stick to the case n = 3

5.11.1 . A 3 - with

finite volume i_s the uniopg_a_ bounded py tori) and

a finite collectiong horoballs modulo Z 0 Z actions.

M. M[E,°) must be compact, for otherwise there would be an infinite

sequence of points in M[E.°) pairwise separated by at least a . This would giv

a sequence of hyperbolic s / 2 balls disJointly embedded in M(E.°°) ,

which has finite volume. M(0,e_] must have finitely many components

(since its boundary is compact) . The proposition is obtained by lumping

all compact components of M(0 a] with M[E a) .
3 9
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With somewhat more effort, we obtain J¢rgensen's theorem, which

beautifully describes the structure of the set of all complete hyperbolic

3 — manifolds with volume bounded by a constant C :

5.11.2. . (first version).

Lat c>o 22am. - mg 3-

3122.32l222. §.C : EEEES.EEE.2£$K EEEEL

zine—an M[e,.)- I_nmmwaning L La 83 such

tins-ism 21:2 :6 is 2x
D_eh_n_s_rxsure sless LC- (m £9}: E
LC 32 a i_s )

3322:. Let V be any 1 subset of M[s,a) having the property

that no two elements of V have distance 5_ e/2 . The balls of radi

e/h about elements of V are embedded; since their total

i_C , this gives an upper bound to the cardinality of V maximality

of V is equivalent to the property that the balls s/2

about V cover.

(015]

r
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The combinatorial pattern of intersections of this set of s/2 - balls

determines MIEP) up to diffeomorphism. There are only finitely many

possibilities. (Alternatively a triangulation of M[S,°') with vertex

set V can be constructed as follows. First, form a cell division of

MIR“) whose cells are indexed by V , associating to each v e V

the subset of M consisting of x e M such that d(x ,v) <
[e .) [a.w)

d(x ,v') for all v'é V .

If V is in position, faces of the cells meets at most four at

a time. The dual cell division is a trangulation.)

Any two hyperbolic manifolds M and N such that Mfsw) = N[€,°)
can be obtained from one another by Dehn surgery. All manifolds with

volume:C can therefore be obtained from a fixed finite set of manifolds

by Dehn surgery on a fixed link in each manifold. Each member of this

set can be obtained by Dehn surgery on some link in S3 , so all manifolds
3

with volume 1C can be obtained from S by Dehn surgery on the disjoint
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union of all the relevant links. I
The full version of Jorgensen's theorem involves the geometry as well

as the topology of hyperbolic manifolds. The geometry of the manifold

M[e,a) completely determines the geometry and topology of M itself, so

an interesting statement comparing the geometry of M[e,~)'s must involve

the approximate geometric structure. Thus, if M and N are complete

|hyperbolicmanifolds of finite volume, Jorgensen defines M to be

near_ N if for some small e ,there is a diffeomorphism

which is approximately an isometry from the hyperbolic manifold M[e,w)
to N[5,m) . It would suffice to keep a fixed in this definition,

except for the exceptional cases when M and N have closed geodesics

with lengths near a . This notion of geometric nearness gives a

topology to the set ?%L of isometry classes of complete hyperbolic manifolds

of finite volume. Note that neither coordinate systems nor systems of

generators for the fundamental groups have been chosen for these hyperbolic

manifolds; the homotopy claSs of an approximate isometry is arbitrary,

in contrast with the definition for Teichmflller space. Mostow's theorem

implies that every closed manifold M in‘jfi‘ is an isolated point, since

MIe,°) = M when a is small enough. On the other hand, a manifold in

'3/ with one end or £3§p_ is a limit point, by the hyperbolic Dehn

surgery theorem 5.9 . A manifold with two ends is a limit point of

limit points and a manifold with k ends is a k-fold limit point.
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Mostow's theorem implies more generally that the number of cusps of

a geometric limit M of a sequence {Mi} of manifolds distinct from M

must strictly exceed the lim sup of the number of cusps of Mi . In

fact, if e is small enough, M(0,e] consists only of cusps. The cusps

of Mi are contained in M ; if all its components are cusps, and
ic0,5]

if M. is diffeomorphic with M then M. is diffeomorphic
l[€s°) [6,9)

I l
with M so Mi is isometric with M .

The volume of a hyperbolic manifold gives a function v :2% -+ EZ+
If two manifolds M and N are geometrically near, then the volumes of

M[E,a) and N[e,¢) are approximately equal. The volume of a hyperbolic

‘solid torus of radius ro centered around a geodesic of length 2 may

be computed as

no 2w 2
volume (solid torus) = I I J sinh r cosh r dt d6 dr

0 0 0

w 2 sinh2 r0
while the area of its boundary is

area (torus) le sinh ro cosh r0
Thus we obtain the inequality

area ( 3 solid torus) = l_ sinh r0 < ‘l
volume (solid torus) 2 cosh r0 2

The limiting case as r0'-+ a can be computed similarly ; the ratio is
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1/2 . Applying this to M ,we have

5.11.2 volume (M) 5_ volume (MIS ) + ;- area (a M[8,a)) .3°) 2

It follows easily that v is a continuous function on~§kp .

5.12 . T_he_ v :?—> 11 i_sproper. pg

mmvm me has
Eamhflirsiaa ssile-kaE

1113a :0 fleet—Imiallsiag

£21. 1‘3 are mfliafii
§x_tgg g§_ Qghg surgery (as in 5.9) .

2392;. Consider a maximal subset V of M[E,a) having the property

that no two elements of V have distance 5_ e/2 (as in 5.11.1) .

Choose a set of isometries of the e/2 balls centered at elements of V

with a standard e/2 - ball in hyperbolic space. The set of possible

glueing maps ranges over a compact subset of Isom (H3) , so any sequence

of glueing maps (where the underlying sequence of manifolds has volume

:_C) has a convergent subsequence. It is clear that in the limit, the

glueing maps still giVe a hyperbolic structure on Mfs,w) , approximately

isometric to the limiting M[E’°)'s . We must verify that M[S,a)
extends to a complete hyperbolic manifold. To see this, note that whenever

a complete hyperbolic manifold N has a geodesic which is very short

compared to e , the radius of the corresponding solid torus in N(0,e]
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becomes large. (Otherwise there would be a short non—trivial curve on

3 N(0 s] - but such a curve has length i_s ) . Thus, when a sequence
9

{Mi } converges,there are approximate isometries between arbitrarily
[a.")

large balls Br (M ) for large 1 , so in the limit one obtains ai
[c.w)

complete hyperbolic manifold. This proves that v is a proper function .

The rest of 5.12 is merely a restatement of this fact.'
Our discussion in 5.10 , 5.11 and 5.12 has made no attempt

to be numerically efficient. For instance, the proof that there is an e

such that PE(x) -has an abelian subgroup of finite index gives the

impression that e is microscopic. In fact, e can be rather large;

see Jprgensen, for a more efficient approach. It would be extremely

interesting to have a good estimate for the number of distinct M[ )'s
Egg

where M has volume i_C , and it would be quite exciting to find a

practical way cf computing them. The development in 5.10 , 5.11, and

5.12 is completely inefficient in this regard. Jorgensen's approach is

much more explicit and efficient.

Example. The sequence of knot complements below are all obtained by

Dehn surgeny on the Whitehead link, so 5.8.2 implies that all but a finite

number possess complete hyperbolic structures. (A computation similar

to that of Theorem h.7 shows that in fact they all possess hyperbolic

structures). This sequence converges, in €§" , to the Whitehead link

complement:
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Figure eight knot

Whitehead Link

Note. Gromov [ J proved that in dimensions n f 3 , there is only a

finite number of complete hyperbolic manifolds with volume less than a given

constant. He proved this more generally for negatively curved Riemannian

manifolds with curvature varying between two negative constants. His basic

method of analysis was to study the injectivity radius inj(x) = % inf{lengths

of non-trivial closed loops through x} = sup {r [the exponential map is

injective on the ball of radius r in T(x)} . Basically, in dimensions

n # 3 , little can happen in the region M2 of Mn where inj(x) is

small. This was the motivation for the approach taken in 5.10, 5.11 and

5.12. Gromov also gave a weaker version of hyperbolic Dehn surgery, 5.8.2:
he showed that many of the manifolds obtained by Dehn surgery can be given

metrics of negative curvature close to -l .
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6.1

§6. t and the volume of a

6.1 Gromov's invariant.

Let X be any topological space. Denote the real singular chain complex

of X by 0*(X) . (Recall that Ck(X) is the vector space with a basis

consisting of all continuous maps of the standard simplex Ak into X).

Any k-chain c can be written uniquely as a linear combination of the basis

elements. 'Define the norm “c” of c to be the sum of the absolute values

of its coefficients,

“C” 2‘. [ail
6.1.1 where c = Z a. 0’.

l ,1
k0'i A —> X .

Gromov's norm on the real singular homology (really it is only a pseudo-norm)

is obtained from this norm on cycles by passing to homology: if a e Hk(X; IR)

is any homology class, then the norm of a is defined to be the infimum of

the norms of cycles representing 01 ,

6.1.2 First definition.

”a” = inf {”le I z is a singular cycle

representing a}

It is immediate that

”OMB“ 5 ”all + ”Bil
and for AeIR, “Doll s D»! ”a”

If f : X —> Y is any continuous map, it is also immediate that
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6.1.2 “mall _<_ “all

In fact, for any cycle 2 ai O'i representing oz , the cycle

2 ai f o O'i represents f*Ot , and “Z ai f ° 0'1 5 Elail = ”Z a'i oil]
(It may happen that f o oi = f o cr,j ; even when oi 7! 0'3 .) Thus

”mall s inf Ilai f .crill:Hall -
In particular, the norm of the fundamental class of a closed oriented

manifold M gives a characteristic number of M , Gromov's invariant of M

satisfying the inequality that for any map f : Ml —> M2 ,

6.1.3. I! [Ml] H 2 Ides fl H [M21H .

What is not immediate from the definition is the existence of any non-

trivial examples where H [M] H 7! O .

Example. The n-sphere n 21 admits maps f : S:1 —> Sn of degree 2 (and

higher). As a consequence of 6.1.2, H [Sn] H = O . More explicitl , one

may picture a sequence {zi} representing the fundamental class of S:L ,

where 2:.L is (l/i) 0'1 and 0'].- wraps a l-simplex i times around Sl .

same uziu = 1/1, n [shit = 0.
As a trivial example, H [so] H = 2 .

Consider now the case of a complete hyperbolic manifold M11 . Any

k + 1 points vo,...,vk in Mn = fin determine a straight k-simplex
k . .0'v v : A —>I-II1 , whose mage 15 the convex hull‘I of vo,.. ,vko’..., k

There are various ways to define canonical parametrizations for 0'v v,...,o k
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here is an explicit one. Consider the quadratic form model for Hn (§2.5).

In this model, vo,... ,vk become points in an+l , so they determine an

affine simplex a . [In barycentric coordinates, on (to,...,tk)
2'. ti vi . This parametrization is natural with respect to affine maps of

IRn+l J . The central projection from O of or back to one sheet of the

. _ 2 2 ‘2 _ . . .hyperb0101d Q - xl + + xn - xn+l — -1 gives a parametrized straight

simplex 0'v v in HI1 tural with respect to isometries of H1’10’...,k

Any singular simplex 1 —> M can be lifted to a singular simplex

7r, in M = fin , since Ak is simply connected. Let straight (7:) be the

straight simplex with the same vertices as 7r and let straight (1') be the

projection of '7': back to M . Since the straightening operation is natural,

straight (1') does not depend on the lift T . Straight extends linearly to

a chain map

straight : C*(M) —> C*(M) ,

chain homotopic to the identity. (The chain homotopy is constructed from a

canonical homotopy of each simplex 'r to straight (1) . ) It is clear that

for any chain c , ”straight (c)” S ”c” . Hence, in the computation of the

norm of a homology class in M , it suffices to consider only straight

simplices-
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6.1.h. . There is a vk
volume of a straight k- in space Hn k # l.

to the k-dimensional

Proof. It suffices to consider ideal simplices with all vertices on S°° ,
since any finite simplex fits inside one of these. For k = 2 , there is only

one ideal simplex up to isometry. We have seen that 2 copies of the ideal

triangle fit inside a compact surface (§3.9). Thus it has finite volume,

which equals n by the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. When k = 3 , there is an

efficient fonnula for the computation of the volume of an ideal 3-simplex; see

Milnor's discussion of volumes, 6.7 The volume of such simplices attains

its unique maximum at the regular ideal simplex, which has all angles equal

to 600 . Thus we have the values

6.1.5 3.1hl5926... = fl4 II

1.0lh9hl6...4 n

It is conjectured that in general, vk is the volume of the regular ideal

k-simplex; if so, Milnor has computations for more values, and a good asymptotic

formula as k -—> w . In lieu of a proof of this conjecture, an upper bound

can be obtained for vk from the inductive estimate

6.1.6 vk-l

To prove this, consider any ideal k-simplex G in HR . Arrange 6 so that

one of its vertices is the point at m in the upper half-space model, so that

U looks like a triangular chimney lying above a k-l face do of U .
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Let de bekthe Euclidean volume element, so hyperbolic volume is

de= (—)k de. Let 1 denote the projection of 0'0 to En-1 , and let
k

h(x) denote the Euclidean height of 0’0 above the point x e 1' . The

volume of 0' is v(0') = f foot-k dt del (where del is the

Euclidean k-l volume element for '1' ) . Integrating, we obtain

(k-l) v<cr) = f h-<k-l.) de—l1'

The volume of 0'0 is obtained by a similar integral, where de-l
replaced by the Euclidean volume element for 0' , which is never smaller than

de-l . We have (k-l) v(0') < v(0'°) <vv_k1'
We are now ready to find non-trivial examples for Gromov's invariant:

6.1.7. Corollary. Every closed oriented hyperbolic manifold Mn g
dimension n > 1 satisfies the inequality

II [m]H 2 43—)
n

Proof. Let $2 be the hyperbolic volume form for M , so that f :2 = v(M) .
“’M

If 2 = Z zi O'i is any straight cycle representing [M] , then
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M A
obtain ”z” 2 v(M)/vn . The infimium over all such 2 gives 6.1.7.

A similar proof shows that the norm of any element 0 # a 6 $6M,IR)

(k 75 l) is non-zero. Instead of $2 , use any k-form (.3 representing some

multiple l oz such that to has Riemannian norm 5 l at each point of

M . (In fact, to need only satisfy the inequality MW) 51 where V is

a k-vector of Riemannian norm 1) . Then the inequality H oz” _>_ l/vk
is obtained.

Intuitively, Gromov's norm measures the efficiency with which

multiples of a_ homology class can be represented by simplices. A complicated

homology class needs many simplices.

Gromov proved the remarkable theorem that the inequality of 6.1.7

is actually equality. Instead of proving this, we will take the alternate

approach to Gromov's theorem developed in [Milnor and Thurston, "Characteristic

numbers for 3-manifolds"] , of changing the definition of H [I to one

which is technically easier to work with. It can be shown that past and

future definitions are equivalent. However, we have no further use for the

first definition, 6.1.2, so henceforth we shall simply abandon it.

For any manifold M , let Cl(Ak,M) denote the space of maps of Ak
to M , with the Cl topology. We define a new notion of chains, where a

k-chain is a Borel measure I4 on Cl(Ak,M) with compact support and bounded

total variation. [The total variation of a measure u is “u” = sup {ff du I
If] < l} . Alternately, u can be decomposed into a positive and negative
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)—> filo-1m) efined a

z(if 0' where '7 wras 11 1,. 1 p A

total variation 2%) < w ,yet
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part, p. = _ 11+ are positive. ”u” =fdu+ +

+fdu_ ] of s be denoted . There is a map'

5 : 5km , d ii an obvious way. It is not difficult

to prove that the homology obtained by using these chains is the standard

homology for M ; see [Milnor and Thurston, "Characteristic numbers for

3-manifolds] for more details. (Note that integration of a. k-forzn over an

element of 2:1;(M) is defined; this gives a map from f*(M) to currents on

M . Some condition such as compact support for u is necessary; otherwise one

would have pathological cycles such as

i times around S:L . The measure has

the cycle would seem to represent the infinite multiple 2 é) [81] of [51].)

6.1.8. Second definition. Let a e fik(M-, JR) , where M is amanifold.

Gromov's norm ”a” is defined to be

”C!” = inf { ”u” I H G;k(HM) represents a }

6.2. Gromov's Theorem. it Mn b_e any closed o_riented hyperbolic manifold.

Then

u m: n MVn
M' The proof of corollary 6.1.7 works equallywell with the new deinition as

with the old. The point is that the straightening operation is completely

uniform, so it works with measure-cycles. What remains is to prove that

H [M] H E v(M)/vn , or in other words, the fundamental cycle of ‘M can be

represented efficiently by a cycle using simplices which have (on the average)

nearly maximal volume.



Let 0' be any singiflar k-simplex in Hz1 . A chain smearM (tr) e €94)
can be constructed, which is a measure supported on all isometric maps of 0’

into M , weighted uniformly. With more notation, let h denote Haar

measure on the group of orientation-preserving isometries of En , Isom+(Hn).
Let h be normalizedso that the measure of the set of isometries taking a

point x 6 En to a region .R C an is the volume of R . Haar measure on

Isom+(Hn) is invariant under both right and left multiplication, so it

descends to a. measure (also denoted h) on the quotient space P(M) = wlM\Isom+(I-f"
There is a map from P(M) to Kimkm), which associates to a coset

'rrlM (P the singular simplex p a CP o 0' , where p : fin —>M is the

covering projection. The measure h pushes forward to give a chain

smearM(0') e Kk(M) . Since h is invariant on both sides, smearM(0')
depends only on the isometry class of 0' . Smearing extends linearly to

tdfin) . Furthermore, smear do = a smear c .M M
Let 0' now be any straight simplex in an , and O'_ a reflected copy

r

of 0' . Then A smearM(O'-U_)) is a. cycle, since the faces of 0' and 0'_2
cancel out in pairs, up to isometries. We have

”% smearM(0'- 0'_ )H = v(M) .

The homology class of this cycle can be computed by integration of the hyper-

bolic volume form S2 for M . The integral over each copy of 0' is v(O') ,

so the total integral is v(M) v(O’) . Thus, the cycle represents

[% smear (U-O'_)] = v(O') [M]

so that
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”v(c) [M] II 5 v(M) -
Dividing by v(O') and taking the infimum over a , we obtain 6.2.

6.2.1 Corollary. E f :Ml —> M2 i_s any map c_105ed oriented hyper-

bolic n-manifolds, then

v(Ml) 2 Ides fl v(Ma)

Gromov's theorem can be generalized to any (G,X)-manifold, where G acts

transitively on X with compact isotropy groups.

To do this, choose an invariant Riemannian metric for X and normalize

Haar measure on G as before. The smearing operation works equally well, so that

one has a chain map

smearM : :kOC)—> k(M) -
In fact, if N is a second (G,X)-manifold, one has a chain map

smearmM : :kU‘T)—> 5km) :

defined first on singular simplices in N via a lift to X , and then extended

linearly to all of (IAN) . If z is any cycle representing [N] , then

smearN M(z) represents (v(N)/v(M))[M] . This gives the inequality,

IV!| [N] II II [M] H
v N W)—

Interchanging M and N , we obtain the reverse inequality, so we have proved

6.2.2 Theorem. For any pair (G,X) ,where G acts on X with

and for any form % X , there E a
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constant C such that every closed 0 (G,X)- M satisfies

H [M] II = C V(M) ,

(where v(M) is the volume of M) . I
This line may be pursued still further. In a hyperbolic manifold a

smeared k-cycle is homologically trivial except in dimension k = 0 or k = n ,

but this is not generally true for other (G,X)-manifolds when G does not

act transitively on the frame bundle of‘ X . The HEM)
is defined to be the cohomology of the cochain complex of differential forms

on X. invariant by G . If 0: is any invariant cohomology class for X ,

it defines a cohomology class C(M on any (G,X)-manifold M . Let PD(7)

denote the Poincare dual of a cohomology class 7

6.2.3 Theorem. There is a. norm H II o_n H:(X) such that for any closed

(G,X)- M a

ll MGM) II = v(M) ”all

PI‘oof. It is an exercise to show that the map

smearM,M : H*(M) —> H*(M)

is a retraction of the homology of M to the Poincare’ dual of the image

in M of Rig-(X) . The rest of the proof is another exercise. I
In these variations, 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, on Gromov's theorem, there does

not seem to be any general relation between the proportionality constants and
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the maximal volume of simplices. However, the inequality 6.1.7 readily

generalizes to any case when X possesses an invariant Riemannian metric of

non-positive curvature.

6.3 proof o_f .

Gromov gave a very quick proof of Mostow's theorem for hyperbolic

3-manifolds, based on 6.2. The proof would work for hyperbolic n-manifolds if

it were known that the regular ideal n-simplex Were the unique simplex of .

maximal volume. The proof goes as follows:

6.3.1. I_f M and M2 g ,closed,1
,then v(Ml) = v(Mg).

This follows immediately by applying 6.2 to the homotopy equivalence

<—Ml —> M:2 '
Let fl :M1 —> M2 be a homotopy equivalence and let fl : Ml —> M2

be a lift of f . From 5.9.5 we Imow that fl extends continuously tol
the sphere Sn-l .

6.3.2. I_f n=3 , 551 takes every h-tuple g o_f E
reflar ideal t_o the if... a regular ideal

sfl'lex.
Suppose the contrary. Then there is a regular ideal simplex 0' such

that the volume of the simplex straight(fl-0') spanned by the image of its

vertices is v - a: , with S > O . There are neighborhoods of the vertices3
of 0' in the disk such that for any simplex 0" with vertices in these

neighborhoods, v(straight(FlU') 5 v3 - 8/2 . Then for every finite simplex
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0'0 very near to 0' , this means that a definite Haar measure of the

isometric copies 0' of 0'0 near 0" have v(straight(flo'c'>)) < v3 - 8/2.

Such a simplex 0'; can be found with volume arbitrarily near v3 . But

then the "total volume" of the cycle z = 35- smear (0'; - 66-) strictly

exceeds the total volume of straight(f*z) , contradicting 6.3.1.

To complete the proof of Mostow's theorem in dimension 3, consider

any ideal regular simplex 0' together with all images of 0' coming from

repeated reflections in the 'faces of 0' . The set of vertices of all these

images of 0' is a dense subset of s: - Once Fl
vertices of 0' , it is determined on this dense set of points by 6.3.2, so

is known on three of the

F1 must be a fractional linear transformation of s: , conjugating the '

action of 7T1 M1 to the action of ‘rrl M2 . This completes Gromov's proof

of Mostow's theorem.

In this proof, the fact that fl is a homotopy equivalence was used

to show (a) that v(Ml) = v(ME) and (b) that ?1 extends to a map of s: .
With more effort, the proof can be made to work with only assumption (a) :

6.1+ Theorem. (Strict version of Gromov's theorem) . Let f :Ml —> M2 b_e

any map E 74 0 between closed oriented such that

Gromov's inequality 6.2.1E , i.e.,

v(Ml) = [deg fl v(Mz) .

II PThen f i_s t_oanfipwhich Ea local . if: [deg fl
f is a and it is to a rug.
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Pr_oof_. The first step in the proof is to show that a lift F of f to the

universal. covering spaces extends to SE - Since the information in the hypo-

thesis of 6.1-I- has to do with volume, not topology, we will know at first only

that this extension is a measurable map of Si . Then, the proof in 6.3 will be

adapted to the current situation.

The proof works most smoothly if we have good information about the

asymptotic behaviour of volumes of simplices. Let O'E be a. regular simplex

in H3 all of whose edge lengths are E .

6.1+.l. The 9: 0'E from the v3 La
which with E .

Proof o_f 6.1L.l. Construct copies of simplices O'E centered at a point

:0 6 1-13 by drawing the four rays from a point xo through the vertices of an

ideal regular simplex 0’“ centered at x0 . The simplex whose vertices are on

these rays, a distance D from x0, is isometric to 0E for some E . Let

C be the distance from 1:0 to any face of this simplex. The derivative

‘ is less than the area of 5 GE times the maximal normal velocity of

a face of 0' If on is the angle between such a face and the ray throughE .

x0 , we have
(NOTE)
'dD < 21r 5111 a

. sinh C .From the hyperbolic law of Sines (2.6.16) sin a = sinh D showing that

decreases exponentially with D (since sinh C is bounded) . The

corresponding statement for E follows since asymptotically, E ~2D + constant.
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Clara

6.h.2. E with close t_o v3 has all close t_o

60° .

Proof o_f 6.11-.2. Such a simplex is properly contained in an ideal simplex

with any two face planes the same, so with one common dihedral angle. 6.h-.2

follows from 7.

6.1+.3. There is some constant C such that for every simplex 0' with volume

near V3 andforany Bonafaceflc,

v3-v(0') 3 c 62
Proof of 6.11-.3. If the vertex v has a face angle of B , first enlarge 0 so

that the other three vertices are at on , without changing a neighborhood of2 .

v . Now prolong one of the edges through v to Sea , and push v out along

this edge. The new spike added to 0' beyond v has thickness at v estimated
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by a linear function of B (from 2.6.12), so its volume is estimated by a

quadratic function of B . (This uses the fact that a cross-section of the spike

is approximately an equilateral triangle).
6.1+.3

6.1+.l+. For every point x0 in M1 ,_aii every ray r x

fl(r) t_o _a point on s:
Proof o_f 6.1+.l-L. Let x0 e H3 , and let r be some ray emanating from x0
let the simplex O'i (with all edges having length i ) be placed with a vertex

at x0 and with one edge on r , and let Ti be a simplex agreeing with 6i
in a neighborhood of x0 but with the edge on r lengthened, to have length

i+l.

0’;
61 1"“

l '5
x \\ [1

...-3.3..“......“ "llla..
AD r

The volume of 0'1 and Ti D O'i deviate frOm the supremal volume by

an amount Si decreasing exponentially with i , so smearM 1i and smearM U
l l

are very efficient cycles representing a multiple of [Ml] . Since

v(Ml) = ldeg fl v(Ma) , the cycles straight f* smeaerUi and straight f*

smearM Ti must also be very efficient. In other words, for all but a set of
1

measure 5 v(Ml) 8i of simplices 0' in smear 0'i (or smear ti) , the simplex
v3

straight fO' must have volume 2v3 - Si
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Let 'B be a ball around x0 which embeds in M1 . The chains smearB (Ti and

1 ' 0" .smearB i correspond to the measure for smearM i and smearM Ti restricted

to those singular simplices with the first vertex in thoeo image of B in M1
Thus for all but a set of measure at most 2v (Ml) Z Si of isometries I

v3 i=i

which take xo to B , all simplices I(0'i) and I(Ti) for all i > io are

mapped to simplices straight f smearBO' with volume 2v3 - 8i . By 6.1+.3,

the sum of all face angles of the image simplices is a geometrically convergent

series. It follows that for all but a set of small measure of rays r emanating

from points in B , f(r) converges to a point on s: ; in fact, by letting

io —> on , it follows that for almost every ray r emanating from points in B ,
f(r) converges. Then there must be a point x' in B such that for almost

' ~every ray r emanating from x , f(r) converges. Since each ray emanating from
I

a point in H3 is asymptotic to some ray emanating from x , this holds for rays

6.1m.
- This measurable extension of f, to 5: actually exists under very general

through all points in H3 .

circumstances, with no assumption on the volume of M1 and M2 . The idea is~
that if g is a geodesic in M1 , RS) behaves like a random walk on M2 .

Almost every random walk in hyperbolic space converges to a point on 82-1 .

(Moral: always carry a map when you are in hyperbolic space!)

6.’+.5 The o_f_ F t_o Si carries the 93 almost

every ideal to g another

ideal simplex.

IProofo_f6.l+.'-". Consider a pOint 1:0 in H3 and aball B about xO which

embeds in M , as before. Let 0'1 be centered at xO As before, for almost
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all isometries I which take xo to B , the sequence {straight f° I ° 0'1}
has volume converging to v3 , and all four vertices converging to SE .

If for almost all I these four vertices converge to distinct points,

we are done. Otherwise, there is a set of positive measure of ideal regular simplices

such that the image of the vertex set of 0' is degenerate: either all four

vertices are mapped to the same point, or three are mapped to one point and the

third to an- arbitrary point. We will show this is absurd. If the degenerate

cases occur with positive measure, there is some pair of points v0 and vl
with f(vo) = f(vl) such that for almost all regular ideal simplices spanned by

vo, v1, v2, v3 , either f(va) = f(vo) or f(v3) = f(vo) . Thus, there is a

set A of positive measure with f(A a single point. Almost every regular

ideal simplex with two vertices in A has one other vertex in A . It is easy

to conclude that A must be the entire sphere. (One method is to use ergodicity

as in the proof of 6.l-I- which will follow) . The image point f(A) is invariant

under covering transformations of M1 . This implies the image of Trl M1 in

'ITlM2 has a fixed point on S“ , which is absurd.
6.h.5 l

_Pr_o'c£ 5E 6.1+. It follows from 6.’+.5 that there is a vertex vo such that for

almost all regular ideal simplices spanned by v0, v1, v2, v3 , the image vertices
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span a regular ideal simplex. Arrange v0 and f(vo) to be the point at

infinity in the upper half-space model. Three other points v1, v2, v3 span

an ideal regular simplex with vo iff they span an equilateral triangle in

the plane, E2 . By changing coordinates, we may assume that f maps vertices

of almost all equilateral traingles parallel to the x-axis to‘the vertices

of an equilateral triangle in the plane. In complex notation, let to = 3a
so that O, l, w span and equilateral triangle. For almost all z e (1'. , the

entire countable set of triangles of the form spanned by vertices z + 2-kn ,
-k -kz + 2 (n+1) , z + 2 (n+w) [k,n,m e Z] are mapped to equilateral triangles

Then the map ? must take the form

~f(z + 2'k(n+mw))= g(z) + h(z) - 2'k(n+mw)

for almost all z . The function h is invariant a.e. by the dense group T

of translations of the form 2 —> z + 2-k(n+mw) . This group _is ergodic, so

h is constant a.e. Similar reasoning now shows that g is constant a.e.,

so that f ‘ is essentially a fractional linear transformation on the sphere

3: Since '1‘".Ta ° '5, this shows that TrlMl is conjugate, in

Isom(I-13) , to a subgroup of 11'1M2 I6.1+

Tf*oz

-11-
/
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6.5 with

There is an obvious way to extend Gromov's invariant to manifolds

with boundary, as follows. If M is a manifold and A CM a submanifold,
the relative chain group fk(M,A) is defined to be t e quotient Z:(M)/ Z:(A) .

The norm on :k(M) goes over to a norm on ka(M,A) : the norm ll ull of a

element of tk(M,A) is the total variation of u restricted to the set of

singular simplices which do not lie in A . The norm ll 7” of a homology

class ‘ 'y e Hk(M,A) is defined, as before, to be the infimal norm of relative

cycles representing 7 .‘ Gromov's invariant of a compact, oriented manifold

with boundary (M,8M) is ll [M,5M] ll , where [M,5M] denotes the relative

fundmental cycle.

There is a second interesting definition which makes sense in an important

special case. For concreteness, we shall deal only with the case of 3-manifold

whose boundary consists of tori. For such a manifold M , define

ll [M,BM] ”o = lim inf {llzll l z represent, [M,5M] and ”6le S a}
a—>O

Observe that a 2 represents the fundamental cycle of B M , so that a necessary

condition for this definition to make sense is that ll [8 M] H = O . This is true

in the present situation that B M consists of tori, since the torus admits

self-maps of degree > 1 . Then ll (M,8M)”o is the limit of a non-decreasing

sequence, so to insure the existence of the limit we need only find an upper

bound. This involves a special property of the torus.

There _i_s_ a constant K such that _if z _i_s afl

(T2) then 2 bounds _a_chain c with ”CH SKllzll .
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Proof. Triangulate T2 (say, with two "triangles" and a single vertex) .

Partition T2 into disjoint contractible neighborhoods of the vertices.

Consider first the case that no simplices in the support of 2 have large

diameter. Then there is a chain homotopy of z to its simplicial approximation

a(z)

The chain homotopyhas a norm which is a bounded multiple of the norm of z .

Since simplicial singular chains form a finite dimensional vector space, a(z)

is homologous to zero by a homology whose norm is a bounded multiple of the norm

of a(z) . This gives the desired result when the simplices of z are not

large. In the general case, pass to a very large cover T2 of T2 . For any
finite sheeted covering space p :M¥> M there is a canonical chain map,

transfer: {*(M) —> KAI?) . The transfer of a singular simplex is simply the

average of its lifts to if; this extends in an obvious way to measures on singular

simplices. Clearly p otransfer = id , and lltransfer c ll 2 llcll . If 2

is any cycle on T2 , then for a. sufficiently large finite cover 352 of T2 ,
the transfer of z to T2 = T2 has no large 2-simplices in its support. Then

transfer 2 is the boundary of a chain c with He” _<_ Kllzll for some fixed K .

The projection of c back to the base space completes the proof. I
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We now have upper bounds for ll EM, 5M]llo . In fact, let 2 be any

cycle representing [M,BM] , and let a be any cycle representing [5M]. By

piecing together z with a homology from 52 to a given by 6.5.1, we find

a. cycle z' representing [M,BM] with ”2' ll 5 llzll + K(llozll + ”8”) . Passing

to the limit as “all —> o ,we find that H [M,aM]ll 5 llzll + Kllazll .

The usefulness of the definition of ll [M,8M]lo arises from the easy

6.5.2. Proposition. Let (M,BM) 123 3— ,n_ot_

,with BM g tori. (man) i_sE

by certain pairs g
components of M . Then

ll [N,BNJIIO 5 ll [than] ”0
6.5.3. . E (8,33) i_s any Seifert fiber snace, then ll [S,BS]“°=
“[5,581” = O. . (Ecase as = d) i_s included.)

M93 Corollary. If S is a circle bundle over a connected surface M

with non-empty boundary, then S (or a double cover of it, if the fibers are

not oriented) is M X s1 . Since it covers itself non-trivially its norm (in

either sense) is O . If S is a circle bundle over a closed surface M , it

1 with D2 x S1 , so its norm isis obtained by identification of (MeDZ) x s
also zero. If S is a Seifert fibration, it is Obtained by identifying solid

torus neighborhoods of the singular fibers with the complement which is a

fibration.
6.5.3 I

Proofo_f6.5.2. A cycle 2 representing [M,5M] with ”82” E 5: goes over

to a chain on [N,5N] , which can be corrected to be a cycle 2' with
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lle' 5 Hz” + K5

6.5.2

If M is a complete oriented hyperbolic manifold with finite total

volume, recall that M is the interior of a compact manifold M with

boundary consisting of tori. Both ll [EEK] ll and ll [{LEM J ll 0 can be

computed in this case:

6.5.h. version of Gromov's Theorem: E M i_s g oriented

3 with , th_en

litmamllo = “mam H = fill)
3

Proof. Let 0' be a 3-simplex whose volume is nearlyr the value, v3 .

Then smear-M _ is a measure on singular cycles with non-compact support. Re-

strict this measure to simplices not contained in M(0 S] , and project to
2

M[6,°°) by a. retraction of M to M[5,m) . Since the volume of \M(O,E:] is

small for small a , this gives a relative fundamental cycle z' for

(M[8,~)’aM[5,~)) = (1"5M)

with llz'll e 334—) and with ”82- ll small. This proves that
3

M) — -n?2n [manila

There is an immediate inequality

II [Kamila 3 H [Refill .

To complete the proof, we will show that ll [ELEM] ll 2 $er . This is done
3

by a straightening operation, as in 6.1.7. For this, note that if U is any
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simplex lying in M(O a] , then straight(0') also lies in M(O s] , since, 3

M(O a] is convex. Hence we obtain a chain map
3

straight : Z:*(M,M )—> 3*(M,M
(0,531 (0,51) ’

chain homotopic to the identity, and not increasing norms. As in 6.1.7 , this

gives the inequality

"momin > Was)
v3

Since for small 8 there is a chain isomorphism between Zk(M’M(O 5]) and
35 (REM) which is a ll ll-isometry , this proves 6.5.h.15.

Here is an inequality which enables one to compute Gromov's invariant

for much more general 3—manifolds:

6.5.5. . M is a. closed oriented 3-manifold and H CM 3.3
a 3-dimensional submanifold with a complete hyperbolic structure of finite

volume. Suppose E is embedded in M and that a?! i_s incompressible. Then

H mm 2 flH—lv3
Remark. Of course, the hypothesis that 5171 is incompressible is necessary;

otherwise M might be S3 '. If H were not hyperbolic, further hypotheses

would be needed to obtain an inequality. Consider, for instance, the product

Mg x I where MS is a surface of genus g > 1 .
v(M )

"[148]” = 2+ =l+lX(Mg)|, so

HEMg x I ,5(Mg><I)]ll 2 ”[Mglll 2 Lt|><(Mg)l
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On the other hand, one can identify the boundary of this manifold to obtain

Mg x 81 , which has norm -0 . The boundary can also be identified to obtain

hyperbolic manifolds (see §)+.6, or § ) . Since finite covers of arbitrarily

high degree and with arbitrarily high norm can also be obtained by glueing the

boundary of the same manifold, no useful inequality is obtained in either

direction.

M Since this is a digression, we give only a Sketch of the proof.

non — kYFerlJoKC
c\)
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With 6.5.5 combined with 6.5.2, one can compute Gromov's invariant for

any manifold which is obtained from Seifert fiber spaces and complete hyperbolic

manifolds of finite volume by identifying along incompressible tori.

The strict and relative versions of Gromov's theorems may be combined;

here is the most interesting case:

6.5.6.. . Suppose M1 is a o_f_ finite

andthat Mzaéml g;
by certain cusps g M2 1g solid tori. Then v(Ml) > v(M2) .
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Proof. No new ideas are needed. Consider some map f :Ml -—> M2 which

collapses certain components of M1 to short geodesics in M2 . Now
(0,51

apply the proof of 6.h

6.6 Ordinals

Closed oriented surfaces can be arranged very neatly in a single sequence,

""‘ O o o 0

x51 ’><=O ”X 1 x“*
in terms of their Euler characteristic. What happens when we arrange all hyperbolic

3-manifolds in terms of their volume? From Jdrgensen's theorem, 5.12 , it follows

that the set of volumes is a closed subset of 31+ . Furthermore, by combining

Jorgensen's theorem with the relative version of Gromov's theorem, 6.5.h, we

obtain

6.6.1. . The setg of 3 i_s

. Let v(Ml) z_ v(M2) z_ ... 3_ v(Mk) 3_ ... be any non—ascending sequence

of volumes. By J¢rgensen's theorem, by passage to a subsequence we may assume that

the sequence {Mi} converges geometrically to a manifold M ,,with 'v(M) = limv(Mi
By 6.5.2, eventually "[Millb i_lflM]||o , so 6.5.h implies that the sequence

of volumes is eventually constant.
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The volume i§_§_finite - 39_- one function of

Use the proof of 6.6.1 , but apply the strict inequality 6.5.6 in place

of 6.5.2 , to show that a convergent sequence of manifolds with non-increasing

volume must be eventually constant.'
In view of these results, the volumes of complete hyperbolic manifolds are

indexed by countable ordinals. In other words, there is a smallest volume v al 9

next smallest volume V, , and so forth. This sequence v1 < V2 < V3 < ... <

vk < ... has a limit point V“ , which is the smallest volume of a Complete

hyperbolic manifold with one cusp. The next smallest manifold with one cusp has

volume V . It is a limit of manifolds with volumes v
8" (n+1 ’vu+2 ’ ’Vm ’

. The first volume of a.manifold with two cusps has volume ‘02 , and so

forth. (See the discussion on pp. 5.59 - 5.60 , as well as Theoren 6.5.6).

The set of all.volumes has order type a“ . These volumes are indexed by the

ordinals less than um , which are represented by polynomials in m . Each

volume of a manifold with k cusps is indexed by an ordinal of the fonm a - wk ,

(where the product a - B is the ordinal corresponding to the order type obtained

by replacing each element of a with a copy of B) . There are examples where a

is a lnnit ordinal. These can be constructed from coverings of link complements.

For instance, the Whitehead link complement has two distinct 2 - fold covers; one

has two cusps and the other has three, so the common volume corresponds to an

ordinal divisible by w3 . I do not know any examples of closed manifolds

corresponding to limit ordinals.

It would be very interesting if a computer study could determine some of the
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low volumes, such as 'Yl ,V2 ,V” , V 2 . It seems plausible that some of
m

these might come from Dehn surgery on the Borromean rings.

There is some constant C such that every manifold with k cusps has volume

_>_ C - k . This follows from the analysis in 5.11.2 : the number of boundary

components of M[e a) is bounded by the number of disjoint e/2 balls which
I

can fit in M . It would be interesting to calculate or estimate the best

constant C .

6.6.3.. . The setg values g “[ ]“O o_n the

class Q from fiber

g volume by along tori

Ea closed subset at; IR+ , with order type gum .

We shall see later (5 ) that this class contains all Haken manifolds

with toral boundaries.

M. Extend the _volume function to v(M) = v3 - H [M] ”0 when M is

not mrperbolic. From 6.5.5 and 6.5.2, we know that every value of v is a

finite sum of volumes of hyperbolic manifolds. Suppose {vi} is a bounded

sequence of values of v . Express each wi as the sum of volumes of hyperbolic

pieces of a manifold Mi with v(Mi) = wi . The number of terms is bounded,

since there is a lower bound to the volume of a hyperbolic manifold, so we may

pass to an infinite subsequence where the number of terms in this expression is‘

constant. Since every infinite sequence of ordinals has an infinite non—decreasing

subsequence, we may pass to a subsequence of wi's where all terms in these
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expressions are non—decreasing. This proves that the set of values of v is
v“ + ...+vu
l k

which is expressed as a sum of limits of non-decreasing sequences of volumes.

well-ordered. Furthermore, our subsequence has a limit w

Each va is the volume Of a hyperbolic manifold M.j with at least as many cusps

as the limiting number of cusps of the corresponding hyperbolic piece of Mi .

Therefore, the HE'S may be glued together to obtain a manifold M with v(M) = w -
This shows the set of values of v is closed. The fact that the order type is

mm can be deduced easily by showing that every values of v isnot in the kth
derived set, for some integer k ; in fact, k :_ v / C , where C is the

constant Just discussed.

6.7
6.7.1 . If P1 and P2 are two discrete subgroups of isometries of

En , then r1 is with F2 if P1 is conjugate (in the group of

isometries of En) to a group Pi such that ri.n F2 has finite index in Pi
and in r2
6.7.2. Two manifolds M1 and M2 are if they have

finited sheeted covers El and “2 which are homeomorphic.

Commensurability in either sense is an equivalence relation, as the reader

may easily verify.

6-7-3- If V is the Whitehead link and B is the Borromean rings,

then 83 - W has a four-sheeted cover homeomorphic with a two sheeted cover of

3S — B
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83 w 33’s
V= 3106386 V:7.317731

The homeomorphism involves cutting along a disk, twisting 360° and glueing back.

Thus 53 - W and S3 - B are commensurable. One can see that “l (S3 — W)
3and wl (S - B) are commensurable as discrete subgroups of

PSL (2 , m) by considering the tiling of H3 by regular ideal octahedra. Both

groups preserve this tiling, so they are contained in the full group of symmetries

of the octahedral tiling, with finite index. Therefore, they intersect each other

with finite index.

Symmetries (octahedral tiling) :::
n (s3 _ B) v1 CS3 - W)

&
1r (s3-B)n n (s3-W)l
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Two groups I‘l and r2 can be commensurable, and yet not be

conjugate to subgroups of finite index in a single group.

6.1.3. . E Ml i_sa volume

and M2 is with M1 , then M2 is Eg‘a

This is a corollary of Mostow‘s theorem. Under the hypotheses, M2 has a

finite cover M3 which is hyperbolic. M3 has a finite cover Mh which is a

regular cover of M2 , so that "1(M1I») is a normal subgroup .of nl(MZ) . Consider

the action of 111(M2‘) on “1(Mh) by conjugation. (Mk) has a trivial center,"1.
so in other words the action of "1(Mh) on itself is effective. Then for every

. k . .a c “1(M2) , Since some power a is in 1r1(M)+) , a must conjugate "1(Mh)
non-trivially. Thus "1042) is isomorphic to a group of automorphisms of

“1(Mh) , so by Mostow's theorem it is a discrete group of isometries of fin .

In the three dimensional case, it seems likely that Ml would actually be

hyperbolic. Waldhausen [ ] proved that two Haken manifolds which are

homotopy equivalent are homeomorphic, so this would follow whenever NLl is Haken.

There are some sorts of properties of 3—manifolds which do not change under

passage to a finite—sheeted-cover. For this reason (and for its own sake) it

would be interesting to have a better understanding of the commensura‘oility relation

among 3—manifolds. This is difficult to approach from a purely topological point

of view, but there is a great deal of information about comensurability given by

a hyperbolic structure. For instance, in the case of a complete non-compact
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hyperbolic 3-manifold M of finite volume, each cusp gives a canonical Euclidean

structure on a torus, well-defined up to similarity. A convenient invariant for this

structure is obtained by'arranging M- so that the cusp is the point at w in the

upper half space model and one generator of the fundamental group of the cusp is a

translation 2 l—r' z + l . A second generator is then 2 |——> z + a . The set

of complex numbers 0'1 ... ck corresponding to various cusps is an invariant of

the commensurability class of M well defined up to the equivalence relation

nai+m
G. "I 9
1 pci+q

where n,m,pq€Z :1: #0.(n,m,pandqdependoni)

(la

a (¢+3)
I

0 1L ld+iModulus: “+3
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In particular, if a v» s , then they generate the same fields Inca) = 111(3) .

Note that these invariants oi are always algebraic numbers, in view of

6.1.h. . g 1' i__§._ 5g PSL(2 ,m) such that

H3 / I‘ has ,then F _ii _3 g gpoup _f whose

are

Proof: This is another easy consequence of Mostow's theorem. Conjugate I‘ so
0-u

element is upper triangular nt of I' in the algebraic

that some arbitrary element 1] and some other

variety of representations of I‘ having this form is 0 dimensional, by Mostow's

theorem, so all entries are algebraic numbers.

One can ask,the more subtle question, whether all entries can be made algebraic

integers. Hyman Bass has proved the following remarkable result regarding this

question:

6.7.5 (Bass) . Let M ‘p_g 3— g finite

Then "in“ is. t_og 9; PSL(2 , 3’) .
where 9’_iithe' ripg gt; ,9; M .a_ closed

surface (not 2.3.- cusp) .

The proof is out of place here, so we omit it. See Bass, [ J . As an

example, very few knot complements seem to contain non-trivial closed incompressible

surfaces. The property that a finitely generated group I‘ is conjugate to a

subgroup of PSL (2 , (9’) is equivalent to the property that the group
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of.matrices generated by I is finitely generated. It is also equivalent to the

property that the trace of every element of I is an algebraic integer. It is

easy to see from this that every group commensurable with a subgroup of PSL(2 ,6})

is itself conjugate to a subgroup of PSL(2 ,£9 ) . (If Tr yn = a is an

‘algebraic integer, then an.eigenvalue A of y satisfies A2n — a An + l = O .

Hence A , A-1 and Tr y = A + A-1 are algebriac integers) .

If two manifolds are commensurable, then their volumes have a rational ratio.

We shall see examples in the next section of incommensurable manifolds with equal

volume.

6.7.6 . Does every commensurability class of discrete subgroups of

PSL(2 , T) have a finite collection of maximal groups (up to isomorphism)?

Is the set of volumes of 3—manifolds in a given commensurability class a discrete

set, consisting of multiples of some number Vo ?

6.8. .

Consider the k—link chain Ck' pictured below:

6.8.1
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If each link of the chain is spanned by a disk in the simplest way, the complement

of the resulting complex is an open solid torus.

Y. c
3S - Ck is obtained from a solid torus, with the cell division below on its

boundary, by deleting the vertices and identifying.

Y it B C
Y’Z’

XYYZ E
IZ C

marl C)‘ 0 'r’\
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3To construct a hyperbolic structure for S Ck , cut the solid torus into two

drums.

,ea.‘

2
Let P be a regular k-gon in H3 with all vertices on SE If P' is a copy

of P obtained by displacing P along the perpendicular to P through its

center, then P' and P can be joined to obtain a regular hyperbolic drum. The

height of P' must be adjusted so that the reflection through the diagonal of a

rectangular side of the drum is an isometry of the drum. If we subdivide the

drum into 2k pieces as shown,
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the condition is that there are horospheres about the ideal vertices tangent to

three faces. Placing the ideal vertex at ain.upper half-space, we have a

figure bounded by three vertical Euclidean planes and three Euclidean hemispheres

of equal radius r .

an. \I‘

n

m a )30V6Vi ew 79‘;
From this figure, we can compute the dihedral angles a and B of the drum to

be c = arc cos , B = r - 2a . Two copies of the drum with these

angles can now be glued together to give a hyperbolic structure on S3 Ck
(Note that the total angle around an edge is he + 28 = 2r . Since the

horospheres about vertices are.matched up by the glueing maps, we obtain a complete

hyperbolic manifold) .

From Milnor's formula (6) ,p.T.l6, for the volume, we can compute some values:



@

10

50

200

1000

8000

v(s3-c )

5.333h9

10.1h9h2

1h.60306

18.83169

22.91609

3h.6961601

182-579359

732.67378h

3663.8h26h

29310.8990

Note that the quotient space

v(S3—Ck)/k

3

3

3

0

.77782

.53735

.92061

.13861

.27373

.h69l601

-65159719

.66336892

.6638h26h

.66386238

.66386238

6.37

(Seifert fiber
space)

~ (3841,67)
~ PSLLrefl

($3 - Ck) / Z k by the rotational symmetry of Ck
is obtained by generalized Dehn surgery on the Whitehead link W , so the limit
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I

of v(Ck) / k as k-f* a is the volume of S3 - W .

Note also that whenever k divides l , then there is a degree fi/k
from s3 — cm to s3 - ck . This implies that v(s3-cz) / 2. > v(S3 - ck) / k .

In fact, from the table it is clear that these numbers are strictly increasing

map

with k .

The cases k = 3 and h have particular interest.

6.8.2 The volume of S3 - C3 per cuSp has a particularly low value (1.7778).

The holonomy of the hyperbolic structure can be described by

lB H(A) [o ‘1]
A 1+

H(B) [-oa 12$
H(c) = [_i 3]

C3 v-— 5,833+‘1
where a = -1 2 6:7 . Thus fil (X3 - C3) is a subgroup of PSL (2 , (5;)
where C93 is the ring of integers in Q /:d . See §7.h. Referring to

Humbert's formula 7.h.l , we find v(H3 / PSL (2 , 6??) = .8889lh9... , so

r1 (S3 - C3) has index 6 in this group.

6.8.3 When k = h , the rectangular—sided drum becomes a cube with all dihedral

angles 600 . This cube may be subdivided into five regular ideal tetrahedra:
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Thus S3 - Ch is commensurable with S3 - ii since r1 (S3 - Ch) preserves

3a tiling of H by regular ideal tetrahedra.

Commensurable
with PSL(2 ,6'3)

3HS -chuo=1o lls3-$I|0=2
3S - Ck is homeomorphic to many other link complements, since we can cut

along any disk spanning a component of C twist some integer number of timesk ,

and glue back to obtain a link with a complement homeomorphic to that of Ck .

Furthermore, if we glue back with a half-integer twist, we obtain a link whose

complement is hyperbolic with the same volume as S3 - Ck . This follows since

twice-punctured spanning disks are totally geodesic thrice-punctured spheres in

3the hyperbolic structure of S - C The thrice-punctured sphere has a unique1: .

hyperbolic sturcture, and all six isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms are represented
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by isometries.

Using such operations, we obtain these examples for instance:

6.8.h

v=v(s3-c3)
= 5.333h9

commensurable with C3

The second link has a map to the figure eight knot obtained by erasing a component

of the link. Thus, by 6.5.6 ,we have v(s3 - c3) = 5.333u9... > 2.02988 =
v (s3 - }§ )

These links are commensurable with C3 , since they give rise to identical

tilings of H3 by drums. As another example, the links below are commensurable

with C10 :

6.8.5

k=5 Commensuarble with C10 v = 3h.69616
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The last three links are obtained from the first by cutting along S—times

punctured disks, twisting, and glueing back. Since this glueing.map is a diffeomorphism

of the surface which extends to the 3—manifold, it must come from an isometry

of a 6-punctured sphere in the hyperbolic structure. (In fact, this surface

comes from the top of a lO—sided drum).

The complex modulus associated with a cusp of Cu is

1+NIH H + '4cos D|=I

Clearly we have an infinite family of incommensurable examples.

By passing to the limit k -# a and dividing by Z ,we get these links

3 3commensurable with S - W and S - B , for instance:

6.8.6

4 n 'V(S3-B)
7.32772...

Many other chains, with different amounts of twist, also have hyperbolic

structures. They all are obtained, topologically, by identifying faces of a

tiling of the boundary of a solid torus by rectangles. Here is another infinite

family D2k (k Z_3) which is easy to compute:
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6.8.7

03

——>
meridian

Hyperbolic structures can be realized by subdividing the solid torus into h

drums with triangular sides:
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Regular drums with all dihedral angles 900 can be glued together to give '53 - Dk
By methods similar to Milnor's in 7.3 , the formula for the volume is computed

to be

v(S3 2k) ek<n<fi+§§>+ ,(cfi-Egn.

Thus we have the values

1: v(s3-D2k v(S3-D2k)/2k

3 11+.655h95 2.hh257

u 21..09218 3.01152

5 32.5515h 3.25515

6 ho.59766 3.383114

100 732.750 3.66288

1000 7327.705 3.66386

3.66386

The cases k = 3 and

commensurable with PSL(2 , 6E) and PSL(2 , é}é) ; respectively. When k = 3

the drum is an octahedron and v(S3 - Dzk) = hv LS3 - W) .

Note that the volume of (S3 - D12) is 20 times the volume of the figure

eight knot complement.

k = h have algebraic significance. They are



Two copies of triangular-sided drum form this figure: 6'hh

The faces may be glued in other patterns to obtainrlink complements For instance,

if k is even we can first identify

the triangular faces, to obtain a ball.minus certain arcs and curves on the boundary:

. f‘.
\c

Co
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If we double this figure, we obtain a complete hyperbolic structure for the complement

of this link, EL :

6.8.8

v - (S33 2.

”(S M.)

Alternatively, we can identify the boundary of the ball to obtain

6.8.9

v(s3-D2£,).
2

In these examples, note that the rectangular faces of the doubled drums
\

F71
-E
-D
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have complete symmetry, and some of the link complements are obtained by glueing

maps which interchange the diagonals, while others preserve them. These links

are not generally commensurable even when they have the same volume; this can be
proven by computing the moduli of the cusps.

There are many variations. Two copies of the drum with 8 triangular faces,

glued together, give a cube with its corners chopped off . The h—sided faces can

be glued, to obtain the ball minus these arcs and curves:

h

The two faces of the ball may be glued together (isometrically) to give any of

these link complements:
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6.8.10

v = 12.01692 = %v (S3 - DB)» > v (C3) (commensurable with PSL (2 ,Z /-_2)

The sequence of link complements, Fn below can also be given hyperbolic

structures obtained from a third kind of drum:

6.8.11

8

-.‘T

m
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The regular drum is determined by its angles a and B = w - a . Any pair

of angles works to give a hyperbolic structure; one verifies that when the angle

a = arc cos (cos 2%. — l-)‘, the hyperbolic structure is complete. The case2
n = 1 gives a trivial knot. In the case n = 2 , the drums degenerate into

simplices with 600 angles, and we obtain once more the hyperbolic structure

on F2 = if . When n = 3 , the angles are 90° , the drums become octahedra

and we obtain F3 B Passing to the limit n = a , and dividing by Z}, we obtai:

the following link, whose complement is commensurable with S3 if

6.8.12

v= h.05977...

With these examples, many maps between link complements may be constructed. The

reader should experiment for himself. One gets a feeling that volume is a very

good measure of the complexity of a link , and that the ordinal structure

is really inherent in 3-manifolds.
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by J. W. Milnor.

7.1. The Lobachevsky function .fl(e) .

This preliminary section will describe analytic properties, and conJecture

number theoretic properties, for the function
9

JT(9) = - I log I2 sin ul du .
0

Compare Figure'Tdnl. Thus the first derivative .QKB) is equal to - log [2 sin e

and the second derivative J("(e) is equal to - cot e . I will call .fl(8) the

(This name is not quite accurate historically, since

Lobachevsky's formulas for hyperbolic volume were expressed rather in terms of the

function

6I log (sec u) du = J((e + n/2) + 9 log 2
0

for |e| i_w/Z . However our function 11(6) is clearly a close relative, and is

more convenient to work with in practice. Compare Clausen [3])-

Another close relative of _fl(e) is the

a n 2
w(z) 2 z / n for I2] 3_ 1 ,

which has been studied by many authors. (See for example [1] , [2] , [8] ,

[9] , [12] , [13] Writing
2

w(z) J log (1 - w) dw / w



Ace)

W%a%y/§W/éx $4,442.34

f
\f

(where MI 1 l) ,the substitution w = e216 yields

log (1 - w) dw/w (.1: - 29 + 21 log(.2 sin 9)) do

for 0<6<1r,hence

(e2i6)w w(l) -e (1r - e) +, 2i 17(6)

for 0 i e 11r . Taking the imaginary part of both sides, this proves the following.

0.?

6:25

Fl, 7.1.1
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Lemma 74:2. The has Fourier

series

JI(6) = i 2 sin (2n6) / n
n=1

2

Apparently, we have proved this formula only for the case 0 i e i it .

However, this suffices to show that 1((0) = J7(1r) = 0 . Since the derivative

dJ7(e) / d6 = -log I2 sin GI is periodic of period 11 , this proves the following.

Lemma 7.1-3.The 4(8) E itself gperiod Tl' . Note also

that 4(4) = '47“) .

It follows that the equation7-l-2 is actually valid for all values of 9

The equation Zn 1 = H (z - e-21rij/n) for z e21riu leads to
J=0

the trigonometric identity

n—l
25innu = II 2sin(u+J1r/n)

J=0

Integrating the logarithm of both sides and multiplying by n , this yields the

following for n _>_ 1 , and hence for all n .

Lemma7.l.’+. The;

qua) = 2 n3( (.6 + 317/11)J mod :

Evalid £5931 n # O . (Compare [11+].)

Here the sum is to be taken over all residue classes modulo InI . Thus for
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consequence

7.h

73931829) 11(9) + 4(6 +%)

or equivalently

81829) =11(9) air; 6)

As an example, for 6 = n/6 :

% 11%) 11%)
(It is interesting to note that the function 7(6) attains its maximum,

,[(%) .so7h... ,

at e 1r/6.)

It would be interesting to know whether there are any other such linear

relations between various values of f((G) with rational coefficients. Here is

an explicit quess.

Conjecture A. 6 which e

g 1r , eve the real J'I(e) _i§_a_ -

2f— 7.l.3 and 7.1-)4.

. i8
(If we consider the larger class consisting of all angles 9 for which e

is algebraic then it definitely is possible to give other Q-linear relations.

Compare [11-] )-

A different but completely equivalent formulation is the following.



numbers

(2e)2n I
(2n + 1)!

Conjecture B. Fixing some denominator N 3.3 , the £351 J7(wj/N)
with j relatively prime 32_ N and 0 < j < N/2 are over

the rationals.

These numbers span a rational vector space VN , conjectured to have dimension

¢(N)/2 , where it is easy to check that VNCI VM whenever N divides M . Quite

likely the elements q(wj/N) with 1 g_ j 5_ ¢(N)/2 would provide an alternative

basis for this vector space.

I have tested these conjectures to the following extent. A brief computer

search has failed to discover any other linear relations with small integer coefficients

for small values of N .

To conclude this section, here is a remark about computation. The Fourier

series 7.1.2 converges rather slowly. In order to get actual numerical values

for 1((6) , it is much better to work with the series

B
.8.
2nIIMa11(6) =6(l-logI2eI +

n l

which is obtained by twice integrating the usual Laurent series expansion for the

cotangent of e . Here

_ i. = .l.Bl - 6 , B2 .30 , I.-

are Bernoulli numbers. This series converges for |e| §_n , and hence converges

reasonably well for [a] §_w/2 .
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7.2. Having discussed the Lobachevsky function, we will see how it arises in the

computation of hyperbolic volumes. The first case is the ideal simplex, ie., a

tetrahedron whose vertices are at w and whose edges are geodesics which converge

to the vertices at a . Such a simplex is determined by the dihedral angles

formed between pairs of faces. The simplex intersects any small horosphere based

at a vertex in a triangle whose interior angles are precisely the three dihedral

angles along the edges meeting at that vertex. Since a horosphere is isometric

to a Euclidean plane, the sum of the dihedral angles at an infinite vertex equals

21 . It follows by an easy computation that the dihedral angles of opposite edges

are equal.

Call the three dihedral angles determining the simplex o , B ,y and denote

the simplex by to B Y . The main result of this section is
3 3

7.2.1. : The gthe 2M3,Y eouals 4(a) ”((8) ”z(v) .

«In order to prove this theorem a preliminary computation is necessary. Consider

the simplex Sa 8 Y pictured below, with three right dihedral angles and three
9 S



other dihedral angles a , B ,Y and suppose that one vertex is at infinity.

(Thus a + B = fi/2 )

It turns out that any simplex can be divided by barycentric subdivision into

simplices with three right angles so this is a natural object to consider. The

decomposition of Zn B Y is demonstrated below, but first a computation , due to
Q ,

Lobachevshy.

7.2.2 Lemma: The volume of S equals l/h Lq(o+y) + .q(c-Y) + 24(fi/2 - 3)]-Gafl/2-GaY

Proof: Consider the upper half-space.model of H3 , and put the infinite vertex

of S at a The edges meatingthat vertex are just vertical lines.“aw/z'asY
Furthermore, assume that the base triangle lies on the unithemisphere (which is a

hyperbolic plane). Recall that the line element for the hyperbolic metric in this

model is ds2 = so that the volume element is
z

dV = dx 3 dz PrOjecting the base triangle to the (x , y) plane produces a
Z
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Euclidean triangle T with angles a , w/2 - a , w/2 , which we.may take

to be the locus 0 §_x §_ cos y , 0 E.Y 5_ x tan a, With 7 as above.

mil 9.

This prejection of the unit hemisphere gives Klein's projective model for

H2 . The angles between lines are not their hyperbolic angles; rather, they are

the dihedral angles of corresponding planes in H3 .

Now it is necessary to compute

HI “3“Z

x,yeT p_ 1-x -y

(1) v

Integrating with respect to 2 gives

(2) v I I 2(1 jxxgy- ya)T



2acosa+xsinu
2acosu-xsinu)

———.))

3+)! tan
a-x tan 2:)

*1

_J

_J

Setting a. = x we have

cos y x tan n cos Y dx
(3) V I dx I I (I; log

0 0 0

Ices y d_x_ log

0 ha

If we set 2: cos 9 , then a = J l - x2 sin e and g3 = -de Then

(3) becomes

1 2 S' (9 +
(h) v I fl/e d6 log (2 5:: (e a

%[q(y+a)- 11(y-a)-Jz(n/2+a)+.7(n/2-a)].

Since {(7 -a.) = -.rI(o -Y) and J'((1f/2+ o) -31(1r/2-u) by 7.1.3,

this is the desired formula.

Suppose that two vertices are at infinity in. Sam/2 _ a ’ Y . Then a = y .

The lemma above implies that volume (sq 1r”41““) = % [J'I(2c.) + 21((1r/2 - a)J .By
lemmas 7.1.3 and7.l.’+ :((1r/2 - a) = a? (n/2 + a) and J?(2u) = 2 (J'Ua) +
J‘( (a. + 17/2) so that

'- .1.
(5) Volume (Soar/241m) — 2 [1(a) .

To see how 2:: B Y decomposes into simplices of the above type, consider
3 9

the upper half-space model of H3 . Put one vertex at the point at infinity and
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the base on the unit sphere. Drop the perpendicular from m to the sphere and

draw the perpendiculars from the intersection point x on the base to each of the

three edges on the base. Connect x to the remaining three vertices. Taking the

infinite cone on the lines in the base gives the decomposition. (See (A) below.)

Projecting onto the (x ,Y) plane gives a triangle inscribed in the unit circle

with x projected to its center. Figure (B )describes the case when x is in

the interior of the base (which happens when a , B , y < r/2 ) . Note that

the pairs of triangles which share a perpendicular are similar triangles. It

follows that the angles around x are as described.

{I

(A)



m

Each sub—simplex has two infinite vertices and three dihedral angles of w/2

so that they are of the type considered above. Thus

.1.

In the case when x is not in the interior of the base triangle, Eu 8 Y
‘ Q 3

.can still be thought of as the sum.of six simplices each with three right dihedral

angles. However, some of the simplices must be considered to have negative volume.

The interested reader may supply the details, using the picture below.

P

we m‘

The complement of the figure eight knot was constructed in 3.1 by

‘ ‘ Z . Thus its volume isglueing two copies of fl/3 , w/3 , fl/3

It is not hard to see that the (fl/3 , n/3 ,w/3) simplex has volume

greater than any other 3—dimensional simplex. A simplex with maximal volume

6J( (1r/3) = 2.02988...

NIH2 ( 2 11m %J((s) Jun )Volume ( 201,8”)
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must have its vertices at infinity since volume can always be increased by pushing

a finite vertex out towards infinity. To maximize V =/f.(a).+/{ (B) + 7(7)
subject to the restraint a + B + 7 = 0 we must have )7’i (a) = 47'(B) =

= /z ' (7) WhiCh implies easily that a = B = 7 = W/3 . (The non-differentiability

of jz «1) ;at a = 0 causes no trouble, since V tends to zero when a , B or

7 tends to zero.)

Theorem 7-2-lgeneralizes to a formula for the volume of a figure which is an

infinite cone on a planar n-gon with all vertices at infinity. Let the dihedral

angles formed by the triangular faces with the base plane be (o1 , ... , on)
and denote the figure with these angles by Z

\ o1 , ... , on

Ea 0L1, , f\

“I
0‘s

n
7.2.3 : i) E a. = w. 1i=1

n
.. = (o.)11) Volume (Sal , ... , an 121 J( 1

Proof: The proof is by induction. The case n = 3 is Theorem 1 . Suppose the

theorem to be true for n = k - l . It suffices to prove it for n - k .
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Consider the base k—gon for 2c a and divide it into a (11-1) - gon1,..., k
and a triangle. Take the infinite cone on each of these two figures. If the new

dihedral angle on the triangle side is B , the new angle on the (11-1) - gon

side in 1r - B .. By the induction hypothesis

If a. +1r-B=1r
i=3 1

i.) follows by adding the two equations. Similarly by the induction hypothesis

2
Vol (zalfi2’8) = igl _I'Uai) 3((8) and

Vol (zu3,--..an,1T-B (oi) Rh: - 8)

(ii) follows easily since J1 (1r - B) - J((B) --The complement of the Whitehead link was constructed from a regular ideal

octahedron which in turn, is formed by glueing two copies of the infinite cone

on a regular planar quadrilateral. Thus its volume equals 8% (n/h) = 3.66386...
Similarly, the complement of the Borromean rings has volume 16 J( (n/h) = 7.32772...

since it is obtained by glueing two ideal octahedra together.

7.3. It is difficult to find a general pattern for constructing manifolds by

glueing infinite tetrahedra together. A simpler method would be to reflect in

the sides of a tetrahedron to form a discrete subgroup of the isometries of H3 .

Unfortunately this method yields few examples since the dihedral angles must be

of the form 1r/a ,a e: Z in order that the reflection group be discrete with the

tetrahedron as fundamental domain. The

and
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only cases when the sum of the angles is w are Zn/2,n/h,n/h ,

Zfi/3,fl/3,fl/3 and 2n/3,n/3,n/6 corresponding to the three Euclidean triangle

groups.

Here is a construction for polyhedra in H3 due to Thurston. Take a planar

regular n-gon with vertices at infinity on each of two distinct planes in H3
and join the corresponding vertices on the two figures by geodesics. If this is

done in a symmetric way the sides are planar rectangles meeting each other at

angle 8 and meeting the bases at angle a . Denote the resulting polyhedra

by 77a,8 . Note that 2a + B = fl since two edges of an n-gon and a vertical

edge form a Euclidean triangle at infinity.
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In order to compute the volume of“ 77o 8 consider it in the upper half-, I

space model of H3 . Subdivide 7? into n congruent sectors 8' by6,3 “98
dividing the two negons into n congruent triangles and joining them by geodesics.

Call the lower and upper triangles of Sa 8 , T1 and T2 respectively.
3

Consider the infinite cones Cl and 02 on T1 and T2 . They have the same

volume since they are isometric by a Euclidean expansion. Hence the volume of

is equal to the volume of Q = (S01,5 U 02) - csa,B l I

0,06...

EvidentlyQ is an infinite cone on a quadrilateral. To find its volume it

is necessary to compute the dihedral angles at the edges of the base. The angles

along the sides are 8/2 .'The angle at the front face is a + 7 where y is

the angle between the front face and the top plane of 7376.8 Consider the
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infinite cone on the top n-gon of $7 u,8 . By (1) of Theorem 7.2.3 the

angles along its base are n/n . Thus 7 = n/n and the front angle is

c + n/n . Similarly the back angle is a - w/n .

l
l ,.
I ',I"
1 ,-'5

,x.
I l'

l
l ,t

I I Il| I

I ‘ “.

I I

By (2) of Theorem 7.2.3 we have

(6) Vol (773,8) = n‘ Vol (q) = n[2J((s/2) +ms + W/n) +110: - mu
If a and B are of the form 1r/a , a E Z then the group generated by

the reflections in the sides of 3:7 6,8 form a discrete group of isometries of

H3 . Take a subgroup P which is torsion free and orientation preserving. The

quotient space H3 / r is an oriented, hyperbolic three ?manifold with finite

volume.

Since 2s + B = w the only choices for (a , B) are (w/3 , n/3) and

(w/h , w/2) . As long as n > h both of these can be realized since 8 varies

continuously from 0 to n-2 / n as the distance between the two base planes of

1:42;"..._ .__

-..--
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77a B varies from 0 to Thus we have the following:
3

7.3.1 : There are an_infinite number g§_oriented whose

volume i_‘a_finite sum gf_-r((6) for 8's commensurable with v .

7.h We will now discuss an arithmetic method for constructing hyperbolic

3-manifolds with finite volume. The construction and computation of volume go

back to Bianchi and Humbert. (See [5] , [7] , [10].) The idea is to consider 6?; ,the

ring of integers in an imaginary quadratic field, Q (6:3), where d 3;1 is a

square free integer. Then PSL (2 , é}h) is a discrete subgroup of PSL (2 , m)

Let P be a torsion free subgroup of finite index in PSL (2 , £93) . Since

PSL (2 , E) is the group of orientation preserving isometries of H3 , H3 / F

is an oriented hyperbolic three - manifold. It always has finite volume.

Let Z [i] be the ring of Gaussian integers. A fundamental domain

for the action of PSL (2 ,z [i] ) has finite volume. Different choices of r

give different manifolds; eg., there is a F of index 12 such that H3 / P

is diffeomorphic to the complement of the Whitehead link; another r of index

2h leads to the complement of the Borromean rings. (N. Wielenberg, preprint).

Incase d=3, (9’d is ZIw] where w = —l-2-—i and

. 3 .there is a subgroup r C: PSL (2 ,Z [w] ) of index 12 such that H / r is

diffeomorphic to the complement of the figure eight knot. (R. Riley, [11])-

In order to calculate the volume of H3 / PSL (2 , 69d) in general we
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«(2)5

ouadratic

recall the following definitions.

Q- ( V -d ) to be

D d s 3 (mod 1:)

lid otherwise

a: / 9d for a field K is defined to be

CK (S) E
Q

(Y runs through all ideals in 8’and N (a ) = I 87W I denotes the norm of C

c (S) is also equal to II —1 taking all prime ideals 07f l1 _
N(P)S

7.h.l (Essentially due to Humbert) :

( 3 ( (9’) > 33/2 ( ) / < >Vol H / PSL 2 , T t; 2 c 2
d 2 cur-E)

This volume can be expressed in terms of Lobachevslq's function using Hecke's

(s)/: (s)= zc‘%) /ns. Here(%)isthe
(My/:5.) 01 n>0

symbol where we use the conventions:

(i) If n = ) ( ) L ) (

(ii) If’pID then (‘3) o; (“311)

7.18

Define the discriminant, Q of the extension

If 9:1 is considered as a lattice in II! then VD / 2 is the area of

The Dedekind

where

m

formula C

- ~13. a -2Pl , , Pt , pi prime then ( 11 Pl p2

+1.

*0 'U
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(iii) For p anodd prime

2( ) if -D E X (mod p) for some X
if not

(iv) For p 2

( ) = 1 (mod 8)

E 5 (mod 8)

(-D #- 3 (mod h) by definition)

The function n I——> ( -% ) is equal to l / V-D times its Fourier
*

transform; ie.,

(1) X ( ) 21rikn/D J15 ( p
k mod D n

l/n2 and suming over :1 > O we get

11'3“ 21rikn/D 2(2)222<) J—DZ()/n
n>0 n k=0 n>0

For fixed k the imaginary part of the left side is just the Fourier series for

2 JZ( "k / D ) . Since the right side is pure imaginary we have:
2

(3) 2 X ('E)JZ(_"k/D) Z( )l/n
k mod D n>0

Multiplying by D / 21+ and using Hecke's formula leads to

(h) 2—2 2 ('%)J(("k/D)=Vol(H3/PSL(2,(9d))
kmodD

*Compare Hecke, Vorlesangen 'uber algebr. Zahlen, p. 2111. I am grateful to A. Adler

for help on this point.

‘2 +1
p = -1

'2 = +1 if
P

-1 if

.2 e
k

Multiplying by

A -2 e

-D

U
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In the case 6. = 3 , (h) implies that the volume of H3 / (PSL (2 ,z [oj

is 4:: (1((1r/3) - J‘((21r / 3))

the figure eight knot S3 - K is diffeomorphic to H3 / r where r had index

% I((n/3) . Recall that the complement of

12 in PSL (2 , z [a] ) . Thus it has volume 6 J7 (1r/3) . This agrees with the

. . 3 .volume computed by thinking of S - K as two copies of :w/3 , fl/3 , fl/3

tetrahedra glued together.

Similarly the volumes for the complements of the Whitehead link and the Borromean

rings can be computed using (h) . The answers agree with those computed geometricall;

in 7.2.

This algebraic construction also furnishes an infinite number of hyperbolic

manifolds with volumes equal to rational, finite linear combinations of

J( ( a rational multiple of n) . Note that Conjectures A and B would imply

could occur atthat any rational relation between the volumes of these manifolds

most as a result of common factors of the integers, d , defining the quadratic

fields. In fact, quite likely they would imply that there are no such rational

relations.
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8.1

Our discussion so far has centered on hyperbolic manifolds which are

closed, or at least complete with finite volume. The theory of complete

hyperbolic manifolds with infinite volume takes on a somewhat different

character. Such manifolds occur very naturally as covering spaces of ClOSEd

manifolds. They also arise in the study of hyperbolic structures on

compact 3~manifolds whose boundary has negative Euler characteristic. We

will study such manifolds by passing back and forth between the manifold and

the action of its fundamental group on the disk.

8-1- Lhe I_imm sea.
Let r be any discrete group of orientation-preserving isometries of

H11 . If x e an is any point, the limit set L1. c. sfl'l is defined to be

the set of accumulation points of the orbit Ix of x . One readily sees

that L is independent of the choice of x by picturing the Poincaré diskI
model. If y €ZHn is any other point and if {vi} is a sequence of

elements of r such that {Yix} converges to a point on 82-1 , the

hyperbolic distance d(yix , yiy) is constant so the Euclidean distance

goes to O ; hence lim yiy = lim yix .

The group r is called if the limit set consists of O , l

or 2 points.

8.1.1. . r i_s iff r hasg g

index.—I
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contains

8.2

When I‘ is not elementary, then LI‘ is also the limit set of any orbit

on the sphere at infinity. Another way to put it is this:

8.1.2. . I; I' _i£_n0t ,then evgy closed

subset 31: So invariant by I‘. LI‘ .

M. Let K:S... be any closed set invariant by I‘ . Since I‘ is not

elementary, K contains more than one element. Consider the projective

(Klein) model for H11 , and let H(K) denote the convex hull of K .

H(K) may be regarded either as the Euclidean convex bull, or equivalently,

as the hyperbolic convex hull in the sense that it is the intersection of

all hyperbolic half-spaces whose "intersection" with Sun contains K .

Clearly H(K)n s“ = K.

H(K)

Hem MOJCI Ior H,5

Since K is invariantby r , H(K) is also invariant by r. If x is any

point in Hun H(K) , the limit set of the orbit 1'x must be contained in

the closed set H(K) . Therefore LI‘ C K .
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Examples

8.3

A closed set K invariant by a group T which contains no smaller

closed invariant set is called a minimal set. It is easy to show, by Zorn's

lemma, that a closed invariant set always contains at least one minimal set.

It is remarkable that in the present situation, LP is the unique minimal set for F

8.1.3. If I‘ i_sa wand ,laér'dr i_s

§_normal , then LF' = LP .

Proof. An element of I conjugates P' to itself, hence it takes Lr,
to L r' must be infinite, otherwise F' would have a fixed point in1"!

En which would be invariant by P so I would be finite. It follows from

8.1.2 that L 2’ LT . The opposite inclusion is immediate.r!

If M2 is a hyperbolic surface, we may regard nl(M) as a group

of isometries of a hyperbolic plane in H3 . The limit set is a circle. A

group with limit set contained in a geometric circle is called a Fuchsian

groupa

The limit set for a closed hyperbolic manifold is the entire sphere 82-1 .

If M3 is a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold which fibers over the circle,

then the fundamental group of the fiber is a normal subgroup, hence its limit

set is the entire sphere. For instance, the figure eight knot complement has

fundamental group < A,B : ABA-J'BA = RAB-1A3 >



0A"8A=BA

It fibers over S1 with fiber F a punctured torus. The fundamental

group «1(F) is the commutator subgroup, generated by AJB-l and A-lB .

Thus, the limit set of a finitely generated group may be all of 82 even

when the quotient space does not have finite volume.

A more typical example of a free group action is a Schottky group, whose

limit set is a Cantor set. Examples of Schottky groups may be obtained by

considering Hn minus 2k disjoint half-spaces, bounded by hyperplanes: If

we choose isometric identifications between pairs of the bounding hyperplanes,

we obtain a complete hyperbolic manifold with fundamental group the free

group on k generators.

Sc.hott I“) SYOUP
2n
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8.5

It is easy to see that the limit set for the group of covering transformations

is a Cantor set.

8.2. The domain 9;discontinuity

The domain of discontinuity for a discrete group P is defined to be
n-lDr = 89 - Lr . A discrete subgroup of PSL(2,T) whose domain of

discontinuity is non-empty is called a gpoup. (There are actually

two ways in which the term Kleinian group is generally used. Some people

refer to any discrete subgroup of PSL(2,E) as a Kleinian group, and then

distinguish between a type I group, for which LP = Si , and a type II

group, where D # ¢ . As a field of mathematics, it makes sense forP
Kleinian groups to cover both cases, but as mathematical objects it seems

useful to have a word to distinguish between these cases Dr # ¢ and

Dr=¢')
We have seen that the action of P on LP is minimal - it mixes up LT

as much as possible. In contrast, the action of r on Dr is as discrete

as possible.

8.2.1. . If r is a group acting on a locally compact space X ,

the action is properly if for every compact set K C‘X , there

are only finitely many 7 6.? such that 7K 0 K ¢ ¢ .

Another way to put this is to say that for any compact set K , the map

F X K -* X given by the action is a proper map, where T has the discrete



mm pronerly discontinucualy locally

compact Hausdorff auotient

action quotient coveripg projection

Wan a_sm M
action discontinuous

topology. (Otherwise there would be a compact set K' such that the

preimage of K' is nonrcompact. Then infinitely many elements of r
would carry K U K' to itself) .

8.2.2 . I2_ I acts pp the

space X , then the space X i§_Hausdorff. I;

the i_sfree, the man x—> x/r i_sg

Proof. Let x1 ,x2 6 X be points on distinct orbits of P . Let

N be a compact neighborhood of x Finitely many translates of xl l ‘ 2
intersect Nl , so we may assume N1 is disjoint from the orbit of x2 .

Then (J 7 N1 gives an invariant neighborhood of X1 disjoint from
yer

x . Similarly, x has an invariant neighborhood N disjoint from N1 ;2 2 2
this shows that X / r is Hausdorff. If the action of r is free, we may -
find, again by a similar argument, a neighborhood of any point x which is

disjoint from all its translates. This neighborhood projects homeomorphically

to X / r . Since r acts transitively on the sheets of X over X / F ,

it is immediate that the projection X -+ X / r is an even covering, hence

a covering space..
8.2.3. . If r i g gpoung g H“ , the

and ip fact pp_ Hn U Dr) i§_properlyr .——Eran]?

Proof. Consider the convex hull H(Lr). There is a retraction r of the

ball Hnu s” to H(Lr) defined as follows.
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If x 6 H(LI') , r(x) = x . Otherwise, map .1: to the nearest point of

H(LT) . If x is an infinite point in Dr , the nearest points is interpreted

to be the first point of H(Lr) where a horosphere "centered" about x

touches Lr . This point r(x) is always uniquely defined

because H(Lr) is convex, and spheres or horospheres about a point in the

ball are strictly convex. Clearly r is a proper map of Hn U Dr to

H(Lr) - LI. . The action of r on H(LI.) - LI, is obviously properly

discontinuous, since r is a discrete group of isometries of H(Lr)- LT ; the

property for Hn'U Dr follows immediately.

. This proof doesn't work for certain elementary groups; we

will ignore such technicalities.

It is both easy and common to confuse the definition of properly

discontinuous with other similar properties. To give two examples, one

might make these definitions:
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8.2.h. . The action of I‘ is wandering if every point has a

neighborhood N such that only finitely many translates of N intersect

N.

8.2.5. . The action of I‘ has discrete orbits if every orbit of

I' has an empty limit set.

8.2.6. IE rgafrre,uandanin¢action9_na space

X, the >4 —* X / 1‘. is a

Proof. An exercise..
Even when X is a manifold, X / I‘ may not be Hausdorff.

For instance, consider the map

L: IR2-0—.> 132-0
L (any) )

It is easy to see this is a wandering action. The quotient space is a surface

with fundamental group Z 0 Z The surface is non-Hausdorff, however,
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since points such as (1,0) and (0,1) do not have disjoint neighborhoods.

Such examples arise commonly and naturally; it is wise to be aware

of this phenomenon.

The property that r has discrete orbits simply means that for every

pair of points_ x ,y in the quotient space X / r , x has a neighborhood

disjoint from y . This can occur, for instance, in-a l-parameter family

of Kleinian groups I‘ t 5 [0,1] . There are examples where I‘t = Z ,t 9

and the family defines an action of Z: on [O , l] x 33 with discrete

orbits which is not a wandering action. See § . It is remarkable

that the action of a Kleinian group on the set of all points with discrete

orbits is properly discontinuous.

8.3. Convex

The limit set of a group action is determined by a limiting process,

so that it is often hard to "know" the limit set directly. The condition

that a given group action is discrete involves infinitely many group elements,

so it is difficult to verify directly. Thus it is important to have a

concrete object, satisfying concrete conditions, corresponding to a discrete

group action.

We consider for the present only groups acting freely.

8.3.1. . A complete hyperbolic manifold M with boundary is

convex if every path in M is homotopic (rel endpoints) to a geodesic arc.
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(The degenerate case of an arc which is a single point may occur).

8.3.2. . A hyperbolic manifold M _ii convex iff the

map D : M —> En i_sa homeomorphism Q _a_. convex subset g H11 .

Proof. If M is a convex subset S of En , then it is clear that

M is convex, since any path in M lifts to a path in S , which is

homotopic to a geodesic arc in S , hence in M .

If' M is convex, then D is l - l , since any two points in M
may be joined by a path, which is homotopic in M and hence in M to a

geodesic arc. D must take the endpoints of a geodesic arc to distinct points.

MM) is clearly convex.

We need also a local criterion for M to be convex. We can define M

to be locally convex if each point

CoY‘ x,M he bar ’1".DOAa A »

x e:M has a neighborhood isometric to a convex subset of En . If x e:M ,

then x will be on the boundary of this set. It is easy to convince oneself

that local convexity implies conVexity: picture a path, and imagine
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straightening it out. Because of local convexity, one never needs to push

it out of 8M . To make this a rigorous argument, given a path p of length

2 there is an e such that any path of length i_s intersecting

CZ7L (p0) is homotopic to a geodesic arc. Subdivide p into subintervals

of length between a / h and s / 2 . Straighten out adjacent pairs of

intervals in turn, putting a new division point in the middle of the resulting

arc unless it has length §_s/2 . Any time an interval becomes too small,

change the subdivision. This process converges, giving a homotopy of p

to a geodesic arc, since any time there are angles not close to v ,

the homotopy significantly shortens the path.

Local convexity

convexity

M

This gives us a very concrete object corresponding to a Kleinian group:

a complete convex hyperbolic 3—manifold M with non-empty boundary.

Given a. convex manifold M , we can define H(M) to be the intersection

of all convex submanifolds M' of M such that n1 M' -—+ v1 M is an
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isomorphism. H(M) is clearly the same as H Ln (M)/ «1(M) . H(M) is a
l

convex manifold, with the same dimension as M except in degenerate cases.

8.3.3. . I_f; M "_sg convex , then

EL small g the structure 23 M can ‘33
to give a new convex t_o M .

Proof. A convex manifold is strictly if every geodesic arc in

M has interior in the interior of M . If M is not already strictly

convex, it can be enlarged slightly to make it strictly convex. (This

follows from the fact that a neighborhood of radius a about a hyperplane

is strictly convex).

Stric convex

Convex

Thus we may assume that M' is a hyperbolic structure that is a slight

defamation of a strictly convex manifold M . We may assume that our

deformation M' is small enough that it can be enlarged to a hyperbolic

manifold M" which contains a Ze-neighborhood of M' . Every arc of

length 2. greater than a in M has the middle (9. - a) some uniform
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distance 5 from 3M ; we may take our deformation M' of M small enough

that such intervals in M' have the middle 2. - a still in the interior

of M'. This implies that the union of the convex hulls of intersections Of balls

of radius 36 IVith‘M' is locally convex, hence convex.

The convex hull of a uniformly small deformation of a uniformly convex

manifold is locally determined.

When M is non-compact, the proof of 8.3.3 applies provided that

M has a uniformly convex neighborhood and we consider only uniformly small

deformations. We will study deformations in more generality in §

8.3.h. . Suppose M: gag M: g strictly convex,

hyperbolic Ed suppose .45 : I“? —> M: _i_s_g

Liv-ans 93 3M1 - Tar-amass quasi-conform

EBn —* En o_f_EPoincaré itself

fi_sa o_an-
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Proof. Let $ be a lift of ¢ to a map from Ml to M2 We may
m _ .

assume that ¢ 13 already a pseudo-isometry between the developing images

of M1 and M2 . Each point p on 3M1 or 8M2 has a unique normal

ray 7 ; if x E.y has distance t from 3M1 , let f(x) be the point on Y% .
p p . ¢(p,

a distance t from 8M2 The distance between points at a distance.of t along

two normal rays yp and yp at nearby points is approximately cosh t + a sinh t ,
l 2

_——v— -
where d is the distance and 6 is the angle between the normals of p1 and

p2 From this it is evident that f is a pseudo-isometry extending 3'.
Associated with a discrete group F of isometries of En , there are

at least four distinct and interesting quotient spaces (which are manifolds

when r acts freely). Let us name them:

8.3-5.

MT H(Lr) / r , the convex hull quotient

Nr En / r , the complete hyperbolic manifold without
boundary

or (3“ u Dr) / r , the Kleinian manifold

\ . tPr (ant; Dr u wr, / r Here wr is se
of points in the projective mode to es in

En whose intersection with S“ is contained in Dr
‘. . = . . . tWe have incluSions H(NI‘) MT C Nrc or c PT It is easy to derive he

fact that T acts properly discontinuously on En U Dr U WT from the proper

discontinuity on En U Dr . MT , NT and Or have the same homotopy type.

Mr and or are homeomorphic except in degenerate cases, and Nr int (Or)
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PP is not always connected when LP is not connected.

8.h. gpoun .

8.h.l. Definition. r is if “Va (Mr) has finite

volume.

The reason that ‘715 (Mr) isirequired to have finite volume,and not just

MT , is to rule out the case that P is an arbitrary discrete group of

isometries of Hn-lC: En . We shall soon prove that geometrically finite

geometrically finite (8.h.3 ) .

8.h.2. . E I_‘ i_s finite, then L1. c s,
has full 3 o . I_f LI. has full ,the g
r on SQ is ergodic.

Proof. This statement is equivalent to the assertion that every bounded

measurable function f supported on L and invariant by F is constantT
a.e. (with respect to Lebesque measure on so). Following Ahlfors, we

consider the function hf on En determined by f as follows. If x e En ,

the points on SQ correspond to rays through x ; these rays have a natural

"visual" measure Vx . Define hf(x) to be the average of f with respect

is harmonic, i.e., theto the visual measure Vx . This function hf
gradient flow of hf preserves volume,

div grad hf = 0

For this reason, the measure Vx is called harmonic measure.
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To prove this, consider the contribution to hf coming from an infinitesimal

area A centered at p e.sn'l . (i.e., a Green's function). As x moves

a distance d in the direction of p , the visual measure of A goes up exponentially,

in proportion to e(n-l)d . The gradient of any multiple of the characteristic

function of A is in the direction of p , and also proportional in size

e(n—l)dto . The flow lines of the gradient are orthogonal trajectories

to horospheres; this flow contracts linear dimensions along the horosphere in

proportion to e.(1 , so it preserves volume. A

average hf of contributions from all the eas is therefore

harmonic. We may suppose that f takes only the values 0 and l . Since

f is invariant by r , so is hf , and hf goes over to a harmonic

f , on NI. To complete the proof, observe that

- MT , since each point x in ED - H(Lr) lies in

function,also h
l .hf < 2 in N1'.

a half-space whose intersection with infinity does not meet Lr , which

nmans that f is O on more than half the Sphere, with respect to Vx
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The set {x éNr hf(x = %} must be empty, since it bounds the set

{x6 N1. |hf(x) 1 i } of finite volume which flows into itself by the

volume preserving flow generated by grad hf . (Observe that, grad hf has

bounded length, so it generates a flow defined everywhere for all time).

But if {p I f(p) = 1} has any points of density, then there are

x ezfln-l near p with hf(x) near 1 . It follows that f is a.e. 0

or a.e 1

Llhf;
“ \.
‘5 aN \ e[.1 “:1 A
—d> [1 ";'J i 'a.» TL \__;a

gas
J

Let us now relate tion 8.h.1 to other possible notions of

geometric finiteness. The usual definition is in terms of a fundamental

polyhedron for the action of P . For concreteness, let us consider only

the case n = 3 . For the present discussion, a finite-sided polyhedron

means a region P in H3
polyhedron for P' if its translates by I cover H3 , and the translates

bounded by finitely many planes. P is a fundamental
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of its interior are pairwise disjoint. P intersects S” in a polygon

which unfortunately may be somewhat bizarre, since tangencies between sides

of P [1 Sn may occur.

Sometimes these tangencies are forced by the existence _of parabolic

fixed points for I‘ . Suppose that p c S“ is a parabolic fixed point for

some element of I‘ , and let H be the subgroup of I‘ fixing p . Let

B be a horoball centered at p and sufficiently small that the projection

of B/P to N isanembedding. (Compare 55.10). If 11527. e z ,I‘

for any point x e B 0 Eur) , the convex hull of 11x contains a horoball

B' , so in particular there is a. horoball 3':MIT) n B- Otherwise, Z

is a maximal torsion-free subgroup of H . Coordinates can be chosen so that

p is the point at a in the upper half-space model, and Z acts as

translations by real integers. There is some minimal strip S g E containing

LI‘ n E ; S may intersect the imaginary axis in a finite, half-infinite, or

doubly infinite interval. In any case, H(LI‘) 'is contained in the region R
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of upper half-space above S , and the part of QR of height 2.1 lies

on

It may happen that there are wide substrips S' (:8 in the complement of LP .

If S' is sufficiently wide, then the plane above its center line intersects

H(Lr) in B , so it gives a half-open annulus in "B / Z3. If F is torsion

free, then maximal, sufficiently wide strips in S - LP give disjoint non-

parallel half-open annuli in MT ; an easy argument shows they must be

finite in number if r is finitely generated. (This also follows from Ahlfors's

finiteness theorem). Therefore, there is some horoball B' centered at p

so that H(Lr) n B' = R n B' . This holds even if F has torsion.

I...
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With an understanding of this picture of the behaviour of MI' near

a cusp, it is not hard to relate various notions of geometric finiteness. For

convenience suppose I‘ is torsion—free. (This is not an essential restriction

in view of Selberg's theorem - see 5 ) . When the context is clear, we

abbreviate Mr=M , NI=N , etc. .

8.1+.3. L_ep I‘ CPSL(2 , 11:) £5 , free gpoup.

2.1a ar_e

(a) 1‘ i5 finite (see dfn. 8.14.1)

<-> b -( ) M[E,°) E
<-> (c) I‘ 3

Proof. (a) "> (b) -
Each pelnt ln M[s,w) has an embedded e/2 ball in 735/2 (MI) , by

definition. If (a) holds, 778/2 (Mr) has finite volume, so only finitely

many of these balls can be disjoint and MI‘[e a) is compact.9

(b) -> (c) . First, find fundamental polyhedra near the non-equivalent

parabolic fixed points. To do this, observe that if p is a 2Z- cusp, then

in the upper half-space model, when p = ‘- , LI‘ 0 m lies in a strip S

of finite width. Let R denote the region above S . Let B' be a horoball

centered at.such that an 13' = H(Lr) n 13' . Let r : H3 0 Dr. —> H(Lr)
be the canonical retraction. If G, is any fundamental polyhedron for the action

of Z in some neighborhood of p in H(Lr) then r-1(Q,) is a fundamental polyhedron
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in some neighborhood of p EB U Dr .

A fundamental polyhedron near the cusps is easily extended to a global

fundamental polyhedron, since Or - (neighborhoods of the cusps) is compact.

(c) '9 (a) . Suppose that T has a finiteysided fundamental polyhedron P .

A point x|e P n S. is a regular point (6 Dr) if it is in the interior

of P n S. or of some finite union of translates of P . Thus, the only

way x can be a limit point is for x to be a point of tangency of sides

of infinitely many translates of P . Since P can have only finitely many

points of tangency of sides, infinitely-many y I must identify one of these points

to x, so x is a fixed point for some element 7 r. 7 must be parabolic, otherwise

the translates of P by powers of 7 would limit on the axis of y . If x is

arranged to be a in upper half-space, it is easy to see that LT E must be

contained in a strip of finite width: (Finitely many translates of P must form

a fundamental domain for {1n}, acting on some horoball centered at 9, since {yn} has

finite index in the group fixing - . The faces of these translates of P which do notpass
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through 0 lie on hemispheres. Every point in T outside this finite

collection of hemispheres and their translates by {yn} lies in Dr )

It follows that v ('776 (M)) = v(‘77e (H (LT)) n P) is finite, since

the contribution near any point of IT‘A P is finite, and the rest of

’77 s (H (Lr)) n P is compact.

8.5. e convex hull.

Consider a closed curve a in Euclidean space, and its convex hull H(o) .

The boundary of a convex body always has non-negative Gaussian curvature. 0n

the other hand, each point p in 33(0) - 0 lies in the interior of some

line segment or triangle with vertices on o . Thus, there is some line

segment on 3H(o) through p , so that 33(0) has non-positive curvature

at p . It follows that 3H(o) - c has zero curvature, i.e., it is

"developable". If you are not familiar with this idea, you can see it by

bending a curve out of a piece of stiff wire (like coathanger). Now roll

the wire around on a big piece of paper, tracing out a curve where the wire

touches. Sometimes, the wire may touch at three or more points; this gives

alternate ways to roll, and you should carefully follow all of them. Cut out

the region in the plane bounded by this curve (piecing if necessary). By

taping the paper together, you can envelope the wire in a nice paper model of

its convex hull. The physical process of unrolling a develOpable surface

onto the plane is the origin of the notion of the developing map.
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The same physical notion applies in hyperbolic 3-space. If K is

any closed set on Sulu , then H(K) is convex, yet each point on 3H(K)

lies on a line segment in 8H(K) . Thus, 3H(K) can be developed to a

hyperbolic plane. (In terms of Riemannian geometry, 3H(K) has extrinsic

curvature O , so its intrinsic curvature is the ambient sectional curvature,

-l . Note however that BH(K) is not usually differentiable) . Thus BH(K)

has the natural structure of a complete hyperbolic surface.

8.5.1. . If T is EL free group, then 3M?
i_s .

The boundary of MT is of course not generally flat - it is bent in

some pattern. Let y c:aMT consist of those points which are not in the
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interior of a flat region of 3MT . Through each point x in y , there

is a. unique geodesic 8x on 8M1. . 5x is also a geodesic in the hyperbolic

structure of BMI, . y is a closed set. If 3M1. has finite area, then

Y is compact, since a neighborhood of each cusp of 3M1. is flat. (See §8.h).

8.5.2. Definition. A lamination L on a manifold M”1 is a closed subset

A C M (the support of L) with a local product structure for A . More

precisely, there is a covering of a neighborhood of A in M with coordinate
¢~ _

neighborhoods Ui —1+ IRn 1‘ x 131‘ so that oi (A n U1) is of the

form JED-k x B , B CIRk . The coordinate changes (#13 must be of

the form ¢iJ (x ,y) (fij (x ,y) , giJ (y) ) when y éB . A lamination

is like a foliation of a closed subset of M . Leaves of the lamination are

defined just as for a foliation.

If 98 is a foliation of M and Sc M is any set, the

closure of the union of leaves which meet S is a lamination.

Any submanifold of a manifold M is a lamination, with a single leaf.

Clearly, the bending locus y for Mr has the structure of a lamination:

whenever two points of y are nearby, the directions of bending must be

nearly parallel in order that the lines of bending do not intersect. A

lamination whose leaves are geodesics we will call a
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a‘—-'-'\
dm ’1 odeSiC

Maxim).

By consideration of Euler characteristic, the lamination 7 cannot hava

all of 3M as its support, or in other words it cannot be a foliation. The

complement 3M - y consists of regions bounded by closed geodesics and

Each of these regions can be doubled along its boundary

There

infinite geodesics.

to give a complete hyperbolic surface, which of course has finite area.

_v-

-
’p
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is a lower bound of n for the area of such a region, hence an upper bound of

2 I 3 (8M) I for the number of components of 3M - y . Every geodesic

lamination y on a hyperbolic surface S can be extended to a foliation with

isolated singularities on the complement. There

is an index formula for the Euler characteristic of S in terms of these

singularities. Here are some values for the index.

\ MU
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From the existence of an index formula, one concludes that the Euler

characteristic of S is half the Euler characteristic of the double of

S - y . By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem,

Area (S — y) = Area (S)

or in other words, y has measure 0

To give an idea of the range of possibilities for geodesic laminations,

one can consider an arbitrary sequence {Yi} of geodesiclaminations:

simple closed curves, for instance.. Let us say that [Yi] converges geometrically

to Y if for each x 6 support y , and for each a , for all great

enough i the support of Yi intersects g776(x) and the leaves of

Yi n ‘77: (x) are within a of the direction of the leaf of y through

x . Note that the support of y may be smaller than the limiting support of Yi ,

so the limit of a sequence may not be unique. See 58.10. An easy diagonal

argument shows that every sequenge {vi} has a subsequence which converges

geometrically. From limits of sequences of simple closed geodesics, uncountably

many geodesic laminations are obtained.

Geodesic laminations on two homeomorphic hyperbolic surfaces may be
compared by passing to the circle at a . A directed geodesic is determined

by a pair of points (x1 ,x2 ) <1 S1 x S1 - A , where A is the

diagonal {(x ,x)} . A geodesic without direction is a point on J -
l 1(Su' x See -A) / Z 2 , where 222 acts by interchanging coordinates.

Topologically, J is an open Moebius band. It is geometrically realized

in the Klein (projective) model for H2 as the region outside 82 . A
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geodesic g projects to a simple geodesic on the surface S iff the covering

translates of its pairs of end points never strictly separate each other.

3
If)

Sis nol {Si-MP? j is SLmPC

Geometrically, J has an indefinite metric of type (1 , l) , invariant

by covering translates. (See 52.6) . The light—like geodesics, of zero length,

are lines tangent to Si ; lines which meet H2 when extended have imaginary

arc length. A point g a J projects to a simple geodesic in S iff no

covering translate Tu(g) has a po real distance from g

0
fed

[MA-3;“
v
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Let ,Zf C: J consist of all elements g projecting to simple

geodesics on -S . Any geodesic c: H? which has a translate intersecting

itself has a neighborhood with the same property, hence XX is closed.

If Y is any geodesic lamination on S , let ’6/7 <2 J be the set

of lifts of leaves of y to H2 . ,/; is a closed invariant subset of ,g/
A closed invariant subset C C: J gives rise to a geodesic lamination

iff all pairs of points of C are separated by an imaginary (or 0) distance.

If g E A, , then the closure of its orbit, W5 is such a set,

corresponding to the geodesic lamination E' of S . Every homeomorphism

between surfaces when lifted to H2 extends to Si (by 5.9.5). This

determines an extension to J . Geodesic laminations are transferred from one

surface to another via this correspondence.

8.6.
Let L be a lamination, so that it has local homeomorphisms ¢i :

L nu, : Jan-k
l

x Bi . A u for L means a measure

“i defined on each local leaf space Bi , in such a way that the coordinate

changes are measure preserving. Alternatively one may think of u as a

measure defined on every k-dimensional submanifold tranSVerse to L , supported

on Tk'n L and invariant under local projections along leaves of L . We will

always suppose that u is finite on compact transversals.

The simplest example of a transverse measure arises when L is a closed

submanifold; in this case, one can take p to count the number of intersections

of a transversal with L .
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We know that for a torsion-freeKle-l-filj'JE-n group F , 3M? is a hyperbolic

surface bent along some geodesic lamination y . In order to complete

the picture of 3MT , we need a quantitative description of the bending.

When two planes in 33 meet along a line, the angle they form is constant

along that line. The flat pieces of 3MP meet each other along the geodesic

lamination y ; the angle of meeting of two planes generalizes to a

transverse "bending" measure, 8 , for y . The measure 3 applied to an

arc a on aMr transverse to y is the total angle of turning of the normal

to EMT along a (appropriately interpreted when Y has isolated geodesics

with sharp bending). In order to prove that 8 is well-defined, and that

it determines the local isometric embedding in 33 , one can use local polyhedral

approximations to 3M Local outer approximations to 3Mr can be obtainedr .

by extending the planes of local flat regions. Observe that when three planes

have pairwise intersections in H3 but no triple intersection, the dihedral

angles satisfy ty
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(The difference Y - (a + B) is the area of a triangle on the common

perpendicular plane.) From this it follows that as outer polyhedral approximations

shrink toward MT , the angle sum corresponding to some path a on EMT
is_a monotone sequence,converging to a value 8(a) . Also from the monotonicity,

it is easy to see that for short paths at [0 int §_l] , 8(a) is a close

approximation to the angle between the tangent planes at no and cl .This implie

that the hyperbolic structure on EMT , together with the geodesic lamination

Y and the transverse measure 8 , completely determines the hyperbolic structfi

of NF in a neighborhood of 3MP .

The bending measure 8 has for its support all of Y . This puts a

restriction on the structure of Y i everV'isolated leaf L of Y must be

a closed geodesic on aMr . (Otherwise, a transverse arc through any limit

point of L would have infinite measure.) This limits the possibilities for

the intersection of a transverse arc with Y to a Cantor set, and/or a finite

set of points.

When Y contains more than one closed geodesic, there is obviously a

whole family of possibilities for transverse measures. There are (probably
atypical) examples of families of distinct transversemeasures which are not

multiples of each other even for certain geodesic laminations such that every

leaf is dense. There are many other examples which possess unique transverse

measures, up to constant multiples. Compare Katok,
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Here is a' geometric interpretation for the bending measure B in the

Klein model. Let P be the component of P containing N (recall0 I‘ I‘
definition 8.3.5). Each point in P0 outside Sun is dual to a plane which

bounds a half-space whose intersection with S°° is contained in DI“ . 3P0
consists of points dual to planes which meet LI‘ in at least one point.

In particular, each plane meeting MI‘ in a line or flat of 8M} is dual

to a point on 3P0 . If F e 3P0 is dual to a plane 'rr touching LI‘
at x , then one of the line segments ET: is also on 3P0 . This line

segment consists of points dual to planes touching LI‘ at x and contained

in a half-space bounded by 'n' . The reader may check that PC
is convex. The natural metric of. type (2 , l) in the exterior of S”
is degenerate on 3P0 , since it vanishes on all line segments corresponding

to a family of planes tangent at S, . Given a path a. on BMI. , there

is a dual path I consisting of points dual to planes just skimming MI‘ along

a . The length of a is the same as 8(a)
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The interested reader may verify that when N is a component of 3MP
such that every leaf of Y n N is dense in Y n N , then the action of

«1 N on the appropriate component of EPO - LP is.minimal (ie., every

orbit is dense.) This action is approximated by actions of v1 N as covering

transformations on surfaces Just inside 3P0 .

8.7. .

Recall that a Fuchsian group (of type I) is a Kleinian group r whose

limit set L is a geometric circle. Examples are the fundamental groups ofP
closed, hyperbolic surfaces. In fact, if the Fuchsian group r is torsion—free

and has no parabolic elements, then P is the group of covering transformations

of a hyperbolic surface. Furthermore, the Kleinian manifold

Or = (H3!) Dr) / P has a totally geodesic surface as a spine.

Note. The type of a Fuchsian group should not be confused with its type

as a Kleinian group. To say that F is a Fuchsian group of type I means that

L = S1 , but it is a Kleinian group of type I since Dr # ¢~.P

Suppose M = N2 x I is a convex hyperbolic manifold, where N2 is a

closed surface. Let P' be the group of covering transformations of M , and

let r be a Fuchsian group coming from a hyperbolic structure on N . r and

r' are isomorphic as groups; we want to show that their actions on the closed

ball B3 are topologically conJugate.

. - 2Let M and M r. be the convex hull quotients (Mr ~ N and MP' -r
N2 x I) . Thicken MT and MT' to strictly convex manifolds. The thickened
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manifolds are diffeomorphic, so by Proposition 8.3.h there is a quasi-conformal

homeomorphism of 33 conjugating r to r' . In particular, LF' is

homeomorphic to a circle. r' , which has convex hull manifold homeomorphic

2 . . - l .to N x I and limit set ‘ S , is an example of a quasi-Fuchsian group.

8.7.1. . The Kleinian group F is called a group
1

if LP is topologically S

8.7.2. . (Marden , ) . A torsion-free Kleinian group F

(i) is quasi-Fuchsian

<'9 (ii) D has precisely two componentsr
<-> (iii) F is quasi-conformally conjugate to a Fuchsian group.

Proof. Clearly (iii) '9 (i) '9 (ii) . To show (ii) '9 (iii) , consider

or = (H3U Dr) / r . Suppose that no element of r interchanges the two

components of Dr . Then Or is a 3-manifold with two boundary components

(labelled, for example, N1 and N2) , and
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By a well known theorem about 3-manifoldsr = n (0 f n (Nl r) l 2)
(see Hempel [ ] for a proof), this implies that Or is homeomorphic to

N1 x I . By the above discussion, this implies that T' is quasi-confornmlly

conjugate toa Fuchsian group. A similar argument applies if or has one

boundary component; in that case, or is the orientable interval bundle over

a non-orientable surface. The reverse implication is clear.

8.7.3. Mickey Mouse . Consider a hyperbolic structure on a surface

of genus two. Let us construct a deformation of the corresponding Fuchsian group

by bending along a single closed geodesic Y by an angle of r/2 . This will
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give rise to a quasi-Fuchsian group if the geodesic is short enough. We may

visualize the limit set by imagining bending a hyperbolic plane along the lifts

of Y , one by one.

We want to understand how the geometry changes as we deform.quasi-Fuchsian

groups. Even though the topology doesn't change, geometrically things can

become very complicated. For example, given any a > O , there is a quasi-

Fuchsian group F whose limit set LP is a-dense in S2 , and there are

limits of quasi-Fuchsian groups with L1. = 52 .

Our goal here is to try to get a grasp of the geometry of the convex hull

quotient M = Mr of a quasi-Fuchsian group P . Mr is a convex hyperbolic

manifold which is homeomorphic to N2 x I , and the two boundary components

are hyperbolic surfaces bent along geodesic
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laminations. we also need to analyze intermediate surfaces in MT . For

example, what kinds of nice surfaces are embedded (or immersed) _in Mr ?

Are there isometrically embedded cross sections? Are there cross sections of

bounded area near any point of Mr ?

here are some ways to map in surfaces.

a) Take the abstract surface N2 , and choose a "triangulation" of

N with one vertex. Choose an arbitrary map of N into M . Then straignten

the map (see 56.1) . This is a fairly good way to map in a surface, since

the surface is hyperbolic away from the vertex. There may be positive curvature

concentrated at the vertex, however, since the sum of the angles around the

vertex may be quite small. This map can be changed by moving the image of the

vertex in M or by changing the triangulation on N .

u... \
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b) Here is another method, which insures that the map is not too bad near

the vertex. First pick a closed loop in N , and then choose a vertex on

the loop. Now extend this to a triangulation of N with one vertex. To map

in N , first map

in the loop to the unique geodesic in M in its free homotopy class (this

uses a homeomorphism of M to N x I ) . Now extend this as in a) to a

piecewise straight map f : N -+ M . The sum of the angles around the

vertex is at least 2w , since there is a straight line segment going through‘

the vertex (so the vertex can not be spiked) . It is possible to have the sum

of the angles > 2n , in which case there is negative curvature concentrated

near the vertex.

c) Here is a way to map in a surface with constant negative curvature.

Pick an example, as in b) , of a triangulation of N coming from a closed
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geodesic, and map N as in (b) . Consider the isotopy obtained by moving the

vertex around the loop nmre and more. The loop stays the same, but the other

line segments start spiraling

becomes

around the loop, more and more, converging, in the limit, to a geodesic laminated

set. The surface N maps into M at each finite stage, and this carries over

in the limit to an isometric embedding of a hyperbolic surface. The triangles

with an edge on the fixed loop have disappeared in the limit. Compare 3.9.

One can picture what is going on by looking upstairs at the convex hull

H(Lr) . The lift f : N -+ H(Lr) of the map from the original triangulation

(before isotoping the vertex) is defined as follows. First the geodesic

(coming from the loop) and its conjugates are mapped in (these are in the

convex hull since their

after
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endpoints are in L ) . The line segments connect different conjugates ofr
the geodesic, and the triangles either connect three distinct conjugates or

two conjugates (when the original loop is an edge of the triangle) . As we

isotope the vertex around the loop, the image vertices slide along the geodesic

(and its conjugates) , and in the limit the triangles become asymptotic (and

the triangles connecting only two conjugates disappear) .

The above method works because the complement of the geodesic lamination

(obtained by spinning the triangulation) consists solely of asymptotic triangles.

Here is a more general method of mapping in a surface N by using geodesic

laminations.

8.7.5. . A geodesic lamination Y on a hyperbolic surface S is

if the complementary regions in S - Y are all asymptotic triangles.

8.7.6. . Any geodesic lamination Y on a hyperbolic surface S

can be completed (i.e., Y can be extended to a complete geodesic lamination

Y' :> Y on S ) .

gzppg; Suppose Y is not complete, and pick a complementary region A which

is not an asymptotic triangle . If A is simply connected, then it is a

finite-sided asymptotic polygon, and it is easy to divide A into asymptotic

triangles by adding simple.geodesics. If A is not simply connected, extend

Y to a larger geodesic lamination by adding a simple geodesic c in A
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(being careful to add a simple geodesic). c either separates A into two

pieces (each of which has less area) or a. does not separate A (in which

case, cutting along a. reduces the rank of the homology). Continuing

inductively, after a finite number of steps A separates into asymptotic

triangles.

Completeness isexactly the property we need to map in surfaces by using

geodesic laminations.

8.7.7 . _ Let S b_eg surface, and I' a
Eoup _tp 1718 . For even

Y a S , there i_sg unique surface S' = S and an isometric map

f : S'% MT which i_s. (totally ) in the complement g
Y . (Y here denotes the corresponding geodesic lamination on any hyperbolic

surface homeomorphic to S ) .

By an isometric map Ml —f> M2 from one Riemannian manifold to
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another, we mean that for every rectifiable path at in M1 , f 0 at is

rectifiable and has the same length as a When f is differentiable, thist .

means that df preserves lengths of tangent vectors. We shall be dealing with

maps which are not usually differentiable, however. Our maps are likely not

even to be local embeddings. A cross-section of the image of a surface mapped

in by method (c) has two polygonal spiral branches, if the closed geodesic

corresponds to a covering transformation which is not a pure translation:

This picture is obtained by

considering triangles in H3
asymptotic to a loxodromic

axis, together with their

translates.

If the triangulation is spun in opposite directions on opposite sides of the

geodesic, the polygonal spirals have opposite senses, so there are infinitely

many self-intersections.
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The hyperbolic surface 8' is constructed out of pieces. The

asymptotic triangles in S - Y are determined by triples of points on Si .

We have a canonical identification of Si with L? ; the corresponding

triple of points in LP spans a triangle in H3 , which will be a piece of 8' .

Similarly, corresponding to each leaf of Y there is a canonical line in H3
These triangles and lines fit together just as on S g from this the picture

of 8' should be clear. Here is a formal definition. Let PY be the set

of all "pieces" of Y , ie , Py' consists of all leaves of Y , together

with all components of g - Y . Let PY have the (non-Hausdorff) quotient

topology. The universal cover 8' is defined first, to consist of ordered

pairs (x , p) where p éfPY and x is an element of the piece of H3
corresponding to p . P acts on this space 8' in an obvious way; the quotient

space is defined to be S' . It is not hard to find local coordinates for S' ,

showing that it is a (Hausdorff) surface.
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An appeal to geometric intuition demonstrates that S' is a hyperbolic surface,

mapped isometrically to MT’ straight in the complement of Y . Uniqueness

is evident from consideration of the circle at u

There are two approaches which a reader who prefers more formal proofs

may wish to check. The first approach is to verify 8.7.7 first for

laminations all of whose leaves are either isolated or simple limits of other

leaves (as in (c) ) , and then extend to all laminations by passing to limits,

using compactness properties of uncrumpled surfaces (58.8) . Alternatively,

he can construct the hyperbolic structure on 8' directly by describing the

local developing map , as a limit of maps obtained by considering only finitely

many local flat pieces. Convergence is a consequence of the finite total area

of the flat pieces of S'

8.8.

There is a large qualitative difference between a crumpled sheet of paper

and one which is only wrinkled or crinkled. Crumpled paper has fold lines or

bending lines going any which way, often coverging in bad points.

\\
//
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8.8.1 An surface in a hyperbolic 3-manifold N is

a complete hyperbolic surface S of finite area, together with an isometric

map f : S -+ N such that every x c S is in the interior of some straight

line segment which is mapped by f to a straight line segment. Also, f

must take every cusp of S to a cusp of N .

The set of uncrumpled surfaces in N has a well-behaved topology, in
f f

which two surfaces S -—£+ N and $2 -g+ N are close if there is an1

approximate isometry ¢ : Sl -+ 82 making fl uniformly close to f2 0 ¢ .

Note that the surfaces have no preferred coordinate systems.

Let Y c:S consist of those points in the uncrumpled surface which are

in the interior of unique line segments mapped to line segments.

8.8.2 . Y $5.5 . The map f i§_totally

$2 the g: Y .

Proof. If x C S - Y , then there are two transverse line segments through

x mapped to line segments. Consider any quadrilateral about x with vertices

on these segments; since f does not increase distances, the quadrilateral

must be mapped to a plane. Hence, a neighborhood of x is mapped to a plane.

10
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Consider now any point x erY , and let a be the unique line segment through

x which is mapped straight. Let a be extended indefinitely on S .

Suppose there were some point y on a in the interior of some line segment

8 gf'a which is mapped straight. One may assume that the segment E; of

a is mapped straight. Then, by considering long skinny triangles with two

vertices on B and one vertex on a , it would follow that a neighborhood of

x is mapped to a plane - a contradiction.

Thus, the line segments in Y can be extended indefinitely without

crossings, so Y must be a geodesic lamination. I,

If U = S -£-* N is an uncrumpled surface, then this geodesic lamination

Y C: S (which consists of points where U is not locally flat) is the

locus w(U) .

The space W? (S) of a surface S , x(S) < 0 , is the space of

hyperbolic surfaces with finite area which are homeomorphic to S . In other
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words, 77(S) is Teichmflller space 1 (S) modulo the action of the group

of homeomorphisms of S .

8.8.3 (Mumford) . For alsurface S , the set AE C 73(8)

consisting g: with 39 shorter than a i_s compact.

M. By the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, all surfaces in 71(8) have the

same area. Every non-compact component of S(O,EJ is isometric to a standard

model, so this follows as the two-dimensional version of 8- PEI-I‘t 01' 5-12 -
(It is also not hard to give a more direct specifically two-dimensional geometric

argument) .'
Denote by 'ZL (S ,N) the space of uncrumpled surfaces in N homeomorphic

to S with 111(8) —> «1(N) injective. There is a continuous map

In (S , N) —> 7)](8) which forgets the isometric map to N .

The behaviour of an uncrumpled surface near a cusp is completely determined

by its behaviour on some compact subset. To see this, first let us prove

8.8.h . There is some a such that for evegy surface

Sandevgy anS,the piYwith

evgy g. S(O,EJ 5E lines toward that cusp.

Proof: I v/ u/ b/

(0.6]
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Thus there are uniform horoball neighborhoods of the cusps of uncrumpled

surfaces which are always mapped as cones to the cusp point. Uniform convergence

of a sequence of uncrumpled surfaces away from the cusp points implies uniform

convergence everywhere.

8.8.5. .EEEKCNEE 21333335
N- mini so. let. W CH<SO.N> arenas—ate;
surfaces 8A N flat—hit. f(S) K , E1.

moondition (np): nl(f) t_aJLeg _ g 1718 lo

non—parabolic _o_f_ «1N .

Then W i_s

Proof. The first step is to bound the image of an uncrumpled surface, away

from its cusps.

Let s be small enough that for every complete hyperbolic 3—manifold

M , components of M(O,s_) are separated by a distance of at least (say) 1

Since the area of surfaces in u (80’ N) is constant, there is some number d

such that any two points in an uncrumpled surface S can be connected (on

S) by a path p such that p n S[s a) has length i d .
3

If neither point lies in a non—compact component of S(O,sJ , one can

assume, furthermore, that p does not intersect these components. Let

K‘C N be the set of points which are connected to K by paths whose total

length outside compact components of N(0,EJ is bounded by d . Clearly K'

is compact and an uncrumpled surface of W must have image in K' , except
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for horoball neighborhoods of its cusps.

Consider now any sequence 51 , S2 , ... in W . Since each short closed

geodesic in Si is mapped into K' , there is a lower bound e' to the

length of such a geodesic, so by 8.8-.3 we can pass to a subsequence such that

t erlying c surfaces converg n 77(8) . There are te

i ies S Si . Then the c ositions fi 0 ¢i : S
Si —]'—> N are equicontinuous, hence there is a. subsequence converging

uniformly on 5b.”) . The limit is obviously an uncrumpled surface. [ To

make the picture clear, one can always pass to a further subsequence to make

sure that the wrinkling laminations Yi of Si converge geometrically. ]

8.8.6. . (a) Lit S 35 a_._ny closed ad N

22 - Magyar near
g C- <1rlN t_o 1715

(b) L_ep S b_egy surface pf flan—d N a_ny

._%§r_egn_l£ m E
G c "11" E2 wlS 3.31E M

(in both directions).

M. Statement (a) is contained in statement (b) . The conjugacy class of

every such subgroup G is represented by a homotopy class of maps of S into

N , which is homotopic to an uncrumpled surface (say , by method (c) of

58.7) . Nearby uncrumpled surfaces represent the same conjugacy class of

subgroups. Thus we have an open cover of the space W by surfaces with conjugate

subgroups; by 8.8.5 , there is a finite subcover.
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If non-parabolic elements of tls are allowed to correspond to parabolic

elements of le , then this statement is no longer true.

In fact, if S -£r+ N is any surface mapped into a hyperbolic manifold

N of finite volume such that a non-peripheral simple closed curve Y in S

is homotopic to a cusp of N , one can modify f in a small neighborhood of

Y to wrap this annulus a number of times around the cusp. This is likely to

give infinitely many homotopy class of surfaces in N .

CUAP

In place of 8.8.5 , there is a compactness statement in the topology of

geometric convergence provided each component of S[e,~) is required to

intersect K . One would allow S to converge to a surface where a simple

closed geodesic is pinched to yield a pair of cusps. From this, one deduces

that there are finitely many classes of groups G isomorphic to S up to

the operations of conjugacy, and wrapping a surface carrying G around cusps;
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Haken proved a finiteness statement analogous to 8.8.6 for embedded

incompressible surfaces in atoroidal Haken manifolds.

8.9. The structure of geodesic laminations: train

Since a geodesic laminatiOn Y ‘on a hyperbolic surface S has measure

zero, one can picture Y as consisting of many parallel strands in thin,

branching corridors of S which have small total

Imagine squeezing the nearly parallel strands of Y in each corridor to a

single strand. One obtains a train track r (with switches) which approximates L
Y . Each leaf of Y may be imagined as the path of a train running around

along T

““8
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Here is a construction which gives a precise and nice sequence of train

track approximations of Y . Consider a complementary region R in S - Y .

The double dB is a hyperbolic surface of finite area, so LdR)(O,2e] has

a simple structure: it consists of neighborhoods of geodesics shorter than

25 and of cusps. In each such neighborhood there is a canonical foliation by

curves of constant curvature: horocycles about a cusp or equidistant curves

about a short geodesic. Transfer this foliation to R , and then to S .

This yields a foliation .38 in the subset of S where leaves of Y are

not farther than 25 apart. (A local vector field tangent to if is

Lipschitz, so it is integrable - this is why cf exists) . If Y has no

leaves tending toward a cusp, then we can make all the leaves of if be

arbitrarily short arcs by making 3' sufficiently small. If Y has leaves

tending toward a cusp, then there can be only finitely many such leaves,

since there is an upper bound to the total number of cusps of the complementary

regions. Erase all parts of j; in a cusp of a region tending toward a cusp

of S ; again, when a is sufficiently small all leaves of C; will be
short arcs. The space obtained by collapsing all arcs of 3; to a point is

a surface S' homeomorphic to S , and the image of Y is a train track

To on S' . Observe that each switch of To comes from a boundary component

of some dR(O,2e] . In particular, there is a uniform bound to the number

of switches. From this it is easy to see that there are only finitely many

possible types of To , up to homeomorphisms of 5' (not necessarily homotopic

to the identity).
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In working with actual geodesic laminations, it is better to use more

arbitrary train track approximations, and simply sketch pictures; the train

tracks are alalogous to decimal approximations of real numbers.

Here is a definition for a useful class of train tracks.

8.9.1. Definitions. A pppip_pp§pk_on a differentiable surface S is an

embedded graph 1 on S . The edges (branch lines) of 1 must be Cl ,

and all edges at a given vertex (switch) must be tangent. If S has "cusps"

1 may have open edges tending toward the cusps. Dead ends are not permitted.

(Each vertex v must be in the interior of a Cl interval on I through v)

Furthermore, for each component B of S - r ,the double dB of R along

the interiors of edges of BB must have negative Euler characteristic.

A lamination Y on S is by 1 if there is a differentiable map

f : S -+ S homotopic to the identity taking Y to 1 and non-singular

on the tangent spaces of the leaves of Y . (In other words, the leaves of Y
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are trains running around on 1'). The lamination Y is compatible with 1'

if 1' can be enlarged to a train track 1" which carries Y .

8.9.2. . Let S 1:55 surface, and let 6 > 0 b_e

. There i_s some a > 0 such that for all

Y 3; S , the train track tion 1 can be realizedgz; S Ee_—

such 5way that all branch linesg Te are C2 curves with curvature < 6 .

Proof. Note first that by making a sufficiently small, one can make

the leaves of the foliation J very short, uniformly for all Y : otherwise

there would be a sequence of Y's converging to a geodesic lamination

containing an open set. [One can also see this directly from area considerations]-

When all branches of Ta are reasonably long, one can simply choose the tangent

vectors to the switches to be tangent to any geodesic of Y where it crosses

the corresponding leaf of j ; the branches can be filled in by curves of

small curvature. When some of the branch lines are short, group each set of

switches connected by very short branch lines together. First map each of

these sets into S , then extend over the reasonably long branches..
8.9.3. - Messiaen ahishiscgnisabxaclosa

train track To 23 a Y has all leaves

close t_o pf Y .

Proof: This follows from the elementary geometrical fact that a curve in

hyperbolic space with uniformly small curvature is uniformly close to a unique

geodesic. (One way to see this is by considering the planes perpendicular to
r
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the curve - they always advance at a uniform rate, so in particular the

curve crosses each one only once.)

8.9.h. . A lamination A g;surface s i_s t_g

lamination iff

(a) A i_s .flwflafl 1

ad“) 1km SikfikaEIm-EE( )EQT-

2322:. Given an arbitrary train track' T , it is easy to construct pep;

hyperbolic sturcture for S on which T is realized by lines with small

curvature. The leaves of A then correspond to a set of geodesics on S ,

near 1 . These geodesics do not cross, since the leaves of A do not.

Condition (b) means that distinct leaves of A determine distinct geodesics.

When leaves of A are close, they must follow the same path for a long finite

interval, which implies the corresponding geodesics are close. Thus, we

obtain a geodesic lamination Y which is isotopic to A . (To have an isotopy,

it suffices to construct a homeomorphism homotopic to the identity. This

homeomorphism is constructed first in a neighborhood of T , then on the rest

of S) .

. From this, one sees that as the hyperbolic structure on S varies,

the corresponding geodesic laminations are all isotopic. This issue was

quietly skirted in 58.5.

When a lamination A has an invariant measure u , this gives a way to

associate a number h(b) to each branch line b of any train track which
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dominates Y : h(b) is just the transverse measure of the leaves of A

collapsed to a point on b . At a switch , the sum of the "entering" numbers

equals the sum of the "exiting" numbers.

/.:>\ ,7

1.8

L1 6
5‘

2'

0
Conversely, any assignment of numbers satisfying the switch condition determines

a unique geodesic lamination with transverse measure: first widen each branch

line b of 1 to a corridor of constant width u(b) , and give it a

foliation g by equally spaced lines. 3' 3

Z
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As in 8.9.h,this determines a lamination Y ; possibly there are.many leaves

of 19 collapsed to a single leaf of Y , if these leaves of 4? all have

the same infinite path. .88 has a transverse measure, defined by the distance

between leaves; this goes over to a transverse measure for Y .

8.10. Realizing laminations in 3-manifolds

For a quasi-Fuchsian group P , it was relatively easy to "realize" a

geodesic lamination of the corresponding surface in MT , by using the circle

at infinity. However, not every complete hyperbolic 3—manifold whose

fundamental group is isomorphic to a surface group is quasi-Fuchsian, so we

must make a more systematic study of realizability of geodesic laminations.

8.10.1. Definition. Let f : S ——+ N be a map of a hyperbolic surface to

a hyperbolic 3-manifold which sends cusps to cusps. A geodesic lamination Y

on S is realizable in the homotopy class of f if f is homotopic (by

a cusp-preserving homotopy) to a map.sending each leaf of Y to a geodesic.

8.10.2. . I;_ Y ii realizable ip_the class 2;, f ,

the ‘;§ ( ) unique: that pp; the p§_each leaf 2;

Y i§_uni uel

Proof. Consider a lift 3 of a homotopy connecting two maps of S into

N . If S is closed, h moves every point a bounded distance, so it can't

move a geodesic to a different geodesic. LIf S has cusps, the homotopy can

be modified near the cusps of S so 8 again is bounded.
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In section 8.5, we touched on the notion of geometric convergence of

geodesic laminations. The geometric on geodesic laminations is

the topology of geometric convergence, that is, a neighborhood of Y consists

of laminations Y' which have leaves near every point of Y , and nearly

parallel to the leaves of Y . If Y1 and Y2 are disjoint simple closed

curves, then Y1 U Y2 is in every neighborhood of Y1 as well as in every

neighborhood of Y2 . The space of geodesic laminations on S with the geometric

topology we shall denote fix . The geodesic laminations compatible with a

train track approximations of Y give a neighborhood basis for Y .

The on SEOdF—‘Sie laminations with transverse measures

(of full support) is the topology induced from the weak topolow on measures

in the Moebius band J outside S” in the Klein model. That is, a neighborhood

of (Y , 11) consists of (Y' , 11') such that for a finite set fl , ..., fk
of continuous functions with compact support in J , I I fi du - J fi du' < c

This can also be interpreted in terms of integrating finitely many continuous

functions on finitely many transverse arcs. Let 772$ (S) be the space of

(Y , u) on S with the measure tepologr. Let (Peg (S) be 777% (S) modulo

the relation (Y , u) N (Y , an) where a > O is a real number.

8.10.3. . o_n; m_a_.p_

772$ ——~M
is continuous
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8.1o.h. . ’Themm W : W (s ,N) #1585 (s) which

2each surface locus i_s

Proofg 8.10.3. For any point x in the support of a measure 11

and any neighborhood U of x , the support of a measure close enough to u

must intersect U .

_Pro_ofg 8.1o.h. An interval which is bent Cannot suddenly straighten-

Away from any cusps, there is a positive infimum to the "amount" of bending of

an interval of length a which intersects the wrinkling locus w(S) in its

middle third, and makes an angle of at least a with w(S) . (The "amount"

of bending can be measured, say, by the difference between the length of a

and the distance between the image endpoints) . All such arcs must still cross

w(S') for any nearby uncrumpled surface S' . I
When S has cusps, we are also interested in measures supported on compact

geodesic lamination. This space we denote 777560(S). If ('r , u) is a train

track diescription for (Y , u) , m h(b) 75 0 fipflbranch of 1: ,

then neighborhoods for (Y 9 u) are described by {(‘r' , u')}, where 1'c 1" and

|u(b) - u'(b)| < a . (If b is a branch of r' not in 'r , u(b) = O by definitic:

In fact, one can always choose a hyperbolic structure on S so that T is a

good to Y . If S is closed, it is always possible to squeeze

branches of 1: together along non-trivial arcs in the complementary regions to

obtain a new train track which cannot be enlarged.
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This implies that a. neighborhood of (Y , u) is parametrized by a. finite

number of real parameters. Thus, 7774? (S) is a. manifold. Similarly, when S

has cusps, W:(S) is a. manifold with boundary ”560(8) -
8.10.5. . 4335 (s) i_s ,9; 10$ (s) i_s_g

212:. a0flow) m s i_s at.

M. There is a finite set of train tracks Tl ,..., 1k carrying every

possible geodesic lamination. (There is an upper bound to 'the length of a

compact branch of Te , when- S and e are fixed). The set of projective

classes of measures on any particular 1: is obviously compact, so this implies

P x (S) is compact. That 9d“: (S) is a. manifold follows from the preceding

remarks. In 5 we shall see that in fact it is the simplest of possible

manifolds.

In 8.5 , we indicated one proof of the compactness of ”at (S) . Another
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proof goes as follows. First, note that

8.10.6. . Every y some

1.: , ( with smaller support).

Br_oof_£ 8.10.6. Choose a finite set of transversals a1 ,..., “k which

meet every leaf of y . Suppose there is a sequence {1i} of intervals on

leaves of V such that the total number Ni of intersections of Li with

the (33's goes to infinity. Let “i be the measure on Uov.J which is l / Ni

times the counting measure of 2i n aJ . The sequence {1.11} has a subsequence

converging (in the weak topology) to _a measure u . 'It is easy to see that u

is invariant under local projections along leaves of y , so that it determines

a' transverse measure.

If there is no such sequence {2i} then every leaf is proper, so the

counting measure for any leaf will do. 3-10-5 g
fiproofg 8.10.5: Because of this fact, the image 4‘ of

'0) cf (S) in iffi (S) intersects the closure of every point of 22556 (S)

Any collection of open sets which covers J35 (S) has a finite subcollection

which covers the compact set ‘1‘ ; therefore, it covers all of flat (S)

Armed with topology, we return to the question of realizing geodesic lamination

Let R f C Joe—(S) consist of the laminations realizable in the homotopy

class of f

First, if y consists of finitely many simple closed geodesics, then y
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is realizable provided nl(f) maps each of these simple closed curves to

non—trivial, non-parabolic elements.

If we add finitely many geodesics whose ends spiral around these closed

geodesics or converge toward cusps the resulting lamination is also realizable

except in the degenerate case that f restricted to an appropriate non-trivial

pair of pants on S factors through a map to S1 .

To see this, consider for instance the case of a geodesic g on S whose

ends spiral around closed geodesics gl and g2 . Lifting f Ito H3 , we

see that the two ends of f(z) are asymptotic to geodesics ?(El) ¥(32) .

Then f is homotopic to a map taking g to a geodesic unless ¥(§l)
?(EZ) converge to the same point on S“ , which can only happen if ¥<~ )

¥(22) (by 5.3.2) . In this case, f is homotopic to a map taking a

neighborhood of g u gl u g2 to f(gl) = f(ge).

and

and
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its)

‘1‘.\ s

The situation is similar when the ends of g tend toward cusps.

These realizations of laminations with finitely many leaves take on

significance in view of

8.10.7. . (a) o_n mfl

_o_r_ proper gami—n 777$ .

(b) Geodesic laminationsm finiflgpl flgfiil fix-
(6) Eachsaaia figs marlin

may around _sgm_e_ closed ,pipfl toward salsa-

Proof: If 1' is any train track and u is any measure which is positive

on each branch, 14 can be approximated by measures 11' which are rational on

each branch, since 1.1 is subject only to linear equations with integer

coefficients. 11' gives rise to geodesic laminations with only finitely many
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leaves, all compact or proper. This proves (a) .

If y is an arbitrary geodesic lamination, let T be a close train track

approximation of y and proceed as follows. Let 1' crr consist of all

branches b of r such that there exists either a cyclic (repeating) train

route or a proper train route through b .
as? w .,.8

‘.§ -v$ r4\ I \

(The reader experienced with toy trains is aware of the subtlety of this

question). There is a measure SUpported on 1' , obtained by choosing a finite

set of cyclic and proper paths covering 1' and assigning to a branch b the

total number of times these paths tranverse. Thus there is a lamination l'

consisting of finitely many compact or proper leaves supported in a narrow

corridor about 1' . Now let b be any branch of 1 - 1' . A train starting

on b can continue indefinitely, so it must eventually come to T' , in

each direction. Add a leaf to A' representing a shortest path from b to r'
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in each direction; if the two ends.meet, make them run along side by side

(to avoid crossings). When the ends approach T , make them “merge" -
either spiral around a closed leaf, or follow along close to a prOper leaf.

Continue inductively in this way, adding leaves one by one until you obtain

a lamination A dominated by T and filling out all the branches. This

proves (b) GHQ

If Y is any geodesic lamination with finitely many (or even countably

many) leaves, then the only possible minimal sets are closed leaves; thus each

end e of a non-compact leaf must either be a proper and or come arbitrarily

near some compact leaf 2 . By tracing the leaves near 2 once around 1 ,

it is easy to see that this means e spirals around 2 .
l
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Thus, if f is non-degenerate, 7Q f is dense. Furthermore,

8.10.8. ..2: nlf is , and f (np) (that

i_s, wlf ) then flf i_s an open dense subset

g 5356 (s)

Proof. If y is any complete geodesic lamination which is realizable,

then a train track approximation 1 can be constructed for the image of Y

in N3 , in such a way that all branch lines have curvature close to 0 .

Then all laminations carried by r are also realizable; these form a

neighborhood of Y .

Next we will show that any enlargement Y':p Y of a realizable geodesic

lamination y is also realizable. First note that if y' is obtained by

adding a single leaf 2 to y , then y' is also realizable. This is

proved in the same way as the case of a lamination with finitely many leaves:

note that each end of E is asymptotic to a leaf of Y . (You can see this
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by considering S - Y .) If f is homotoped so that f(Y) consists of

geodesics, then both ends of f(l) are asymptotic to geodesics in f(Y) .

If the two endpoints were not distinct on Sa , this would imply the existence

of some non-trivial identification of Y by f so that wlf could not

be injective.

$77)
By adding finitely many leaves to any geodesic lamination Y' we can complete

it. This implies that Y' is contained in the wrinkling locus of some uncrumpled

surface. By 8.8.5 and 8.10.1 , the set of uncrumpled surfaces whose

wrinkling locus contains Y is compact. Since the wrinkling locus depends

continuously on an uncrumpled surface, the set of Y'e 7?:- which contain Y

is compact. But any ‘Y' :9 Y can be approximated by laminations such that

Y' - Y consists of a finite number of leaves. This actually follows from

8.10.7 , applied to d(S - Y) . Therefore, every enlargement Y' :3 Y

isin ff
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Since the set of uncrumpled surfaces whose wrinkling locus contains Y

is compact, there is a finite set of train tracks such that forTl ,...,' 111
any such surface, w(S) is closely approximated by one of 11 ,..., 1k .

The set of all laminations carried by at least one of the Ti is a neighborhood

of Y contained in fif .

8.10.9. . E; I‘ _b_e_g m,_an_d_1£t_

r s -—> Nr _35 _13 8.10.8. Mime; 7?: :3:(s)

(thati_s.al_ & i_naa a.e-air. f).

o_r 1‘ page r' 2: lukewarm: Nr. ies as.
nice Easine-

8.10.10. . _Ii f : S —> N i_smppapgpgpg V surface

L5. taking cusps pg cusps, then the i_n_agg

nl(r)(1rl(s)) _ig p13; 7?: = .205 (s).
mo_f. 8.10.9. Under the hypotheses, the set of uncrumpled surfaces

homotopic to f(S) is compact. If each such surface has an essentially unique

homotopy to f(S) , so that the wrinkling locus on S is well-defined, then

the set of wrinkling loci of uncrumpled surfaces homotopic to f is compact,

so by 8.10.8 it is all of 31 (s) .

Otherwise, there is some non-trivial ht : S —> M such that hl= he 0 ¢ .
where o : S —> Smisa homotopically non-trivial diffeomorphism. It may happen

that 4) has finite order up to isotopy, as when S is a finite regular covering of

another surface in M . The set of all isotopy classes of diffeomorphisms ¢ which

arise in this way form a group. If the group is finite, then as in the previous case,

‘fif = 3—(5) . Otherwise, there is a torsion-free subgroup of finite index (see

) , so there is an element 4) of infinite order. The maps f and 4) o f

are conjugate in I‘ , by some element ear . The group generated by B and f(1r.l S)
- '-'-:-"'—."_'-'"-1''

mis the fundamental coup of a 3-manifold.
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which fibers over S1 .

We shall see some justification for the conjecture in the remaining

sections of chapter 8 and in chapter 9: we will prove it under certain circumstanc

8.11. The structure p§_cusps.

Consider a hyperbolic manifold N which admits a map f : S -» N ,

taking cusps to cusps such that wl(f) is an isomorphism, where S is a

hyperbolic surface. Let B <: N be the union of the components of N(O,e]
corresponding to cusps of S . f is a relative homotopy equivalence from

(S , S(0,s)) to (N , B) , so there is a homotopy inverse g : (N ,B) -—+

a) is a regular value for g , then g-l(x)(s , s(o,e)) . If x:e s(
is a l—manifold having intersection number one with f(S) , so it has at

least one component homeomorphic to R , going out toward infinity in N - B

on opposite sides of f(S) . Therefore there is a proper function h :

(N - B) -+ I! with h restricted to g-l(x)l a surjective map. One can

modify h so that h-l(0) is an incompressible surface. Since g restricted

to h-l(0) is a degree one map to S , it must map the fundamental group

surjectively as well as injectively, so h-l(0) is homeomorphic to S

h-l(0) divides N - B into two components N+ and N_ with wlN = “1N+ =
n N = n S . We can assume that h-l(0) does not intersect N except1 1 (0.21
in B (say, by shrinking e )

Suppose that N has parabolic elements that are not parabolic on S
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The structure of the extra cusps of N is described by the following:

8-11-1- - ME Y+ ad. Y_°_nSw_iflal_l
(i.e.,MEfinite g

curves) such that the extra cusps ip Ne 1 - 1 2122. 9;

ye (e = + , -). £2 ,may a e "1(8) . wl(f)(a), i_s

ii a E freely; t_a _cu_sp _f S g t_og smle closed

curvei_nY+o_rY.

Proof. We need consider only one half, say N+ . For each extra cusp

ofN+ 9 with one end onthere is a half-open cylinder mapped into N+ ,

h-l(0) and the other and tending toward the cusp. Furthermore, we can assume

that the union of these cylinders is embedded outside of a compact set, since

we understand the picture in a neighborhood of the cusps. Homotope the ends

of the cylinders which lie on h-l(0) so they are geodesics in some hyperbolic

structure on h-l(0) . One can assume the cylinders are immersed Eince maps

of surfaces into 3-manifolds are approximable by immersionQ and that they are

transverse to themselves and to one another. If there are any self-intersections

of the cylinders on h-l(0) , there must be a double line which begins and ends

on h-l(0) . Consider the picture in N : there are two translates of

universal covers of cylinders which.meet in a double line, so that in particular

their bounding lines meet twice on h-1(0) . This contradicts the fact that

they are geodesics in some hyperbolic structure.I
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It actually follows that the collection of cylinders joining simple closed

curves to the cusps can be embedded: we can modify g so that it takes each

of the extra cusps to a neighborhood of the appropriate simple closed curve

a CLYe , and then do surgery to make g-l(o) incompressible.
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To study N , we can replace S by various surfaces obtained by cutting

S along Curves in y+ or y_ . Let P be the union of open.horoball

neighborhoods of all the cusps of N . Let {Si} be the set of all components

of S cut by Y+ together with those of S cut by y_ . The union of the

Si can be embedded in N - P , with boundary on 3P , within the convex hull

M of N , so that they cut off a compact piece NOC: N - P homotopy equivalent

to N , and nonrcompact ends E1 of N - P , with aEi<5 P U Si .

Let N now be an arbitrary hyperbolic manifold, and let P be the union

of open horoball neighborhoods of its cusps. The picture of the structure of

the cusps readily generalizes provided N - P is homotopy equivalent to a

compact submanifold No , obtained by cutting N - P along finitely many

incompressible surfaces {Si} with boundary on 3P .

Applying 8.11.1 to covering spaces of N corresponding to the Si (or

applying its proof directly) , one can modify the Si until no non—peripheral

element of one of the Si is homotopic, outside N0 , to a cusp. When this

is done, the ends {E1} of N - P are in l - l correspondence with the Si .

According to a theorem of Peter Scott, [ J ,

every 3-manifold with finitely generated fundamental group is homotopy equivalent

to a compact submanifold. In general, such a submanifold will not have

incompressible boundary, so it is not as well behaved. We will leave this case

for future consideration.
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8.11.2. . Let N be a complete hyperbolic manifold, P the union

of Open horoball neighborhoods of its cusps, and M the convex hull of N .

Suppose E is an end of N - P , with 3E - 8P an incompressible surface

SCM homotopy equivalent to E . Then E is 9- fle—nd if

either

(a) E n M is compact, or

(b) the set of uncrumpled surfaces 8' homotopic to S and with Sfe,¢)
contained in E is not compact.

If N has a compact submanifold N0 of N - P homotopy equivalent to

N such that N - P - No is a disjoint union of geometrically tame ends, then

N and "1N are geometrically tame. (These definitions will be extended in

§ ) . We shall Justify this definition by showing geometric tameness
implies that N is analytically, topologically and geometrically well-behaved.

8.12. ‘

Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold, and h a positive function on

N . Let ¢t be the flow generated by — (grad h) . The integral of the velocity

of ¢t is bounded along any flow line:

¢T(x)
fl grad hll ds h(x) h(¢T(x))

x

h(x) (for T > o) .|A

If A is a subset of a flow line {¢t(x)} t> of finite length 2(A) , then0
by the Schwarz inequality
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Ffidh {A gradh ds

Propositign constant depending

volume 5:eater

neighborhood radius

IV IV8.12.1 T(A) J ds
A

where T(A) is the total time the flow line spends in A . Note in particular

that this implies ¢t(x) is defined for all positive time t (although ¢t
may not be surjective) . The flow lines of ¢t are moving very slowly for

most of their length. If h is harmonic, then the flow ¢t preserves

volume : this means that if it is not altogether stagnant, it must flow along

a channel that grows very wide. A river, with elevation h , is a good image.

It is scaled so grad h is small.

Suppose that N is a hyperbolic manifold, and S -—f-* N is an uncrumpled

surface in N , so that it has area —21rx(S) . Let a be a fixed constant,

suppose also that S has no loops of length i a which are null-homotopic

in N

8.l2.l. . There 15.5 C only 2§.a such that

the g I‘771(f(8)) i_snot than - C - x(S) . ((721 denotes

the of 1 )

2222:} For each point x €.S , let ox be the "characteristic function" of

an immersed hyperbolic ball of radius 1 + a/2 centered at f(x) . In other

words, cx(y) is the number of distinct homotopy classes of paths from x

to y of length i l + '3- . Let g be defined by integrating cx over S ;

in other words, for y a N ,
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g(y) J cx(y) M
S

If v(Br) is the volume of a ball of radius r in E13 , then

JN 5 av -21. x(s) v (Em/2)

For each point y C 771 (f(S)) , there is a point x with d (fx ,y) i l ,

so that there is a contribution to 8(3’) for every point z on S with

d(z , y) i g , and for each homotopy class of paths on S between 2 and

x of length 1 g . Thus g(y) is at least as great as the area ACES/2)
of a ball in 112 of radius 972 , so that

v<‘771'(r(s)) 1 J st 1 c- x(S)N

As a —-> 0 , the best constant C goes to a , since one can construct

uncrumpled surfaces with long thin waists, whose neighborhoods have very large

volume.
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8.12.3. . E N i_s tame, then for every non-constant

function h g its convg hull M ,

infM h inf3M h

This still h i_s onlv _a; ,

i.e. 9'; Ah = div gradh i O-.

8.12.16. . I_f I‘ = 171 , where N i_s .tame, then LI‘
has measure 0 g l . Ethe latter case, I‘ acts a '52

Proof 5E from . This is similar to 8.h.2. Consider

any invariant measurable set A C LI‘ and let h be the harmonic extension

of the characteristic function of A Since A is invariant, h defines ‘

a harmonic function, also h , on N . If LI‘ = $2 , then by 8.12.3
h is constant, so A has measure 0 or 1 If LI‘ # 82 then the infimum

of (l - h) is the infimum on 3M , so it is 1 % This implies A has

measure 0 . 8.12.1;

Theorem 8.12.3 also impliesthat when LI‘ = S , the geodesic flow

for N is ergodic. We shall give this proof in § , since the

ergodicity of the geodesic flow is useful for the proof of Mostow's theorem

and generalizations.

Proof _cg 8.12.3. The idea is that all the uncrumpled surfaces in M are narrows,

which allow a high flow rate only at high velocities. In view of 8.12.1 , most
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of the water is forced off M - in other words, 3M is low.

Let P be the union of horoball neighborhoods of the cusps of N ,

and {Si} incompressible surfaces cutting N - P into a compact piece NO
and ends {E1} . Observe that each component of P has two boundary components

of U Si . In each end Ei which does not have a compact intersection with

M , there is a sequence of uncrumpled maps fi,j : Si -—+ E1.“ P moving

out of all compact sets in Ei U P , by 8.8.5. Combine these maps into one

sequence of maps fJ : U Si -—» M . Note that fJ maps 2 [Si] to a cycle

which bounds a (unique) chain CJ of finite volume, and that the supports of the

CJ's eventually exhaust M .

If there are no cusps, then there is a subsequence of the fi whose

images are disjoint, separated by distances of at least 2 . If there are cusps,

modify the cycles fJ ( Z [51]) by cutting them along horospherical cylinders

in the cusps, and replacing the cusps of surfaces by cycles on these horospherical

cylinders.
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If the horospherical cylinders are sufficiently close to w , the resulting

cycle 23 will have area close to that of fj 2 [Si] , less than, say,

21r- Z Ix(Si)I + l . ZJ bounds a chain CJ with compact support. We may

~ assume that the support of Z3+1 does not intersect (722 (support Cj) .

_From 8.3.2 , it follows that there is a constant K such that for all j ,

v ( 771 (support ZJ)) i K

If x E M is any regular point for h , then a small enough ball B

about 2: is disjoint from ¢l(B) . To prove the theorem, it suffices to show

that almost every flow line through E eventually leaves M . Note that all

the images {dai(B)}ie N are disjoint. Since ¢t does not decrease volume,

almost all flow lines through B eventually leave the supports of all the CJ
11‘ such a flow line does not cross 8M , it must cross ZJ , hence it intersects

‘7’)1 (support Zj) with length at least two. By 8.12.1 , the total length

of time such a flow line spends in, J .771 (support ZJ) grows as J2
J=l

Since the volume of 6 7?1 (support Zj) grows only as K - J , no set
J=l

of positive measure of flow lines through B will fit - most have to run off

the edge of M .

The fact that the area of ZJ is constant is stronger then necessary

to obtain the conclusion of 8.3.3. It would suffice for the sum of reciprocals

of the areas to form a divergent series. Thus, JR2 has no non-constant positive

super-harmonic function, although 1R3 has .
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9.1. Limits of groups.

It is important for us to develop an understanding of the geometry of

deformations of a given discrete group. A qualitative understanding can be

|attained most concretely by considering_limits of sequences of groups. The

situation is complicated by the fact that there is more than one reasonable

sense in which a group can be the limit of a sequence of discrete groups.

9.1.1. . A sequence {Pi} of closed subgroups of a Lie group G

converges to a group r if

(1) each y e F is the limit of a sequence {Yi} with Yi 6 Ti ,

and

(ii) the limit of every convergent sequence {vi } , with Yi 5 Pi
J J J'is in r .

Note that the geometric limit F is automatically closed. The definition

means that the ri's look more and more like r , at least through a

microscope with limited resolution. We shall be mainly interested in the case

that the ri's and r are discrete. The on closed

subgroups of G is the topology of geometric convergence.

The notion of geometric convergence of a sequence of discrete groups is

closely related to geometric convergence of a sequence of complete hyperbolic

manifolds of bounded volume, as discussed in 5.11. A hyperbolic Bemanifold

M determines a subgroup of PSL (2 , m) well-defined 32.22. .A

specific representative of this conjugacy class of discrete groups corresponds
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to a choice of a base frame: a base point p in M together with an orthogonal

frame for the tangent space of M at p . This gives a specific way to

identify M with H3 . Let 0 ("Why”) consist of all base frames contained

in M[€,°’) , where M ranges over W (the space of hyperbolic 3-manifolds

with finite volume) . O(. 33‘ [630) has a topology defined by geometric

convergence of groups. The topology on '77} is the quotient topology by the

equivalence relation of conjugacy of subgroups of PSL (2 , 0:) . This quotient

topologr is not well-behaved for groups which are not geometrically finite.

9-1-2- . Let I‘ be an abstract group, and Di : I'—> G be

a. sequence of representations of I‘ into G . The sequence {9i} converges

algebraically if for every y€ I‘ ,{910)} converges. The limit

p : I‘ —> G is called the algebraic limit of {p .} -1

9-1-3- . Let I‘ be a countable group, {pi} a sequence of

representations of I‘ in G with pi(I‘) discrete. {pi} con strongly

to a representation 9 if p is the algebraic limit of {pi} and or
is the geometric limit of {piI'} .

9.1.h. Basic . There is often a tremendous difference between

algebraic limits and geometric limits, growing from the following phenomenon

in a sequence of cyclic groups.

Pick a point .x in 3.3 , a "horizontal" geodesic ray 2. starting at .x ,

and a"vertica1" plane through .1: containing the geodesic ray. Define a



sequence of representations 9i : Z —v- PSL (2 , E) as follows. Let

x. be
1

0 p-

the point on 2. at distance i from x , and let 2.1 be the "vertical"

geodesic through xi : perpendicular to 2. and in the chosen plane. Now

define pi on the generator 1 by letting pi(l) be a screw motionaround 1i with

fine pitched thread so that 91(1) takes at to a point at approximately a

horizontal distance of 1 from x and some high power piCni) takes x to

a. point in the vertical plane a distance of 1 from x . The sequence {pi}
converges algebraically to a parabolic representation p : Z-v PSL (2 , m) ,

~while {pi Z } converges geometrically to a parabolic subgroup of rank 2 ,

generated by p (Z) plus an additional generator which moves x a distance

of l in the vertical plane.



This example can be described in matrix fom as follows.

of l-complex parameter subgroups of PSL (2 , :11)

exp w a sinh w

0 exp-w

with we (I . Define on by

'exp w
pnCl) n

O

2 .where wn l/n +1r1/n

Thus {on (1)} converges to

converges to

['2 [2
while {on (11)}

9th

Wemake use

of the form

n sinhwn

exp-w

i]
This example can be easily modified without changing the algebraic limit

so that '{pi (1)} has no geometric limit, or so that its geometric limit is

a l—complex—parameter parabolic subgroup, or so that the geometric limit is

isomorphic to Z x IR



This example can also be combined with.more general groups: here is a

simple case. Let I be a Fuchsian group, with MT a punctured torus. Thus

I is a free group on generators a and b , such that Ia , b] is parabolic.

Let p : r -#-PSL (2 , m) be the identity representation. It is easy to see

that Tr p' [a , b] ranges over a neighborhood of 2 as p' ranges over a

neighborhood of p . Any nearby representation determines a nearby hyperbolic

structure for M[e a) , which can be thickened to be locally convex except
‘ 9

near M(0 J . Consider representations on with an eigenvalue for
3

pn [a ,b] ~ 1 + £3 + I%- . on [a , bJ translates along its axis
n

a distance of approximately 2 Re (C) / n2 , while rotating an angle of

approximately 2% + . Thus, the nth power translates by

a distance of approximatel; 2 Re (C) / n , and rotates approximately

2n + §_%E(Ql . The axis moves out toward infinity as n -+ a . For C

sufficiently large, the image of ph will be a geometrically finite group

(a Schottky group); a compact convex manifold with v1 = oh (I) can be

constructed by piecing together a neighborhood of MIs a) with (the convex
’

hull of a helix) / Z . The algebraic limit of {on} is p , while the

geometric limit is the group generated by OCT) I together with an extra

parabolic generator commuting with [a , bl

F vSC‘0‘"[(1, 'fFOI'FJo I .
fl) Geomefflc /H"r’/
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Troels J¢rgensen was the first to analyze and understand this phenomenon.

He showed that it is possible to iterate this construction and produce examples

as above where the algebraic limit is the fundamental group of a punctured

torus, but the geometric limit is not even finitely generated. See 5

Here are some basic properties of convergence of sequences of discrete

groups.

9.1-5. . I£_ {pi} 351 p and '{pi I}

39_ I' , then I' CD or .

Obvious.'

9-l-6. ‘ . E9; gay Lie ggoup G , the space 9: closed subgroups

afGLriLV'hthe )ls

2522;. Let {Ii} be any sequence of clOsed subgroups. First consider the case

that there is a lower bound to the "size" d(e ,y) of elements 75 Pi .

Then there is an upper bound to the number of elements of Ti in the ball of

radius 1 about e , for every 7 . The Tychonoff product theorem easily

implies the existence of a subsequence converging geometrically to a discrete

group.

Now let S be a.maximal subspace of Te(G) , the tangent space of G

at the identity element e , with the property that for any 5 > 0 there is

a I whose s-small elements fill out all directions in S , within an anglei

of a . It is easy to see that S is closed under Lie brackets. Furthermore,
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a subsequence {I'i } whose small elements fill out S has the property that
j . _

all' small elements are in directions near S . It follows, just as in the previous

case, that there is a subsequence converging to a closed subgroup whose tangent

space at e is S .

9.1.7. . The set 2: N with

base in_ N[ a) 25 ig the .
5,

9.1.8. . Let I' b_eany group and {pi} _5 g
g I‘ i_n PSL (.2 , fl‘.) converging t_o_

a representation 9 . If. or does not have 22 23'
index then {pi} has 5 jg a; cup

I" '3 or . g of E .

- By 9.1.7 , there is a subsequence converging geometrically to some

closed group I" By 5.l0.l , the identity component of I" must be abelian;

since of c I" , the identity component is trivial..
Note thatif the pi are all faithful, then their algebraic limit is also

faithful, since there is a lower bound to d (piyx ,.x) . These basiczfacts

were first proved in

Here is a simple example negating the converse of 9-1-8 . Consider any

discrete group I'C PSL (2 , E1) which admits an automorphsim 4g of infinite

order: for instance, I' might be a fundamental group of a surface. The

sequence of representations ()1 has no algebraically convergent subsequence,
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yet {¢1 I} converges geometrically to I

There are some simple statements about the behaviour of limit sets when

passing to a limit. First, if I is the geometric limit of a sequence {Ii},
then each point x e LI is the limit of a sequence .xi6Lr . In fact, fixed

1.

points x (eigenvectors) of non-trivial elements of Y e I are dense in LI ;

for high 1 , I‘i must have an element near 7 , with a fixed point near

x . A similar statement follows for the algebraic limit p of a sequence of

representations pi . Thus, the limit set cannot suddenly increase in the limit.

It may suddenly decrease, however. For instance, let I C:PSL (2 , m) be any

finitely generated group. I is residually finite (see 5 ) , or in

other words, it has a sequence {Ii} of subgroups of finite index converging

geometrically to the trivial group (e) . Lr = LI is constant, but L(e)
i

is empty. It is plausible that every finitely generated discrete group

I c.PSL (2 , T) be a geometric limit of groups with compact quotient.

We have already seen (in 9.1.h ) examples where the limit set suddenly

decreases in an algebraic limit.

Let I be the fundamental group of a surface S with finite area and

{pi} a sequence of faithful quasi-Fuchsian representations of I ,preserving

parabolicity. Suppose {pi} converges algebraically to a representation 9

as a group without any additional parablic elements. Let N denote Np(I) ,

Ni denote NDi(I) , etc.



eor geometrically converges strongl‘;9.2. . N is tame, and {pi} ___

Proof. If the set of uncrumpled maps of S into N homotopic to the standard

map is compact, then using a finite cover of £{82(S) carried by nearly straight

train tracks, one sees that for any discrete representation 9' near 9 , every

>geodesic lamination v on S is realizable in N' near its realization in N .

(Logically, one can think of uncrumpled surfaces as equivariant uncrumpled maps

of M2 into H3 ,with the compact—open topology, so that "nearness" makes sense).

Choose any subsequence of the pi's so that the bending loci for the two boundary

components of Mi converge injflfifs) . Then the two boundary components must

converge to locally convex disjoint embeddings of S in N (unless the limit is

Fuchsian). These two surfaces are homotopic, hence they bound a convex submanifold

M of N , so p(I) is geometrically finite.

Since M[s a) is compact, strong convergence of {pi} follows from
3

8.3.3: no unexpected identifications of N can be created by a small

perturbation of p which preserVes parabolicity.

If the set of uncrumpled maps of S homotopic to the standard map is not

compact, then it follows immediately from the definition that N has at least

one geometrically infinite tame end. We must show that both ends are geometrically

tame. The possible phenomenon to be wary of is that the bending loci 8:
and B; of the two boundary components of M: might converge, for instance,

to a single point A in jf§fls) . (This would be conceivable if the "simplest"
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homotopy of one of the two boundary components to a reference surface which

persisted in the limit first carried it to the vicinity of the other boundary

component.) To help in understanding the picture, we will first find a

restriction for the way in which a hyperbolic manifold with a geometrically

tame end can be a covering space.

9.2.1.
Let N be a hyperbolic manifold, P a union of horoball neighborhoods

of its cusps, E' an end of N - P . E' is almost ting if some

finite-sheeted cover of E' is (up to a compact set) a geometrically tame

end. (Later we shall prove, in , that if E is almost geometrically

tame, it is geometrically tame.)

9.2.2. . Let N Egg , and N 2 space

2; N such that N - P has a_ tame and E

by 5; sh: a) . Then N has finite and some finite cover
3

93 N fibers over S:L with fiber S , _cgthe imageg E i_n' N-P, 22313.
5 set, is El; tame end o_f. N .

Consider first the case that all points of E identified with

SLQ: a) in the projection to N lie in a compact subset of E . Then the local
3

degree of the projection of E to N is finite in a neighborhood of the

image of S . Since the local degree is constant except at the image of S ,

it is everywhere finite.

Let G Col N be the set of covering transformations of E3 over N



consisting of elements g such that gEfi E is all of E except for a

bounded neighborhood of g . G is obviously a group, and it contains

v1 S with finite index. Thus the image of E 3 up to compact sets, is an

almost geometrically tame and of N

L E
II1'} ‘ r-—-—.~. (la-1L

El

The other case is that S[;,n) is identified with a non-compact subset

of E by projection to N . Consider the set I of all uncrumpled surfaces

in E Whose images intersect the image of S[s,°)' Any short closed geodesic on

an uncrumpled surface of E is homotopic to a short geodesic of E (not a

cusp), since E contains no cusps other then the cusps of S . Therefore,

by the proof of 8.8.5, the set of images of I in N is precompact (has

a compact closure). If I itself is not compact, than N has a finite cover

which fibers over S1 , by the proof of 8.10.9. If I is compact, then

(since uncrumpled surfaces cut E into compact pieces) , infinitely many

componentsof the set of points identified with S[s a) are compact and
9

disjoint from S .

(.../I
\ .

/

‘._-.—
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A non—(ompflt‘fsur’eff .3, id6n+‘n‘Ff?J (4)!”ng
(5f'

5
Surgcés {gent-galwiflS: S

These components consist of immersions of k-sheeted covering spaces of S

injective on 11’]- , which must be homologous to ik [SJ . Pick two disjoint

immersions with .the same sign, homologous say to - k[S] and -2.[S].

Appropriate multiples of these cycles are homologous by a compactly supported

3-chain which maps to a 3-cycle in N - P ,hence N has finite volume. The

theorem follows from 8.10.9. 9.2.2.

£110ng 9.2. We may, without loss of generality,

pass to a subsequence of‘representations pi such that the sequences of

bending loci {8:} and {Bi} converge, in 9580(8) to laminations 8+
and 8‘ . If 8+ , say, is realizable for the limit representation 9 ,

then any uncrumpled surface whose wrinkling locus contains 8+ is embedded

and locally convex - hence it gives a geometrically finite end of N . The

only missing case for which we must prove geometric tameness is that neither
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8+ nor 8 is realizable. Let A: (s = + , -) é CP;%(S) be a sequence

of geodesic laminations with finitely many leaves and with transverse measures

approximating B: closely enough that the realization of A: in Ni is near the

realization of 8:. Also suppose that lim A: s B6 in4%flo(s) . The laminations A: a:

all realized in N . They must tend toward a in N , since their limit is

not realized. We will show that they tend toward a in the e — direction.

Imagine the contrary - for definiteness, suppose that the realizations of

{AI} in N go to a in the - direction. The realization of each A:
in Nj must be near the realization in N , for high enough j . Connect

A; to A: by a short path Aid-,1: in 6830(8) . A family of uncrumpled

surfaces a.o.1.3.“6
that for t. near t

realizing the is not continuous, but has the propertyA.1.3.t
O , Si,j,t and Si,J,to have points away from their

cusps which are close in N . Therefore, for every uncrumpled surface U

between S. and S. in a homolo ical sense there is some t138:0 lejal ( S ) ,
such that S. n U n (N — P) is non—void.19.1.13

?\3 7x;
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Let Y be any lamination realized in N , and U3 be a sequence of uncrumpled

surfaces realizing y in Nj , and converging to a surface in N . There

is a se u ce S. of d urf ' . ' ‘q en 1(j),j,t(j) uncrumple 5 aces in NJ 1ntersect1ng

U whose wrinkling loci tend toward 8+J
Without loss of generality we may pass to a geometrically convergent

subsequence, with geometric limit Q . Q is covered by N . It cannot have

finite volume (from the analysis in chapter 5 , for instance) so by

8.1h.2 , it has an almost geometrically tame end E which is the image of

the - end E_ of N . Each element a of le has a finite power

ckze «1 E_ . Then a sequence {ai} approximating a in «1 (Ni) has the

property that the a: have bounded length in the generators of rlS ; this

implies that the “i have bounded length, so a is in fact in le_, and

E_ = E (up to compact sets) . Using this, we may pass to a subsequence

°f si(J).J.t +
incompressible, so it is in the standard homotopy class. It realizes B ,

's which cenverge to an uncrumpled surface R in E . R is

which is absurd.

We may conclude that N has two geometrically tame ends, each of which

is mapped homeomorphically toihe geometric limit Q . (This holds whether or

not they are geometrically infinite). This implies the local degree of

N -—+ Q is finite one or two (in case the two ends are identified in Q.)

But any covering transformation a of N over Q has a power (its square)
Q .in nlN , which implies, as before, that a e nlN , so that N

9.2
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9.3. The of an end.

In the interest of avoiding circumlocution, as well as developing our

image of a geometrically tame end, we will analyze the possibilities for

non-realizable laminations in a geometrically tame end.

We will need an estimate for the area of a cylinder in a mrperbolic

3—manifold. Given any map f : S:L x [O , l] —> N , where N is a convex

hyperbolic manifold, we may straighten each line 6 x [0 , l] to a geodesic,

obtaining a ruled cylinder with the same boundary.

9.3.1. The area 931ruled (g ) _ii the E
its

Proof. The cylinder can be Co-approximated by a union of small quadrilaterals,

each subdivided into two triangles. The area of a triangle is less than the

minimum of the lengths of its sides (see p. 6.5)..
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If the two boundary components of the cylinder C are far apart, then

most of the area is concentrated near its boundary. Let Y1 and Y2 denote

the two components of BC .

9.3.2. Area (C - Werl) §_ e-r 1(yl) + z(yz) where r 3.0 and 2

This is derived by integrating the area of a triangle in polar coordinates

from any vertex:
T(e)

A e I I sinh t dt d6 J (cosh w(a) - 1) d6
. _ .19mm) a) m [7%

ok

The area outside a neighborhood of radius r of its far edge a is

I cosh (T(6) - r) 1 d8

< e'r sinh r(e) d6

< e"r 1(a) .

This easily implies 9.3.2.

Let E be a geometrically tame end, cut off by a surface S in
[a.“)

N - P , as usual. A curve a in E homotopic to a simple closed curve
, lc on S gives rise to a ruled cylinder Cu : S x [0 , l] ‘-+ N .

Now consider two curves c and B homotopic to simple closed curves



o' and B' on S . One would expect that if a and B' are forced to

intersect, then either a must intersect C8 or 8 must intersect Co ,

as in 8.11.1.

We will make this more precise by attaching an invariant'to each intersection.

Let us assume, for simplicity, that c' and B' are geodesics with respect

to some hyperbolic structure on S . Choose one of the intersection points,

p0, of o' and 5' as a base point for N . For each other intersection point
I Ipi , let oi and Bi be paths on c and B from po to pi . Then

-1oi * Bi is a closed loop, which is non-trivial in rl(S) when i # 0 since

two geodesics in 8 have at most one intersection.
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There is some ambiguity, since there is more than one path from no to

oi on o' ; in fact, oi is well-defined up to a power of c'. Let <g>

denote the cyclic group generated by an element g . Then oi - B;l gives

a well-defined element of the double coset space <o'>‘\ rl(S) / <8'> .

[The double coset H1 g H2 6 Hl\\ G / E2 of an element g e G is the set

of all elements h1 g h2 , where 1%.6 Hi J . The double cosets associated

to two different intersections pi and Pj are distinct:

if <o'> oi Bgl <B'> = <c'> c.J 831 <B'> , then there is some loop

“31 c'k oi El 8,283 made up of a path on c' and a path on 8' which is

homotopically trivial - a contradiction. In the same way, a double coset

Dx y is attached to each intersection of the cylinders Ca and CB . Formally,
3

these intersection points should be parametrized by the domain: thus, an

intersection point means a pair (x ,y) €.(Sl x I) x (S1 x I) such that

C x = C .B Y

Let i(y , 6) denote the number of intersections of any two simple geodesics

y and 6 on S . Let D(y , 6) be the set of double cosets attached to

intersection points of y and 5 (including p0) . Thus, 1 (Y , 6) =

= ID(v , 5) | . D (o ,c ) and D (ca , B) are defined similarly.B

9.3.3. . lo. ncBI + Ican 8| 1 i (a' . B')

In fact,

D(o,CB) U D(Ca,B)DD(o',8')
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First consider cylinders C; and CE which are contained
in E , and which are nicely collared near S . Make C; and Cé transverse

to each other, so that the double locus L <:(Sl X I) x (S1 x I) is a

lemanifold, with boundary mapped to c U 8 ch' u 8' . The invariant

D(x,y) is locally constant on L , so each invariant occurring for a'fl 8'

occurs for the entire length of interval in L , which must end on a or

B . In fact, each element of D(c' , 8') occurs as an invariant of an odd

number of points of a U B .

Now consider a homotopy ht of CE to CB , fixing B U B' . The

homotopy can be perturbed slightly to make it transverse to u , although

this may necessitate a slight movement of CB to a cylinder CE . Any

invariant which occurs an odd number of times for a 0 CE occurs also an

odd number of times for o 0 CE .‘ This implies that the invariant must also

occur for c 0 CB .

By choosing orientations, we could of course associate signs to

intersection points, thereby obtaining an algebraic invariant
l I

g(c' , 8') e Z“:L >\‘flls/<8 >. Then 9.3.3 would become an equation,

some) %(G,C8) + 9w“ 3)

Since vl(S) is a discrete group, there is a restriction on how closely

intersection points can be clustered, hence a restriction on |D (a , CB)I
in terms of the length of o times the area of C8 .
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9.3.h. . There is a_constant K such that for every curve a

ig_ E with distance R from S tg_§_simple closed curve c'

22_ S and evegy curve B 32. E, not intersecting Ca and tome
B' 25 S .

1w, 5')1 K [2(a) + (2(a) + 1.) (2(8) + e'R new )1.

Proof. Consider intersection points (x ,y) E S1 x (S1 x I) of o and CB .

Whenever two of them, (x ,y) and (x', y') , are close in the product

of the metrics induced from N , there is a short loop in N which is non-

trivial if D D' .(x.v) # (X'.y')

Case (i) . o is a short loop. Then there can be no short non-trivial

loop on CB near an intersection point with c . The disks of radius a

on C8 about intersection points with a have area greater than some constant,

except in special cases when they are near a CB . If necessary, extend the

edges of C slightly, without substantially changing the area. The disks ofB
radius a must be disjoint, so this case follows from 9.3.2 and 9.3.3 .

Case (ii) . c is not short. Let E C.C8 consist of points through

which there is a short loop homotopic to B . If (x ,y) and (x' ,y') are

intersection points with D s Dx, y, and with y , y' in E , thenxay a

x and x' cannot be close together - otherwise two distinct conjugates

of 8 would be represented by short loops through the same point. The number

of such intersections is thus estimated by some constant times z(e)



cosh R

Three intersections of a with C - E cannot occur close together.B
S1 x (CB - E) contains the balls of radius a , with multiplicity at most

2 , and each ball has a definite volume. This yields 9.3.h..
Let us generalize 9.3.1!» to a statement about measured geodesic laminations.

Such a lamination (Y , u) on a hyperbolic surface S has a well-defined

"average length" 23(v ,u) . This can be defined as the total mass of the

measure which is locally the product of the transverse measure u with

l-dimensional Lebesque measure on the leaves of y . Similarly, a realization

of y in a homotopy class f : S —-> N has a length 2f(Y , n). The length

fish , u) is a continuous function on Wng) , and if (v) is a

continuous function where defined. If y is realized a distance of R from

an uncrumpled surface S , then if (Y , u) _<_ ZS (y , n) . This

implies that if f preserves non-parabolicity, it. extends continuously

over all of mic so that its zero set is the set of non—realizable

laminations.

The intersection number 1((Y1 , "1) , '(Y2 , 1.12)) of two measured geodesic

laminations is defined similarly, as the total mass of the measure “1 x 112
which is locally the product of "l and 1.12. (This measure :11 x 112 is

interpreted to be zero on any common leaves of Y1 and Y2 ) .

(Tl)/u‘l),' 1o'

Irma.
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Given a geodesic lamination y realized in E , let dY be the minimal

distance of an uncrumpled surface through 7 from S[e a)
9

There is a constant K such that for any two

(Yl 9. )1) 9;; (Y2 a 112) € W£O(S)

-2R
i ((Yl 9 111) 9 (Y2 a 112)) i e £S(Yl 9 U1) '15(Y2 s 112)

where R=inf(d ,d).

Proof. First consider the case that Y1 and 72 are simple closed geodesics

which are not short. Apply the proof of 9.3.h first to interSections of

Y with C , then to intersections of C with y . Note that1 Y2 Y1 2
£S(Yi) is estimated from below by eR 2(Yi) , so the terns involving z(yi)

-R .can be replaced by C E 2 (vi) . Since Y1 and 72 are not short, one obtains

i (Y1 .Y2) 1 K - {ZR 9'8 (vi) 9‘8 (Y2) .
for some constant K . Since both sides of the inequality are homogeneous of

degree one in v1 and Y2, it extends by continuity to all of EWZ¢30(S) .

Considerany sequence {(yi , ui)} of measured geodesic laminations in

’Zflaeo(8) whose realizations go to w in E . If (Al ,hi) and

(A ) are any two limit points of this sequence, 9.3.5 implies that2’“2
1(Al , A2) = 0 : in other words, the leaves do not cross. The union
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)‘1 u A2 is still a lamination.

9.3.6. . The lamination c(E) e 21335) is the union

of all limit points Ai , as above.

Clearly, a(E) is compactly supported and it admits a measure with full

support. The set A(E) Cffow) of all such measures on a(E) is closed

under convex combinations, hence its intersection with a local coordinate

system (see p. 8.59) is convex. In fact, a maximal train track carrying

a(E) defines a single coordinate system containing A(E) .

The idea that the realization of a lamination depends continuously on the

lamination can be generalized to the ending lamination a(E) , which can be

regarded as being realized at o .

9.3.7. . For evegy subset K _ o_f_ E ,there i_sg

U Q ME) it; @£O(S) such that evegy E U - A(E) i_s

g E - K .

It is convenient to pass to the covering of N corresponding to

nlS . Let S' be an uncrumpled surface such that K is "below" 5' (in

a homological sense). Let {Vi} be a neighborhood basis for ME) such that

Vi - d(E) is path-connected, and let .lie Vi - A(E) be a sequence whose

realizations go to a in E . If there is any point "i5 Vi - A(E) which

is a non-realizable lamination or whose realization is not "above" 8' ,

connect Ai to “i by a path in V1 . There must be some element of this
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path whose realization intersects Sie,~) (since the realizations cannot

go to a while in E.) Even if certain non-peripheral elements of S are

parabolic, excess pinching of non-peripheral curves on uncrumpled surfaces

intersecting S' can be avoided if S' is far from S , since there are no

extra cusps in E . Therefore, only finitely many such wi's can occur,

or else there would be a limiting uncrumpled surface through S realizing

the unrealizable.'
9.3.8. . Eveg; leaf o_f a(E)’ i_s in a(E) ,_ fleveg non-

trivial simnle curve in the complement gem) i_s

Proof. The second statement follows easily from 8.10.8 , suitably

modified if there are extra cusps. The first statement then follows from

9.3.9. . I_. y i_s_ _a_ g support which

admits a nowhere zero transverse measure, then evgy leaf o_f. y i_s

dense,3there i_s_g in S - y .

Proof. Suppose 6 cy is the closure of any leaf. Then 6 is also

an open subset of y : all leaves of 7 near 6 are trapped forever in a

neighborhood of 6 . This is seen by considering the surface S - 6 .

sec“

or
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An arc transverse to these leaves would have positive measure, which would imply

that a transverse arc intersecting these leaves infinitely often would have

infinite measure. (In general, a closed union of leaves 6 CY in a general

geodesic lamination has only a finite set of leaves of y intersecting a small
neighborhood). .

If 5 95 y , then 6 has two components, which are separated by some

homotopically non-trivial curve in S - y . 9.3.8
9.3.7

9.3.10. . my. Elaig wf: S—rN

mg surface gt; t_oa

i_ f a_ns :EEPE n = o .12
2 Si [1i i in] flt—hafiig

y g S i_s_ iff the-union g its gig ei

9.h.

We will develop further our image of a geometrically tame end, once again

to avoid circumlocution.

9.1+.1. . A tame end EcN - P i_s tame.

I_nother words, E ii Ethe product Slew) x [0,o) .

Theorem 9.h.l will be proved in 559.1; and 9.5.

9.1+.2. . Almost ends are tame.

Proof. (9.14.1 -> 9.h.2). Let E' beanalmost geometrically tame
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end, finitely covered (up to compact sets) by a geometrically tame and

E = s[E .) x [0,o) ,with projection p.- E—r E' . Let r: E'—+
3

[0,") be a proper map. The first step is to find an incompressible surface

S'<: E' which cuts it off (except for compact sets). Choose t6 high enough

. l - -that p . E -+ E is defined on S[E’a) x [to,°) , and choose tl > to
so that p (S[e a) x [tl ,°)) does not intersect p (S[€’w) x to) .,
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-Let r £.[0 , a) be any regular value for f greater then the supremum

of f o p on S[e a ) X [0 , t1) . Pa'form surgery (that is, out along

circles and add pairs of disks) to f—l(r) , to obtain a not necessarily

connected surface S' in the same homology class which is incompressible in

O)). The fundamental group of S' is still generated

by loops on the level set f = r . S' is covered by a surface S' in E'.

E, —'P (S'[€,‘”) x [0 a t

g' must be incompressible in *E- otherwise there would be a non-trivial

disk D mapped into S[s a) x [tl , an) With boundary on 3' ; p o D
9

would be contained in E' - p (S[e a) X [0 , t0 J ) so 8' would not be
3

incompressible (by the loop theorem). One deduces that S' is homotopic to

S
[
e a) and S' is incompressible in N - P .
9

If E is geometrically finite, there is essentially nothing to prove -
E corresponds to a component of 3E , which gives a convex embedded surface

in E' . If E is geometrically infinite, then pass to a finite sheeted

cover E" of E which is a regular cover of E' . The ending lamination

a(E") is invariant under all diffeomorphisms (up to compact sets) of E" .

Therefore it projects to a non-realizable geodesic lamination a(E') on S'

ngggnpg 9.h.l. we have made use of l-parameter families of uncrumpled

surfaces in the last two sections. Unfortunately, these surfaces do not vary

continuously. To prove 9.h.l, we will show, in 59.5 , how to interpolate

with more general surfaces, to obtain a (continuous) proper map F

SE ) x [O ,a) -+ E . The theorem will follow fairly easily once F is
E,“
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constructed:

9.h.3. . there i_sgprooer m_a_.p_ F : S[8 a) X (0 ,m) -* E

with F (Sm...) x o) flwith F (ash?) x [o ,a);) C a(N - P).

Thanig t_o SE m)><[o,~v=).
Proof 9; 9.h.3. This is similar to 9.h.2. Let f : E —» [o ,.) be a

proper map. For any compact set K C E , we can find a tl > 0 so that

F (S[e -) x [t1 , u)) is disjoint from K . Let r be a regular value for
3

f greater than the supremum of f o F on S[€’°) x [0 , t1] . Let S' -
f_1(r) and ‘S" = (f o F)-1 (r) . F : S" -» S' is a map of degree one,

so it is surjective on "1 (or else it would factor through a non-trivial

covering space of S' , hence have higher degree) . Perform surgery on S'

to make it incompressible in the complement of K , without changing the

homology class. Now 5' must be incompressible in E ; otherwise there

would be some element a of uls' which is null-homotopic in E . But a

comes from an element 8 on S" which is null-homotOpic in S[e a) x [tl , a) ,9

so its image a is null-homotopic in the complement of K . It follows that

S' is homotopic to S[e a) , and that the compact region of E cut off by
I

S' is homeomorphic to S[e a) X I . By constructing a sequence of such
9

disjoint surfaces going outside of every compact set, we obtain a homeomorphism

with Stew) " [° ’")
' 9.1..3

59.5. curved

Now we turn to the task of constructing a continuous family of surfaces
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moving out to a geometrically infinite tame end. The existence of this family,

besides completing the proof of 9.’+.l, will show that a geometrically tame

end has uniform geometry, and it will lead us to a better understanding of

WXOG) '

We will work with surfaces which are totally geodesic near their cusps,

on esthetic grounds. Our basic parameter will be a family of compactly supported

geodesic laminations in WXOG) . The first step is to understand when a

family of uncrumpled surfaces realizing these laminations is continuous and when

discontinuous.

9.5.1. . For a lamination ye'hfom) , let Cr Y be the limit

set in X‘fls) of a neighborhood system for y in'maeofi) . (, jY is

the "qualitative tangent space" of onfi) at y) .

Let 7273 O(S) denote the closure of the image of 7’7‘!2)(S) in EOXRS) .

Clearly, {(77% O(S) consists of laminations with compact support, but not

every lamination with compact.support is in 777? O(S) °

not in 7,731 0

Every element of 777% 0 is in :5 Y for some 7 E 77560 . Let us say that an

element 7 g 777% O is if y is a maximal element of

mg 0 . If «(6717f , then y is essentially complete iff jY = y .

A lamination y is maximal among all cempactly supported laminations iff each
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region of S - y is an asymptotic traingle or a neighborhood of a cusp of

S with one cusp on its boundary - a punctured monogon.
\

Pun otJYCCl
02’

\\ ‘mo'ncmfiflu

(These are the only possible regions with area 11’ which are simply connected

or whose fundamental group is peripheral). Clearly, if S - y consists of

such regions, then 7 is essentially complete. There is one special case

when essentially complete laminations are not of this form; we shall analyze

this case first.

9.5.2. . Let T-p the torus. A._n

ye—mgom-p) _i_s_ ,iff (T-P)'Y lea

pun cturad hisan
y; y 6777£0 (T - p) , then either y has 2 leaf (which i_s_ closed),

gpevepy leaf 2; 7 i3 and dense, Ewhich case Y E
E y has a sipglfi closed leaf, then ‘1‘! consists 9_f_ y and

two other

1’.



”e

Proof. Let y e W560 (T - p) be a compactly supported measured lamination.

First, note that the complement of a simple closed geodesic on T a p is

a punctured annulus,

I\

which admits no simple closed geodesics and consequently no geodesic laminations

in its interior. Hence if y contains a closed leaf, then y consists only

of this leaf, and otherwise (by 9.3.9) every leaf is dense.

Now let a be any simple closed geodesic on T - p , and consider V

out apart by a . No and of a leaf of y can remain forever in a punctured

annulus, or else its limit set would be a geodesic lamination. Thus a cuts

leaves of 7 into arcs, and these arcs have only 3 possible homotopy classes:

(C)

If the measure of the set of arcs of type (a) is ma , etc., then (since the

two boundary components match up) we have 2ma + mb = 2mc + mb . But cases
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(a) and (c) are incompatible with each other, so it must be that

ma = m.c = 0 . Note that Y is orientable: it admits a continous tangent

vector field. By inspection we see a complementary regioncwhich is a punctured

bigon.

l l
l ol I

Since the area of a punctured bigon is 2n , which is the same as the area of

T e p , this is the only complementary region.

It is now clear that a compactly supported measured lamination on T - p

with every leaf dense is essentially complete - there is nowhere to add new

leaves under a small perturbation. If y has a single closed leaf, then

consider the families of measures on train tracks:

|\

art h v o
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These train tracks cannot be enlarged to train tracks carrying measures.

This can be deduced from the preceding argument, or seen as follows. At most

one new branch could be added (by area considerations), and it would have to

cut the punctured bigon into a punctured monogon and a triangle.

can neverW a ly rCVCrSCC“ L, é... reverseonce. \I
I
I
I
/

/
I

The train track is then orientable in the complement of the new branch, so a

train can traverse this branch at most once. This is incompatible with the

existence of a positive measure. Therefore, “777% 0 (T - p) is 2—dimensional,

so and 1: 2 carrya of y .

moasquS

“/ (‘1-
4,.

It follows that TY is as shown.

9.5.3. . 6956’ o (T - p) i_sg circle.

Proof. The only closed l-manifold is s . That @ZO (T - p) is

l—dimensional follows from the proof of 9.5.2. Perhaps it is instructive

in any case to give a covering of :7;0 (T - p) by train track neighborhoods:

92:4,...
osox

a...
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or, to get open overlaps,

9.5.h. . g;any surface S which i_s not 1

torus, i! y e 7730 (S) i_s_ iff

S - y _i_g 5union _cfi and .

Proof. Let y be an arbitrary lamination in “gift-5(8) , and let T

be any train track approximation close enough that the regions of S - '1'

correspond to those of S - y . If some of these regions are not punctured
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monogons or triangles, we will add extra branches in a way compatible with a

measure.

First consider the case that each region of S - y is either simply

connected or a simple neighborhood of a cusp of S with fundamental group Z .

Then 1 is connected. Because of the existence of an invariant measure, a

train can get from any part of T to any other. (The set of points accessible

by a given oriented train is a "sink", which can only be a connected component.)

If T is not orientable, then every oriented train can get to any position with

any orientation. (Otherwise, the oriented double"cover" of 1 would have a

non-trivial sink).

. I‘ .orie‘nTec) Jeanie
“Cover“ 0 -F T

.—L

In this case, add an arbitrary branch b to r , cutting a non-atomic region

(of area > n) . Clearly there is some cyclic train path through b , so

T D b admits a positive measure.

If r is oriented, then each region of S - T has an even number of cusps

on its boundary. The area of S must be hr or greater (since the only

complete oriented surfaces of finite area having x = —l are the thrice
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punctured sphere, for which 7Wéflo is empty, and the punctured torus.) If

there is a polygon with more than four sides, it can be subdivided using a

branch which preserves orientation, hence admits a cyclic train path. The

case of a punctured polygon with more than two sides is similar.

Otherwise, S - y has at least two components. Add one branch bl which

reverses positively oriented trains, in one region, and another branch b2
which reverses negatively oriented trains in another.

There is a cyclic train path through b1 and b2 in r U bl U b hence an2 9

invariant.measure.

Now consider the case when S - T has more complexly connected regions.
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If a boundary component of such a region R has one or more vertices, then

a train pointing away.from R can return to at least one vertex pointing

toward R . If R is not an annulus, hook a new branch around a non-trivial

homotopy class of arcs in R with ends on such a pair of vertices.

If R is an annulus and each boundary component has at least one vertex, then

add one or two branches running across R which admit a cyclic train path.

-.T‘ Pm

If R is not topologically a thrice punctured disk or annulus, we can

add an interior closed curve to R .

Any boundary component of R which is a geodesic c has another region

R' (which may equal R) on the other side. In this case, we can add one or

more branches in R and R' tangent to o in Opposite directions on opposite
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sides, and hooking in ways similar to those previously mentioned.

I

10'I.'
_L

From the existence of these extensions of the original train track, it

follows that an element 75“72727.00 is essentially complete iff S - Y consists

of triangles and punctured monogons. Furthermore, every y 6We can be

approximated by essentially complete elements Wehbeo . In fact, an open

dense set has the property that the e - train track approximation re has

only triangles and punctured monOgons as complementary regions, so generically

avg 'I:E has this property. The characterization of essential completeness

then holds for szo as well.

Here is some useful geometric information about uncrumpled surfaces.

9.5.5. . (a) The sum gfthe along all

gt;the wrinklipg locus w(S) toward §._ cusp pfE surface

S is 0. (The smni_s_takenipthe grogp 81 = fined 21!):

(b) The sum 9;the angles along all edges 9;w(S)
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towardfl side£5closed y 31; T«f(S) i_s id , where c i_s

the ggl_efl o_f_ around 7 . (The sign

on the sense of the of near toward y) .

39%. Consider the upper half-space model, with either the cusp or the

end of 2; toward which the geodesics in w(S) are spiralling at c- . Above some

level (in case a) or inside some cone (in case (b) ) , S consists of

vertical planes bent along vertical lines. The proposition merely says that

the total angle of bending in some fundamental domain is the sum of the parts.

\ \

9.5.6. . A_.n surface

_i_n‘ W7? 0 _ip1given class Eunique. Such a uncrumpled

surface is totally near its cusos.

Proof: If the surface S is not a punctured torus, then it has a unique

completion obtained by adding a single geodesic tending toward each cusp. By

9.5.5 , an uncrumpled surface cannot be bent along any of these added geodesics,
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so we obtain 9.5.6.

If S is the punctured torus T - p , then we consider first the case of

a lamination y which is an essential completion of a single closed geodesic.

Complete y by adding two closed geodesics going from the vertices of the

punctured bigon to the puncture.

Ar 7’ 9

essem‘tia H y 1 re
Complelc COWP e

\

\.

If the dihedral angles along the infinite geodesics are 6 e and e , asl 2 3
shown, then by 9.5.5 we have

el + 62 = 0

el + 63 = a

62 + 63 = a

where a is some angle. (The signs are the same for the last two equations
. o .

because any hyperbolic transformation anti—commutes with a 180 rotation around

any perpendicular line).
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Thus el = 92 = 0 , so an uncrumpled surface is totally geodesic in the

punctured bigon. Since simple closed curves are dense in 7770? , every

element 7EWXO realizable in a given homotopy class has a realization by

an uncrumpled surface which is totally geodesic on a punctured bigon. If Y

is essentially complete, this means its realizing surface is unique.'
9-5-7- - I_f v .i.§._a_n .

131315 U , then a_ny U'

E y' near Y ignear U .

Proof: You can see this from train track approximations. This also follows

from the uniqueness of the realization of y on an uncrumpled surface, since

uncrumpled surfaces realizing laminations converging to y must converge to

a surface realizing y . 9.h.h.
Consider now a typical path Yt 6'771%O . The path Yt is likely to

consist mostly of essentially complete laminations, so that a family of

uncrumpled surfaces Ut realizing Yt would he usually (with respect to t)

continuous. At a countable set of values of t , Yt is likely to be

essentially incomplete, perhaps having a single complementary quadrilateral.
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Then the left and right hand limits Ut- and Ut+ would probably exist, and

give uncrumpled surfaces realizing the two essential completions of Yt .

In fact, we will show that any path Yt can be perturbed slightly to give a

"generic" path in which the only essentially incomplete laminations are ones

with precisely two distinct completions. In order to speak of generic paths,

we need more than the topological structure of 777x43 .

177;? 911417th Er; PL ( )

We must check that changes of the natural coordinates coming from

maximal train tracks (pp 8.59 - 8.60) are piecewise linear. We will give the

proof for W280 ; the proof for 77132 is obtained by appropriate modifications.

Let y be any measured geodesic lamination in WXOS) . Let Tl and

'r be maximal compactly supported train tracks carrying Y , defining2
coordinate systems o1 and the from neighborhoods of y to convex subsets

of En (consisting of measures on Tl and 12) . A close enough train track

approximation 0 of Y is carried by 1'1 and 12 .
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The set of measures on a go linearly to measures on Tl and 1'2 _. If a

is a maximal compact train track supporting a measure, we are done - the change

of coordinates 4’2 0 ¢Zl is linear near y . (In particular, note that if y

is essentially complete, change of coordinates is linear at y ) .

Otherwise, we can find a finite set of enlargements of o , cl ,..., a ,

so that every element of a neighborhood of y is closely approximated by one

of the oi . Since every element of a neighborhood of y is carried by

1' and 1: , it follows that (if the approximations are good enough ) each1 2
of th . ' 'e al is carried by 11 and 1'2
which is mapped linearly by 431 and ¢2 , so ¢2 o (bil must be PL in a

. Each oi defines a convex polyhedron

neighborhood of y .

9.5.9 . It is immediate that change of coordinates involves only rational

coefficients. In fact, with more care 77% and 77560 can be given a peicewise

integral linear structure. To do this, we can make use of the set '9" of

integer-valued measures supported on finite collections of simple closed curves

(in the case of ‘7”)?0) ; .9 is analogous to the integral lattice in mm .

GI.n Z consists of linear transformations of En which preserve the integral

lattice. The set V.r of measures supported on a given train track 1 is the

subset of some linear subspace V C En which satisfies a finite number of

linear inequalities u(bi) > 0 . Thus V1 is the convex hull of a finite

number of lines, each passing through an integral point. The integral points

in U are closed under integral linear combinations (when such a combination is
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in U) , so they determine an integral linear structure which is preserved

whenever U is mapped linearly to another coordinate system.

Note in particular that the natural transformations of‘7flgi,o are volume-

preserving.

The structure on (jfif and (?G£o is a piecewise integral projective

structure. We will use the abbreviations PIL and PIP for piecewise

integral linear and piecewise integral projective.

9.5.10. . The depth of an element Y e'szfo is the dimension

of the space of rational linear functions vanishing on Y ,with respect to

any natural local coordinate system. From 9.5.8 and 9.5.9 , it is clear
I

that the rational depth is independent of coordinates.

9.5.11. . I_f Y has depth 0 , then Y E

C

For any Y ejhfi£o which is not essentially complete we must construct

a rational linear function vanishing on Y . Let T be some train track

approximation of Y which can be enlarged and still admit a positive measure.

It is clear that the set of measures on r spans a proper rational subspace in

any natural coordinate system coming from a train track which carries T .

(Note that measures on T consist of positive linear combinations of integral

measures, and that every lamination carried by r is approximable by one

not carried by r.)
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9.5.12. . _I; y e777£0_ has depth 1 , then

Y i_s _o_r- Y has two I_n

this case,

A. Y Egg closed ,a_nd_a_l_J= have

afl 1r 3 2n . Lara i_so_nl_ygz£ with area 21f

unless Y E a]: area (S) = 1m , in which case

there are two. Such 5region i_s g g

a .

Or

9; B Y has one closed leaf YO . Each

YO has area 21r . Either

l. S i_sa torus

or 2. Yo two , each a crown£5devils cap.

(a) or (b) or (c)
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Suppose Y has rational depth 1 and is not essentially complete.

Let 'r be a close train track approximation of Y . There is some finite

set of essentially complete enlargements of t which closelyTl ,..., Tk
approximate every Y' in a neighborhood of Y . Let a carry all the ri's
and let V0, be its coordinate system. The set of Y corresponding to

measures carried by a given proper subtrack of a Ti is a proper rational sub—
space of Va . Since Y is in a unique proper rational subspace, V-r , the

set of measures Vt. carried on any Ti must consist of one side of VT
(If VT. intersected both sides, by convexity Y would come from a. measure

positive on all branches of Ti ) . Since this works for any degree of

approximation of nearby laminations, Y has precisely two essential completions.

A review of the proof of 9.5.h gives the list of possibilities for Y€7W°£O
with precisely two essential completions. The ambiguity in the essential

completions comes from the manner of dividing a quadrilateral or other region,

and the direction of spiralling around a geodesic.
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There are good examples of Y 6777090 which have large rational depth

but are essentially complete. The construction will occur naturally in

another context.

We return to the construction of continuous families of surfaces in a

hyperbolic 3—manifold. To each essentially incomplete Y e jfifi£o of rational

depth 1 , we associate a l - parameter family of surfaces Us , with U0
and U1 being the two uncrumpled surfaces realizing Y . US is constant

where U0 and U1
monogons in the complement of Y . The two images of any quadrilateral in

agree, including the union of all triangles and punctured

S — Y form an ideal tetrahedron. Draw the common perpendicular p to the two

edges not in U 17 U triangulate the quadrilateral with h triangles by0 l ’
adding a vertex in the middle, and let this vertex run linearly along p',

from U0 to U This extends to a homotopy of S straight on the trianglesl .

The two images of any bigon in S Y form a solid torus, with

the generating curve parabolic. The union of the two essential completions in

this punctured bigon gives a triangulation except in a neighborhood of the
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puncture, with two new vertices at intersection points of added leaves.

“‘“Av!“

Draw the common perpendiculars to edges of the realizations corresponding to

these intersection points, and homotope U0 to Ul by moving the added

vertices linearly along the common perpendiculars.

When Y has a closed leaf Yo , the two essential completions of Y

have added leaves spiralling around Y0 in opposite directions. Uo can be

homotoped to Ul through surfaces with added vertices on Y0 .
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Note that all the surfaces Us constructed above have the property that any

point on Us is in the convex hull of a small circle about it on Us . In

particular, it has curvature i -l : curvature -l everywhere except

singular vertices, where negative curvature is concentrated.

. Given any 3— N

E cut off _‘qya surface s[s a) , there _i_s_g proper
9

F: s[8,a)x[o,o)~ N g s 39 .. i_nE.
m. Let VT be a natural coordinate system for a neighborhood of a(E)

in WAD 0(8) , and choose a sequence Yi€ V1 limiting on a(E) . Perturb

the Yi slightly. so that the path Yt [O _<_ t _<_ a) which is linear on each

segment te [i , i+l] consists of elements of rational depth

0 or 1 . Let Ut be the unique uncrumpled surface realizing Yt when

Yt is essentially complete. When t is not essentially complete, the

left and right hand limits Ut+ and Ut- exist. It should now be clear that

F exists, since one can cover the closed set {Uta} by a locally finite

cover consisting of surfaces homotopic by small homotopies, and fill in larger

gaps between Ut+ and Ut- by the homotopies consturcted above. Since all

interpolated surfaces have curvature i -l , and they all realize a Yt ,

they must move out to a . An explicit homotopy can actually be defined,

using a new parameter r which is obtained by "blowing up" all parameter

values of t with rational depth 1 into small intervals. (Explicity, these

parameter values can be enumerated in some order {tJ} , and an interval of
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length 2"J inserted in the r-parameter in place of tJ Thus, a parameter

value t corresponds to the point or interval

r(t) t +1 E 2'J , t+ 2 2‘“1 )
{J tj<t} {J tjgt}

Now insert homotopies as constructed above in gagh_blown up interval. It is

not so obvious that the family of surfaces is still continuous when an infinite

family of homotopies is inserted. Usually, however, these homotopies move a

very small distance —- for instance, Yt may have a quadrilateral in S - Yt ,

but for all but a locally small number of t's , this quadrilateral looks like

two asymptotic triangles to the naked eye, and the homotopy is inperceptible.

Quaifliotcrai
Formally, the proof of continuity is a straightforward generalization of the
proof of 9.5.7. The remark which is needed is that if S is a surface of

curvature §_—l with a (pathwise) isometric map to a hyperbolic surface

homotopic to a homeomorphism, then S is actually hyperbolic and the map

is isometric -- indeed, the area of S is not greater than the area of the

hyperbolic surface..
Remarks. 1. There is actually a canonical line of hyperbolic structures on S

Joining those of Ut+ and Ut- , but it is not so obvious how to.map them
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into E nicely.

2. An alternative approach to the construction of F is to make use of

a sequence of triangulations of S. Any two triangulations with the same number

of vertices can be joined by a sequence of elementary moves, as shown.

__————E7

(See § w.m ) .

Although such an approach involves more familiar methods, the author brutally

chose to develop extra structure.

3. There should be a good analytic method of constructing F by using

harmonic mappings of hyperbolic surfaces. Realizations of geodesic laminations

of a surface are analogous to harmonic mappings coming from points at w in

Teichmflller space. (see §§ , ) . The harmonic mappings corresponding

to a family of hyperbolic structures on S moving along a Teichmflller geodesic

to a(E) (see 55 , ) ought to move nicely out to a in E . A

rigorous proof might involve good estimates of the energy of a map, analogous

to 59.3.
’I | 1

f l'rxeouTsid‘e has many as e
4 ulu\1!l€

'ch. hash}: is :w-ooflx
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9.6 Strong ence from algebraic e

We will take another step in our study of algebraic limits. Consider

the space of discrete faithful representations 9 of a fixed torsion free

group r in PSL2 E . The set Hp c r of parabolics -ie, elements Y e r
such that p(Y) is parabolic - is an important part of the picture; we shall

assume that up = n is constant. When a sequence pi converges algebraically

to a representation 0 where H = up is constant but Hp:: H is strictly
l

bigger, then elements Y c Hp - H are called . The

incidence of accidental parabolics can create many interesting phenomena,

which we will study later (5 ) .

One complication is that the quotient manifolds NpiP need not be

homeomorphic; and even when they are, the homotopy equivalence given by the

isomorphism of fundamental groups need not be homotopic to a homeomorphism.

For instance, consider 3—manifolds obtained by glueing several surfaces with

boundary, of varying genus, in a neighborhood of their boundary. If every

component has negative Euler characteristic, the result can easily be given

a complete hyperbolic structure. The homotopy type depends only on the

identifications of the boundary components of the original surfaces, but the

homeomorphism type depends on the order of arrangement around each image

boundary curve.
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As another example, consider a thickened surface of genus 2 union a

torus as shown.

It is also easy to give this a complete hyperbolic structure. The fundamental

group has a presentation < al ,bl ,a2 ,b2 ,c : [al ,bl] = [a2 ,b2]
[[al ,bl] ,c] = l > . This group has an automorphism

a i-> ca c-l, b2r—> cch-1
which wraps the surface of genus two around the torus. No non-trivial power of

this automorphism is homotopic to a homeomorphism. From an algebraic standpoint

there are infinitely many distinct candidates for the peripheral subgroups.

One more potential complication is that even when a given homotopy

equivalence is homotopic to a homeomorphism, and even when the parabolic elements

correspond, there might not be a homeomorphism which preserves cusps. This is

easy to picture for a closed surface group r : when H is the set of

conjugates of powers of a collection of simple closed curves on the surface,

there is not enough information in H to say which curves must correspond to

cusps on which side of S . Another example is when r is a free group, and n
corresponds to a collection of simple closed curves on the boundary of a handlebody
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with fundamental group I‘ . The homotopy class of a simple closed curve

is a. very weak invariant here.

Rather than entangle ourselves in cusps and handlebodies, we shall confine

ourselves to the case of real interest, when the quotient spaces admit cusp-

preserving homeomorphisms.

We shall consider, then, geometrically tame hyperbolic manifolds which

have a common _model, (NO,PO). N0 should be a compact manifold with boundary,

and Po (to be interpreted as the "parabolic locus") should be a. disjoint

union of regular neighborhoods of tori and annuli on 3N0 ,with fundamental

groups injecting into n1 No . Each component of 3N0 - P0 should be

incompressible.

9-5-1- - _Let (No ,Po) lag - Michal
pi_= «l1? —* PSL (2,11!) i_s_; g ,

'whose' Ni are tame and admit

(E1.the correct class) 312 NO _o_g
cusps to PO . E {pi} ESE. p, then the

limit N is , and a (Ethe

correct class) t_o N0 which 2:cusps

_° Po
We shall prove this first with an additional hypothesis:

9.6.1 a. Suppose also that no non-trivial non-peripheral simple curve of

a component of 3N0 — Po I_S. (i_n N0) 19 PO
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The proof of 9.6.1 (without the added hypothesis) will be given

in 59.8 .
The main case is really when all Ni are geometrically finite. One of the

main corollaries, from 8.12.h , is that p(1r1 N0) satisfies the property

of Ahlfors - its limit set has measure 0 or measure 1 .

Proofof 9.6.la. It will suffice to prove that every sequence {pi} converging

algebraically to p has a subsequence converging strongly to p . Thus, we

will pass to subsequences whenever it is convenient.

Let S S be the components of .3No - P0 , each equipped with al ,..., 'k

complete hyperbolic metric of finite area. (In other words, their boundary

components are made into punctures). For each i , let Pi denote a union

of horoball neighborhoods of cusps of N. , and let E. ,..., E. denote
1 1,1 1,k

the ends of Ni - Pi corresponding to S1 ,..., Sk .

Some of the E1 may be geometrically finite, others geometrically infinite.
9J

We can pass (for peace of mind) to a subsequence so that for each i , the

Ei J are all geometrically finite or all geometrically infinite. We pass to
S

a further subsequence so the sequences of bending or ending laminations

{ } }. converge in .éfEZ/(SJ) . Let xJ be the limit.J 1

If x3 is realizable in N , then all nearby laminations have realizations

or e.{ 1,81.: i

for all representations near 9 , and the Ei J must have been geometrically
3

finite.An uncrumpled surface U realizing XJ is in the convex hull M of N
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and approximable by boundary components of the convex hulls Mi . Since the

limit set cannot suddenly increase in the algebraic limit (p. 9.8) , U

must be a boundary component.

If xJ is not realizable in N , then it must be the ending lamination

for some geometrically infinite tame end E of the covering space of N

corresponding to w since we have hypothesized away the possibility that1 sj ’
it represents a cusp. In view of 9.2.2 and 9.h.2, the image EJ of E in

N - P is a geometrically tame end of N - P , and le = "lsj has finite

index in "lEj .

In either case, we obtain embeddings in N - P of oriented surfaces Si
finitely covered by S We may assume (after an isotopy) that theseJ[Esw) .
embeddings are disjoint, and each surface cuts off (at least) one piece of

N - P which is homeomorphic to the product 8' x [0 , c) . Since (N ,P) isJ
homotopy equivalent to (N PO) , the image of the cycle0 9

Z [Sj[e,u) , asd[€,¢)] in (N ,P) bounds a chain C with compact support.

Except in a special case to be treated later, the Si are pairwise non-homotopic

and the ntal group of each 83 maps isomorphically to a unique side

in N — P . C has degree 0 "outside" each Si and degree some constant

2 elsewhere. Let N' be the region of N - P where C has degree 1 . We

see that N is geometrically tame, and homotopy equivalent to N' .

The Euler characteristic is a homotopy invariant, so x(N) = x(N') = x(No) .

This implies x(3N') = x(3No) (by the formula x(3M3) = 2x (M3) ) so in
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—> S' has only one sheet - it isfact the finite sheeted covering SJ [Ea") J
a homeomorphism.

Let Q be the geometric limit of any subsequence of the Ni . N is a

covering space of Q . Every boundary component of the convex hull M of N

is the geometric limit of boundary components of the Mi ; consequently, M

covers the convex hull of Q . This covering can have only finitely many

sheets, since M - P is made of a compact part together with geometrically

infinite tame ends. Any element a, E le has some finite power ck E 1T1N
[k1l] . In any torsion-free subgroup of PSL (2 , E) , an element has at

most one kth root (by consideration of axes). If we write a as the limit

of elements pi(gi) , gig r1 N0 , by this remark, gi must be eventually

constant so a is actually in the algebraic limit wlN . Q = N , and pi

converges strongly to p .

A cusp-preserving homeomorphism from N to some Ni , hence to No ,

can be constructed by using an approximate isometry of N' with a sub—manifold

of Ni - Pi , for high enough i . The image of N' is homotopy equivalent

to N1 , so the fundamental group of each boundary component of N' must

map surjectively, as well as injectively, to the fundamental group of the

neighboring component of (Ni , Pi) - N' . This implies that the map of N'

into Ni extends to a homeomorphism from N to Ni .

There is a special case remaining. If any pair of the surfaces Si
constructed in N - P is homot0pic, perform all such homotopies. Unless N - P
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is homotopy equivalent to a product, the argument continues as before - there

is no reason the cover of Si must be a connected component of 8N0 - Po .

When N - P is homotopy equivalent to the oriented surface Si in it,

then by 8 standard argument NO - P0 must be homeomorphic to Si X I . This is

the case essentially dealt with in 9.2 . The difficulty is to control both

ends of N - P 7 but the argument of 9.2 shows that the ending or bending

laminations of the two ends of Ni - Pi cannot converge to the same

lamination, otherwise the limit of some intermediate surface would realize x1 .
9.6.la

59.7. _of geodesig :9; surface gpoups with extra cusps,

with_a. on Minates.

In order to analyze geometric convergence, and algebraic convergence in

more general cases, we need to clarify our understanding of realizations of

geodesic laminations for a discrete faithful representation 9 of a surface

group «1(8) when certain non-peripheral elements of "1(8) are parabolic,

«ls
hyperbolic structure with finite area. As in §8.ll ,we may embed S in N ,

Let N = Np be the quotient 3-manifold. Equip S with a complete

cutting it in two pieces, the "top" N+ and the "bottom" N_ . Let Y+ and

y_ be the (possibly empty) cusp loci for N+ and N_ , and denote by 81+ ,..., Sj+
and 51- ,..., Sk-
hyperbolic structures with finite area). Let Elr ,..., EJ+ and El— ,..., Ek-

the components of S - 7+ and S - Y- (endowed with complete

denote the ends of N - P , where P is the union of horoball neighborhoods
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of all cusps.

A compactly supported lamination on Si+ or Si— defines a lamination on

S . In particular, e(Ei+) may be thought of as a lamination on S for

each geometrically infinite tame end Ei+ .

9.7.1. . g yeiiow) i_s i_g N iff y

g g Y+ . a E Y_. . and-a a(Ei+) gr;

c(Ei_) .

Proof. If y contains any unrealizable lamination, it is unrealizable,

so the necessity of the condition is immediate.

Let y' c’7NE?o(s) be any unrealizable compactly supported measured

lamination. If y is not connected, at least one of its components is

unrealizable, so we need only consider the case that y is connected. If y

has zero intersection number with any components of 7+ or y_ , we may cut

S along this component, obtaining a simpler surface S' . Unless y is the

component of 7+ or y_ in question, 8' supports y , so we pass to the

covering space of N corresponding to NlS' . The new boundary components

of S' are parabolic, so we have made an inductive reduction of this case.

We may now suppose that y has positive intersection number with each

component of 7+ and y_ . Let {8i} be a sequence of measures, supported

on simple closed curves non-parabolic in' N which converges to Y . Let

{Ui} be a sequence of uncrumpled surfaces realizing the Si . If Ui penetrates
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far into a component of P corresponding to an element a in 7+ or y_ ,

then it has a large ball mapped into P ; by area considerations, this ball

on Ui must have a short closed loop, which can only be in the homotopy class

of c . Then the ratio

£S(Bi)/ i(Bi, a.) ;iUi(Bi)/i(Bi,c)
is large. Therefore (since i(y ,a) is positive and 18(7) is finite) the

Ui , away from their cusps, remain in a bounded neighborhood of N - P in

N . If Y+ (say) is non-empty, one can now find a compact subset K of N

so that any Ui intersecting intersect K
P

By the proof of 8.8.5 , if infinitely many Ui intersected K , there would

be a convergent subsequence, contradicting the non-realizability of y . The

only remaining possibility is that we have reached, by induction, the case that

either N+ or N has no extra cusps, and y is an ending lamination.
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A general lamination Y€i& (S) is obtained from a possibly empty

lamination which admits a compactly supported measure by the addition of

finitely many non-compact leaves. (Let 5 C Y be the maximal lamination

supporting a positive transverse measure. If 2. is any leaf in Y - 6 ,

each end must come close to 5 or go to w in S , otherwise one could

enlarge 6 . By area considerations, such leaves are finite in number.) From

58.10 , Y is realizable iff 5 is .

The picture of unrealizable laminations in @f o(S) is the following.

Let A+ consist of all projective classes of transverse measures (allowing

+degenerate non-trivial cases) on x+ = Y U U a(E. ) . A is convex in+ 1 1+ .

a coordinate system VT coming from any train track 1: carrying x+ .

To see a larger, complete, picture, we must find a larger natural coordinate

system. This requires a little stretching of our train tracks and imaginations.

In fact, it is possible to find coordinate systems which are quite large. For

any Y € (1pr , let AY C. 6’30 denote the set of projective classes of

measures on Y

9.7.2. . Let Y b_e lly . There i_s_a_

of train tracks Ti , where Ti i_s_ by ‘L'i+1 , such that the union

of systems 5 = U v allg 6765 - A—- Y i 11 — 0 'Y

The proof will be given presently.

Since I. is carried by 1'. , the inclusion V C V is a projective1 1+1 Ti Ti+l
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map (In Wflo , the inclusion is linear) . Thus SY comes naturally

equipped with a projective structure. We have not made this analysis, but

the typical case is that Y = AY We think of SY as a stereographic

coordinate system, based on projection from Y . (You may imagine WEE/O
as a convex polyhedron in IRn , so that changes of stereographic coordinates

are piecewise projective, although this finite-dimensional picture cannot be

strictly correct, since there is no fixed subdivision .sufficient to make all

coordinate changes.)
’Y

57
9.7.3. Corolla. 65f.o(S) _i_s_ t_oa Sphere. (whose dimension

will be computed in ) .

Proof. (9.7.29 9.7.3) Let Y E‘<Po£o(5) be any essentially complete

lamination. Let r be any train track carrying ‘Y . Then €68 o(S) is the

union of two coordinate systems VT U SY , which are mapped to convex sets
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Remark
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in Euclidean space. If AY # Y , none-the-less the complement of AY
in VT is homeomorphic to VT - Y , so go}: 0(S) is homeomorphic to the

one-point compactification of SY
9.7.3.

9.7.h. . When Wot 0(S) than 1 , i_tdoes

not . (In other words, the in changes of

coordinates have not been eliminated)

(9.7.3 -> 9.7.h) The only projective structure on S11 , when

n > 1 , is the standard one, since Sn is simply connected. The binary

relation of antipodality is natural in this structure. What would be the

antipodal lamination for a simple closed curve a ? It is easy to construct

a diffeomorphism fixing a but moving any other given lamination. (If

i (Y , a) at o , the Dehn twist around a. will do.)
9.7.h.

When 63» O(S) is l—dimensional (S = punctured torus or

quadruply punctured sphere) , the PIP structure does come from a projective

structure, equivalent to IR 2P1 . The natural transformations of 073‘ o(S)
are necessarily integral - in PSL2 ( Z ) .

Proof g 9.7.2. Don't blink. Let Y be essentially complete. For each

region Ri of S - Y , consider a smaller region ri of the same shape but

with finite points, rotated so its points alternate with cusps of R1 and pierce

very slightly through the sides of Bi , ending on a leaf of Y .
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L—fi

By 9.5.h , 9.5.2 and 9.3.9 , both ends of each leaf of Y are dense in Y ,

so the regions ri separate leaves of Y into arcs. Each region of

S - Y - Uiri muSt be a rectangle with two edges on 3r; and two on Y , since

ri covers the "interesting" part of Bi . (Or, prove this by area, x) .

Collapse all rectangles, identifying the ri edges with each other, and obtain

a surface S' homotopy-equivalent to S , made of Uiri , where ari projects

to a train track I . (Equivalently, one may think of S - Uiri as made of

very wide corridors, with the horizontal direction given approximately by Y) .
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If we take shrinking sequences of regions ri,j in this manner, we

obtain a sequence of train tracks 13 which obviously have the property that

T.) carries Tk when j > k . Let Y' e 6:. o(S) - AY be any lamination

not topologically equivalent to Y . From the density in Y of ends of leaves

of Y , it follows that whenever leaves of Y and Y' cross, they cross

at an angle. There is a lower bound to this angle. It also follows that

Y LIY' cuts S into pieces which are compact exc for cusps of S .

”Y

7' 9L:
When R1 is an asymptotic triangle, for instance, it contains exactly one

‘region of S - Y - Y' which is a hexagon, and all other regions of S - Y - Y'
are rectangles. For sufficiently high j , the r can be isotoped, without13
changing the leaves of Y which they touch, into the complement of Y' . It1

follows F Y' projects nicely to r

’Y
J

’Y 7'

9.7.2.I
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Stereographic coordinates give a method for computing and understanding

intersection number. The transverse measure for Y projects to a "tangential"

measure vY on each of the train tracks Ti : i.e., u (b) is theY
Y - transverse length of the sides of the rectangle projecting to b .

b

It is clear that for any a a 777£0 which is determined by a. measure u“
011':i

9.7-3 i(a .Y) I): ua(b) -vY(b)

Thus, in the coordinate system VT in Wg-o , intersection with Y is a
i

linear function.

To make this observation more useful, we can reverse the process of finding

a family of "transverse" train tracks Ti depending on a lamination Y .
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Suppose we are given an essentially complete train track T , and a non-negative

function (or "tangential" measure) v on the branches of b , subject only to the

triangle inequalities

a + b - c 3_ O a + c - b O b + c - a 3_ 0

Whenever a , b and c are the total v-lengths of the sides of any triangle_ it
in S - r . We shall construct a "train track" 1 dual to r ,where we permit

. ' *
regions of S - 1 to be bigons as well as ordinary types of admissible regions —

a
let us call 1 a track.

LLLT\

SP‘he‘re
Ta:

*-
1 is constructed by shrinking each region Ri of S - r and rotating to

obtain a region R:<: Ri whose points alternate with points of Ri . These

points are joined using one more branch b* crossing each branch b of T ;

branches b: and b; are confluent ata vertex of R* whenever b1 and b2
lie on the same side of R . Note that there is a bigon in S - 1* for each

switch in T .

The tangential measure v for 1 determines a transverse measure defined
* *

on the branches of r of the form b . This extends uniquely to a transverse
*

measure for T when S is not a punctured torus.
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a).

Q) CL

C‘ A= tam-«0
a:(11+Ql+a3 B = l;(a+C—b)C = +

C1 C3. C=-'i(rl+b—c)
When S is the punctured torus, then I must look like this, up to homeomorphism

(drawn on the abelian cover of T - p) : . u
LL

t

u,

Note that each side of the punctured bigon is incident to each branch of r .

Therefore, the tangential measure v has an extension to a transverse measure
* u

v for r , which is unique if we impose the condition that the two sides
*

of R have equal transverse measure.

é

§($u+t) i($*u7+) Q

*- 5
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A transverse measure on a bigon track determines a measured geodesic

lamination, bythe reasoning of 8.9.h. When 1 is an essentially complete

train track, an open subset of ‘7”530 is determined by a function u on

the branches of T subject to a condition for each switch that

Z' H(b) = Z u(b)b€H$ bed?

where c‘k and 69' are the sets of "incoming" and "outgoing" branches.

Dually, "tangential" measure v on the branches of T determines an element

of h7flé£ 0 (via v*) , but two functions v and v' determine the same

element if v is obtained from v' by a process of adding a constant to the

incoming branches of a switch, and subtracting the same constant from the outgoing

branches - or in other words if v - v' annihilates all transverse measures

for 1 (using the obvious inner product v - u = X v(b) u(b) ) . In fact,

this operation on v merely has the effect of switching "trains" from one

side of a bigon to the her.

(Some care must be taken to obtain v' from v by a sequence of elementary

"switching" operations without going through negative numbers. We leave this
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as an exercise to the reader) .

Given an essentially complete train track 1 ,we now have two canonical

. * _ .9coordinate systems VT and V1 in 792% or Gd. 0 . If Y C VT and
i it *Y e V1: are defined by measures 1.1Y and v .on 'r , then i(Y .Y ) isY
given by the inner product

4!-
i(Y .Y) = E u (b)v..(b)

be": Y Y

To see this, consider the universal cover of S . By an Euler characteristic
it

or area argument, no path on C‘r' can intersect a path on 2)." more than

once. This implies the formula when Y and Y' are simple geodesics, hence,

by continuity, for all measured geodesic laminations.

9.7.h. . Formula 9.7.3 holds for all Y a V1: and
* I' *Y e VT . Intersection number is a 2 V1: x VT (in 77%00 ) .'

This can be interpreted as a more intrinsic justification for the linear

structure on the coordinate systems V.r — the linear structure can be

reconstructed from the embedding of VT in the dual space of the vector space
I- l-

with basis Y é V.r .

9.7.5. . p; Y .Y'e'M‘oQo _sr_en_oi

and if at least one of , are

U and U' g Y and Y' with linear structures i_nwhich intersection

number i_s_
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Proof. Apply 9.7.h to one of the train tracks Ti constructed in

9.7.2..
. More generally, the only requirement for obtaining this local

bilinearity near Y and Y' is that the complementary regions of Y L’Y'
are "atomic" and that S — Y have no closed non-peripheral curves. To find an

appropriate 1 , simply burrow out regions ri , "transverse" to Y with points going

between strands of Y' , so the regions ri cut all leaves of Y into arcs. Then

collapse to a train track carrying Y' and "transverse" to Y , as in 9.7.2.

What is the image in IRn of stereographic coordinates SY for 74%g(8) ?

To understand this, consider a system of train tracks

11—» T2 —) on. —p 1k —p on.

defining 8? A "transverse" measure for Ti pushes forward to a "transverse"

measure for T , for j > i . If we drop the restriction that the measureJ
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on Ti is non-negative, still it often pushes forward to a positive measure

on 1:j . The image of SY is the set of such arbitrary "transverse" measures

on 1'1 which eventually become positive when pushed far enough forward.

For Y' e AY , let vy, be a "tangential" measure on Tl _ defining Y'
9.7.6. . The Q sY i_sthe set 939.11" ', not

, 11 pp Tl such that forall Y'g AY ,

v - > 0 .Y 1:

(Note that the functions vY, - u and “Y" - u are distinct for Y' a! Y" .)

In particular, note that if AY = Y , the image of stereographic

coordinates for 7”)?0 is a half-space, or for We}; 0 the image is IRn If

AY is a k-simplex, then the image of $7 for fid'fo is of the form.

int (Ak) x Ian-k . (This image is defined only up to projective equivalence,

until a normalization is made).

711A”? Ime—

L Emu-36 SA“-

Proof. The condition that VY' - u > 0 is clearly necessary:

intersection number i(Y' , Y") for Y e AY Y" 6 SY is bilinear
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and given by the formula

i(Y' .Y") vY HY"
Consider any transverse measure u on 11 such that u is always

nonrpositive when pushed forward to Ti . Let bi be a branch of Ti
such that the push-forward of u is non-positive on bi . This branch bi
for high i , comes from a very long and thin rectangle pi . 'There is a

standard construction for a transverse measure coming from a limit of the

average transverse counting measures of one of the sides of pi . To make
*

this more concrete, one can map pi in a natural way to 13 for j 5.1 .

(In general, whenever an essentially complete train track 1 carries
* l-

a train track 0 , then a carries T

To see this, embed a in a narrow corridor around 1 , so that branches of
a a
I do not pass through switches of o . Now a is obtained by squeezing

* . .
all intersections of branches of T with a Slnglebranch of o to a Single

point, and then eliminating any bigons contained in a single region of S - o .)
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On 1:1 , pi is a finite but very long path. The average number of
it

times pi tranverses a branch of Tl gives a function vi which almost

satisfies the switch condition, but not quite. Passing to a limit point of
*

{vi} one obtains a "transverse" measure 'v for Tl , whose lamination topo-

logically equals Y , since it comes from a transverse measure on 1;?- , for all i

clearly v - u < 0 , since vi comes from a function supported on a
it at

single branch bi of Ti , and u (bi) < 0 .

For Ye7fi£O let ZY (:ng consist of Y' such that i(Y ,Y') = 0

Let CY consist of laminations Y' not intersecting Y a i-e-a

such that the support of Y' is disjoint from the support of Y . An

arbitrary element of ZY is an element of CY , together with some measure

on Y . The same symbols will be used to denote the images of these sets in

#3? 0(5) .

9.7.6. . TE _o_f; ZY withgygfngg

c esystems X Y i_s . (In 777360 or $660) .

It Suffices to give the proof in «WHQO . First consider the case

that Y is a simple closed curve and X = Vr , for some train track 1

carrying Y . Pass to the cylindrical covering space C of S with fundamental

group generated by Y . The path of Y on C is embedded in the train

track of covering 1' . From a"transverse"measure m on 9E , construct

cooridors on C with a metric giving them the proper widths .
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a— b = nXQ

RI)

c_ d V) V

For any subinterval I of Y , let nxr(I) and nx£(I) be

(respectively) the net right hand exiting and the net left hand exiting in the

corresponding to I ; in computing this, we weight entrances negatively. (We

have chosen some orientation for Y) . Let i(I) be the initial width of I ,

and f(I) be the final width.

then Y' E Z iffIf the measure m comes from an element Y' , Y

there is no "traffic" entering the corridor of Y on one side and exiting

on the other. This implies the inequalities

i(I) nxzun
and

i(I) w(I)

for all subintervals I

‘_jZn. Q >>O

l-n L-hX

E‘s-(ea o.r I

l I Q '\F L < M ) {mthe {s an“: To
Ie‘H’.er. 3K3.)-

>_

>_

mud

L...IF
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It also hnplies the equation

mm”) = 0 a

so that any traffic travelling once around the corridor returns to it initial

position. (Otherwise, this traffic would spiral around to the left or right,

and be inexorably forced off on the side Opposite to its entrance.)

Conversely, if these inequalities hold, then there is some trajectory

going clear around the corridor and closing up. To see this, begin with any

cross-section of the corridor. Let x be the supremum of points whOSe

trajectories exit on the right. Follow the trajectory of x as far as

possible around the corridor, always staying in the corridor whenever there

is a choice.

The trajectory can never exit on the left - otherwise some trajectory slightly

lower would be forced to enter on the right and exit on the left, or vice versa.

Similarly, it can't exit on the right. Therefore it centinues around until it
jgrced To EXIT Je‘H’
‘~locloses up.

K

———— .\.—-" .‘

X Format] +0 exdr 7614(5)
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Thus when Y is a simple closed curve, ZY [1 V1 is defined by linear

inequalities, so it is convex.

Consider now the case X = VT and Y is connected but not a

simple geodesic. Then Y is associated with some subsurface M‘Y C S

with geodesic boundary defined to be the minimal convex surface containing Y

The set CY is the set of laminations not intersecting int (MY) . It is

convex in V_r , since

CY = n {Za ] c 15 a Simple

closed curve C int (MY) } .

A general element Y' of ZY is a measure on Y U Y" , so ZY consists

of convex combinations of A and C : hence, it is convex.
'Y Y

If Y is not connected, then ‘ ZN is convex since it is the intersection

of {ZY } , where the Yi are the components of Y .
i

The case X is a stereographic coordinate system follows immediately.
{-

When X = VT , consider any essentially complete Y e V.r . From 9.7.5
. fit

it follows that V1. is linearly embedded in SY . (Or more directly,
I

construct a train track (without bigons) carrying 1- ; or, apply the
*

preceding preof to bigon track 1' .)

Remark. Note that when Y is a union of simple closed curves, CY in

0):; o(S) is homeomorphic to 6&0 o(S - Y) , regarded as a complete surface
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with finite area - i.e., CY is a. sphere. When Y has no component

which is a simple closed curve, CY is convex. Topologically, it is the

join of fix 0 (S -Usy) with the simplex of measures on the boundary components

of the SY , where the 87 are subsurfaces associated with the components
i i

Yi of Y.

Now we are in a position to form an image of the set of unrealizable

laminations for owls . Let U+ C6380 be the union of laminations

containing a component of x+ and define U_ similarly, so that Y is

unrealizable iff Y e U+ U U_ . U+ is a union- of finitely many convex

pieces, and it is contained in a subcomplex of €33 O of codimension at least

one. It may be disjoint from U_ , or it may intersect U_ in an interesting

way.

Let S be the twice punctured torus. From a random essentially

complete train track, 1
.. - '.- .EX(:oteh-tcsx-XC- thy; +b+C+7< if. EspiS'Cfi-P'E.)

(alhecAwXM/J a .L s

x= d q 4
g \/ .e 0‘.+‘9* C

C

we compute that cm‘go has dimension h , so $59.0 is homeomorphic to

S3 . For any simple closed curve a on S , Cu is €&0 (S - a) ,
+-

H O («Lid-.1)
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where S - a is either a punctured torus union a (trivial) thrice punctured

sphere, or a h-times punctured sphere. In either case, Cu is a circle, so Z“ is a disk.

Here are some sketches of what U+ and U_ can look like.

(a) 7% 11 1’, Us
Y. i

U _
E,

(b) = u.
Y. ed.

7..
(e) 2:; 9”

7;,

a na h 41 7”?-
Here is another example, where S is a surface of genus 2 , and U+(S) U

(although its closure is contractible):

’3’.»
U (S) has the homotopy type of a circle

1.
fi—
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In fact, U+ U U_ is made up of convex sets 2 cY , with

relations of inclusion as diagrammed:

The closures all contain the element a ; hence the closure of the union

is starlike:

-5
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be a copplete hyper

all ). these

is the image of under a covering transfor-

, is hyperbolic distance .

The geodesic flow is not dissipative . (A flow on a measure

The geodesic flow on is recurrent. (A flow

The geodesic flow on ergodic

g,gfii icity of the geodesic flow.

We will prove a theorem of Sullivan (Sullivan, 1979J :

9.9.1. Theorem. Let Mn bolic manifold (of not

neces arilv finite volume Then four conditions are equivalent:

(a) The series I exp(-(n-l)d(x0,Yxo)) diverges. (Here x0 a
You1

is an arbitrary point, Yxo x0
mation, and d( ) )

(b) 9".
space (X,u) is dissipative if there exists a measurable set A CZX and a

T>0 suchthat u(Afl¢t(A))=0 E t>T,a_.n_cl x;\.16¢t(A) .)

(C) T1(M) ¢t on a mea-

sure snace (X,u) is recurrent when for every measurable set A.C:X. pf

positive measure and every T > 0 there is a t > T such that

..(Afl¢t(A)) > o .>

(d) T1(M)

Note that in the case M has finite volume, recurrence of the geodesic

flow is immediate (from the Poincare recurrence lemma). The ergodicity of

the geodesic flow in this case was proved by Eberhard Hopf, in [Hopf, ] .

The idea of (c) ———+ (d) goes back to Hopf, and has been developed more

generally in the theory of Anesov flows {Anosov, ] .



9.9.2. Corollgz geodesic

non-constant bounded suoerharmonic function on .

of _
,

Remark

3. Corollfl. is a geometricallz tame Kleinian gone, the

is ergodic .

9.9-2.

If the flow is not ergodic. there is a

M

. 1-
Proof 9.9.2. Consider the Green's function g(x) = I. 813 h nt dtd(x,xo)

for hyperbolic space. (This is a harmonic function which blows up at no .)

By (a), the series 2 g o y converges to a function, invariant by y ,

which projects to afar En's function G for M . The function f = arctan G

(where arctan a = n/2) is a bounded superharmcnic function, since arctan is

convex.
The convergence of the series of (a) is actually equivalent to

the existence of a Green's function on M ,
and also equivalent to the existence of

a bounded superharmonic function. See [Ahlfors and Sario, ] for the

case n = 2 , and IE ] for the general case.

909' E r
geodesic flow on T1(sn/r) iff LT = 82

Proof 9.9.3. From 9.9.2 and 8.12.3. 9.9.3. B
Sullivan's proof of 9.9.1 makes use of the theory of Brownian motion

on MP . This approach is conceptually simple, but takes a certain amount

of technical background (or faith). Our proof will be phrased directly in

terms of geodesics, but a basic underlying idea is that a geodesic behaves

like a random path: its future is "nearly" independent of its past.
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Geodesics with nearly identical
pasts can have very different
futures.
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(d) -* (c). This is a general fact. If a flow ¢t is not recurrent,

there is some set A of positive measure such that only for t in.scme bounded

interval is u(At1 ¢t(A)) > 0 . Then for any subset B C A of small enough

measure, Li ¢t(B) is an invariant subset which is proper, since its inter-

section with A is proper.

(c) —* (b). Immediate.

(b)—r (a). Let B be any ball in an , and consider its orbit r3

where r = “1M . For the series of (a) to diverge means precisely that the

total apparent area of PB as seen from a point x0 3 En , (measured with

multiplicity) is infinite.

In general, the underlying space of a flow is decomposed into two mea-

surable parts, X = D U R , where ¢t is dissipative on D (the union of all

subsets of X which eventually do not return) and recurrent on R . The

reader may check this elementary fact. If the recurrent part of the geodesic

flow is non-empty, there is some ball B in M11 such that a set of positive mea-

sure of the tangent vectors to points of B give riseto geodesics that intersect B

infinitely often. This clearly implies that the series of (a) diverges.

The idea of the reverse implication (a) -> (b) is this: if the geo-

desic flow is dissipative.there are points x0 such that a positive pro-I

portion of the visual sphere is not covered infinitely often by images of

some ball. Then for gagh "group" of geodesics that return to B, a definite

proportion must eventually escape rB , because future and past are nearly

independent. The series of (a) can be regrouped as a geometric progression,

so it converges. We now make this more precise.

Recall that the term "visual sphere" at x0 is a synonym to the "set of

rays" emanating from x0. It has a metric and a measure obtained from its iden-

tification with the unit sphere in the tangent space at x0 ,
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Let x0 a Mr1 be any point and BC M‘n any ball. If a positive pro-

portion of the rays emanating from 1:0 pass infinitely often through B ,

then for a slightly larger ball B' , a definite proportion of the rays

emanating from21point x e M11 spend an infinite amount of time in B' ,

since the rays through 1 are parallel to rays through x0 . Consequently,

a subset of T1(B') of positive measure consists of vectors whose geodesics

spend an infinite total time in T1(B') ; by the Poincare recurrence lemma,

the set of such vectors is a recurrent set for the geodesic flow. (b)

holds so (a) ——r(b) is valid in this case. To prove (a) —* (b),

it remains to consider the case that almost every ray from 1:0 eventually

escapes B ; we will prove that (a) fails, i,_e,—.,-_t'h.e. series of (a) converges.

Replace B by a slightly smaller ball. Now almost every ray from al—

most every point x e M eventually escapes the ball. Equivalently, we

have a ball B C an such that for every point x 5 En , almost no geodesic

through at intersects I'B , or even P(NE(B)) ,more than a finite number

of times.

Let x be the center of B and let a be the infinum, for y 2 En ,0
of the diameter of the set of rays from xO which are parallel to rays from

y which intersect B . This infinum is positive, and very rapidly approached

as y moves away from 1:0 .
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Let R be large enough so that for every ball of diameter greater than

a in the visual sphere at x0 , at most (say) half of the rays in this ball

intersect I'NE(B) at a distance greater than R from x0 . B should also

be reasonably large in absolute terms andin comparison to the diameter of B.

Let x be the center of B . Choose a subset I'l c I‘ of elements0
such that! (i) For every 7 e I‘ there is a ‘1'. e I" with d(y'xo,yx0)<R .

(ii) For any 71 and 72 in 1'" , d(ylxo,y2xo) 1R .

Any subset of I‘ maximal with respect to (ii) satisfies (i) .

We will show that :2 'exP(-(n-l)d(xo,y'x0)) converges. Since for

any y' there are a bounzzd number of elements 7 e r so that

d(yxo’y'xo) < R , this will imply that the series of (a) converges.

Let < be the partial ordering on the elements of r' generated

by the relation Y1 < Y2 when 72B eclipses 71B (partially or totally)

as viewed from x0 ; extend < to be transitive.

Let us denote the image of VB in the visual sphere of x0 by BY .

Note that when v' < y , the ratio diam (BY') / diam (BY) is fairly small,

less than l/lO, say. Therefore 19 B , is contained in a ball concentric

with BY of radius 10/9 that of (BY .
Choose a maximal independent subset Al<: r' (this means there is no re-

lation 61 < 62 for any 61,52 5 Al). Do this by successively adjoining

any 7 whose BY has largest size among elements not less than any pre-

viously chosen member. Note that area (UGEAB5)/area(U BY) is greateryeI“

than some definite (a priori) constant: (9/10)n-l in our example. Induc-

tively define r6 = I" , ri+l = I'i - Ai+l and define Ai+l c. I‘i similarly

to A .Then I" = UA1 1:11
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For any Y e I" , we can compare the set BY of rays through x0
which intersect v(B) to the set C7 of parallel rays through 7X0 .

Any ray of BY which re-enters I"(B) after passing through y'(B) , is

within a of the parallel ray of CY by. that time. At most half of the

rays of CY 'ever enter NE(I"B) . The distortion between the visual measure

of BY and that of CY is modest, so we can conclude that the set of re-

entering rays, BY GU BY' , has measure less than 2/3 the measure of BY
Y'<'Y

We conclude that, for each i , area (U ' BY) - area (U B!) 1
YEP1+1 YEI'1

11/3 area(U B6) 1l/3 - (9/10)n-1area(U ,By) . The sequence
§€Ai+1 YEPi

{area(U B )} decreases geometrically. This sequence tea the termsyer;
.

of the series 2 area U Bo = Z area(BY) , so the latter converges,
1 56A yer'i

which completes the proof of (a) —> (b).
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(b) (c). Suppose B. ch(Mn) is any recurrent set of positive mea-

sure for the geodesic flow ct . Let B be a ball such that B 0 11(3) has

positive measure. Almost every forward geodesic of a vector in B. spends an

infinite amount of time in B . Let AC T1(3) consist of all vectors whose

forward geodesics spend an infinite time in B and let wt , t > 0, be the

measurable flow on A induced from ¢t which takes a point leaving A' im-

mediately back to its next return to A .

Since wt is measure preserving, almost every point of A is in the

image of wt for all t and an inverse flow t_t is'defined on almost all

of A , se—the definition of A is unchanged under reversal of time. Every

geodesic parallel in either direction to a geodesic in A is also in A,

it follows that A = Tl(B). By thePoincare recurrence lemma, it is re-

current, hence ¢t is also recurrent.

-(c) (d). It is convenient to prove this in the equivalent fern, that

if the action-of I' on 82-1 x Si-l is recurrent, it is ergodic. "Recarrent"
. ..n-1 n-1

in this context means that for any set A c:s x S" of positive measure,

there are an infinite number of elements 7 e I' such that MM 0 A) > 0 .

Let IC S'n'l x 82.1 be any measurable set invariant by 1' . Let '31 and
i

BZC- Sn'1 be small balls. Let us consider what I must look like near a-

general point x = (x1,x2) a B1 x 32 . If y is a "large" element of 1'

such that 7x is near x , then. the preimage by Y of a product of small

e-ball around Yxl and 7x2 is one of two types: it is a thin neighborhood

of one of the factors," (x1 x 32) or (231 x x2) . (Y must be a translation

in one direction or the other along an axis from approximately 1.1 to approxi-

mately :2 .) Since I'. is recurrent, almost every point x a El x 32 -s the
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preimage by elements 7 of both types, of an infinite rather of points where

I‘ has density 0 or 1 . Define f(xl) = [32 xICnyxz) dx2 _, who...

x1 is the characteristic function of I, for :1a B1 (using a.

probability measure on B ).'By the above, for almost every a, there are arbi-

trarfly small. intervals aromd xi such that the average of f _nthat in-

terval is either 0 or .1. Therefore f is a characteristic function, so

I0 Bl x B2 is of the tom 3 x 32 (up to a set of measure zero) for someset
sc:1al .

Similarly,'i'.- isofthefon B. XB,_so I is either ¢><¢ or 31x32
(In; to a set of measure zero). 9.9.1 U
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Since a new academic year is beginning, I am departing from the intended

order in writing these notes. For the present, the end of chapter 9 and chapters

10, 11 and 12 , which depend heavily on chapters 8 and 9 , are to be

omitted. The tentative plan for the omitted parts is to cover the following

topics:

The end of chapter 9 - a more general discussion of algebraic convergence.

Chapter 10 - Geometric convergence: an analysis of the possibilities for

geometric limits.

Chapter 11. The Riemann mapping theorem; parametrizing quasi-conformal

deformations. Extending quasi-conformal deformations of SE to quasi-isometric

deformations of H3 . Ekamples - conditions for the existence of limiting

Kleinian groups.

Chapter 12. Boundaries for Teichmnller space, classification of diffeomorphisms

of surfaces, algorithms involving the mapping class group of a surface.



Defomigg ICLeinian manifolds homeomorphisms

infinity

guasi-isometg

11.1

Chapter 11. 3f;E sphere a_t_IS

A pseudo-isometry between hyperbolic 3-manifolds gives rise to a quasi-

conformal map between the spheres at infinity in their universal covering spaces.

This is a key point in Mostow's proof of his rigidity theorem (§5. ). In

this chapter, we shall reverse this connection, and show that a k -quasi—conformal

map of SE to itself gives rise to a k—quasi-isometry of hyperbolic space to

itself. A self-map f : X —-> X of a metric space is a k- if

1/k d(fx, fy) g d(x , y) g kd(fx , fy) for an. x and y. Byuse ofa

version of the Riemann mapping theorem, the space of quasi-conformal maps of 82
can be parametrized by the non-conformal part of their derivatives. In this way

we obtain a remarkable global parametrization of quasi-isometric deformations

of Kleinian manifolds by the Teichmuller spaces of their boundaries.

(historical remarks)



11.1 Extensions of vector fields.

In §§8.h and 8.12, we made use of the harmonic extensions of measurable

functions on Sea to study the limit set of a Kleinian group. More generally,

any tensor field on SE extends, by a visual average, over H3 . To do this,

first identify s: with the unit sphere in Tx(H3) where x is a given point

in H3 . If y 6 Si , this gives an identification 1' : Ty (Si) —-> Tx (H3) .

There is a reverse map p : Tx(H3) -—> Ty(S:) coming from orthogonal projection

to the image of i . we can use i* and p* to take care of covariant tensor

fields, like vector fields, and contravariant tensor fields, like differential

forms and quadratic forms, aswell as tensor fields of mixed type. The visual average

of any tensor field T on Si is thus a tensor field avT, of the same type,

on H3 . In general, avT needs to be modified by a constant to give it the

right boundary behaviour.

We need some formulas, in order to make computations in the upper half-space

model. Let x be a point in upper half-space, at Euclidean height h above

the bounding plane a . A geodesic through x at angle 9 from the vertical

hits a at a distance r = h cotangent (9 / 2) from the foot 20 of the

perpendicular from x to c .

3..
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.>-‘§ _‘i n .
ra‘ \,

2 6Thus, dr = - csc 5 d9 = - % (h + 1'?) d9 . Since the map from the visualmlo‘
sphere at x to SE is conformal, it follows that

2r -2de - h (h+—h) do

where u is Lebesgue measure on (1'. and Vx is visual measure at x

Any tensor T at the point x pushes out to a tensor field Tm on
9 9(-S; = 0'. by the maps 1 and p* . When X is a vector, then Xan is a

holomorphic vector field, with derivative iHX“ at its zeros. To see this, let

TX be the vector field representing the infinitesimalisometry of translation

in the direction X . The claim is that X” = TX I S0° . This may be seen

geometrically when X is at the c the Poincare disk model.
\Ka.

flxis circ‘e ‘5
Q (01'PP.
aT-ra ;:1

u

Alternatively, if X is a vertical unit vector in upper half space, then we can

compute that

. a h sine B B BX..=-Sm9m= §.—2— or In (Z'zo)ez':Sin 9/2

where 20 is the foot of the perpendicular from x to C: . This clearly agrees

with the corresponding infinitesimal isometry. (As a "physical" vector field, §z
is the same as the unit horizontal vector ield , g , on a: . The reason for

this notation is that the differential operators § and 3% have the same action

on holomorphic functions: they are directional derivatives in the appropriate
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direction. Even though the complex notation may at first seem obscure it is useful

because it makes it meaningful to multiply vectors by complex numbers.)

When g _is the standard inner product on Tx(H3) , then

2 -2
= 1 r_ .

where Y1 'Y2 is the izmer product of two vectors on m .

. aLet us now compute av (F ). By symmetry considerations, it is clear that

av ( g2 ) is a' horizontal vector field, parallel to g . Let e be the

vector of unit hyperbolic length, parallel to 8; at a point x in upper half-

space. Then

em: --2£h-(Z-Zo-h)(Z-Zo+h) 382' e

e

/.\

L

Wehave $1;er(5;)av
$2

soavsa; e‘fifge, '3)de
CL

2 -1+
1 1 2 2 r_=EfRe(-:(Z-ZO)

'h)16 (h+h) d“

(1

2 . .
Clearly, by symmetry, the term involving Re (z — zo) integrates to zero, so we ha'.



continuous Lipschitz

holomornhic tesimsl isometry.

then so

i
hbulb.)

Note that the hyperbolic norm of av §z goes to 99 as h —-) O , while the

Euclidean norm is the constant 2

We now introduce the fudge factor by defining the extension of a vector field

an to be

= on

11.1.1 E X E or , ,

E X is an infini

Proof. When X is an infinitesimaltranslation of E , then ex(X) is the

1 same infinitesimal translation of upper half-space. Thus every "parabolic" vector fiel:

; i. 9,- (With a zero of order 2) on S; extends to the correct infinitesimal isometry.
--..._.__._--- _ _ _ _ 9

_.

J A general holomorphic vector field on Si is of the form (az'+ bz + o) $- on (I: .

"Since such a vector field can be expressed as a linear combination of the parabolic
' . a 2 a 2 a . .vector fields o—z , 2 F2 and (z - 1) Fz' it follows that every holomorphic

vector field extends to the correct infinitesimal isometry.

Suppose X is continuous, and consider any sequence [ xi } of points in

H3 converging to a point at on . Bring xi back to the origin 0 by the translati;

av(a) % f f we 8h
0 O
2 2-3m2h r(h+—)l

h o

(

3

X on 82
ex (X) % av(X) in H3

and

arm x s:
Proposition.

, then ex(X)
ex(X) .
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Ti along the line a: . If xi is close to s: , Ti spreads a small

neighborhood of the endpoint yi . of the geodesic from O to xi over almost

all the sphere- 11* X is large on most of the sphere, except near the antipodal

point to yi , so it is close to a parabolic vector field Pi , in the sense

that for any 8 , and sufficiently high 1,

”11,3 - Pill s s - xi ,

where ).i is the norm of the derivative of Ti at yi . Here Pi is the

parabolic vector field agreeing with Ti*X at yi , and O at the antipodal

point of yi . It follows that

exX (xi) - X(yi) -—-) 0 ,

so X is continuous along BB3 . Continuity in the interior is self-evident (if
you see the. evidence).

Suppose now that X is a vector field on SE C E3 which has a global

Lipschitz constant

“ X - X l H
k = sup 2 y y

vmr' GS H v -y' H

Then the translates 11* X satisfy

H Ti, x Pi ll 5 B

where B is some constant independent of i . This may be seen by considering

stereographicprojection from the antipodal point of yi . The part of the image

of X - 1:73; P. in the unit disk is Lipschitz and vanishes at the origin. When1 i

11* is applied, the resulting vector field on C: satisfies a linear growth

condition (with a uniform growth constant). This shows that, on

T-LX "L
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52 , H 71* X - Pi” is uniformly bounded in all but a neighborhood of the

antipodal point of Y , where boundedness is obvious. Then H ex X(xi) -
ex r,* P.(x.)” < B - u. , where u. is the norm of the derivative of 171

l l l - IL 1 l
3at the origin in B , or 1 / Xi up to a bounded factor.

Since “i is on the order of the (Euclidean) distance of xi from yi ,

it follows that ex X is Lipschitz along Si .

3To see that ex X has a global Lipschitz constant in B3 , consider x e B ,

and let 1' be a translation as before taking x to O , and P a parabolic

vector field approximating 1*X . The vector fields 1*X - P obtained in this

way are uniformly bounded, so it is clear that the vector fields ex(1'*X - P)

have a uniform Lipschitz constnat at the origin in B3 . By comparison with the

upper half-space model, where 1* can be taken to be a similarity, we obtain

a uniform bound on the local Lipschitz constant for ex(X - 1,11 P) at an arbitrary

point x . Since the vector fields 7;]- P are uniformly Lipschitz, it follows

that X is globally Lipschitz.'
Note that the stereOgraphic image in (l of a uniformly Lipschitz vector field

on Si is not necessarily uniformly Lipschitz — consider 22 3% , for

example. This is explained by the large deviation of the covariant derivatives

on Si and on 0'. near the point at an . Similarly, a uniformly Lipschitz vector

field on B3 is not generally uniformly Lipschitz on H3 . In fact, because of

the curvature of H3 , a uniformly Lipschitz vector field on E3 must be bounded;
3

such vector fields correspond precisely to those Lipschitz vector fields on B

which vanish on 633 .
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HQ. 51 A hyperbolic parallel vector fiel;

°° along a curve near S°° appears
to turn rapidly.

eodcsk
The significance of the Lipschitz condition stems from the elementary fact

that Lipschitz vector fields are uniquely integrable. Thus, any isotopy mt
of the boundary of a Kleinian manifold OF- = (B3 - LP) / P whose time

derivative ht
/

' is Lipschitz as a vector field on I X BOP extends canonically

to an isotopy ex ¢t on of . One may see this most simply by observing that the

‘proog that ex X is Lipschitz works locally.

.9 , A k-guasi- ic vector field is a vector field whose flow, ¢t distorts

distances at a rate of at most k . In other words, for all x , y and t

njmff must satisfy

-kt
e d(x,v) S d(vtx,¢tv) 5 en d(x,y)

A' k-Lipschitz vector field on a Riemannian manifold is k-quasi-isometric. In

fact, a Lipschitz vector field X on B3 which is tangent to BB3 is quasi-

isometric as a vector field on H3 int B3 . This is clear in a neighborhood

of the origin in B3 . To see this for an arbitrary point x , approximate X

near x by a parabolic vector field, as in the proof of 11.1.1, and translate

x to the origin.

In particular, if ¢t is an isotopy of BOP with Lipschitz time derivative,

then ex Qt has a quasi-isometric time derivative, and $1 is a quasi-isometry.

Our next step is to study the derivatives of ex X , so we can understand
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how a more general isotopy such as ex (pt distorts the hyperbolic metric. From

the definition of ex X , it is clear that ex is natural, or in other words,

ex (53* X) T, (ex (10)

when T is an isometry of H3 (extended to SE where appropriate.)

If X is differentiable, we can take the derivative at T = id., yielding

ex[Y,X] [Y,exX]

for any infinitesimal isometry Y . If Y is a pure translation and X is any

point on the axis of Y , then vXYx = O . (Here, V is the hyperbolic

covariant derivative, so VZW is the directional derivative of a vector field W

in the direction of the vector Z .) Using the formtfln.

[Y ,x] va - VXY
we obtain

11.1.2. Proposition. The directional derivative o_f ex X in the direction Yx ,

fiapoint er3,§
V exX = ex[Y,X]Yx

where Y i_s fix with axis throgh x and value Yx
at x.

The covariant derivative V Xx , which is a linear transformation of the

tangent space Tx(H3) to itself, can be expressed as the sum of its symmetric

and antisymmetric parts,
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VX VSX Va'x,
l Iwhere stx r - E (VYx r + VY. x r)

1
and V; x Y' = E (V& x r' V&, X Y)

The anti-symmetric part VaX describes the infinitesimal rotational affect of

the flow generated by X . It can be described by a vector field curl X pointing

along the axis of the infinitesimal rotation, satisfying the equation

-1vgx — 2curlXXY
where X is the cross-product. If eo , e1 , e2 forms a positively oriented

orthonormal frame at X , the formula is

curl X Z (V i X e. vei+l X - ei) ei+2
i eZ/3

Consider now the contribution to ex X from the part of X on an infinitesimal

area on SE , centered at y . This part of ex X has constant length on each

horosphere about y (since the first derivative of a parabolic transformation

fixing y is the identity) , and it scales as e-3t , where t is a. parameter

measuring distance between horospheres and increasing away from y . (Linear

measurements scaleas e-t . Hence, there is a factor of e-2Jc describing the

scaling of the apparent area from a point in H3 , and a factor of e-t representing

the scaling of the lengths of vectors.) Choose positively oriented coordinates

t ,x1 ,x2 , so that use = at2 + .22t (dxi + dx:) , and this infinitesimal

contribution to ex X is in the 3x1 direction. Let eo , el and e2 be unit
1

vectors in the three coordinate directions. The horospheres t = constant are

parallel surfaces, of constant
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normal curvature 1 (like the unit sphere in 233) , so you can see that

V7 e = V’ e = V’ e 0e0 0 e0 1 e0 2

Ve eO = +e1 ’Vt e1 -e0 Vt e2 01 1

V V = - V
and e9 e0 ea ’ e9 e2 e0 ’ e2 e1 0

(This information is also easy to compute by using the cartan structure equations.)

The infinitesimal contribution to ex X

is proportional to Z = e'3t el , so

curl Z = Cve Z 'el - V; Z e0 e2
0 , l_ ‘3t— -2 e e2 .

(The curl is in the opposite sense from the curving of the flow lines because the

effect of the flow speeding up on inner horospheres is stronger.)

This is proportional the contribution of iX to ex iX from the same

infinitesimal region, so we have

11.1.3 .

Curl (ex X) 2 ex (iX) ,

and consequently

Curl2 (ex X) -h ex X

Div (ex X) 0
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Proof. The first statement follows by integration of the infinitesimal contributions9

to curl ex X . The second statement, curl curl ex X = 2curl ex 1 X = h ex 1' X =

-ll- ex X , is immediate. The third statement follows from the identity

div curl Y = 0 , or by considering the infinitesimal contributions to ex X . I
The differential equation curl2 ex X + ex X = O is the counterpart to

the statement that ex f = av f is harmonic, when f is a function. The

symmetric part V5 X of the covariant derivative measures the infinitesimal

strain, or distortion of the metric, of the flow generated by X . That is, if

Y and Y' are vector fields invariant by the flow of X , so that

[X,Y]=[X,Y']=O,then VYX= VXYandVY,X=VXY',sothe
derivative of the dot product of Y and Y' in the direction X , by the

Leibniz rule, is

X(Y'Y') + y.vxIv

= + VYX Y

2(V;X'Y')

The symnetric part of V can be further decomposed into its effect on volume

and a part with trace 0 ,

1 5‘0VSX = E’; Trace(VsX)'I + VX

Here, Irepresents the identity transformation (which has trace 3 in dimension 3 .)

Note that trace VSX = trace VX divergence X 2 Va X ei where Eei]i

is an orthonormal basis, so for a. vector field of the form ex X , VS ex X =
sVoexX.
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Now let us consider the analogous decomposition of the covariant derivative

VX of a. vector field on the Riemann sphere (or any surface). There is a. decompositicr

O. s
VX = VaX + g(traceVXH + V X.

Define linear maps 5 and 3 of the tangent space to itself by the formulas

[VYX -
{fo +

and NIHNIH
for any vector Y . (On a general surface, 1 is interpreted as a 900 counter-

clockwise rotation of the tangent space of the surface.)

11.1.1-I». .

BX = i—‘(trace VX) I + ,VaX

= % [(div X)I+ (curl X)iI]

and 30
3x = V x

5X E under _o_f metric.

. 6 .. Any vector field on m be written X = f(z)?z , 1h
localcoordinates. The derivative of f can be written df = fx dx + fy dy

This can be re-expressed interms of dz = dx + idy rand dz = dx - idy

as

df = f dz + f- d'z'z z
where

lf = - f - 1 fz 2 x y

3x0!)

thr)
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NIHf-- (r +if)z x Y

Then 3f = fz dz and 3f i f;d; are the complex ear and complex conjugate

linear parts of the real linear map 61‘. Similarly, BX = fz dz 38; and

3X = f;d; i are the complex linear and conjugate linear parts of the map

dX=VX.

Proof. If L: n: —-’ m is any real linear map, then

L -]2-'-(L-i5L°i)
(L+i°L°i)... NIP

is clearly the decomposition into its complex linear and conjugate linear parts.

A complex linear map, in matrix form L: '2] ,_ is an expansion followed by a
b 1-a , is a symmetricrotation, while a. conjugate Linear map in matrix form [1:

map with trace 0 .

To see that Ex is invariant under conformal changes of metric, note that

inY = iVxY and write 3x without using the metric as

Exm - % [vyx + iVflX}

32E [vyx VXY + ivflx iVx iY}

%[[Y,X] + i[iY,X]].

We can now derive a nice formula for V5 ex X

11.1.5. Proposition, mmm Y a T2: (H3) and a_nl C:L vector field X on s:
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VgexX = 733—1, f 1*(3x'(rm)') cwx .
S2
M

Proof. Clearly both sides are symmetric linear maps applied to Y , so it suffices

to show that the equation gives the right value for VY ex X - Y . From 11.1.2 ,

we have

VYexX'Y = ex[Yu,X] Y

_ .3.— 817 [Yw,X] Y avx
SP.

and also , at the point x (where ex i Y, = 0) 2

O = [exiYa,X] 'exiYm
i - .8n [le ,X] iYu d vx

ll 31w K.) I ,1: F F4 5. K: p. pf:
Therefore,
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Chapter 13 Orbifolds

As we have had occasion to see, it is often more effective to study the

quotient manifold of a group acting freely and properly discontinuously on a

space rather than to limit one's image to the group action alone. It is time

now to enlarge our vocabulary, so that we can work with the quotient spaces of

groups acting properly discontinuously but not necessarily freely. In the first

place, such quotient spaces will yield a technical device useful for showing the

existence of hyperbolic structures on many 3-manifolds. In the second place, they

are often simpler than 3-manifolds tend to be, and hence they often give easy,

graphic examples of phenomena involving 3—manifolds. Finally, they are beautiful

and interesting in their own right.

13.1. Some of sac s.

We begin our discussion with a few examples of quotient spaces of groups

acting properly discontinuously on manifolds in order to get a taste of their

geometric flavor.

13.1.1. .3ins};mirror.
Consider the action of 22 on 183 by reflection in the y - z plane.

The quotient space is the half-space x Z O . Physically, one may imagine a mirror

placed on the y .. z “Ta-Jr]- of the half-space x Z O . The scene as viewed by

a. person in this half-space is like all of IRS , with scenery invariant by

the 22 symmetry.
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13.1.2. _A;m $11—02.
Consider the group G generated by reflections in the planes x = O and

x = l in 123 . G is the infinite dihedral group D” = 22 *Z2 . The

quotient space is the slab O S x S l . Physically, this is related to two mirrors

on parallel walls, as commonly seen in a barber shop.

13.1.3. A M.
Let G be the group of isometries of the Euclidean plane generated by reflections

in the four sides of a rectangle R . G is isomorphic to D” x D” , and the

quotient space is R . A physical model is a billiard table. A collection of balls

on a billiard table gives rise to an infinite collection of balls on 182 ,
invariant by G . (Each side of the billiard table should be one ball diameter

larger than the corresponding side of R so that the centersof the balls can take

any position in R . A ball may intersect its images in R2.)

‘(9 \

Ignoring spin, in order to make ball x hit bfll y it suffices to aim it at any

of the images of y by G , (Unless some ball is in the way.)

13.l.1+. g pillow.

Let H be the subgroup of index 2 which preserves orientation in the group
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G of the preceding example. A fundamental domain for H consists of two adjacent

rectangles. The quotient space is obtained by identifying the edges of the two

rectangles by reflection in the c edge.

”-e‘ia."

Topologically, this quotient space is,a sphere, with four distinguished points or

)singular points, which come from points in 1R2 with non-trivial isotropy ( Z2

The sphere inherits a Riemannian metric of O curvature in the complement of these

’4- points, and it has curvature KP = 1r concentrated at each of the four
i

points pi . In other words, a. neighborhood of each point pi is a cone, with cone

angle

Tr = 2.“. - K 0

Pi

P; m
=- fl

. On any tetrahedron in Rs all of whose four sides are congruent,

every geodesic is simple. This may be tested with a cardboard model and string or With

strips of paper. Explain.

13.1.5. g - out.

Here is one more 3 - dimensional example to illustrate the geometry of quotient
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spaces. Consider the 3 families of lines in 1&3 of the form (t , n ,m + %) ,
1(m+%,t,n) and (n,m+-,t) where n and m are integers and t is

a real parameter. They intersect a cube in the unit lattice as depicted.

Let G be the group generated by 180° rotations about these lines. It is not

hard to see that a fundamental domain is a trait cube. We may construct the quotient

space by making all identifications coming from non-trivial elements of G acting

on the faces of the cube. This means that each face must be folded shut, like a book.

In doing this, we will keep track of the images of the axes, which form the singular

locus.
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S3 with singular

locus consisting of three circles in the form of the Borromean rings. S3 inherits

As you can see by studying the picture, the quotient space is

a Euclidean structure (or metric of zero curvature) in the complement of these

rings, with a cone-type singularity with cone angle 11' along the rings.

In these examples, it was not hard to construct the quotient space from the

group action. In order to go in the opposite direction, we need to lmow not only

the quotient space, but also the singular locus and appropriate data concerning

the local behaviour of the group action above the singular locus.

13-2
An 0 is a space locally modelled on an modulo finite group

actions. Here is the formal definition: 0 consists of a Hausdorff space XO ,
with some additional structure. X0 is to have a. covering by a collection of open

sets [ Ui } closed under finite intersections. To each Ui is associated a

finite group Pi , an action of ti on an open subset iii of Ru and a

homeomorphism cpi : Ui 3 vi / 1"i . Whenever Ui C Uj , there is to be

an injective h rphism

ij‘i a
and an embedding

<X-
This terminology should not be blamed on me. It was obtained by a democratic process
in my course of 1976-77. An orbifold is s with many folds ely,
the word "manifol " already has a different 011- I tried "fo ich

ckly displa by the s ' olded". After of patiently
"no, not a ifold, a , 1d a vote, and won.
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equivariant with respect to £13 (i.e., for 7 5 Pi qjij (7 x) = fi3(7) ij (x) ),

such that the diagram below canmutes.

51.1Ui T3
15'i/
? lfij Pa.

“’1 U3 / F3
‘9:

U. C1
We regard $31.: as being defined only up to composition with elements of P3 ,

and fij as being defined up to conjugation by elements of I‘j . It is not generally

true that Cpik = quk a cpid when Ui C Uj C Uk , but there should exist an
A;N N - -l

element 7 c-z‘r‘k such that 7 q’ik = q’jk' “pij and 7' 'fik(g)-7 = fjk°fij (g).
Of course, the covering {Ui} is not an intrinsic part of the structure of an orbifold;

two coverings give rise to the same orbifold structure if they can be combined

consistently to give a larger cover still satisfying the definitions.

A if - orbifold, where if is a pseudogoup, means that all mapsand group

actions respect )0” . (See chapter 3) .

A closed manifold is an orbifold, where each group I‘:L is the

trivial group ,so that ‘U U .

Example 2. A manifold M with boundary can be given an orbifold structure

mM in which its boundary becomes a mirror". Any point on the boundary has a

neighborhood modelled on En / Z9 , where Z2 acts by reflection in a
l
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a.
hyperplane -21 . R

P, "n44
O I Jr

1

13.2.1. E M E _a_ manifold and I" Ea cup Eonerly

M. For any point x e M / I" , choose 3': e M projecting to x . Let Ix
be the isotropy group of '5'; (Ix depends of course on the particular choice of SE). The:

is a neighborhood fix of 3': invariant by Ix and disjoint from its translates by

elements-of 1" not in Ix . The projection of Ux = {TX/Ix is a homeomorphism. To

obtain a. suitable cover of M/I" , augment some cover [Ux} by adjoining finite inter-

sections. Whenever Ux n n U 74 ¢ , this means some set of translates 71 Ux
1 x1: 1

fl 7 U has a corresponding non-empty intersection. This intersection may be taken to be

n . . -l n -1UH U , With assoc1ated group 7l le 71 n 7k ka 7k
acting on it..

The orbifold mM arises in this way, for instance: it is obtained as the

quotient space of the 29 action on the double dM of M which interchanges

the two halves.
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shall use the tenninology M/F to mean M/P as an orbifold.

Note that each point x in an orbifold O is associated with a group

PX , well-defined up to isomorphism: in a local coordinate system U s U / F ,

Px is the isotropy group of any point in U corresponding to x . (Alternatively

Px may be defined as the smallest group corresponding to some coordinate

system containing x .) The set 20 = [ x I PX # [ 1 J 3 is the

locus of O .

HE shall say that O 25.5 when 20 = ¢ . Whrnipg. It happens

much more commonly that the underlying Space X0 is a topological manifold, especial.
in dimensions 2 and 3. Do not confuse properties of O with properties of XO .

The singular locus is a closed set, since its intersection with any

coordinate patch is closed. Also, it is nowhere dense. This is a consequence-

of the fact that a non-trivial homeomorphism of a manifold which fixes an

open set cannot have finite order. (see Newman, 1931 . In the differentiable

case, this is an easy exercise.)

When M in the proposition is simply connected, then M plays the role

of universal covering space and F plays the role of the fundamental group

of the orbifold M/F , (even though the underlying space of M/F may well

be simply connected, as in the examples of §l3.l). To justify this, we first

define the notion of a covering orbifold.

13.2.2. Definition.

A of an orbifold O is an orbifold O , with a projection

p : X —’ X.O between the underlying spaces, such that each point x 6 XO
0

has a neighborhood U = U / P (where U is an open subset of RP") for
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which each component vi of p-l(U) is isomorphic to U / Pi , where Pi C.F

is some subgroup. The isomorphism must respect the projections.

Note that the space X6 is not a space 22 X0 .

As a basic example, when P is a group acting properly discontinuously on

a manifold M , then M is a covering orbifold of M / F . In fact, for any

subgroup F' C1? , M / P' is a covering orbifold of M / F . Thus, the rectangular

pillow (13.1.h) is a two-fold covering space of the billiard table (13;1.3).

Here isanotherexplicitexample to illustrate the notion of covering orbifold.

let S be the infinite strip 0 S x S l in I? ; consider the orbifold ms .

Some covering spaces of S are depicted below.

mS a triple
cover

a quadruple cover cover
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13.2.3. Definition. An orbifold is good if it has some covering orbifold which

is a manifold. Otherwise it is bid,

The teardrop is an example of a bad orbifold. The underlying space for a

teardrop is $2 . 20 consists of a single point, whose neighborhood is modelled
9

on lR‘ / Zn , where Zn acts by rotations.

Zn
The teardrop:

a bad orbifold.

By comparing possible coverings of the upper half with possible coverings of

the lower half, you may easily see that the teardrop has no non-trivial connected

coverings.

Similarly, you may verify that an orbifold O with underlying space X0 = 52
having only two singular points associated with groups Zn and Zn is bad,

unless n = m . The orbifolds with three or more singular points on 82 , as

we shall see, are always good. For instance, the orbifold below is $2 modulo

the orientation-preserving symmetries of a dodecahedron.
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13.2.14». Proposition. g orbifold O Eamiversal cover 5 . In other

words,g *eXo-Zo Eabase point E O, O E» O i_saconnected

with base point * which t_o * , such that for
I I N

HM 5 6 —L> o with base point *' , p'(*’) * ,

E q:O—->“O'o_prE map°_f 5'.

’d

O +—‘Ol 'dO!

The universal covering orbifold O , in some contexts, is often called the

universal branched cover. There is a simple way to prove 13.2.11- in the case 20
has codimension ‘2 or more. In that case, any covering space of O is determined

by the induced covering space of XO - 20 as its metric completion. Whether a

covering Y space of Xo - 20 comes from a covering space of O is a local question,

which is expressed algebraically by saying that 71'1(Y) maps to a group containing

0) '
When 0 is a good orbifold, then it is covered by a simply connected manifold,

a certain obvious normal subgroup of 11'1 (X - Z

M . It can be shown directly that M is the universal covering orbifold by proving

that every covering orbifold is isomorphic to M/I“ , for some I" C i" , where I"

is the group of deck transformations of M over 0 .

Proof of 13.2.h. : One proof of the existence of a universal cover for a

space X goes as follows.
p.
i . .

Consider pointed, connected covering spaces Xi —-> X . For any pair of sucn

covering spaces, the component of the base point in the fiber product of the

two is a. covering space of both.
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(Recall that the fiber product of two maps fi : Xi ->X is the space X1 XX X2
{(x1 ,x2) 6 Xlx X2 : fl(x1) = f2(x2)} .
If X is locally simply connected, or more generally, if it has the property

that every x e X has a neighborhood U such that every covering of X induces

a trivial covering of U (that is, each component of p-l(U) is homeomorphic

to U ) , then one can take the inverse limit over some set of pointed, connected

covering spaces of X which represents all isomorphism classes to obtain a

universal cover for X .
We can follow this same outline with orbifolds, but we need to refine the

notion of fiber product. The difficulty is best illustrated by example. Two
f

covering maps 81 = dI —2—> mI and mI -’ mI are sketched below, along with

the fiber product of the underlying maps of spaces.

if)“ dong) ’9-. _..—- 4—!

m l L )F31:01+-
3 m2

(This picture is sketched in lR = X 1R2 ) The fiber product of spaces

is a circle but with a double point . In the definition of fiber product of

orbifolds, we must eliminate such double points, which always lie above 20
To do this, we work in local coordirates. Let U z U / 1' be a coordinate

C.
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system. We may suppose that U is small enough so in every covering of O ,_ P.
p l (U) consists of components of the form U / I", I" C I‘ . Let 0:.L —l-—> 0

be covering orbifolds (i = l , 2) , and consider components of pit-1 (U) , which

for notational convenience we identify with U / P1 and U / P2 . Formally,

we can write U / F1 = [Fl y I y e U} . [It would be more consistent to use

the notation Fl\ U instead of U / Pl ]. For each pair of elanents 71
and 726P ,weobtainamap f U—-> U/l"le/1"2 ,bytheformula7 ,72

F F91,72 y ( l 7 1 y , 2 72 y In fact, £71,72 factors through

U / 7'1 1" 7 n 7‘1 1" 7 . _Of course, f depends only on the cosets1 1 l 2 2 2 71:72
P .Pl 7 1 and 272 Furthermore, for any 7 e 1" , the maps f71’72 and f717’727

differ only by a group element acting on U ‘, in particular,their images

are identical so only the product 71-72:L really matters. Thus, the "real."

invariant of f is the double coset F 7 7'1 1‘2 e Pl\F / 1‘2 . (Similarly,71,72 1. 1 2
in the fiber product of coverings X1 and X2 of a. space X , the components are

parametrized by the double cosets ‘rrle\11'lX / 7T1X2) . The fiber product of

U / F1 and U / F2 over U / l" ,is defined now to be the disjoint union,over

elements 7 representing double cosets I‘l\ I" / F2 of the orbifolds

U / rln 7'l F27 . We have shown above how this canonically covers U / F1 and

U / r2 , via the map fl,7 . This definition agrees with the usual definition

of fiber product in the complement of £0 . These locally defined patches easily

fit together to give a fiber product orbifold 01 3 O2 . As in the case of

spaces, a universal covering orbifold U is obtained by taking the inverse limit

.over some suitable set representing all isomorphism classes of orbifolds.

The universal cover U of an orbifold O is automatically a regular cover:
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for any preimage 5': of the base point * there is a deck transformation taking

:9 to 3':

13.2.5. Definition. The 53mm "1(0) of an orbifold o is the

group of deck transformations of the universal cover 6 .

The fundamental groups of orbifolds can be computed in much the same ways

as fundamental groups of manifolds: see § . Later we shall interpret

Trl(0) in terms of loops on O .

Here are two more definitions which are completely parallel to the definitions

for manifolds.

13.2.6. . g with means a space locally modelled

on _an modulo finite groups and IR: modulo finite groups.

When X0 is a topological manifold, be careful not to confuse 5X0 with

80 or X50 a

13.2.7. Definition. of an orbifold 02 means a subspace

X C X locally modelled on le C an modulo finite groups.
1 C’2

Thus, a triangle orbifold has seven distinct "closed" one-dimensional sub-

orbifolds, up to isotopy: one 81 and six mI's .
Dn D...

b'f 1d withThe or i o An,m,p
seven suborbifolds.

DP
Note that each of the seven is the boundary of a suborbifold with boundary

. 9
(defined in the obvious way) with universal cover D' .
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13.3 T_W2-

To avoid technicalities, we shall work with differentiable orbifolds from

DOW on.

The nature‘of the singular locus of a differentiable orbifold may be

understood as follows. Let U = U / F be any local coordinate system.

There is a Riemannian metric on U invariant by F : such a. metric may be

obtained from any metric on U by averaging under 1" . For any point 5': e U
consider the exponential map, which gives a diffeomorphism from the 8 ball

in the tangent space at 3': to a small neighborhood of 3': . Since the exponential

map commutes with the action of the isotropy group of 3': , it gives rise to an

isomorphism between a neighborhood of the image of 3': in O , and a neighborhood

of the origin in the orbifold an / I‘ , where l" is a finite subgroup of

the orthogonal group On .
13.3.1. . The locus _o_f a: two-dimensional orbifold h_as_

these types o_f local

(i) km: 122 / 22 , where 22 acts by Eth_e y

ax_is.

(ii) Elliptic points of order n : m2 / zan , with zzn BY
rotations.

(iii) (logr reflectors _of o_rfl n ma / DI1 , where Dn is the

dihedral group of order 2n , with presentation

<a,b:a=b (ab)n=1>
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The generators a and b to in lines

at angle w / n .

Proof. These are the only three types of finite subgroups of 02 .
It follows that the underlying space of a two dimensional orbifold is always

a topological surface, possibly with boundary. It is easy to enumerate all

2-dimensiona1 orbifolds, by enumerating surfaces, together with combinatorial

information which determines the orbifold structure. From a topological point

of view, however, it is not completely trivial to deterndne which of these

orbifolds are good and which are had.

We shall classify 2-dimensional orbifolds from a geometric point of view.

When G is a group of real analytic diffeomorphisms of a real analytic manifold

X ,then the elementary properties of (G , X) - orbifolds are similar to the

case of manifolds (see § 3.5) . In particular a developing map

D : U -9 X

can be defined for a (G ,X) - orbifold O . Since we do not yet have a notion

of paths in O , this requires a little explanation. Let { Ui } be a covering

of O by a collection of open sets, cloSed under intersections, modelled on

,. “W
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Ui / I‘i , wit C X , such that the inclusion maps Ui C Uj come from

isometries Ui Uj . Choose a "base" chart UO . When UO 3 Ui C
1Ui D C U1 is a chain of open sets (a simplicial path in the

2 2n
1- skeleton of the nerve of [ Ui }) , then for each choice of isometries of

the form

U U U. (— U.0 l 12 1211

one obtains an isometry of Ui in X , obtained by composing the transition
a ~

fimctions (which are globally defined on X). A covering space 0 of O is defined

by the covering[ (q),pri)» can:where Cp is any isometry of Ui obtained by the above
construction.

These are glued together by the obvious "inclusion" maps, ( q) , (pUi)
" -lc_, ( '4’:l0 U3 ) whenever I) .q) is of the form 73 .351']. for some

I"7:163
The reader desiring a picture may construct a "foliation" of the space

[(x , y , g) I x e X , y e Xo , g is the germ of a G—map between neighborhoods

of x and y] . Any leaf of this foliation gives a developing map.

13.3.2. Proposition. When G i_sg analfiic group 9f diffeomorphisms o_f g

manifold X , then evez_'y (G , X) - E good. A map

are defined.

If G E2Eoup 5g actig g X then 0 i_s

closed gr ,E i_s . _‘E 2 map) .

gparticuier, i_f x i_s simply ,mg __9 ”1(0) 22
(i.e., D
6 = X
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suonup o_f G .

area: see § 3.5.

Here is an e . A2 3 6 has a Euclidean structure, as a 30° , 60° 90°
3 2

triangle. The developing map looks like this:

2—dimensional orbifolds.

13.3.3. When an orbifold O has a cell-divison of Xo such that

each open cell is in the same stratum of the singular locus (i.e.!the 33°11? ESSOCJ-avf

to the interior points of a cell is constant), then the Euler number X(o) is

Here is a definition that will aid us in the geometric classification of
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defined by the formula

d' (c.)
x(o) Z (.1)m 1 (l/ [P(ciH),

C.
l

where ci ranges over cells and IP(ci)I is the order of the group P(ci)
associated to each cell. The Euler number is not always an integer.

The definition is concocted for the following reason. Define the number _o_f

sheets of a cover to be the number of preimages of a non-singular point.

13.3.h . If 6 —> o ise mwith k sheets, then

X(6) = k X(o) .

Proof : It is easily verifiedtha-t the number of sheets of a cover can be computed

by the ratio

# sheets = z (IPxI / III—i” :
i 3p(x)=x

where x isg point. The formula for the Euler number of

a cover follows immediately.

As an example, a triangle orbifold A has Euler numbern1’I‘2’r‘31/2(Z(1/ni)-l).
+ D

.1
2

D“3 a: g + 1 n2
3 2 2n2

NIH
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Thus, A2 3 5 has Euler number + 1/60 . Its universal cover is Se , with
9 3

deck transformations the group of symmetries of the dodecahedron. This group

has order 120 = 2/(1/60) . On the other hand , x(h2 3 6) = o and
3 3

)((A2 3 7) = -l/8)+. These orbifolds cannot be covered by $2, 3 *

The general formula for the Euler number of an orbifold O with k corner

reflectors of orders n:L ,..., nk and z elliptic points of orders m1 ,..., 11113
is

13.3.u. x(o) = x(xo) “3": 2(1 - l/ni) - 2(1 .' 1/mi)

Note in particular that X(o) S x(Xo) , with equality iff O is the surface

X0 or if O-=mXo .

If 0 is equipped with a metric coming from invariant Riemannian metrics

on the local models U , then one may easily derive the Gauss-Bonnet theorem,

13.3.5. f KdA 211' x(o) .
0

One way to prove this is by excising small neighborhoods of the singular locus,

and a the usual Gauss-Bonnet theorem for manifolds with boundary. For 0

to have an elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic structure, X(o) must be respectively

positive, zero or negative. If 0 is elliptic or hyperbolic, then area (0) '=

2n [x(o)] .

13.3.6. . A glLsed 2-dimensional orbifold E52 ,

E structure i_fg EEgEd.

A2 0 EEE structurei_ff_ x(o) < 0, Egg
iff X(0)=O. An is Egg;
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where (nl ,..., bk;

9_f o_r—___ders 1:1:L ,...,

not listed are

The sphere
S2

(H11

x(o) > o .. All bad, elliptic and £9. below,

m1 ,..., mg) _a_; with elliptic

nk aldcorner m1,...,mz.

Bad Elliptic Parabolic

(
n a

, 2

,3
, 3

,3

,n2) n1 < n2
2 3 ,

The disk
D2

2
The projective plane JP

The torus

The Klein bottle K

The annulus A

The Moebius band M

(n)

(“1 ’n2) I31< n2 (2

(2

(2

(2

n)

,n)
.3)

.1+)

, 5)

($n’n)

(3222,11)

(; , 3)

(32.3.10

($2.3,5)
(ns)

(2;m)

(352)

(3.))

(2,3;6)
(2,h,h)

(3,3,3)
(2,2,2,2)

(;2:3,6)
(,2,1+,1+)

(53.3.3)
(,2,2,2,2)

(2;2.2)

(333)

(1H2)
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generated by reflections in the faces of one of the tri les. The full group of
9 2

tfi .e t - I 1 * - Osymme ”'1 s of his ti__'1g of F is ”1(D(.,2,3,a))
This picture was drawn with a computer by Peter Oppenheimer. . _~ ..———
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M. It is routine to list all orbifolds with non-negative Euler number,

as in the table. We have already indicated an easy, direct argument to show

the orbifolds listed as bad are bad ; here is another. First, by passing

to covers, we only need consider the case that the Imderlving space is $2 ,
and that if there are two elliptic points their orders are relatively prime.

These orbifolds have Riemannian metrics of curvature bounded above zero,

which implies (by elementary Riemannian geometry) that any surface covering them

must be compact. But the Euler number is either 1 +i- or 1— + «l— , whichn1 n2
is a rational nmber with numerator > 2 .

Since no connected surface has an Euler number greater than 2 , these orbifolds

must be bad.

What is the best pinching constant for Riemannian metrics on these

orbifolds '2

All the orbifolds listed as elliptic and parabolic may be readily identified as

the quotient of $2 or E2 modulo a discrete group. The 17 parabolic orbifolds

correspond to the 17 "wallpaper groups". The reader should unfold these orbifold
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for himself, to appreciate their beauty. Another pleasant exercise is to identify
the orbifolds associated with some of Escher's prints.

Hyperbolic structures can be found, and classified, for orbifolds with

negative Euler characteristics by decomposing them into primitive pieces, in a

manner analogous to our analysis of Teichmiiller space for a. surface (§ 5.3) .

Given an orbifold 0 with x(o) < 0 ,we may repeatedly cut it along simple

closed curves and then "mirror" these curves (to remain in the class of closed

orbifolds) Lmtil we are left with pieces of the form below. (If the underlying surface is

unoriented, then make the first cut so the result is oriented.) Z“a
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The orbifolds mP , A(n . ) and D (except the degenerate
32 (D1 2 n2 3 )

case A(2,2; )) and S(n1,n2,n3) have hyperbolic structures parameterized by the

lengths of their boundary components. Theproof is precisely analogous to the classific:

tion of shapes of pants in § 5.3 ; one decomposes these orbifolds into two congruent

"generalized triangles" (see § 2.6) .

The orbifold D? _ also can be decomposed into "generalized
9 ,...,m! 0

triangles", 3 "'4
0”,,

DM
L 0"‘1

for instance in the pattern above. One immediately sees that the orbifold has

hyperbolic structures (provided X < O) parametrized by the lengths of the cuts;

that is , ( 33+ )2-3 . (Special care must be taken when, say, ml = m2 2
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Then one of the cuts must be omitted, and an edge length becomes a parameter.

In general any disjoint set of edges with ends on order 2 corner reflectors

can be taken as positive real parameters, with extra parameters coming from cuts

not meeting these edges is

a Q4

:1.
The annulus with more than one corner reflector on one boundary component should

be dies as below, and. an. annulus with two order twoD< ;1:1,...
corner tors. Dan is ogous.,...,mz)

\tg E
Q)

r’ m ,...? n;
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Hyperbolic structures on an annulus with two order 2 corner reflectors

on one boundary component are parametrized by the length of the other boundary

component, and the length of one of the edges:
Q; Q

(The two all right pentagons agree on a and b , so they are congruent ; thus

they are determined by their edges of length Ill/2 and 22/2 ) . Similarly,
2 . . . 2D(n;2,2) is determined by one edge length, pronded n > 2 . D(2;2,2) is not

hyperbolic. However, it has a degenerate hyperbolic structure as an infinitely thin

rectangle, modulo a rotation of order 2 — or, an interval.

A
k)

This is consistent with the way in which it arises in considering hyperbolic

structures, in the dissection of D One can out such an orbifold2(2;m1,...,mz) '
along the perpendicular arc from the elliptic point to an edge, to obtain

2 .D( ; 2,2’”1"“,mz). In the case of an annulus with only one corner reflector,
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M

010nm)
note first that it is symmetric, since it can bedissected into an isosceles

"triangle". now, from a second.dissection,we see hyperbolic structures are

parametrized by the length of the boundary component without the reflector.

By the same argument, D%n- m) has a unique hyperbolic structure.
9

All these pieces can easily be reassembled to give a hyperbolic structure

on 0 .

From the proof of 13.3.6 we derive

13-3-7 - Ens ems J(0) 21:21.1 0 113
X(O)<O_i_s_ t_o we; -3X(xo)+2k+z,
Mkifla 2: my 2 i_sy 92m
reflectors.

Proof. 0 can bedissectedinto primitive pieces, as above, by cutting along

disjoint closed geodesics and arcs perpendicular to axe i.e., 1 -dimensional
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hyperbolic suborbifolds. The lengths of the arcs, and lengths and twist parameters

for simple closed curves form a set of parameters showing that j(0) is

homeomorphic to Euclidean space of some dimension. The formula for the dimension

is verified directly for the primitive pieces, and so for disjoint unions of

primitive pieces. When two circles are guled together, neither the formula nor the

dimension of the Teichmuller space changer — two length parameters are replaced by

one length parameter and one first parameter. When two arcs are glued together, one

length parameter is lost, and the formula for the dimension decreases by one.
§l3.1+ Fibrations.

There is a very natural way to define the tangent space T(O) of an orbifold

O . When the universal cover 5 is a manifold,

then the covering transformations act on T(6) by their derivatives. T(O) is

then T(U) / 711(0) . In the general case, 0 is made up of pieces covered by

manifolds, and the tangent space of O is pieced together from the tangent

space of the pieces. Similarly, any natural fibration over manifolds gives rise

to something over an orbifold.

l3.)+.l. Definition. A fibration E , with generic fiber F , over an orbifold

0 is an orbifold with a projection

P XE ’ Xo
between the underlying spaces, such that each point x e O has a neighborhood

U = U/ r (with be an) such that for some action of r on F , p‘l(U) =

U x F / I" (where 1" acts by the diagonal action ) The product structure should
I

of course be consistent with p : the diagram below must commute.
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Ux F ——> p'l(U)
l I
U U

With this definition, natural fibrations over manifolds give rise to natural

fibrations over orbifolds.

The sphere bundle TS(M) is the fibration over M with fiber the

sphere of rays through 0 in T(M) . When M is Riemannian,this is identified wi:

the unit tangent bundle T1(M).

l3.1+.2. . get 0 932 2-orbifold. _I£ o is ,then Tl(o)
i_s a_n 3-gpifold. g; o _i_é E , then Tl(O) is Euclidean. E c
_‘3 bad, then TS(O) g itructure.

Proof. The unit tangent bundle Tl(s.2) can be identified with the group 803
by picking a "base" tangent vector V0 and parametrizing an element g e 803
by the image vector Dg (V0) . S03 is homeomorphic to IP3 , and its universal

covering group is S3 . This correspondence can be seen by regarding S3 as the

multiplicative group of unit quaternions, which acts as isometries on the subspace

of purely imaginary quaternions (spanned by i , j and k ) by conjugation.

The only elements acting trivially are $1 . The action of 803 on Tl(82) = SC:
9

corresponds to left translation so that for an orientable O = S' / F ,
Tl(0) = Tl (S2 /1") = l" \ $03 = l: \ S3 is clearly elliptic. Here T

N

is the preimage of 1" in S3 . (Whatever 1" stands for, I' is generally called

"the binary 1"" - e.g. the binary dodecahedral group, etc.)

When 0 is not oriented, then we use the model Tl(Sa) = 03 / 22 , where

22 is generated by the reflection r through the geodesic determined by V0
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Again, the action of 03 on Tl(52) comes from left multiplication on

03/ 222 . An element gr , with g s so thus takes g'v to grg'rV3 ’ O O '
But rg'r = sg's , where s e 803 is 180° rotation of the geodesic through

Vo , so the corresponding transformations of S3
Va

3' t——) (E E) E' (E) ,

are compositions of left and right multiplication, hence isometries.

For the case of a Euclidean orbifold O , note that TlEZ has a natural

product structure as E2 x 32L . From this, a natural Euclidean structure is

2obtained on TIE , hence on Tl(0) .

The bad orbifolds are covered by orbifolds Sin) or S? Then TS(H) ,
nl’n2) .

where H is either hemisphere, is a solid torus, so the entire unit tangent space

is alens space - hence it is elliptic. TS(D% -n)) ,or TSD is obtained
3

2
( ;n1.n2) ’

as the quotient by a Z action on these lens spaces.2

As an example, Tl (8%2,3,5)) is the Poincare dodecahedral space. This

follows immediately from one definition of the Poincare dodecahedral space as S3
modulo the binary dodecahedral group. In general, observe that 15(02) is always

a manifold if 02 is oriented ; otherwise it has elliptic axes of order 2 , lying

above mirrors and consisting of vectors tangent to the mirrors. In more classical

terminology, the Poincare dodecahedral space is a Seifert fiber space over S

with three singular fibers, of type (2 , l) , (3 , l) and (5 , 1) .

When 0 has the combinatorial type of a polygon, it turns out that KTS(O)
s3is , with singular locus a certain knot or two-component link. There is an

a priori reason to suspect that erm be S3 , since 1TlO is generated by
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reflections These reflections have fixed points when they act on TS(6) , so

r1 (xrs(o)) is the surjective image of 711 TS(O) . The image is trivial,

since a reflection folds the fibers above its axis in half. Every easily

producible simply connected closed 3-manifold seems to be S3 . We can draw

the picture of TS(O) by piecing.

i“;
‘.J

“K \ 9
Over the non-singular part of O , we have a solid torus. Over an edge, we have

mI x I , with fibers folded into mI ; nearby fibers go once around these mI's

Above a corner reflector of order n , the fiber is folded into mI . The

fibers above the nearby edges weave up and down n times, and nearby circles

wind around 2n times.
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When the pieces are assembled, we obtain this knot or link:

45h? [+5712 Ezns
5 “3h

13(0)
’3‘: nl Q:nk .- ni 3= n k

k'1 itun'STs

When 0 is a Riemannian orbifold, this gives Tl(0) a canonical flow, the

geodesic flow. For the Euclidean orbifoldswith X0 a polygon, this flow is

physically realized (up to friction and spin) by the motionof a billiard ball.

The flow is tangent to the singular locus. Thus, the phase space for the familiar

rectangular billiard table is S3 : 0‘

i; ’l.
2.

l I
There are two invariant annuli, with boundary the singular locus, corresponding

to trajectories orthogonal to a side. The other trajectories group into invariant

tori.

Note the 2-fold symmetry in the tangent space of a billiard table, which in

the picture is 180° rotation about the axis perpendicular to the paper. The

quotient orbifold is the same as example 13.1.5.
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You can obtain many other examples via symmetries and covering spaces. For

instance, the Borromean rings above have a 3-fold axis of symmetry, with quotient

orbifold:

l\

3. ’5 9.

We can pass to a 2-fold cover, unwrapping around the 22 elliptic axis, to obtain

the figure eight knot as a. Z3 elliptic axis.

’-—-\

3
This is a Euclidean orbifold, whose fundamental group is generated by order 3
rotations in main diagonals of two adjacent cubes (regarded as fundamental domains

for example 13.l.5).

When 0 is elliptic, then s are closed, and the geodesic flow come

from a circle action. It follows that Tl(0) is a fibration in a second way, by

projecting to the quotient space by the geodesic flow! For instance, the singular
2 . ,locus of T1 (D(2’3’5)) is a torus knot of type (3,5) .
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“

Egg: '5,5))
2Th f it al f'b S .ere ore, so 1 ers over (2,3,5)

In general, an oriented 3-orbifold which fibers over a 2-orbifold, with

general fiber a circle, is determined by three kinds of information:

(a) the base orbifold

(b) For each elliptic point or corner reflector of order n , an integer

O S k < n which specifies the local structure. Above an elliptic point,
1the Zn action on E x S is generated by a l/n rotation of the

disk :1 and a k/n rotation of the fiber S:L . Above a corner reflector,

the 1:;n action on Ex sl (with 51 taken as the unit circle in 1R2 )

is generated by reflections of E in lines an angle of 1T/n

and reflections of Sl in lines making an angle of lm/n .
(c) A rational-valued Euler number for the fibration. This is defined as

the obstruction to a rational section -i.e., a multiple’valued section,

with rational weights for the sheets sunning to one. (This is necessary.

since there is not usually even a local section near an elliptic point

or corner reflector).

The Euler number for TS(O) equals X(o) . It can be shown that a fibratio:
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of non-zero Euler number over an elliptic or bad orbifold is elliptic, and a

fibration of zero Euler number over a Euclidean orbifold is Euclidean.

13.5. Tetrahedral orbifolds.

The next project is to classify orbifolds whose underlying space is a

3-manifold with boundary, and whose singular locus is the boundary. In particular,

the case when X0 is the 3-disk is interesting - the fundamental group of such

an orbifold (if it is good) is called a out.

It turns out that the case when 0 has the combinatorial type of a tetrahedron

is quite different from the general case. Geometrieally, the case of a tetrahedron

is subtle, although there is a simple way to classify such orbifolds with the aid

of linear algebra.

The explanation for this distinction seems to come from the fact that orbifolds

of the type of a simplex are non-Haken. First, we define this temninology.

A closed 3-orbifold is irreducible if it has no bad 2-suborbifolds and if ever

2-suborbifold with an elliptic structure bounds a 3-suborbifold with an elliptic

structure. Here, an elliptic orbifold with boundary is meant to have totally

geodesic boundary-—-in other words, it must be D3 / P , for some P CO3 . (For

a non-oriented 3-manifold, this definition entails being irreducible 22d
IP2- , in the usual terminology.)

Observe that any 3-dimensional orbifold with a bad suborbifold must itself

be bad—- it is conjectured that this is a necessary and sufficient condition for'

badness.
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(1'.

Bad orbifolds with X0 = S3

Frequently in 3 dimensions it is easy to see that certain orbifolds are

good but hard to prove much more about them. For instance, the orbifolds with

singular locus a. Imot or link in S3 are always good: they always have finite

abelian covers by manifolds.

Each elliptic 2-orbifold is the boundary of exactly one elliptic 3-orbifold,

which may be visualized as the cone on it.

’5

a9”‘ 3
m D-

A
I)

An incompressible suborbifold of a 3-orbifold O , when X0 is oriented, is

a 2-suborbifold O' C 0 with X(0') S 0 such that every l-suborbifold

O" C 0' which bounds an elliptic suborbifold of 0 - 0' bounds an elliptic

suborbifold of 0' . O is Haken if it is irreducible and contains an

incompressible suborbifold.

13.5.1 XO=D3 , 20 8D3 Then 0 i_sirreduciblei;

and only g:

(a) The l- sinfllar locus 22.; cannotbg 22115
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93 zero, one, g two edges,

and (b) _If the g 71 , 72 ad 73 disconnects 2%“ , then either

they as t_o a common vertex2the orders n1 , 1:12 and n3
satisfy

1— + l— + .1— S 1n1 n2 :13

Proof. For any bad or elliptic suborbifold 0' C 0, X0, must be a disk meeting

2% in l , 2 or 3 points. X0, separates X0 into two 3-disks ; one

of these gives an elliptic 3-orbifold with boundary 0" if and only if it contains

no l-dimensional parts of 1'30 other than the edges meeting 8X0, . For any set
E of edges disconnecting 2% there is a simple closed curve on 5X0 meeting

only edges in E , meeting such an edge at most once, and separating £25 - E .

Such a curve is the boundary of a disk in X0 , which determines a suborbifold.

Any closed elliptic orbifold Sn / I‘ of dimension n 22 can be sus

to give an elliptic orbifold Sn+l / 1" of dimension n+ 1 , via the

canonical incluSlon on+1 C on+2 .
13.5.2. . A_.n_ o with x0 D3 ad. :0 8133 is

Haken i_f_f_ it i_s irreducible EE pat the o_f g elliptic 2-orbifold

and it does not have the Em 93_a_. edron.

Proof. First, suppose that 0 satisfies the conditions. Let F be any face of

O , that is a component of 20 minus its one dimensional part. The closure F
is a disk or Sphere, for otherwise 0 would not be irreducible. If F is the

entire sphere, then 0 is the suspension of D? .) . Otherwise, consider a curve,
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, ,mcdw
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, /

of an elliptic orbifold ID(én “1“ If
a :

a"triangle" suborbifold D( f,n1,n2,:3) o
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7' going around just outside F , and meeting only edges of 2%”

If 7 meets no edges, then 2% = 3F (since 0 is irreducible) and O

is the suspension of Dinah) - The next case is that 7 meets two edges

of order n; then they must really be the same edge, and 0 is the suspension

7 meets three edges, then 7 determines

O . 0' cannot be elliptic, for then

the three edges would meet at a point and 0 would have the type of a tetrahedron.

Since D ) has no non-trivial l-suborbifolds, it is automatically
2
(;n1,n2,n3

incompressible, so 0 is Haken. If 7 meets four or more edges, then

the 2-suborbifold it determines is either incompressible or compressible. But if

it is compressible, then an automatically incompressible triangle suborbifold of

P’
O canbec

.‘
’ If a determines a

"compression", then B
a- determines a triangle

orbifold.

The converse assertion, that suspensions of elliptic orbifolds and tetrahedral

orbifolds are not Haken, is fairly simple to demonstrate. In general, for a curve
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7 on 5X0 to determine an incompressible suborbifold, it can never enter the same

face twice, and it can enter two faces which touch only along their common edge.

Such a curve is evidently flnpossible in the cases being considered.

There is a system of notation, called the , which is efficient

for describing n-orbifolds of the type of a simplex. The Coxeter diagram is a

graph, whose vertices are in correspondence with the (n - l) faces of the

simplex. Each pair of (n - l) - faces meet on an (n - 2) face which is a

corner reflector of some order k . The corresponding vertices of the Coxeter

graph are joined by k - 2 'edges, or alternatively, a single edge labelled with

the integer k - 2 . The notation is efficient because the most c

occurring corner reflector has order 2., and it is not mentioned. Sometimes
n

this notation is extended to describe more complicated orbifolds with X0 = D

and 20 C.an , by using dotted lines to denote faces which are not incident.

waever, for a complicated polyhedron -— even the dodecahedron-this becomes quite

unwieldy.

The condition for a graph with n + 1 vertices to determine an orbifold (of

the type of annrsimplex) is that each complete subgraph on n vertices is the

Coxeter diagram for an elliptic (n - l) - orbifold.

Here are the Coxeter diagrams for the elliptic triangle orbifolds:

v')

U.

‘0



Theorem -orbifold

simplex m Euclidean hyperbolic

dimensional

+ ._"_. .31.
* ' ”C” [I. o——-C>

<1) iii
Theorem orbifold combinatorial

simplex deleted vertices

Euclidean orbifold Coxeter diagram connected admits

13.’4—0

13.5.3- ( ). E_ve_ry n thetm
o_f _a_ h_a_s_ £1. ellifiic, 23 structure. The types

2u 3- case are listed below:

Ln 20,m 20]
+

.\-
+

t [:0 O+ ._._..__——._—-—-— .

q. .—

+ _a_.—.8 "

+ E
O

v 6317

+ = elliptic 0 = Euclidean - = hyperbolic

This statement may be slightly generalized to include non-compact orbifolds

of the combinatorial type of a simplex with some vertices deleted.

13.5.’+ . Evegy n— which has the type of a
with some , such that _t_h_e "link" of each deleted vertex

is a , and whose is , a
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Proof 2f. 13.5.3 and 13.5.h. The method is to describe a simplex in terms

of the quadratic form models. Thus, an n-simplex on on Sn has n+1 hyperfaces

Each face is contained in the intersection!of a codimension one subspace of En+l
with Sn . Let V ,..., Vn be unit vectors orthogonal to these subspaces inO
the direction away from On . Clearly, the Vi are linearly independent. Note

' = ' ' . _ Wh .that Vi. Vi l , and when l 9‘ j ,Vi Vj cos aij , ere aij is the

angle between face i and face j . Similarly, each face Of an n-simplex in Hn
contained in the intersection of a subspace of En’1 with the sphere of

imaginary radius é + ...n+I:- xffil = —1 (with respect to the standard

inner product x - r = x1 - Y1 - xn+l .in+1 on En’l ) . Outward

vectors Vo ,...,Vn ortfigéonal to these subspaces have real length, so they

can be normalized to have length l . Again, the V1 are linearly independent

and Vi - V;] = -cos aij when ia‘j . Foran n-simplex 0n inEuclidean
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n-space, let V ,...’Vn be outward mit vectors in directions orthogonal to

f on ' ' = -the -aces on . Once again, Vi Vj cos aij .

Given a collection {aid} of angles, we now try to construct a simplex.

Form the matrix M of presumed inner products, with l's down the diagonal and

-cos a 'Soff the diagonal. If the quadratic form represented by M is positiveij

definite or of type (n , l) , then we can find an equivalence to En+l or En"l ,

which sends the basis vectors to vectors V ,..., Vn having the specified inner

product matrix. The intersection of the half-spaces X - V1 5 0 is a cone, which mus

be non-empty since the [V1] are linearly independent. In the positive definite

case, the cone intersects S11 in a simplex, whose dihedral angles 513 satisfy

COS. Bi = cos CZ In the hyperbolic case, the cone3 ii ’ i3 '
determines a simplex in my“ , but the simplex may not be contained 'in En C

hence Bil = a

llFiIPn . To determine the positions of the vertices, observe that each vertex

Vi determines a l-dimensional subspace, whose orthogonal subspace is spanned
by V0 ,..., Ti ,..., VI1 . The vertex Vi is on En , on the sphere at

infinity, or outside infinity according to whether the quadratic form restricted

to this subspace is positive definite, degenerate, or of type (n-l , l) . Thus,

the angles {aid} are the angles of an ordinary hyperbolic simplex iff

M has type (:1 , l) ,and for each i the submatrin: obtained by deleting the 1th row

corresponding column is positive definite. They are the angles of an ideal

2'1)hyperbolic simplex (with vertices in an or S iff all such submatrices are

either positive definite, or have rank n-l .

By similar considerations, the angles [aid] are the angles of a Euclidean

n-simplex fif M is positive semidefinite of rank n
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When the angles [aid] are derived from the Coxeter

diagram of an orbifold, then each submatrix of M obtained by deleting the 1th
row and the ith column corresponds to an elliptic orbifold of dimension

n-l ,hence it is positive definite. The full matrix must be either positive

definite, of type (n , l) or positive semidefinite with rank n . It is

routine to list the examples in any dimension. The sign of the determinant of

M is a practical invariant of the type. We have thus proven theorem 13.5.

In the Euclidean case, it is not hard to see that the subspace of vectors

of zero length with respect to M is spanned by (a.o ,..., an) , where ai
is the (n—l)—dimensional area of the in1 face of 0’

To establish 13.5.14», first consider any submatrix Mi of rank n-l which

is obtained by deleting the ith row and it11 colm ($0, the

link of the it}:1 vertex is Euclidean). Change basis so that Mi becomes

A

using (aO ,..., ai ,..., an) as the last basis vector. When the basis vector

Vi is put back, the quadratic form determined by M becomes

-c ,
W -C l

_,
where '-C = '2‘ a1 cos aiJ' is negative since the Coxeter diagram was supposed

.is#1"-
to be connected. It follows that M has type (11 , l) , which implies that the

orbifold is hyperbolic. I
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13.6 Andreev's and

There is a remarkably clean statement, due to Andreev, describing hyperbolic

reflection groups whose fundamental domains are not tetrahedra.

13.6.1. [Andreev, 1967 , 19 ]

(flfioaea 132%?133: EO=BD3 _Tneeorlaie
hyoerbolic structure if_f o ha_s p2 .

(b) _I_f_ o i_s 5 _with x0 D3 - (finitelymany points) 32
20=on, inane age mane—_nroductne
Euc an 11:53 3.3 onen , (but 0 itself i_s not such _a_ )

then 0 his a structure with finite _ifi §a_ch_ incompressible

Euclidean suborbifold egg 'ge_ igt_o 311g of Eh_e_

The proof of- 13.6.1 will be given in §

13.6.2. . Let 7 b_e any graph2 1R2 , such that each

ends and _ng two vertices are by more than one edge. Then

i_sg g in 1'82 whosenerveig t_o_ 7. If 7 i_s_the

1- 9:a 93 $2 , then this circle is up t_o

A, of circles means a collection of circles with disjoint interiors.

The nerve of a packing is then a graph, whose vertices correspond to circles, and

whose edges correspond to pairs of circles which intersect. This graph has a

canonical embedding in the plane, by mapping the vertices to the centers of the

circles and the edges to straight line segments which will pass through points

of tangency of circles.
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9
Proof 9: 13.6.2. We transfer the problem to S” by stereographic projection.

Add an extra vertex in each non-triangular region of 82 - 7 , and edges

connecting it to neighboring vertices, so that 7 becomes the l-skeleton of

a triangulation T of $2 .

cfiTnx ‘\ [l’
\lerTG‘L I, \ /

t.\ ’ I I
\ \‘‘ \ I I
\ k f

\ \ I ’/

aft-(1L \

Edda

Let P be the polyhedron obtained by cutting off neighborhoods of the vertices

of T , down to the middle of each edge of T .

P

Let 0 be the orbifold with underlying space X0 D3 - verticesof P ,

and Z: = edges 0f P 9 each modelled on fig / D2 . For any incompressible

Euclidean suborbifold 0', 5X0 must be a curve crossing only four edges of

P ; bUt the only such curves are the curves which circumnavigate a vertex.

Thus, 0 satisfies the hypotheses of 13.6.1 (b) , and 0 has a hyperbolic

structure. This means that P is realized as an ideal polyhedron in H3 , with

all dihedral angles equal to 90° . The planes of the new faces of P (faces

of P but not T) intersect Si in circles. Two of the circles are tangent
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whenever the two faces meet at an ideal vertex of P . This is the

packing required by 13.6.2. The uniqueness statement is a consequence of Mostow's

theorem, since the polyhedron P may be reconstructed from the packing of
”......-h"'~-,
circles on Si . To make the reconstruction, observe that any three pairwise

tangent circles have a. unique common orthogonal circle. The set of planes

determined by the packing of circles on Si , together with extra circles

orthogonal to the triples of tangent circles coming from vertices of the triangular

regions of 32' - 7 cut out a polyhedron of finite volume combinatorially

equivalent to P ,which gives a hyperbolic structure for O
' 13.6.2

Remark: Andreev also gave a proof of uniqueness of a hyperbolic polyhedrOn

with assigned concave angles, so the reference to Mostow's theorem is not

essential.

13.6.3. Corollary. Let r b_e_ 2y o_f $2 . Then there is a
E 1R3 , t_o T whose 1-skeleton

E circumscribed about the unit sphere. (i.e., (_a_f_ T is t

to the unit ). ,this i_s unioue upEa projective

transfornation of lFt3 C P3

I-. _.-''n .. .1'....ul‘y"

which 515 unit sphere.
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PM 2: 13.6.3. Construct the ideal polyhedron P , as in the proof of

13.6.2. Embed H3 in IP3 , as the projective model. The old faces of P

(coming from faces of T) form a polyhedron in JP3 , combinatorially

equivalent to T . Adjust by a projective transformation if necessary so that

this polyhedron is in IR3 . (To do this, transform P so that the origin

is in its interior). 13.6.3.

Remarks. Note that the dual cell-division T* to T is also a convex polyhedron

in JR3 , with l-skeleton of T* circumscribed about the unit sphere. The

intersection T n T* = P .

These three polyhedra may be projected to E2 C P3 , by stereographic

projection, from the north pole of 82 C P3 . Stereographic projection is

conformal on the tangent space of $2 , so the edges of T project to lines

orthogonal to the packing of circles, while the edges of T* project to tangents

to these circles. It follows that the vertices of T project to the centers

of the circles. Thus, the image of the l-skeleton of T is the geometric

.bedding in mg of the nerve 7 of the circle packing.

2
The existence geometric patterns of circles in R may also

be deduced from Andreev's theorem For instance,it gives necessary and sufficient

condition for the existence of a family of circles meeting only orthogonally
/
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in a certain pattern, or meeting at 600 angles.

One might also ask about the existence of packing of circles on surfaces

of constant curvature other than 82 . The answers are corollaries of the following

theorems:

13.6.u. . Int 0 Egg EM X0 .~. T2 x [0,...) , (£112;
T2 x O M 2.31:3 deleted and

O Ma structure g £1n_it_e

i.£.i§ _E ’329 EESEX :232225
is to one of the ends.

(Note that mSl X [0,w) is a. complete Euclidean orbifold, so the hypothesis

implies that every non-trivial simple closed curve on 5X0 intersects 2% ) .

13.6.5. Theorem. Let M2 fiaclosed surface, with X042) < O . A_norbifold

0qu23545 XO=M2X[O,1] (Lthflgverticesngzxo
Egg ), zo=axo§g Z$CM2xo.Then

O ha_s_a structuregffiii ,93m inc ible

is tgonegftheepgi.

By considering ‘n'lO , O as in 13.6.h , as a Kleinian group in upper

half space with T2 X 0° at an , 13.6.14» may be translated into a statement

about, the existence of doubly periodic families of circles in the plane, or
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families of circles on flat toruses. Similarly, 13.6.5 is equivalent to a

statement about families of circles in hyperbolic structures for M2; in fact,-

since M2 X 1 has no l-dimensional singularities, it must be totally

geodesic in any hyperbolic structure, so niMa acts as a Fuchsian group. The

face planes of M? X 0 give rise to a family of circles in the northern

hemisphere of Si , invariant by this Fuchsian group, so each face corresponds

to a circle in the hyperbolic structure for M2 .

Theorems 13.6.1 , 13.6.h and 13.6.5 will be proved in the next section,

by studying patterns cf circles on surfaces.

In example 13.1.5 we saw that the Borromean rings are the singular locus for

a Euclidean orbifold, in which they are elliptic axes of order 2 . With the aid

of Andreev's theorem, we may find all hyperbolic orbifolds which have the Borromean

rings as singular locus. The rings can be arranged so they are invariant by

reflection in three orthogonal great spheres in S3 . (Compare p.13.h)
nn

Thus, an orbifold 0 having the rings as elliptic axes of orders k , Z and m

is an eight-fold covering space of another orbifold, which has the combinatorial

type of a cube, 3.
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By Andreev's theorem, such an orbifold has a hyperbolic structure iff k , 2 and

m areallgreater than 2. If k is 2
3

, for example, then there is a sphere

in S separating the elliptic axes of orders I. and m and intersecting the

elliptic axis of order 2 in four points. This forms anincompressible Euclidean

suborbifold of O , which breaks 0 into

two halves, each fibering over 2-orbifolds with boundary, but in incompatible ways

(unless A or m is 2).

M Z; Base spaces of
the fibrations.

When k = 2 =- m = 3+ , the al domain, as in example 13.1.5 , for

'n'lO acting on H3 is a regular right-angled dodecahedron.

Any of the numbers k , z or m can be permitted to take the value on

in this discussion, to denote a parabolic cusp. When 1 = m = on , for instance,

then 0 has a. k-fold cover which is the complement of the untwisted 2k-1ink

chain D21: of 6.8.7.

Di?
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13.7. Constructing patterns of circles.

We will formulate a precise statement about patterns of circles on surfaces

of non-positive Euler characteristic which gives theorems 13.6.14» and 13.6.5
as immediate consequences.

13.7.1 .Lit s pegc1osed surface with x(s) 5 o. E 1‘ leg

cell if. S. into cells which pg g o_f ad
which lift t_o g s . _Le_t e : s -> [o , 1r/2] (where

5 mflfiidesaf. 1) kg! t_he _bel°w=

(i) a(e) ggeggegegg 931.

(ii). g el , e2 , e3 [ei e 6] form a closed loop,andif§ 8(ei) 3 'rr ,
i=1

then these three edges form the 93 _a_ o_f fr .
)4.

(iii). _I_f el , e2 , e3 , eh form gnull-homotopic closed loop and. if X e (ei) = 2n
i=1

(<=> e (ei) = 17/2) , then EL ei formt_h£ _f_ a E

o_f the union g two .

Then i_s E o_f 2 S 9 L12
2a scalar ,a uniouely cell o_f S

19 r 2that 2; ,_d a family o_f circles, one circle

C for each vertex v of ‘r , so that C and C intersect at a positivev —--—— — — v:L — v2 — -——
_aflgle iff v1 _an_d v2 lie 32a edge. The Egles in which Cv ad Cv1 2
meet 5.5-3 by the edges: there E2 point 9_f_ Cvl
andC ina 2-ce110’iffv andv are of O'.IfO'isa— v2 —- 1 2 — — — —-

and v and v are ,then C is tggent to C ;1 — 2 — — v:L — — v2
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,they meet a_t an _apglgo—f 9(e) , where e _i_s_ the edge th 2

Proof. First, observe that quadrangles can be eliminated by subdivision into two

triangles by a new edge e with 6(a) = O .

71'
i E

9F
There is an extraneous tangency of circles here — in fact, all extraneous

tangencies come from this situation. Henceforth, we assume that T has no

quadrangles. The idea is to solve for theEof the circles CV. . Given

an arbitrary set of radii, we shall construct a Riemannian metric c; S with cone

type singularities at the vertices of 1' , which has a family of circles of the

given radii meeting at the given angles. We adjust the radii until S

lies flat at each vertex. Thus, the proof is closely analogous to the idea that

one can make a conformal change of any given Riemannian metric on a surface until

it has constant curvature. Observe that a conformal map is one which takes

infinitesimal circles to infinitesimal circles; the conformal factor is the ratio

of the radii of the target and source circles.

13.7.2. . Forg three non-obtuse 91 , 92 ad 93 e [o , 1r/2]

and fly three F1 , 32 ad R3 , there E a 2:
3 circles i_n both gn_d_ , unigue up ‘_t_o_ ,

haying radii Bi and in 6i .
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1 R1

Eta—of: o_f . The l ra/side of the hypothetical triangle of centers

of the circles is determined as the side opposite the obtuse angle 11‘ - 9k in

a triangle whose other sides are Ri and R3 . Thus, sup (Ri ,Rj) < 2k 5
Bi + Rj . The three numbers £1 , £2 and 23 obtained in this way clearly

satisfy the triangle inequalities 2k < 21 + 3;] . Hence, one can construct

the appropriate triangle, which gives the desired circles. 13.7.2.

Proof o_f_ 13.7.1, .
.U'

Let VLf denote the set of vertices of 1' . For every element R e lR+
(i.e., if we choose a radius for the circle about each vertex), there is a

singular Riemannian metric, which is pieced together from the triangles of centers

of circles with given radii and angles of intersection as in 13.7.2. The

triangles are taken in H2 or E2 depending on whether X(S) < O or

x(s) = O . The edge lengths of cells of 1' match whenever they are

glued together, so we obtain a metric, with singularities only at the vertices,

and constant curvature O or -1 everywhere else .

The notion of curvature can easily be extended to Riemannian surfaces with

certain sorts of singularities. The curvature form KdA becomes a. measure K
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on such a surface. Tailors are of necessity familiar with curvature as a measure.

Thus, a seam has curvature (IL-L - k2) 'u , where p- is 1-dimensional Lebesgue

measure and hi and k2 are the geodesic curvatures of the two halves.

fl

‘1 ka 0
>0

<0 70
M

(The effect of gathering is more subtle — it is obtained by putting two lines

infinitely close together, one with positive curvature and one with balancing

negative curvature. Another instance of this is the boundary of a lens.)

More to the point for us is the curvature concentrated at the apex of a

cone : it is 271' - O! , where a is the cone angle (computed by slitting the

cone to the apex and laying it flat). It is easy to see that this is the unique

value consistent with the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.

Formally, we now have a map

r
F 1R1“ —-> 115/

(

Given an element R a 1R}: , we construct the singular Riemannian metric on

S , as above; F(R) describes the discrete part of the curvature measure
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KR on S , in other words, F(R)(v) = KR(v) . Our problem is to show that O is in

the image of F , for then we will have a non—singular metric with the desired

pattern of circles built in.

When x(s) = O , then the shapes of the Euclidean triangles do not change

when we multiply R by a constant, so F(R) also does not change. Thus we may

as well no ze so that (v) = 1 Let A C 1131/ be this locus —
A is (the ior of the st I 7/l - l simplex. Observe, by the Gauss-

Bonnet theorem, that 0 Let Z C my be the locus defined by

this equation. v

If X(S) < O , then changing R by a constant does make a difference in

K . In this case, let AC lRZr denote the set of R such that the associated

metric on S has total area 21T “((8)1 . By the Gauss—Bonnet theorem, A =

F-1(Z) (with Z as above). As one can easily believe, A intersects each ray

through 0 in a unique point, so A is a simplex in this case also. This fact

is easily deduced from the following lemma, which will also prove the uniqueness

part of 13.7.1 :

13.7.3. Let Cl , C2 and C3 ‘32 circles 3f: radii R1. , R‘2 egg R3 a
n . _in n C,

and C3 are held but Cl 2L5. varied E such a way that _th_e 93
intersection

£12 o_fE of

are ER; , then the center g Cl moves toward

R\\
\

(“I
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Thus w_e have

Ba 50 a)Si? < 0 3i: > 0 SEE > o

where the oi are the angles of the triangle of centers.

Proofgf 13.7.3. Consider first the Euclidean case. Let 21 , 22 and £3
denote the lengths of the sides of the triangle of centers. The partial derivatives

822 oz
and F3 can be computed geometrically.5g; R1

1 . .If v1 denotes the center of Cl , then SR—l is determined as the vector
61 32

whose orthogonal projections sides 2 and 3 are 2 and 3 .3.
R1 3T1

is the vector from vl to the intersection of the lines joining

the pairs of intersection points of two circles.

Va.
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When all angles of intersection of circles are acute, no circle meets the

opposite side of the triangle of centers:
mdx mag [81

V1 “1 c1 oi
mad 1 C3 meets vlv2 =>

C1 f: C1 and 02 don't meet.
max 1 V3, C3

5v
It follows that 33% points to the interior of A vl v2 v3

The hyperbolic-proof is similar, except that some of it takes place in the

tangent space to H2 at v:L 13.7.3.

Continuation 3f proof pf 13.7.1.

From lemma 13.7.3 it follows that when all three radii are increased, the

new triangle of centers can be arranged to contain the old one. Thus, the area

of S is monOtone, for each ray in may. The area near 0 is near 0 , and

near 0° is near 71’ X (# triangles + 2# quadrangles) ; thus the ray intersects

A = F-1(Z) in a unique point.

It is now easy to prove that F is an embedding of A in Z . In fact,

consider any two distinct points R and R' e A . Let 7/'C V be the

set of v where R'(v) < R(v) . Clearly 7- is aproper subset. Let

TV— be the subcomp of 'r spanned by 7/- . (Tlf' consists of all cell-s

whose vertices are c ined in 2}" ) . Let 82% be a small neighborhood

of TV . We compare the geodesic curvature of BSV_ in the two metrics. To

do this, we may arrange 5672 to be orthogonal to each edge it meets. Each

arc of intersection of as with a triangle having one vertex in V-T.
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contributes approximately (Ii to the total curvature, while each arc of

intersection with a triangle having two vertices in 7‘ contributes approximately

+ -TI'.Bi 7i

In view of 13.7.3 , an angle such as Otl increases in the R' metric.

The change in 51 and 71 is unpredictable. However, their sum must increase:

first, let R1 and R2 decrease ; 1r - 51 - (61 + 52) ,which is the area of the

triangle in the hyperbolic case, decreases or remains constant but 81 also decrease

so 61 + 71 must increase. Then let R3 increase; by 13.7.3, 51 and 71 both

increase. Hence, the geodesic curvature of BS _ increases.

From the Gauss-Bonnet formula,

2 K(v)=-f ksds KdA+21rX(Sy,
v e - as S

7} ‘U U-
it follows that the total curvature at vertices in 7/'7 must decreasesin the 12'

metric. (Note that the area of S _ decreases, so if k = -l , the and term

on the right decreases.) In particular, F(R) 7‘ F(R') , which shows that F

is an embedding of A .
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The proof that O is in the image of F is based on the same principle as

the proof of uniqueness. We can extract information about the limiting behaviour

of F as R approaches 3A by studying the total curvature of the subsurface

37/0 ,where '7/0 consists of the vertices v such that R(v) is tending toward

0 . When a triangle of T has two vertices in l/0 and the third not in 2/0 ,
then the sum of the two angles at vertices in 7/0 tends toward 'rr

6%

When a triangle of T has only one vertex in 7/0 , then the angle at that vertex

tends toward the value 1r - e(e) , where e is the opposite edge. Thus, the/_ '_|

total_cm'vature of $1“) tends toward the value 2 (1T - @(e)) , where
EL 1'

L(r ) is the "link of 1: " e (00)yo yo

63(e)
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The Gauss-Bonnet formula gives

Lim x(v) = —2 (1r- a(e)) + 271'X (Sp-o) < o
v e V0 e €L(1?p)

e that (s ) —> 0 )
To see that the right h side is s ative, it suffices to consider the

case that TV0 is connected. Unless 1:”.0 has Euler characteristic one, both

terms are non-positive,and the sum is negative. If L(TVO) has length 5 or

more, then 2 1T - 8(e) > 277 , so the sum is negative. The cases when

e 6 L(‘t' 0)
l!L(Tvo) has length 3 or 1+ are dealt with in hypotheses (ii) and (iii) of”

theorem 13.7.1.

'When 7)” is any proper subset of To and R e A is an arbitrary point ,

we also have an inequality

Z KRM > Z (1r -e(e))+2rrx(szf.)
ver' e €L(T”, )

This may be deduced quickly by comparing the R metric with a metric R' in

which R' (z/') is near 0 . In other words, the image F(A) is contained in the

interior of the polyhedron P C Z defined by the above inequalities. Since F(A)

is an open set whose boundary is 5P ,F(A) = interior (P) . Since 0 e int(P) ,

this completes the proof of 13.7.1.

13.7.1, 13.6.h, 13.6.5'
Remarks. This proof was based on a practical algorithm for actually constructing

patterns of circles. The idea of the algorithm is to adjust, iteratively, the radii

of the circles. A change of any single radius affects most strongly the curvature

at that vertex, so this process converges reasonably well.
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The patterns of circles on surfaces of constant curvature, with singularities

at the centers of the circles, have a 3-dimensional interpretation. Because of

the inclusions isom (HZ) C isom (H3) and isom (E2) C. isom (H3) , there is

associated with such a surface S a hyperbolic 3-manifold Ms , homeomorphic

to S x JR , with cone type singularities along (the singularities of S) x IR

Each circle on S determines a totally geodesic submanifold (a "plane") in MS .

These, together with the totally geodesic surface isotopic to S when S is hyperbolic,

cut out a submanifold of Ms with finite volume — it is an orbifold as in

13.6.h or 13.6.5 but with singularities along arcs or half-lines running from

the top to the bottom.

13.7.h. . 13.6.u Bid 13.6.5 8 _i_gg g
, instead 23 _a_. surface. (TE 0 _i3 19 have 9311

fig 13.6.h_&r_ 13.6.5, 'Dlus (singularities of s) x: g
(singxflarities of s) x [o ,w) : )

Proof. Solve for pattern of circles on S in a. metric of constant curvature on

S — the underlying surface of S will have a Riemannian metric with cone type

singularities of curvature 2n ( % - l) at elliptic points of S , and angles at

corner reflectors of S .

An alternative proof is to find a surface S which is a finite covering space

of the orbifold S , and find a. hyperbolic structure for the corresponding

covering space 6 of 0 . The existence of a hyperbolic structure for 0 follows

from the uniqueness of the hyperbolic structure on O thence the invariance by

deck transformations of 6 over 0 .
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13.8. A $2;Egg spaces 9:
olds.

We will construct hyperbolic structures for a much greater variety of

orbifolds by studying the quasi-isometric deformation spaces of orbifolds with

boundary whose underlying space is the three-disk. In order to do this, we

need a description of the limiting behaviour of conformal structures on its

boundary. We shall focus on the case when the boundary is a disjoint union of

polygonal orbifolds. For this, the greatest clarity is attained by finding the

right compactifications for these Teichmfiller spaces.

When M is an orbifold, M[5 m) is defined to consist of points x in M3

such that the ball of radius 8/2 about x has a finite fundamental group.

Equivalently, no loop through x of length < 8 has infinite order in ni(M) .
M is defined similarly. It does not, in general, contain a neighborhood(0.6] .

of the singular locus. With this definition, it follows (as in §5) that each

component of M(O s] is covered by a horoball or a unifonn neighborhood of an
5

axis, and its fundamental group contains Z or Z EB Z with finite index.

In §5., we defined the geometric topology on sequqnces of hyperbolic 3-

manifolds of finite volume. For our present purpose, we want to modify this

definition slightly. First, define a structure with Eggs; on a 2-

dimensional orbifold O to be a complete hyperbolic structure with finite volume

on the complement of some l-dimensional suborbifold, whose components are the

ngdeg. This includes the case when there are no nodes. A topology is defined

on the set of hyperbolic structures with nodes, up to diffeomorphisms isotopic to

the identity on a given surface, by saying that M1 and M2 have distance 5 a

if there is a diffeomorphism of O [isotopic to the identity] whose restriction

to M is a (e5) - quasi-isometry to M9[e' m) . Here, 5' is some fixed,— ,Hanan)
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small number.

M15. The related topology on hyperbolic structures with nodes upE
diffeomorphism on a given surface is always compact. (Compare J¢rgensen's theorem,

5.12, and Mumford's theorem, 8.8.3.) This gives a beautiful compactification

for the modular space 7(M) / Diff(M) , which has been studied by Bers [ ] ,

Earle and Marden [ ] and Abikoff [ ] . What we shall do works

because a polygonal orbifold has a finite modular group.

For any two-dimensional orbifold O with X(o) < O, let77(0) be the

space of all hyperbolic structures with nodes (up to isotopy) on. O .

13.8.1. . When P EE n- , ‘7](P) E t_o

the (closed) disk ,Dn'3 , with j(P) . pt has 3

with open cells 2y theEo_f nodes (pp2isotopy).

Here are the three simplest examples.

If P is a quadrilateral, then J (P) is IR . There are two possible

nodes 77(P) looks like this:

If there are two adjacent order 2 corner reflectors, the qualitative picture

must be modified appropriately. For instance,

1

0" 1‘3—

When P is a pentagon, j(P) is R2 . There are five possible nodes,

and the cell-structure is diagrammed below:
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When there is only one node, the pentagon is pinched into a quadrilateral and a

triangle, so there is still one degree of freedom.

When P is a hexagon, there are 9 possible nodes.

Each single node pinches the hexagon into a pentagon and a triangle, or into two

quadrilaterals, so its associated 2-cell is a pentagon or a square. The cell

division of 8D3 is diagrammed below:
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(The zero and one dimensional cells are parameterized by the union of the nodes

of the incident 2-cells.)

Proof 92 13.8.1. It is easy to see that 77(P) is compact by familiar arguments,

as in 5.12 and 8.8.3, for instance. In fact, choose 8 sufficiently small so

that P is always a disjoint union of regular neighborhoods of short arcs.
(0,51

Given a sequence {Pi} , we can pass to a. subsequence so that the core l-orbifolds

of the components of Pi(0,5] are constant. Extend this system of arcs to a

maximal system of disjoint geodesic arcs [C21 ,..., Elk} . The lengths of all such

arcs remain bounded in [Pi] (this follows from area considerations), so there

is a subsequence so that all lengths converge - possibly to zero. But any set of

[z(ai) I z(ai) Z 0] defines a hyperbolic structure with nodes, so our sequence

converges in '77(P ) .

Furthermore, we have described a covering of ‘77 (P ) by neighborhoods

diffeomorphic to quadrants, so it has the structure of a manifold with

corners. Change of coordinates is obviously differentiable. Each stratum consists

of hyperbolic structures with a prescribed set of nodes, so it is diffeomorphic

to Euclidean space (this also follows directly from the nature of our local

coordinate systems.)

Theorem 13.8.1 follows from this information. Here is a little overproof.

An explicit homeomorphism to a disk can be constructed by observing that 356(P) *

has a natural triangulation, which is dual to the cell structure of a 77(P) .

This arises from the fact that any simple geodesic on P must be orthogonal to

the mirrors, so a geodesic lamination on P is finite. The simplices in Wifi)
are measures on a maximal family of geodesic l-orbifolds.

*For definition, and other information, see p. 8.58.
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A projective structure for 955 (P) - that is, a piecewise projective

homeomorphism to a sphere - can be obtained as follows (Compare.Corollary 9.7.’+.)

The set of geodesic laminations on P is in l—l correspondence with the set of cell

divisions of P which have no added vertices. Geometrically, in fact, a geometric

lamination extends in the projective (IQein) model to give a subdivision of the

dual polygon.

Take the model P now to be a polygon in 132 C 183 . Let V be the vertex

set. For any function f : V -—r IR , let Cf be the convex hull of the

set of points obtained by moving each vertex v of P to a height f(v) (positive

or negative along the perpendicular to E2 through v . The "top" of Cf gives

a subdivision of P . The nature of this subdivision is unchanged if a function

which extends to an affine function from 132 to IR is added to f . Thus,

we have a map lRV/ R3 —> flafi (P) . To lift the map to measured laminations,

take the directional derivative at O of the bending measure for the top of the

convex hull, in the direction f . The global description of this map is that a

function f is associated to the measure which assigns to each edge e of the bending

the change in slope of the intersection of the faces adjacent to e with a plane

perpendicular to c

It is geometrically clear that we thus obtain a piecewise linear homeomorphism.

*See remark 9.5.9-
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e W£(P) == le-3 O

The set of measures which assign a maximal value of l to an edge gives a

lav-'3. The dual poly-realization of €06 (P) as a convex polyhedral sphere Q in
* _

hedron Q, - which is, by definition, the set of vectors X 6 EV 3 such that

supyeQ X - Y = l — is the boundary of a convex disk, combinatorially equal to 77(P).
This seems explicit enough for now. -13-9- a man a
52°11'05-

Let 0 be an orbifold with underlying space x0 D3 , 20 c 3133
and 520 a union of polygons.

We will use the terminology s_tructure on 0 to mean a diffeomorphism

of O to . a. Kleinian manifold 33 - LI. / 1" , where I" is a Kleinian group.

In order to describe the ways in which Kleinian structures on O can

degenerate, we will also define the notion of a with nodes

on O . The nodes are meant to represent the linu‘ting behaviour as some l—dimensional

suborbifold S becomes shorter and shorter, finally becoming parabolic. We

shall see that this happens only when S is isotopic in one or more ways to 50 ;
the geometry depends on the set of suborbifolds on 30 isotopic to S which are

being pinched in the conformal geometry of 30 . To take care of the various

possibilities, nodes are to be of one of these three types:

(a) An incompressible l-suborbifold of 30 .

(b) An incompressible 2 ‘ dimensional suborbifold of O , with Euler

characteristic zero and non-empty bomdary. In general, it would be one of these

five: .
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mirror mirrors
but for the orbifolds we are considering only the last two can occur.

(c) An orbifold T modelled on P2}: x m ,k > 2 where P21: is a

polygon with El: sides. The sides of P2]: are to alternate being on 30 and

in the interior of O . (Cases a and b could be subsumed under this case

by thickening them and regarding them as the cases k = l and k = 2 .)

A Kleinian structure with nodes is now defined to be a meinian structure in

the complement of a union of nodes of the above types, neighborhoods of the nodes in C-

‘oeing horoball neighborhoods of cusps in the Kleinian structures. Of course, if 0

minus the nodes is not connected, each component is the quotient of a separate

Kleinian group (so our definition was not general enough for this case.)

Let '77 (0) denote the set of all Kleinian structures with nodes on O , up

to homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. As for surfaces, we define a topology

on 77(0) , by saying that two structures a and K2 have distance 5 E:

if there is a homeomorphism between them which is an e6 - quasi-isometry on

KEEN) intersected with the convex hull of K1 .
13.9.1. . psi 0 pg 55 with o and Bo .

I_f O has one non- structure, then ‘fl(0) 1?. . E
structure o_n 80 i_s_ , and it gives 2: t_o_ a disk,

77(0) ..72 (50)

Note: The necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of a Kleinian
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structure will be given in , or they can be deduced from Andreev's

theorem 13.6.1. We will use 13.9.1 to prove existence.

Proof. We will study the convex hulls of the Kleinian structures with

nodes on O . (When the Kleinian structure is disconnected, this is the union

of convex hulls of the pieces.)

13.9.2. . There 355 upper bound for the p; the convex hull,

H , pf p structure with nodes pm 0 .

Proof 2; 13.9.2. The bending lamination for 50 has a bounded number

of components. Therefore, H is (geometrically) a polyhedron with a bounded

number of faces, each with a bounded number of sides. Hence the area of the

boundary of the polyhedron is bounded. Its volume is also bounded, in view of

the isoperimetric inequality,

volume (S) < % area (BS)

foraset s c: H3 . (cf. §5-ll)- 13.9.2.

Theorem 13.9.1 .can now be derived by an adaptation of the proof of

J¢rgensen's theorem (5.12) to the present situation. It can also be proved

by a direct analysis of the shape of H . We will carry through this latter course

to make this proof more concrete and self-contained.

The first observation is that H can degenerate only when some edges of H

become very long. When a face of H has vertices at infinity, "length" is

measured here as the distance between canonical neighborhoods of the vertices.

In fact, if the edges of H remain bounded in length,the faces remain bounded
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in shape (by §13.8 , for instance ; the components of 5H can be treated

as single faces for this analysis). If we view XH as a convex polyhedron in R3
then as long as a sequence {Hi} has all faces remaining bounded in shape, there

is a subsequence such that the polyhedra [XH.) converge, in the sense that the

maps of each face into H3 converge. One possibility is that the limiting

map of XH has a 2-dimensional image: this happens in the case of‘a sequence

of quasi-Fuchsian groups converging to a Fuchsian group, and we do not regard

the limit as degenerate. The significant point is that two silvered faces of

H (faces of H not on 5H) which are not incident (along an edge or at a

cusp) cannot come close together unless their diameter goes to infinity, becaus

any points of close approach are deep inside H(O S] .3

We can obtain a good picture of the degeneration which occurs as an edge

becomes very long by the following analysis. We will consider only edges which

are not in the interior of 3H . Since the area of each face of H is bounded,

any edge e of H which is very long must be close and nearly parallel, for

most of its length all but a bounded part . 0f its length, on bOth SideS, to 0th

edges of its adjacent faces.

Similarly, these nearly parallel edges must be close and nearly parallel

to still more edges on the far side from e . How long does this continue?

Remember that H has an angle at each edge. In fact, if we ignore edges in the

interior of 3H , no angle exceeds 90°. Special note should be made here of th
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angles between 5H and mirrors of H : the condition for convexity of H is

that 5H , together with its reflected image, is convex, so these angles also

are S 900 . (If they are strictly less, then that edge of BB is part of the

bending locus, and consequently it must have ends on order 2 corner reflectors.)

Since H is geometrically a convex polyhedron, the only way that it can be

bent so much along such closely spaced lines is that it be very thin. In other

words, along most of the length of e , the planes perpendicular to e C xH C H3
intersect X3 in a small polygon, which represents a suborbifold. It has 2 ,

3 or M intersections with edges of X3‘ not interior to BE .

Sma" qufltfl

By area - angle considerations, this small suborbifold must have non-negative Euler

characteristic. We investigate the cases separately.

(5) X=O, 83¢
3

(i) 1¥€x . This is automatically in ressible, since it is closed,3 .

it must be homotopic to a cusp. But this is s sed to be ided by keeping our

investigations away from the vertices of faces of P .
2 2

(ii) . Either it is incompressible, and avoided as in (i) , or

compressible, so it is homotopic to some edge of H .

But since it is small, it must be very close to that edge. This contradicts
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the way it was chosen" or, in any case, it can account for only a small

part of the length of e .

(b) X=O, 8*¢
5 8

(i) m m (ii) m m m denotes a mirror

2 m 2

These can occur either as small Beincompressible SUbOrbifOlds(representing

incipient 2-dimensional nodes) or as small B-compressible orbifolds, representing

the boundary of a neighborhood of an incipient 1-dimensiona1 node.

3

Com Press- L":
Bdrm

(c). X > O . This cannot occur, since 0 is irreducible and 80 incompressible.

we now can see that H is decomposed into reasonably wide convex pieces, joine

together along long thin spikes whose cross-sections are 2-dimensional orbifolds

with boundary. There also may be some long thin spikes representing neighborhoods

of short l-suborbifolds (arcs) of 50 .

H(O 6] contains all the long spikes. It may also intersect certain regions
2
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between spikes, where two silvered faces of H come close together. If so,

then H contains the entire region, bounded by spikes (Since each edge of the
(0,51

two nearby faces comes to a spike within a bounded distance, as we have seen.)

The fundamental group of that part of H must be elementary: in other

words, all faces represent reflections in planes perpendicular to or containing

a single axis.

It should by now be clear that 77 (o) is compact. By 11. , Kleinian

structures with nodes of a certain type on O are parameterized, if they exist,

by conformal structures with nodes of the appropriate type on 50 Given a

Kleinian structure with nodes, K , and a nearby element K' in 77(0), there is a

map with very small dilation from all but a small neighborhood of the nodes in

8K to BK' , covering all but a long thin neck; this implies that BK'
is near 5K in 77(50) . Therefore, the map from ‘77 (0) to “7)(50) is

continuous. Since 7? (O) is compact, the image is all of 7Z(50)Since the map

is 1 - 1 , it is a homeomorphism. 13.9.1.

To be continued


